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Abstract

A Christian Response to Chinese Ancestor Practices in Taiwan:
An Exercise in Contextualization
Daniel Chi-Sung Chen
Chinese ancestor practice is a complex phenomenon.

It

pervades the whole of religious, social, and family life and
epitomizes what is controversial within the core of Chinese
society.

This practice involves belief in present life, life

after death, and at the moment of death, all of which constitute
Chinese ancestor practices.
under the ancestors' shadow.

Chapter 1 describes how people live
The methodology of this study

integrates documentary research with field research in different
parts of Taiwan.
Chapters 2-5 seek to re-examine Chinese concepts of filial
piety (present life), soul (life after death), and funeral
the moment of death)

(at

from the perspectives of Chinese culture,

religious beliefs, and ritual behaviors.

This examination

exposes the strengths and weaknesses of the three issues.
Chapters 6 deals with the field research in Taiwan in
relation to Chinese ancestor practices.

The interview schedule

gives us much information about current beliefs, attitudes, and
practices of Taiwan Chinese toward ancestor practices.
findings are intriguing.

Several

For instance, 25-50 percent of people

seem not to reject Christian faith because of ancestor practices
which is inconsistent with Christians' presumed understanding.

At least 63 percent of respondents are highly automonous in
conversion!

Such findings encourage us since the practices that

Christian Chinese presume seem not so inviolable.
Chapter 7 deals with evaluation of filial piety, soul, and
funeral from new understandings of the Bible.

Contextualized

theology regarding each central issue then is constructed from
the Chinese perspective.

Several findings concerning filial duty

(such as feeding, respecting, and honoring one's parents) are
very consistent with a biblical view.

This finding may surprise

Christians when they learn they can fully retain the good part of
tradition and assume such responsibility with all their hearts.
The intermediate state of the dead is depicted from both new
understandings of the Bible and Chinese perspective.

The souls

of the believers in the intermediate state are in paradise which
is different from heaven, the eternal home.
heaven, the redeemed are supplied with food.
hungry and thirsty.

In paradise and
They are no longer

A surprising finding also is that half of

the Chinese traditional funeral rites are similar to Jewish
funerals.

This fact provides excellent common ground for

formulating a Christian funeral.
Chapters 8-9 then propose contextualized ancestor practices
in the light of both the Chinese Christian theology and interview
results.

This Christian alternative is recommended in order that

the church in Taiwan may meet the felt needs of Christians and
accomplish a strategic missiological goal of removing the
unnecessary barriers to Christian conversion.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction--Living Under the Ancestors' Shadow

"King, if you make up your mind to become a Christian I
would then cut off our father-son relationship and you cannot
inherit any property from me.
worthwhile for you to lose your

Think about it!
st~tus

It is not

in our family."

My

grandfather reprimanded his eldest son with a stern facial
expression.

My father was forty years old with five children at

that time.
Rather than responding immediately, my father looked for a
long time at the table.

When he finally spoke, it was slowly and

with deep emotion: "Six months ago, my son, Daniel, was sick and
defecated with lots of blood.
for two months.

You know, this situation lasted

My wife and I were very scared.

We took him to

see the doctor, it didn't work; we took him to the temple to see
the shaman and monk, it didn't work either!
could.

We did everything we

We even sent Daniel to Guan-Yin Buddha (the Goddess of

Mercy) as an adopted son so that she might rescue him from dying
But, it was futile.

What could I do for my son without Jesus'

healing?"
This sensational answer did not move my grandfather
replied,

He

"Don't you know that none of our kin is Christian?

Don't you understand that Christians are known to not cry after
their parents die?

They don't worship their ancestors.

They are

2

so unfilial to their deceased parents."
always obedient and filial to you."

"You know, Dad, I'm

"I know.

But you forget

what Confucius says about a really filial son: When parents are
alive, serve them according to the rules of propriety.
die, bury them according to the rules of

When they

propriety, and then

sacrifice to them according to the rules of propriety" (The
Analects 2:5, Legge 1960d:l5)
"But offering sacrifices to ancestors is incompatible with
the teaching of the Bible.
one's ancestors as gods."

The Bible teaches against worshipping
Although my father replied carefully,

it still provoked my grandfather to anger
"I'm not asking you to worship me as god.

I'm asking you to

venerate and commemorate me as your father."
Dad did not know what to say.

He wanted to be true to his

own belief, but how could he respond in a way not to offend, and
how could he give a Christian witness and at the same time not
jeopardize the relationship of father and son?

He groped for an

answer
Though this happened in Taiwan forty years ago, Chinese
ancestor worship is by no means a thing of the past.

To the

great majority of the population in Taiwan, Minnans and Hakkas
alike, ancestor worship still occupies an essential position in
their religious life.
A similar case also happened eighteen years later when the
conversion of my wife brought her many family tribulations.

Her

parents gave her the cold shoulder, no food was prepared for her
on the day of sacrifice to the deceased ancestors.

They treated

3

her as though she were absent.

They cannot understand why their

daughter will not hold joss-sticks and prostrate to the deceased.
In their thinking, it is a family and clan affair believed to
ensure the peace and prosperity of living descendants.
Their experience is painful yet the result is beneficial.
However, not everyone's has been likewise beneficial.

Many

people hesitate to become Christians when they have to face the
consequences of ancestor practice.

I have talked to such persons

and learned that they have been struggling with this issue for
several years.

It seems that ancestor worship continues to

hinder Taiwanese from becoming Christians.

Furthermore, the

problem of ancestor worship is not limited to the Taiwan Chinese;
it also remains a barrier to conversion elsewhere in Asia and is
a cause of ethical indecision among Asian Christians

As Dr

Lien-Hua Chow says: "Respecting ancestors is our main problem, at
least in Taiwan and in some parts of Southeast Asia"

(Chow

1984:2)
With so many cases around me, I have begun to ask the
following questions: What does this age-old practice mean to the
people at large?

Have we sought to understand that?

think about the practice?

How do they

Have we tried our best to design

appropriate ways to deal with it?

My personal experience in the

setting of Taiwan causes me to ponder these problems and
motivates my research of this topic.

Therefore, my initial

research interests have focused on the historical understanding
of ancestor worship (the concept of soul, filial piety, and death
in the Chinese context) as well as on the contextual
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understanding of these issues with respect to ancestor practices
in Taiwan.

Hopefully, the seed of the gospel can sprout, root,

and spread in Chinese soil.

Statement of the Problem
From the cases of my father and wife, one may sense that
ancestor practices play an indispensable role in reinforcing the
cohesion of family and clan.
From study of the historical background of ancestor worship,
we know that the original meaning was distorted by the form
developed later on.

Immortality of the soul is deeply rooted in

the mind of Taiwanese folk people.

For many intelligentsia in

Taiwan, ancestor worship is simply regarded as the form of filial
piety (Hung 1985:201-202), but what do the ordinary people in the
middle and lower class think about this issue?
Conferences held in the past hundred years show that Chinese
leaders are still seeking their "worthy way" to express the
Chinese concept of kinship and soul within the context of death.
The ancestral rites will not go away by themselves.

The gospel

in Chinese may spread throughout the land, but it will never
truly take root until the church decides whether it preaches good
news or bad news on these rites that continue to bind together
Chinese society From my personal experience and preliminary study, I have
come to realize that issues mentioned above constitute the three
primary domains of ancestor worship.
affect the spread of the gospel.

And these three domains

This study then will e x amine
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how the three issues of filial piety, soul, and the e x pression of
these at the time of death, relate to the spread of the gospel.
And these can be examined again in the light of Scripture so that
Chinese believers today may find a way to contextualize their
faith and lifestyle in order to remove the unnecessary barriers
to Christian conversion.

Data
The data related to these issues was collected from two
different groups.

First of all, I needed to know what Chinese in

Taiwan who are not Christians believe about the soul, filial
piety, and death, and how they act upon their beliefs.
many views or just one view on these issues?

Are there

Second, what do

Chinese Christians in Taiwan believe about the soul, filial
piety, and death, and how do they act upon their beliefs? Is
there one view or are there many views on these issues?

Third, I

researched what are the biblical and Christian contextual
teachings about soul, filial piety, and death?

The fourth area

of research was, what did the ancient Chinese believe about the
soul, filial piety, and death?

And how did they act upon their

beliefs?

Data Collection and Research Methodology
In order to carry out the research, three methods of data
collection were employed.

These included library research,

participant-observation, and interviews.
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Library Research
The need to discern what the Chinese historically and
currently believe about the soul, filial piety, and life after
death required library research which was mainly focused on
sources such as Chinese Classics and assumed Chinese history
This was done in libraries of North America and Taiwan.

North

American libraries included: B. L. Fisher Library at Asbury
Theological Seminary (materials on religions); King Library at
the University of Kentucky (materials on anthropology. social
sciences, religion); Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville (Chinese Recorder 1888-1928); Far East Library of the
University of California at Berkeley -

In addition, interlibrary

loan was used in the research.
Taiwanese libraries included: Research Institute of Modern
History at Sinica Academia in Taipei (materials on Chinese
history), Research Institute of Ethnology at Sinica Academia in
Taipei

(materials on anthropology, social sciences and religion),

the China Evangelical Seminary in Taipei (materials on mission
history), the Holy Light Seminary in Kaohsiung (materials on
Chinese folk religion), and Fujen Catholic University in Taipei
(materials on mission history of Roman Catholics)
Participant-Observation
The need to know what Chinese think and do with regard to
funeral ceremonies and the Grave Sweeping Festival required that
I undertook participation-observation.

I witnessed several

rituals such as the funeral ritual with its many partsl as well
as public practices related to ancestor practices in the
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ancestral temple hall and during the Grave Sweeping Festival.
The setting of participant-observation was in Wuchia (township),
which is nearby Kaoshiung City, the second largest city of
Taiwan.

Participant-observation provided firsthand information

for solving one aspect of the research problem.

In employing

this method, I attempted to do two things: first, to sample nonChristian and Christian populations for participation in the two
rituals respectively; second, to record carefully what I observed
so as to provide descriptive information that would contribute to
solving this problem.
Interviews
The need to understand responses of Christians and nonChristians to ancestor worship required

conduct~ng

of interviews.

These interviews were focused on ancestor worship as it refers to
beliefs, attitudes, and practices
The first group of target populations for interviews were
Chinese Christians

(including Catholics) in positions such as

church leaders, theologians, and ordinary believers.

Church

surveys were limited to persons who might be contacted by
students at the Holy Light Theological Seminary.

Selected

sampling and examinination of their socio-economic status in
interviews also were utilized.

A team of Taiwanese-speaking

interviewers, part of whom were seminary students, was enlisted
from Holy Light Seminary -

Although trained in the Wesleyan

theological tradition, the students of the seminary practice
ministry in a variety of denominations.

Interviewers were

instructed in general interviewing techniques and sent to their
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practice churches with an interview schedule to use during the
interview encounters.

Interviews were done by Januar y 20, 1997

so that issues related to the question of Christian responses to
ancestor worship could be completed.
To assure participation of church leaders and theologians, I
interviewed these persons personally.

The interviews were

conducted in December 1996.
Due to financial limitations, a quota-sampling technique was
designed. 2

Interviewers were directed to question approximately

equal numbers of men and women and roughly equal numbers of
young, middle-aged, and older informants.
In order to produce results for reliable analysis, one
hundred interviews were considered the minimum number required.
The researcher aimed to gather at least 300 completed schedules.
Interview schedules used with Christians and non-Christians are
located in Appendixes A and B respectively -

The great quantity

of questionnaires returned made the rate of return reach very
high,

95 percent.

The data were analyzed using the Proc Freq

procedure of SAS program (SAS Institute, 1986)

The independence

between the variables were determined by the X2 -test.

If the X2-

test is significant at a probability < 0.05, there is only less
than 5 % of the chance that our hypothesis (of no association
between two variables, observed value and expected value) was
true, then we conclude there is an association between two
variables. 3
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Theoretical Framework and Model for Contextualization
I developed and applied a synthetic model drawing from two
models and two assumptions for doing contextualization of
ancestor practices in light of the necessity to collect and
integrate data.
Developing a Synthetic Model
In order to develop a theoretical model for contextualizing
the gospel in relation to Chinese ancestor practices, I gleaned
concepts from the models of missiologist Dr
Taiwanese pastor, Rev- Koh Shi-Yuan.

Paul Hiebert and a

I then added two

theological assumptions, and from these elements created my own
model to address the problem.
The critical contextualization model of Paul Hiebert can be
summarized in the following diagram (1985:188; 1987:104-111 ) :

Old Belifs, --- > (l)Gather
information
Rituals ,
Customs_

Figure 1

(2)Study

(3) Ev aluate

(4)Create
a n ew contex-

bibli c al

the old in

about the

teachings

the light of

tualized

old

about the

biblical

Christian

practice

teachings

practice

Critical Contextualization (after Hiebert 19 85 :1 88)

In his model, Hiebert asserts in the first step (1) that church
leaders and the missionary must lead the congregation in
gathering information about the traditional customs, rites, and
beliefs, and then assist in analyzing and discussing their
meanings and functions.

The second step (2) is to lead the

church members in a Bible study related to the issue under
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consideration.

The third step (3) is to allow the congregation

to evaluate critically their own past customs in the light of
their new biblical understandings and to make the final decision
regarding their use.

And finally in step (4) the people may

create a new contextualized Christian practice to communicate
Christian beliefs in forms that are indigenous to their culture.
This approach is a valuable method and fits well in solving my
problem.

Hiebert calls it "critical contextualization," whereby

old beliefs, rituals, and customs are neither rejected nor
accepted without examination (1985:186).
A second model is what I call the "inculturation model" for
Koh's approach, according to a term coined by J. Masson, who in
1962 wrote an article in which he made useful suggestions for an
"inculturated catholic Christianity"

(Crollius 1986, 8:1-7)

can be expressed in the following three stages:
the Christian message,

It

(1) insertion of

(2) expression in the new culture, and (3)

reinterpretation of cultural expressions.

First, Koh preaches

"the de-Christianized gospel message in the non-Christianized
culture."

He seeks expression through elements proper to the

"non-Christianized culture" [he means here non-Westernized
culture] so that the message of the gospel passes from deChristianized text [Christian text apart from Western culture] to
the non-Christianized context.

His understanding of

reinterpretation is that whatever he preaches and does, he links
with the unchurched people.

Koh has used this model effectively

to communicate the gospel and has been successful in building
many churches

(Hwang 1973:24-25; Koh 1981)
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To create a model incorporating these two approaches, two
theological assumptions are necessary.
The first is the assumption of a core of Christianit y 4 that
needs to be discovered and released in a new form in each new
context.

Karl Rahner asserts that faith can risk self-

destruction when it fails to create the forms of faith demanded
by a new culture (1973:48-51);

In other words, to remain "true

to the primitive truth," one has to "discover a new form."
However, it is not sufficient to find a new expression of the
primitive truth, but it also needs to be linked with a principle
that animates, directs, tranforms, and remakes the culture
(quoted in Shorter 1994:11-12)

Therefore, in this case, the

veneration of Chinese ancestors needs to be replaced by a
principle of mediation between culture and Scripture that follows
Scripture.

This can be satisfied by the development of a sound

Christology which supplies an answer to the mediating functions
attributed to ancestors.

This can be accomplished by the

reestablishment of the lordship of Christ over the realm of
spirits.

That is to say, the functions formerly performed by the

ancestors are fulfilled in Christ.

Christ has both overcome and

judged the forces that plunder and cause death.
Second is the theological assumption of the priesthood of
all believers

Paul Hiebert in his book, Anthropological

Insights for Missionaries, asks:
What are the theological foundations for critical
contextualization? First, it [critical contextualization]
affirms the priesthood of all believers. With critical
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contextualization, decisions are made not by the leaders for
the people, but by all of the believers.
(1985: 191)
This second assumption is necessary because often leaders,
missionaries, and theologians fear that things might get out of
hand if "the laity" are involved in discussions.

The doctrine of

the priesthood of believers means that the decisions and goals of
leaders at some summit consultation could not be put into effect
necessarily in the everyday lives of the broader church.
After analyzing the results of the questionnaire, I convened
a group coming from various denominations to discuss the related
issues and then
16)

utili~ed

my model, depicted in Figure 2 (See page

In the terms of Stephen Bevans, this "model would be coined

a "synthetic model"

(1992:81-94)

[see "Definition of Terms"]

It

does not just put things together in a kind of compromise, but it
tries to keep the integrity of the gospel message while at the
same time ackowledging the vital role that culture has played and
can play in theology (1992:82).

This method may be seen already

in the choice and integration of data.
Several sources of information such as Chinese Classics,
historical research, interviews, and participant-observation were
used to understand the local cultural context in relation to the
Chinese beliefs of soul, filial piety, and death.

From these

sources the writer gleaned and summarized succinctly the notion
of Chinese family/kinship system, the notion of soul, and the
cult of the dead in Chinese customs.

Chinese Classics such as

Book of Changes, Book of Rites, Confucius' Analects, Book of
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Mencius,

Chung Yung, and the Book of Filial Piety were of major

importance.
The initial chapter of this study provides an understanding
of the historical background, and discusses why ancestor
practices in the Chinese church are so controversial.
The information obtained from my field study, reported in
subsequent chapters, provided current data from Christian and
non-Christian perspectives on the notions of filial piety, soul,
and expression of funeral customs.
The several research approaches employed gave a broad
understanding and an adequate grasp of the current Chinese views
of soul, filial piety, and death from inside the culture, and
this preparation paved the way for contextualization using the
synthetic method in the final chapters.

The method is described

in the following section.
Applying the Synthetic Model--Contextualization in Three Stages
The model examines and understands the issues of ancestor
practices from Chinese culture and Scripture, each in
perspective, and then formulates Chinese ancestor practices for
Christians today
The first stage.

The first stage of contextualization was

to examine and understand what Chinese believe about the human
soul, the nature of Chinese kinship, and how people find
expression for the concept of the human soul (lin-hun) and filial
piety at the time of death.

Understanding the concept of human

soul and the meaning and function of the Chinese kinship system
helps Christians realize what Chinese believe about life after
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death.

This understanding of the cultural contex t then is the

first step to enable Chinese Christians to find ways to deal with
death practices.

Chapters Three, Four, and Five of the

dissertation attempt to answer the question of what is believed
by Chinese about filial piety, soul, and death.
The second stage.

The second stage of contextualization was

to examine and understand the three issues from the biblical
context through the cultural perspective of Chinese Christians.
In this stage, I worked with other Taiwanese theologians and
church leaders during the interviews to construct the Chinese
Christian theology of ancestor practice through the following two
steps:

(1) Distinguish between the core content of Christianity

and its forms and expressions in biblical context, and (2)
Disengage or de-contextualize the core doctrines of Christianity
from the biblical cultural forms and expressions.
The third stage.

The third stage of the problem was then to

re-contextualize the core of Christianity in the Chinese cultural
context and to create practices for today-

I, together with the

Chinese Christians interviewed, employed a theoretical framework
for contextualizing from the models of Paul Hiebert (1985:188)
and Koh (1981:10).

From these sources I initiated my model of

contextualization.

Hence, Chinese Christians will be able to

understand the meaning of ancestor worship in regard to the three
issues

(filial piety, soul, and death), and express their faith

and lifestyle in a deeply rooted socio-religious context.
Indeed, to solve the problems of ancestor worship required
interaction between the biblical context, the historical context,
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and the cultural context, following a method of
contextualization.

Throughout the three stages, theological

reflections are offered from a Chinese worldview without denying
Scripture.
The model (Figure 2) is applied to the specific cultural and
historical situation and qualifies as a synthetic mode1, having
five components:

(1) se1ection (2) transmission (3)

transformation (4) adaptation (5) cooperation.

This model can

analyze and solve the problems of ancestor practices.

It fits

with the statement of the problem because it deals not only with
the issue from the behavioral response; it also deals with
theological reflection--interaction of biblical context and the
local cultural context, which serves as the focus of most efforts
to contextualize the gospel in Asian contexts.
Five components summarize the analysis and together will
solve the problem of ancestor practices.

These are employed

simultaneously starting at the two originating points of
Scripture and culture.
Indeed, this model attempts to make theologizing an exercise
in true conversation and dialogue, so one's own personal and
cultural identity can emerge in the process.
1.

Selection here means to enter the Chinese cultural

context to discern what God is doing and saying in the context.
This may be done through studying Chinese Classics and history,
and analyzing answers from the interview schedules.
is to understand the old ways.
issues then follows.

The purpose
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positive legacy of one's culture from the past which is consonant
with the Bible. For instance, the concept of filial piety is very
strong, in accordance with the Bible; however, Chinese filial
piety tends to be confined to one's own family.

Furthermore, a

study of the Book of Filial Piety, possibly will show that filial
piety in Confucius' mind never implied a blind obedience to one's
parents, nor served as a pretext for perpetrating
unrighteousness.
Scripture.

This concept likely will match that of the

Several promising passages, already mentioned, exist

concerning filial piety
Christians from different interpretive traditions who hold
differing points of view concerning ancestor practices, such as
bowing at a funeral, must be identified.

For instance, Pardini

says, "A bow always assumes the presence of life in the person
that is being bowed to"

(1994:135).

But in the Chinese way of

thinking, there are two viewpoints: some think that a bow is just
a polite action.

It is not necessarily related to life or to

non-living things

(Ro 1985:157)

Others divide bows into two

kinds: kneeling down bow, which represents a religious action,
and standing bow which represents a non-religious action (Pardini
1994:184)

Therefore, selection must be carefully undertaken

along with cultural sensitivity and sound biblical evaluations to
discern what God is doing and saying.
2

Transmission emphasizes not only receiving, but also

transmitting and living out those positive aspects of one's
c ultural legacy.

It means that "the person who transmits is

indebted to the origins of his own existence; he feels a strong
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moral obligation toward those who significantly contributed to
the formation of his own tradition"

(Tu 1989:42-43)

Becoming a

Christian thus does not mean an abandonment of all one's cultural
values

Transmission therefore stresses cultural identity and

historical consciousness of cultural continuity.

It involves a

commitment to the continuous well-being of a chosen heritage.

To

undertake such a commitment, one must have a sophisticated
appreciation of the strength and limitation of that which is to
be inherited.

In this dissertation, transmission will be

undertaken with a critical awareness of Chinese culture,
especially those issues related to ancestor practices and with
the responsibility of handing down the wisdom of the old as well.
Transmission then can clear the doubt of most intellectuals who
want us to show that a Chinese can become a true Christian
believer without becoming a "cultural traitor "
3.

Transformation emphasizes the changing of cultures

according to the teachings of the Scriptures rather than
compromising the gospel in order to preserve culture.

We know

that we cannot start from a cultural vacuum and neither can we
possess a pure Christian culture on earth.

Therefore, a

transformation must occur within one's own culture that is
concerned with changing the worldview.

Many Chinese Christians

have had to struggle over the issue of making offerings to the
family ancestors.

Transformation is designed to seek ways to

reinterpret and seek expression of filial piety by transforming
the family rituals into an alternative and acceptable form
befitting both culture and gospel.
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C. S. Song's account of the transformation of the bowl of
rice into the Lord's Supper is a good example (1991:170- 1 75)
Both Christians and non-Christians should be brought to realize
that the Christian faith far surpasses the ancestral cult in
carrying out all its social and psychological functions.

It

fulfills rather than condemns, replaces rather than destroys.
Therefore, two basic items are needed to perform the change: the
teaching of the truth and the skillful use of functional
substitutes.

In Chapters Seven and Eight of this dissertation,

the procedure of transformation will be done with biblical
understanding of filial piety, soul, and funeral customs and with
a proposal for a contextual alternative in the light of
scriptural understanding and critical cultural awareness.
4

Adaptation emphasizes the principles of love, knowledge,

and being built up in Christ.

The apostle Paul, in his passion

to proclaim the gospel to unreached people, testified to his
willingness to identify with different people in their particular
social and religious contexts.

As Chinese Christians, we may

identify with the cultural practices which do not contradict the
central content of Christianity

So, adaptation means we act

with a good conscience and with due respect to our weaker brother
or sister (1 Corinthians 8, 10; Romans 14)

Adaptation in the

dissertation will be undertaken by communicating and educating
church leaders and believers both in confirming the gospel of
grace and in preserving the love of fellowship as Paul did.
Luther put it, Paul was strong in faith, and soft in love

As
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(1953:112)

Or as John Newton said, "Paul was a reed in non-

essentials, -an iron pillar in essentials"
5.

(1978:151)

Finally, cooperation emphasizes the participation of

church leaders, theologians, and the laity in interpreting the
Bible and in applying its message to everyday life.

On the one

hand, theologians and church leaders have better training in
biblical application.

However, most of them are influenced

heavily by Western hermeneutics so they must be sure to decontextualize Western theology while they provide the exegesis of
the appropriate texts within their biblical context.

The laity,

on the other hand, understand their own culture and problems and
should play an important role in determining the hermeneutical
application of Scripture to their own lives.
A conference to deal with the problems of ancestor practices
was held in Taipei in 1983.

The positive claims regarding the

outcome of the consultation, however, still seem not to have been
put into effect in the daily lives of Christian Taiwanese due to
the absence of participation by the laity.

Therefore, the

process of "cooperation" in the churches of Taiwan has played a
more important part than the leaders ever allowed.

I took

advantage of the results of the interviews and convened a group
of laity from various denominations to discuss the issues
regarding ancestor practices.

Through the process of group

discussion the contextual alternatives were achieved.
Hopefully, this five-step model helps us grasp the necessity
for balance between gospel fidelity and flexibility
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In summary, by means o£ the approaches of Hiebert (critical
contextualization) and Koh (inculturation model ) , together with
two theological assumptions as the theoretical framework,

I have

created my own contextual model with five components (1)
selection (2) transmission (3) transformatiom (4) adaptation (5)
cooperation, by which I hope to solve the problem.

Definition of Terms
The following definitions apply to this dissertation.
Ancestor Practices
"Ancestor practices," according to Bernard Hwang, has the
following definition:
Ancestor cult in a broad sense comprises a variety of
religious beliefs and practices related to the spirits of
the ancestors. Ancestors venerated by simple or elaborate
rites are usually persons of importance, such as the head of
the family or clan and the chief of a tribe or state.
Ancestor cult in a narrow sense consists of actions that are
involved with propitiation of deceased relatives and/or
ministration to their needs.
In this sense it is an attempt
to maintain good relations with the departed kin.
Through
these actions the living try to placate or gratify the
spirits of the dead with food or other things that are
needed to maintain the latter in their new mode of
existence. At the same time the former hope to obtain the
aid and protection of the ancestral spirits who are now in a
more favorable position to render help. (1977:342)
From the definition, ancestor practices focus not only on family
identity and continuity but also on spiritual potency and need.
It represents a rooted belief in immortality.

In order to grasp

the working meaning of ancestor practices in the dissertation,
the writer will use this definition: Ancestor practice is a
ritual expression of the fundamental feeling of filial duty owed
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to the departed kin and/or to the belief that the souls of the
deceased can and may exercise disasters upon their descendants if
their needs are neglected."

Therefore, ancestor practices here

will focus narrowly on the issues of soul, filial piety, and the
expression at the time of death.
Ancestral Tablet
In the Chinese context, after the burial and the sacrifice
to the dead, a wooden tablet is erected in the central hall of
one's house.

It is the image of the soul and a tangible symbol

raised to the memory of the deceased, affording a fixed object
for filial piety .

It should be one foot two inches in height,

three inches in width, and a little over an inch thick.

In the

center of both front and back part of the tablet are inscribed or
written: "tablet of the soul of such a person, official of such a
name, and of such a district"

(Dore 1966[1911] :102-105)

Parallel to the central inscription of the front tablet, the
exact date of the birth and death, the name of the district city,
and the ward or parish of the deceased is inscribed.

The two

tablets are then placed together and erected in the central hall.

Ching Ming Festival
Ching Ming or the "Bright and Clear Festival" occurs 105
days after the winter solstice or around April (Deglopper
1974:43)

This is one of the most important festivals in Chinese

social life, for when this festival has corne, all who can
possibly get away must go home to the ancestral burial places.
During this festival the family of the deceased gathers around
the grave.

Fresh earth is piled on the mound, repairs made, and
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the grave mounds are decorated with waving strips of yellow paper
to indicate that money has been sent for the ancestors' use.
Sacrifices, including money as well as food and drink, are then
offered at the tomb. Pai-pai (worship) and prayers are also
offered at the tomb to express gratitude to the ancestors· spirit
for the blessings that have been bestowed on the living
generations.
Contextualization
The word "contextualization" was first used by Shoki Coe,
General Director of the Theological Education Fund (TEF), and
Aharon Sapsezian, one of the four Associate Directors in 1972
(Kinsler 1978:23-29)

It is an ongoing process of expressing

Christian theology, morality, and liturgy in ways appropriate to
the biblical revelation (text) and relevant to the contemporary
local culture (context), while accounting for modern trends such
as secularity, technology, and pluralism (Coe 1976:21)

In other

words, contextualization is a dynamic process whereby Christians
faithfully respond to the gospel in ways that are natural and
appropriate to their particular contexts.
Filial Piety
Filial piety is commonly rendered as "reverence for
parents."

It is considered by many to be the prime virtue in

Confucian ethics and the basis of understanding of proper human
relations.

The social function of filial piety is expressed in

the father-son relationship.

This is a primordial tie which is

charged with strong and persistent human emotions (Hsu 1971
[1967] : 8-10, 56-57, 240-241)
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Fung-shui

(J$t 7J,-)

The system of geomancy, Fung-shui, means literally "wind and
water," climatic and atmospheric influences.

In reality, it is a

quasi-scientific system supposed to teach people where and how to
build graves, temples, and dwellings in order that the dead, the
gods, and the living may be located therein exclusively, or as
far as possible, under the auspicious influences of nature (De
Groot 1976:940)
Inculturation
According to Aylward Shorter, the short definition of
inculturation is: the ongoing dialogue between faith and culture.
More fully, it is the creative and dynamic relationship between
the Christian message and a culture (1994:11)

From this

definition, he explicates three stages about inculturation.
First, the Christian message is inserted into a non-Christian
culture.

Second, Christianity seeks expression through elements

proper to the new culture.

Third, reinterpretation, animation,

or transcendence of the culture comes from inside the system
(1994:11-12)
Indigenization
Indigenization, according to Shoki Coe (1976:20), derives
from the idea of "taking root in the soil."

It is related to the

idea of natural growth without being isolated from its
environment.

Accordingly, indigenization is the process whereby

the gospel is expressed in forms that emerge naturally from a
particular social, cultural, and religious environment.

Charles

R. Taber asserts that indigenization is a process by which a
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message which is initially alien takes on a shape more congenial
to the total receptor context.

It is therefore the effort of

indigenous believers who work with a dynamic response to the
gospel (1978:55-57)
"Inculturation" is often used by the Catholics.

It is

interchangeable with "contextualization" which is often used by
the Protestants.

The meaning of contextualization (or

inculturation) is similar to indigenization.

Both terms are

related to how to respond meaningfully to the gospel within the
framework of one's own context.

Contextualization implies all

that is involved in indigenization but seeks to press beyond it
to take into account the wider context of key contemporary
issues, such as urbanization, poverty, injustice, and oppresion,
etc.

Both indigenization and contextualization are a dynamic

rather than a static process.

Yet contextualization and

inculturation "are deeper, more dynamic, and more adequate terms
to describe what we are about in mission today"
1997:2).

(Whiteman

Contextualization recognizes the continually changing

nature of every human situation and of the possibility for
change, thus opening the way for the future

(see Arbuckle 1985:

171-214; Crollius 1978:721-38; 1986:1-7; Schineller 1990; Shorter
1992; Schwarz 1985:104-120)
Synthetic Model
Synthetic model, according to Bevans' definition, is a model
which
tries to preserve the importance of the gospel message and
the heritage of traditional doctrinal formulations, while at
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the same time acknowledging the vital role that culture has
played and can play in theology, even to the setting of
theological agenda.
(1992:82)
In other words, synthetic model emphasizes both the uniqueness of
the gospel and the peculiarity of culture, and then attempts the
extremely difficult task of keeping them in perfect balance.

The

final goal of this model is to transform the culture.
The Four Books and the Five Classics
The Four Books are The Analects, The Book of Mencius, ChungYung,

and The Great Learning.

Chu Hsi (1130-1200), the great

Confucian synthesizer, was instrumental in the selection of the
Four Books.
of Poetry,

The five Classics are The Book of Change,
The Book of History,

and Autumn Annals.

The Book

The Book of Rites, and The Spring

The Four Books and the Five Classics have

been a source of inspiration for creative minds in Chinese
intellectual history.

In premodern times, every Chinese

literatus learned the work by heart before he reached

adolescence.

And from 1313 to 1905 it was a basic text for

civil-service examinations (Tu 1989:1)

Indeed, the mode of

thinking presented in the works is still easily perceivable as a
defining characteristic of many a philosophical reflection of
contemporary Chinese.

Importance of the Study
First of all, the study is important because it seeks to do
reflection from an accurate knowledge of the Chinese culture
through reading and understanding classic literature as well as
from popular writings on the subject of the ancestor rites.
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Second, the study is important because it attempts to reflect the
practical perspective of Christian Chinese, helping us to grasp
and keep balance between theological fidelity and cultural duty
in this issue.

Third, the study is important because it attempts

to develop acceptable and generalizable guidelines for the local
church.

Fourth, the study is important because of the field

study which provides understanding of the psychological and
sociological factors associated with ance.stor practices in the
ordinary lives of people in Taiwan.

Delimitation and Setting
Although many Chinese of East Asia in places such as
Mainland China, or in Southeast Asia in places such as Hong Kong,
Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia, have been participants in
ancestor practices, Taiwan is an excellent setting to do this
research.
Taiwan, a society where traditional religion has been
practiced by the majority of the people for a long period of its
history, is an ideal place to evaluate a good fit of theoretical
and phenomenological evidence and to test its explanatory power
The religious beliefs of the Chinese masses attained full
development in the classical period of the Chou dynasty (1123-221
B.C.) and have been widely practiced since then allover China.
Immigrants from China brought this religious tradition with them
to Taiwan and practiced it even more intensely in every corner of
their new settlement in Taiwan.
for this research.

Thus, Taiwan is a proper venue
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Notes
1. For details of the funeral ritual see questions 15-28 of the
interview schedule in Appendix A and questions 14-27 in Appendix
B.
2. Kish defines quota sampling as "a form of purposive
sampling widely used in opinion, market, and similar surveys.
The numerators [one who or that which numbers] are instructed to
obtain specific quotas from which to build a sample roughly
proportional to the population, on a demographic variables.
Within the quotas, the numerators are supposed to obtain
representative individuals."
(1967:19, 562-566)
3. X2 -test (chi-square) compares the observed frequency with the
expected frequency and test the association of two variables.
The formula for computing the chi-square value is

x2
where:

fa
fe

=

=

.E' (fa

-

fe)2/fe

observed frequency of a cell
expected frequency of a cell

4 Many people debate the nature of "the core of Christianity" or
"the central content of Christianity" (Haleblian 1983:101)
For
example, Saphir Athyal and Byang Kato speak of it as "Christ
incarnate." Donald McGavran describes it as (a) the Triune God,
(b) the Bible, (3) the ordinances and doctrines set in the Bible.
Max Stackhouse outlines four basic doctrines: (1) humanity is
fallen and is in need of healing and salvation; (2) God's
revelation takes place within human history; (3) the doctrine of
God and its means for life; and (4) Jesus is Christ in whom
humankind can find the true meaning of life (cited in Bevans
1992:33)
However, in the writer's dissertation, he would prefer the
concise statement of John Stott who explicates the core of
Christianity as: Salvation is in Christ alone by grace alone
through faith alone (1986:134)
Stott's definition will be
applied in theological assessment in Chapters 7 and 8 on Chinese
contextualization of the gospel in relation to ancestor
practices
The important supportive Scriptures are as follows: "For it
is by grace, you have been saved, through faith--and this is not
from yourselves, it is the gift of God" (Eph. 2:8); and "For
there is one God and one mediator between God and men, the man
Jesus Christ, who gave himself as a ransom for all men" (1 Tim.
2:5-6a)
My essential definition of the gospel is focused on the
Incarnation and reflects the interpersonal relationship with God
through Christ in such terms as union with Christ, justification,
reconciliation, and sanctification.
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CHAPTER 2

Historical Study of Ancestor Practices and Its Importance to
Christian Witness in Taiwan

The issue of ancestor practices is one of the major problems
which confronts the Chinese church in the twentieth century .
This dissertation analyzes the history of ancestor practices with
the hope that understanding its origin and development will
provide a clearer understanding of the problem which the Chinese
church must face today

From this understanding, one may grasp

the authentic meaning of ancestor practices and provide a
solution to the confusion of practices by transforming them.

The Development of Ancestor Practices
The development of ancestor practices can be traced back to
the Hsia (2 163-1751 B.C.), Shang (1751-1111 B.C.) and Chou
(1111-770 B.C.) dynasties.

According to the research of Yuan K.

Wei, professor of philosophy at Tung Hai University in Taichung,
Taiwan, totem worship is considered to be the original worship of
Ch i nese.

Later they worshipped other objects such as the sun,

moon, stars, wind, etc.

During the time of the Chou dynasty they

worshipped the land and grain as their patron gods, as well as
their ancestors (Wei 1985:120-121)

Archaeological evidence from

the oracle bones and bronzes indicates that the religious
observances of the people of the Shang dynasty were started and
c entered on Ti, or Shang-ti (God), a concept intimately
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associated with ancestor worship (Hall 1987:202)

Shang-ti was

cast as an anthropomorphic, personal deity ruling over the human
and natural worlds in a manner analogous to the earthly ruler.
On the origin of ancestor worship, Wei quotes the Bamboo

Chronology: "Huang-dih (an ancient emperor) passed away and his
minister Tzuo Cheh took his clothes, headgear, and scepter and
worshipped them in the temple"

(Wei 1985:122)

Succeeding

emperors of China continued this practice, and thus the worship
of ancestors developed.
During the Hsia and Shang dynasties, ancestor worship became
the central element in the funeral ceremony for the upper class
At that time the ceremonial system included religious, moral, and
ethical aspects

(Lin 1993:157)

As time went on, the religious concepts of Ming Tang
(Imperial Ancestral Hall) and the worship of Heaven underwent
significant development during the Chou dynasty .

Hui Deng, a

scholar of the Ching dynasty. said:
Ming Tang was the place to worship Heaven, to worship
deceased clans, to meet feudal princes, to honor sages,
to hold feasts, to offer up captives, to set the
calendar, to observe astrological phenomena, and to carry
out administrative business. It was a place of grand
nobility.
But the main purpose of Ming Tang was
religious. (cited in Wei 1985:125)
Ming Tang was therefore the place to propagate the laws of
Heaven and to spread the influence of the sages (Chien 1955:227)
It was not until the Chou dynasty that ancestor worship was
combined with the worship of Heaven (1111 B.C.)
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After the Chou dynasty, a slight change took place.

Through

the influence of feudalism and Confucianism, the religious aspect
was gradually taken out of the funeral ceremonial system.
Funeral ceremonies that included ethical and moral elements are
called the Major Tradition by Professor Lin; while the religious
aspect of "life after death"

preserved among the common people

he calls the Minor Tradition (Lin 1993:157)

Robert Redfield has

preferred to call the two "greater tradition" and "little
tradition"

(Burnett 1992:215)

The Major Tradition and the Minor Tradition were once again
combined after the Eastern Han dynasty (34-156 A.D.)

The

remixing came about through the introduction of Buddhism into
China as well as the influence of Confucianism and Taoism.
Due to the earlier separation between the religious and
ethical elements in the funeral ceremonial system, each area had
developed its own forms and symbols.

However, underlying these

forms and symbols was the same spirit of pursuing one's ancestral
origin in order to develop moral and ethical standards.
Therefore, the important aspect of the funeral ceremony was not
the ceremonial act itself but the spirit of the act.
Thompson makes an interesting and deeper observation.

Moreover,
He states:

The central importance of the family is no doubt a
specific distinguishing characteristic of Chinese
society, and the function of the ancestral cult is
certainly a specific distinguishing characteristic of the
Chinese family.
.The character . . makes religion in China
more a family matter than an individual choice.
Family
religion is basic, while individual and communal religion
are secondary.
(1979:34)
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This character is also the main force that maintains Chinese
cultural tradition and social order

For this reason ancestor

worship is an age-long tradition which cannot be easily forsaken
or changed.

It must be properly dealt with so that the work of

evangelism can take root effectively in Chinese culture.
The Origin and Changes of Ancestor Practices
The original ancestor practices was standardized on the
basis of virtues and . contributions rather than on the basis of
lineage relationships.

It is written in the Chinese classics

that "Tzu [ancestor] has contributions [to the society], and
Tzung [clan] has virtues."

Tzu refers to the male descendants of

a common ancestor, bearing the same surname, and including their
wives and children.

Cheng Shyuan, an interpreter of the Chinese

classics in the Eastern Han dynasty, stated: "Before the time of
Yu Shun (2255-2205 B.C.), virtues were highly honored.

At the

grand ancestral worship which was performed every five years, men
of virtue were honored and worshipped.

After the Hsia dynasty

the ancestors of the emperors were worshipped in chronological
order"! (cited in Wei 1985:122)

For example, Yu Shun worshipped

Yau and Jyuan Shiu, both earlier emperors with virtues and
contributions, rather than worshipping Gu Sou and Chyan Nyou, his
father and his grandfather
The worship of ancestors related by blood began in the Hsia
dynasty (2163-1751 B.C.)

/.

During this time, Yu (~ ), the

founding father of the Hsia dynasty, and Geon ( ,~~
father, were worshipped.

), Yu' s

In the Chou dynasty Emperor Wen, the

founding father of the Chou dynasty, and Emperor Wu, his son,
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were worshipped.

From that time on the ancestor practice was

regarded as a very important ceremony--almost as important as the
worship of Heaven (Wei 1985:123)

The reason why ancestor

practices had developed so amazingly was the destruction of the
Shang priesthood and the permanent establishment of ancestor
practices by the remarkable Duke of Chou (Chou Gong) as a
substitute for the vanished religious cults .

Confucius

consolidated this tradition into the most enduring and binding
force within the family (De Reincourt 1965:24) .
The original purpose of ancestor practices was to show
gratitude to ancestors and to glorify and praise the ancestors'
virtues and contributions.
filial piety -

The core of ancestor practices is

Even though these ancestors had died, their

characters and achievements were still remembered by their
descendants.
The practices of burning incense, candles, and paper money
were added to the ancestor worship ceremonies after Emperor Ming
(65-73 A.D.) of the Han dynasty introduced Buddhism to China (Wei
1985:128)

Because worship was conducted before dawn, candles

were used in ancient times (The Book of Rites, Legge 1967)

A

logical reason, then, for the use of candles was to illuminate
the food.

It had nothing to do with the ritual.

that the use of incense was derived from Buddhism.

Wei asserts
He says:

Ancient Judaism practiced the burning of incense, and
later this practice was spread to India. Eventually, the
Buddhist practice of incense burning was introduced to
China from India. There is a record from the Tang
dynasty of incense burning.
In the royal ancestral
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worship, incense was burned three times a day
1985:129)

(Wei

The use of paper money in the worship of ancestors began in
the Tang dynasty (618-907 A.D.)

Because Chinese paper was

invented by Tsai Luen of the Han dynasty, the use of paper money
has to be after that time.

Jr-Tang Hu comments in The Book of

Outline of Tong Jien:

People of former generations used specie to make friends
with gods at sacrifices, just like people used specie as
gifts among friends.
It was not a utilitarian idea but a
propriety
Later on, they used ghost money [paper money]
to bribe ghosts. Can ghosts be bribed?
(cited in Wei
1985:130)2
This statement shows that burning paper money was a popular yet
deteriorated practice at that time.
As we have seen, the original purpose of Chinese ancestor
practices was to instruct people to revere the God of Heaven and
to maintain a pious heart in order to get along harmoniously with
others.

The original motive of Chinese ancestor practices was

not a utilitarian idea of glorifying one's ancestors.
the motive was

Instead,

filial piety which developed those moral virtues

and the gratitude that enriched one's character
The Connection of Soul with Ancestor Practices
After the Han dynasty (23-220 A.D.), Daoism prevailed and
Buddhism was introduced to China.

In Daoism it is commonly

believed that there are many souls (three hun and seven p'oh);
and this theory has, in fact, become the basis of much
speculation and elaboration (De Groot 1976:70-82)

Buddhism came

to China in the Mahayana form, which adopted belief in a
continued personal existence, which depended on human conduct in
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this life.

Therefore,in Mahayana Buddhism the continuity of

souls, either in heaven or in hell has been preached (Soothill
1923:178-180)

Both Buddhist and Daoist priests claim to possess

the power to open the door of hell and release the deceased
parent from the agonies which he or she is undergoing.

To a

filial son, it is natural to hire a Buddhist or Daoist priest, or
both, for the funeral day to help transfer the soul from
suffering to the next world.

After that, the son will continue

care of the soul of the deceased with food offerings, clothing,
housing, and above all with money.

If a soul does not have a

family to take care of it, then it becomes kwei or a ghost who
can be vicious, bringing down upon the living all kinds of
calamity (Jordan 1985:33)

People naturally connect this

understanding of immortality of the soul with ancestor practices.

Historical Controversy Surrounding Ancestor Practices
The gospel was brought to China first by Nestorian
missionaries in 635 A.D. (Leung 1988:17)

Ten centuries later

Roman Catholic missionaries entered China (1583 A.D.)

Soon

afterwards, ancestor worship became the major point of conflict
and eventually the dispute destroyed the Roman Catholic work in
China.

The turning point was when the Dominicans and the

Franciscans came to China in the mid-17th century -

They

disagreed with the Jesuits and fought against the Chinese
traditional worship of Confucius and ancestors.

Use of

terminology for "God" in the Chinese language also became a point
of contention.

In response, the Pope called special councils to
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discuss these problems.

Unfortunately, emperor Kang Shi

(f,J

~~

of the Ching dynasty signed a decree in exasperation forbidding
all activities of the Roman Catholics in China (1720 A.D.)

(Leung

1988:30)
Protestants, according to the research of professor Lu ShiChiang, Director of the Institute of Modern History, Academia
Sinica, concluded that one of the major reasons Chinese officers
and gentry rejected Christianity after 1860 was the problem of
ancestor practices. 3

They feared that Christian beliefs would

destroy traditional order and structure of the nation (Lu
1966:27-29)

From their viewpoint , to deny ancestor practices

was considered equal to cutting off the main branches of a tree.
To burn and to destroy ancestor tablets and temples was the worst
crime.

Therefore they concluded that all Chinese should fight

against the tide of opposition to ancestor practices (Lin
1985:156)
Dr. Andrew Chiu, the President of Concordia Theological
Seminary in Hong Kong, once said:
If it were not for some of the missionaries without the
knowledge of Chinese culture who kept insisting no Chinese
Christians could worship/respect their ancestors, the
Chinese church history today might be different, and modern
Chinese history would have rewritten the process of
Christianization.
[writer's translation from Chiu
(1984b:4)]
This conclusion is worth considering since once again it
r eflects the unique significance of the issue of ancestor
practices on modern Chinese church history v anished with the passing of time.

The problem has not

Therefore we may say that
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ancestor practice has always been a sensitive and controversial
issue in the history of the Chinese church.

The tense

relationship has existed not only between Christianity and
society, but also among the churches.
The Nestorians
Historically, Christianity was welcomed officially by the
Emperor and entered China during the Tang dynasty under the
Nestorians

(635 A.D.)

(Moule 1930:75)

According to records

discovered on the Nestorian monument,4 the Nestorians looked
favorably upon Chinese ancestor practices.

They taught the

importance of properly treating the dead and caring for those who
had passed away (Saeki 1937:113-124)
Another ancient manuscript called "Shy Tin Mi Shi Swo
Ching"5

(Jt ,lftJ ~ -t.1 p1 ,~ft)

1990:173-191)

provides further information (Chao

It says that "All human beings must revere and

care for their parents, and that children must take good care of
their parents to ensure their parents of a comfortable dwelling
place in heaven."

From the limited record one cannot discern

absolutely what stance the Nestorians held.

We might say,

however, that they respected Chinese filial piety -

Generally

speaking, there does not seem to be any conflict between the
Chinese and Nestorian beliefs because of the Nestorian adaptation
to Chinese culture .
flourishing in China.

Supposedly, the Nestorians would be
Yet, during the fall of Tang dynasty (781-

980 A.D.), Nestorianism disappeared in China history.
happened to Nestorianism?

What
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There are several contributing factors for the Nestorians'
failure.

First, religious persecutions of the Christians.

From

840 to 847 was the most severe religious persecutions in the
entire history of Tang dynasty. primarily directed against
Buddhists, but also Christians (Moffett 1992:303).
religious syncretism.

Second,

On this point, Chao says: "One finds many

Buddhist terminologies in this document that later readers could
not distinguish whether it belongs to
(1990:172)

Ch~istianity,

or Buddhism"

The reason may lie in the Nestorian's over-

contextualization of their faith.
indigenized leadership.

Third, failure to build up an

Wiest points out that "none of the

documents available mentions Chinese-born Nestorians of any
importance"
class.

(1993:188).

Fourth, overdependence on the ruling

Thus, the religion was destined to die when the

subsequent emperor(s) disliked it (Chiu 1987:169)
The Roman Catholics (RC)
The next great missionary thrust into China came late in the
16th century when Catholic missionaries arrived.

The Jesuit

mission to China was characterized by an openness to the Chinese
culture and by generally enlightened methods of mission.

During

this period were Matteo Ricci, Adam Schall, and Ferdinand
Verbiest, renowned missionaries and scholars. 6

After prolonged

study, Ricci realized the significance of the connection of
Confucianism with Chinese culture.

If the Jesuits were to win

toleration for Christianity they must first gain the respect and
friendship of the ruling classes

Ricci familiarized himself

with the Chinese classical books on which the literati looked
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with reverence and he composed treatises in Chinese.
the suggestion of Chy Tai-Su

(J

;K~

)

He accepted

, an officer of the Ming

dynasty, and began to wear clothes like those worn by the
followers of Confucius.
elite was unforgettable.

The impression Ricci gave to the Ming
In a letter to a friend, Li Chih, who

did not become a Christian, said about Ricci:
Now he can speak our language fluently, write our script,
and act according to our rules of conduct. He is an
extremely impressive man--a person of inner refinement,
outwardly most straightforward.
.Amongst people of my
acquaintance nobody is comparable to him.
(Goodrich and
Fang, Vol. 2, 1976:1140)
Ricci and his colleagues were forced to make friends with
influential scholars and officials to win official acquiescence
to the preaching of their faith.

He gave honor and respect to

Confucius, and was convinced that Christian faith did not
necessarily contradict Confucius' teaching but rather coincided
and complemented it.
Ricci understood that the closed system of cosmogony and
metaphysics established during the contemporary Sung and Ming
Dynasties' neo-Confucianist period could not accommodate the
thought of theism.

He made a good return to the former Chin era

Confucianism (around 500-206 B.C.), therefore, and cited the
original concept of "Heaven"

in the ancient classics to prove

that the personified being of Heaven was the original concept of
theism.
To make a point of connection between the Christian message
and the venerated Chinese past, he employed as names for God
terms Shang Ti and Tien which were formed in the Chinese
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classics.

The purpose was to employ the former Chin era

Confucianism to subjugate Sung and Ming dynasties' Confucianism.
At the same time he took a moderate position concerning the
practices by deciding that the rites in honor of Confucius and
the family had only a civil significance and that Christians
could engage in them in so far as the laws of the Empire
required.

He would trust the Chinese Christians to decide

eventually what they could and could not do.

He hoped that

Catholic practices concerning burial and honoring the dead would
gradually supplant those of the older China (Latourette 1929:
134)
According to the interpretation of Dr. Leung Kia-Lun,
professor at the Chien Dao Theological Seminary (Hong Kong),
however, Matteo Ricci did not fully accept the Chinese culture.
He (Ricci) violently objected not merely to the superstitions of
Buddhism and Daoism, but also recognized the shortcomings of
Confucianism.

He was convinced that Christian faith can be

exactly right to complement the inadequency of Chinese culture.
Ricci's final purpose was to employ Christianity in stages; first
to "blend harmoniously with Confucianism," then to "complement
Confucianism," and then finally to 'Isurpass Confucianism"
(1988:26)
This is why Ricci permitted his converts to continue to
honor ancestors and Confucius.

He felt that the ceremonies

constituted a part of family life and that the routine of
scholars and officials did not possess a religious significance
but merely an ethical morality of rationalism.

Thus he explained
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it was possible for one reared in Confucian tradition to become a
Christian without betraying either institution.

In other words,

Ricci sought to meet the strong opposition offered by the
structure of Chinese life by maintaining that Christianity was
not hostile either to the family or the state.

He wished to

adapt for Christian uses the pagoda, prominent in the Chinese
landscape, and to develop a form of Christian worship as nearly
Chinese as possible (Latourette, III, 1939:341; Glasser 1975:140142)

This method of "accommodation" had often been considered a

missionary model.

Ricci met with much success using this method.

At the time of Ricci's death on May 10, 1610, the Church
claimed about 2,000 members. Among them, a number of notable
families and scholars of considerable distinction had been
baptized.

On the whole, the next fifty years were a time of

steady and hopeful progress.

It is said that in 1650 there were

150,000 Christians in the empire, and 254,980 in 1664 (Latourette
Vol. III, 1939:344)
The Jesuits asserted that the worship of ancestors and
Confucius were social ceremonies and accepted it freelyTherefore, no conflict existed.

The method of adaptation

eventually failed, however, due to the so-called Rites
Controversy which continued from 1628 until 1742 (Latourette
1929:131-155; Glasser 1975:140-141)
The situation changed when the Dominicans and the
Franciscans came to China in the mid-17th century-

They

disagreed with the method of the Jesuits and fought against the
Chinese Christians practicing traditional worship of Confucius
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and ancestors.

In response to their report, the Pope - sent two

ambassadors to China to seek a resolution in 1701.
In the meantime, according to the research of Minamiki,
professor at Notre Dame University. before the report of the
ambassadors was submitted on November 20, 1704, Pope Clement XI
approved a decree called "quaesita" which forbade ancestor and
Confucius worship (Minamiki 1985:43-58)

The Ching emperor, Kang

Shi, who previously held a favorable attitude toward Roman
Catholic beliefs, was angered by this decree.

In anger, the

emperor signed a decree forbidding all activities of the Roman
Catholics in China.

Succeeding emperors also firmly held to this

position.
Speaking of the papal decree of 1704, Kenneth S. Latourette
writes:
The most serious indictment which can be brought against the
papal decision is that it established a tradition for making
the Church unadaptable to Chinese conditions and beliefs.
It tended and still tends to keep the Roman Catholic Church
a foreign institution, one to which China must conform but
which refuses to conform to China.
(1929:154)
The turn taken in the controversy over ancestor worship within
the Christian churches in China was an unfortunate one. 7
In the end, Clement XI sent another legate to China.

On

December 26, 1720, Mezzabarba arrived in Peking where he was
granted several audiences with the emperor

In these meetings he

showed more tact and prudence than his predecessors.

However, he

could not conceal the fact that the true purpose of his mission
was to enforce the decree of Clement XI.

In order to appease the
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emperor, he told him that he was authorized to grant eight
permissions regarding the rites and that he was also willing to
return to Rome to convey the emperor's thoughts to the Pope.
The eight permissions, according to Minamiki, may be
summarized as follows:
1.

The Christians may have funeral tablets in their homes simply

inscribed with the names of the deceased, provided that beside
the tablet there is an apt declaration of the Christian belief on
death and provided that all superstition in the construction of
the tablets and all scandal are avoided;
2.

Civil ceremonies in honor of the dead which are not

superstitious or suspected of being so are permitted;
3.

The civil cult to Confucius is permitted as well as the use

of the tablet in his honor, provided that it is purged of
superstitious inscriptions and is accompanied with an apt
declaration of faith; the lighting of candles, burning of
incense, and placing of food before the tablet are also
permitted;
4.

It is permitted to use candles and incense at funerals as

long as there is a fitting explanation given in writing;
5.

Genuflections and prostrations are allowed before the duly

corrected tablets and also before the coffin and the deceased;
6.

The tablets can be prepared with cake, fruit, viands and

customary food in front of the coffin with the corrected tablet,
provided there is an explanation and all is done to show respect
and piety to the dead;
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The so-called kowtow prostration is .permitted before the

corrected tablet on the Chinese New Year and at other times of
the year; and
8.

Candles and incense can be burned before · the corrected

tablets as well as before the tombs as long as the required
precautions are taken (Minamiki 1985:62-74) . 8
Mezzabarba's pastoral letter soon proved to be a source of
further confusion and debate.

Those who opposed worship of

ancestors took the position of Ex ilia die (meant to cut off all
the misconception of the rites controversy) of 1715 (1985:58).
Those who approved it adopted the Eight Permissions as their
standard.
Because of the great dissension which arose from the
pastoral letter of Mezzabarba, Clement XII instituted a grand
scale inquiry into the permissions in order to ensure the purity
of the Christian cult and to put an end to the controversy once
and for all.
XIV

This task was continued by his successor Benedict

Finally, on July 11, 1742, Benedict XIV issued the bull Ex

quo singulari, the last and most trenchant decree on the matter
of the Chinese rites

Benedict XIV finally confirmed Ex ilia die

with his fullest authority (Minamiki 1985:69-70)

The bull Ex

quo singulari annulled the permissions, confirmed the bull of
1715 (Ex ilia die), ordered disobedient missionaries to return to
Europe for punishment, and prescribed a form of oath of
submission to the papal decrees to be taken by all missionaries
to China.

This ended the controversy, and while from time to

time questions of interpretation and enforcement arose, t he
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missionaries seem to have been loyal to their plighted word
(Latourette 1929:151)
In his analysis of the growth of Christianity in China in
the eighteenth century. Latourette (1939:349-358) proposed five
factors which he believed retarded the spread of Christianity:
1.

The decline in the vigor of two of the lands from which many

of the missionaries carne, Spain and Portugal.

In China, however,

this factor was not so important as in some other countries, for
they did not constitute so large a portion of the missionary
staff as in the Philippines, Spanish America, and Brazil.
2

The prolonged Rites Controversy which involved dissension

among misions over Chinese religious terms and practices.
3

The dissolution of the Society of Jesus in 1773 which brought

to the progress of Christianity -

Since Jesuits had been the

leaders in the propagation of the faith in China, the dissolution
of the Jesuits no doubt was a serious blow4.

The most serious blow to Roman Catholic missions in China was

the incessant persecution from emperors Kang Hsi(16??-1723), Yung
Cheng (1723-1736), and Chien Lung (1736-1796)

Especially after

Yung Cheng's accession, he ordered that all missionaries, except
those with skill in astronomy which was needed by the government
in Peking, be sent to Macao; that church buildings be
confiscated; and that Christians be persecuted.
5.

The French Revolution and the wars of Napoleon.

time, all Europe was thrown into turmoil.
the number of new recruits dwindled .

During that

Income was cut off and
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These factors -seriously retarded the spread of Christianity
In 1800, the numbers of Catholic were only 210,000 (Leung
1988:30)

Two of these five factors

(the second, and the fourth)

directly concerned the Rites Controversy and basically are issues
resulting from lack of a contexual theology -

The other three

have to do with mission strategy, and basically are issues
resulting from poor development of indigenous ministry.
The Rites Controversy--Contextual Theology

The Rites

Controversy arose from the Holy See forbidding the use of the
terms Tien and Shang Ti in the translation for God, and
commanding the use of Tien Chu, "Lord of Heaven," a term which
Ricci had also employed.

At the same time, Christians were

commanded not to participate in sacrifices to Confucius and to
ancestors

Further, while ancestral tablets bearing simply the

name of the deceased were permitted, those having characters
which designated them as the seat of the spirit of the dead were
proscribed.

These actions were taken because the Holy See

interpreted that Shang Ti was not the Christian God, and that
rites offered to Confucius and ancestors contained many religious
elements.

By contrast, the Society of Jesus interpreted that

honors were being paid to Confucius only as the greatest Master;
that honors to ancestors were not for the purpose of asking
protection but were merely a demonstration of love, and a
commemoration of the good the dead had done during their lives;
and that the sacrifices to Tien were not to the visible heavens
but to the Supreme God who dwells in heaven (Latourette
1 92 9:140) .
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Even the empe.ror, Kang Hsi, came out with a public
declaration upholding the interpretation of the Jesuits in 1700.
The Holy See disapproved of the Jesuit position.

Kang Hsi could

not bear that the Western "barbarian" differed from him on the
interpretation of Chinese customs and classical books.

In 1706,

he commanded all missionaries who would remain in China must
accept Kang Hsi's interpretation of the rites, and all new
missionaries must be sent to the court for examination to
determine whether a permit should be granted them.

Because of

the Rites Controversy during the eighteenth century, numbers of
the already scanty missionary community were forced to leave
China.

The progress of the faith clearly was retarded.

The Development of Indigenous Ministry

In 1773, when Pope

Clement XIV dissolved the Society of Jesus, the propagation of
the faith was affected seriously

But by 1890, the total number

of Catholics in all China was estimated at about · half a million,
the number of missionaries was 639, and native priests was 369

(Chinese Recorder 1913, 44:618)

In 1900 there were 720,000

baptized believers and 1,375 priests.

In 1912 the number of

believers had almost doubled to 1.43 million, and priests had
increased to 2,255.

But the important thing here was the number

of priests; 1,421 were foreign, and only 834 were Chinese--a mere
37 percent of the clerical body
In 1924, even though the anti-Christian movement arose
everywhere in China owing to the emergence of nationalism, the
number of baptized believers still increased to 3.4 million, and
the number of native priests rose to 1,088--a 41 percent increase
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of the priesthood.
as well.

Another group of Catholic sisters developed

In 1916 Chinese made up 66 percent of the total number

of Catholic sisters, and ten years later the numbers increased to
72 percent (Neill 1990:347; Latourette 1929:725)
These changes were partly at the insistence of Rome.

During

this period, the three great missionary-minded popes (Benedict
XV, Pius XI, and Pius XII) put into action ideas that supported
development of indigenous churches.

They paid much attention to

the creation of a native clergy in the mission lands and to the
training and development of the indigenous ministers

Although

the most important positions continued to be held by foreigners,
the Church already had taken a momentous step toward indigenous
ministry
Regarding the leadership of indigenous ministry. Stephen
Neill says:
A Church cannot become genuinely independent unless it has
local leaders capable of replacing the missionary on every
level of thought and activity - Lay leaders are
indispensable, but much depends on the quality of the
ordained ministry. Theological training is at the very
heart of the life of a younger Church.
(1990:385)
This reason may explain why Kang Hsi forbade missionaries to
spread the faith in 1720.

We recognized that the Church then

would lose its vitality and the number of baptized believers
would drop rapidly.
On December 8, 1939, Pope Pius XII issued plane compertum
est to remove the restriction of Ex quo singulari of 1742 on the

rites question.

The instruction of 1939 put to rest the long

controversy on the Chinese rites.

This was the the final decree
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on the Chinese rites question and brought to a close a long
series of decrees and instructions that covered a period of three
centuries.

Minamiki concludes:

This instruction . . was the last major decision in an
extended series of constitutions, decrees, instructions, and
rescripts that began with Innocent XIS decree of 1645 and
continued to appear over the course of three centuries.
(1985:205)
An important factor which motivated Pius XII to issue this
instruction was a number of Chinese governmental declarations
that the rites in honor of Confucius were devoid of any religious
cult and content, and that honors were paid to Confucius only as
the greatest master (Minamiki 1985:198-199)

In the instruction

of 1939, Pius XII also abrogated the oath-taking against the
Chinese rites required of all missionaries to China.
Interestingly, the instruction also prohibited any writing
or comment on the Chinese rites without the special permission of
the Sacred Congregation of the -Holy See.

This is exactly the

same case as was with the issuance of Ex quo singulari in 1742.
The restriction was designed to remove further debate beyond the
confines of Rome.
Spread of the Faith by the Roman Catholic Church in Taiwan
In 1971 Cardinal Yu Ping instituted the veneration of Heaven
and ancestors among Roman Catholic believers in Taiwan.

He

officiated at a large-scale ceremony attended by over a thousand
people, mostly Roman Catholic and some government officials, and
even a few prominent Protestants.

The Cardinal declared ancestor

veneration not to be idolatry but a practice in accordance with
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God's will--the fifth commandment.

In Taiwan it seemed to Roman

Catholics that mission work would prosper without the mission
blockade.

Unfortunately~

in reality, it has had the opposite

result.
Rev. Daniel M. Hung, pastor of Hsin-An Reformed Presbyterian
Church in Taipei, in an article, "Mission Blockade: Ancestor
Worship", says:
In spite of the fact that the Roman Catholic Church
compromised with ancestor worship in Taiwan the membership
of the Church has actually declined. The Roman Catholic
Church lost ten percent of its members from 1970 to 1980:
from 303,800 members down to 276,700. (Hung 1985:201-203)
Rev

Hung did not offer reasons why the membership of the

Church has declined, but his obvious judgment seems to fit--that
compromising the faith with ancestor worship does not lead to the
growth of the church.
Dr. Hai-Yuan Chu, senior researcher of the Research
Institute of Ethnology at Sinica Academia in Taipei, analyzes the
decline from the perspective of sociology-

He attributes it to:

(1) improvement of the economic situation leading to the decline
of demand for religion;

(2) continual resistance of Chinese

culture to western Christianity;

(3) resistance coming from those

deeply-rooted in folk religion; and (4) loss through relocation
of people (1981:140-141)
Several of Chu's explanations need to be reexamined. For
i nstance, he says that "the improvement of the economic situation
led to the decline of demand in religion."

This is not true.

The growth of Buddhism and I-Kuan-Dao (a religious sect with a
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combination of Confucianist, Buddhist, and Daoist features )
refutes his argument.
simply explained.

The facts of the Catholic case are more

The economic takeoff and prosperity led to the

lesser dependence on the relief goods which in turn led to the
decline of demand in religion.

Some priests used relief goods as

a direct means of evangelizing, especially in the mountains.
Such converts tended to backslide as soon as the relief dwindled
or stopped.

Swanson discusses this phenomenon and writes:

Those who took relief goods but did not enter the Church may
feel that at least they were not deceived by the foreigners.
And many, more in some areas than in others, unshamedly came
into the Church for what they could get and left without
regrets when there was nothing more to be had.
Sometimes
one member of a family would be baptized in order'to get
that family on the relief roll.
Let's call them 'rice
Christians'--that is what they were. And the missionaries
were often their willing accomplices.
(1981: 401)
A total reversal of the Catholic strategy is seen in an
example from the investigation of the refugee's religious life.
Dr. Song Kuang-Yu, researcher at the Research Institute of
Historical Languages at Sinica Academia in Taipei, found that the
guerrillas and their families that were withdrawn from the border
district between Yunnan and Myanmar (Burma) and resettled at the
Ching-Jing Farm, located on the East-West Highway in Taiwan,
accepted relief commodities when they faced difficulties and
hardships.

When eventually the fruit of the Temperate Zones were

successfully planted and brought abundant richness, they no
longer attended the Church, but rather the whole community
donated money and built a temple to the earth god in order to
playact and to offer thanksgiving (1995:74-79)

This case
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explains the attitude of the majority of Chinese toward the
Church.
The statement, "the continual resistance of Chinese culture
against western Christianity," also opposes the facts.
Chinese culture is well-known for its inclusiveness.

The
Few in

China resisted the early adaptation of customs from foreign
culture; but rather, resistance developed as Christianity refused
to adapt to Chinese conditions and cultur.al customs.

This

stalemate continued and did not improve until 1939 when Pope Pius
XII ruled favorably on the rites question.
The Church accommodated herself to Chinese culture during
the 1970s.

The Vatican II Council (1962-65) permitted Chinese

believers to preserve their cultural rites--to revere heaven, and
take their ancestors as models.

After the ruling was made, Jan,

a graduate of Tainan Theological Seminary, made a comment: "The
Catholic Church realized that the worldwide churches were
studying the new method of propagating the faith, i.e., the
church must identify with the local culture in the light of its
circumstances and customs and then employ these cultural
conditions to reach the goal of propagation of the faith"

(Jan

1978:2)
The statement "the loss of relocation," is correct.

During

the 1950s and 1960s, the major subjects of Catholic
evangelization were people in military dependents' villages which
were populated by mainlanders.

After the 1970s, certain changes

occurred in the structure of the villages.
retired and changed their careers

Many servicemen

They moved out of the
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villages and lost contact with the Church where they had
belonged.

In the 1980s, owing to the old and dilapidated

villages, the military authorities decided to cooperate with
local governments to remodel the village dwellings into citizen
residences

During the remodelling, military dependents were

temporarily displaced everywhere.

After remodelling, every

servicemen was allocated a house and the rest were sold to the
public.

Because ownership was private, a resale situation was

common.

The military' village was no longer a village, as before,

but simply a general community.

The scattering of villagers was

indeed the major factor that made failure in propagation of the
faith inevitable.

This is what Chu means by "the loss of

relocation."
A fifth reason that may be given apart from the abovementioned factors for the Catholic decline which was their
failure of evangelistic strategy.

As historical study has shown,

the successful development of indigenous ministry helped the
Church grow.

However, the Catholic Church was too dependent upon

the native clergy for growth rather than upon motivated
participation by every member; and this caused stagnation.
Indeed, in my field study I found that personal evangelism,
witnessing, and a process approach to discipleship was much less
stressed among Catholics than among Protestants at large.
Matthews, compiler of the book, Lessons to be Learned from the
Experiences of Christian Missions in China, says concerning the
participation, "Training of lay leaders for the church determines
the life of the church"

(1951:13)

Indeed, the contexual
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ministry never goes well without the complement of the
evangelistic strategy .

They are like two wings of a bird.

We now go back to the work of Christian missions in Mainland
China to trace another church tradition.
The Protestants
By the time the Vatican had suppressed the Society of Jesus
in 1773, Protestant missionaries were about to knock on the doors
of China.

When Protestant missionaries reached China, beginning

with Robert Morrison at Canton in 1807, they tended to criticize
anything Catholic.

Many of these new arrivals publicly denounced

Jesuit attitudes and methods, even while they privately adopted
them as a model and ideal for their own work in proclaiming the
"gospel in Chinese"

(Covell 1986:69)

The issue of ancestor practices had been a stumbling block
earlier for Catholic converts, and it was no less so for the
Protestants 200 years later

In fact, the handling of this

particular matter would determine whether the "gospel in Chinese"
was to be good news or bad news to the Chinese masses.
How did Protestant missionaries deal with the problem?
positions were held by Protestant missionaries:

Two

(1) opposition to

ancestor practices, and (2) support for ancestor practices.
According to one Christian scholar, Professor Lin, those who
opposed ancestor practices consisted of the missionaries who
entered China early and missionaries of the China Inland Mission.
Characteristics of the group were: they received traditional
Western theological training, they emphasized personal
spirituality, they primarily worked with the lower class, the y
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sought to set free the idol-worshipping Chinese who were on their
way to eternal death, they brought with them not only their
Christian beliefs but also Western social and cultural symbolism
(Lin 1993:162-163)
Opponents of the practices believed that ancestor practices
in China was nothing short of idolatry, serious violations of the
first and the second commandments.

They understood the rituals

and symbolism to be products of a superstitious cult which must
be totally rejected.
Those who supported ancestor practices included such
missionaries as William Martin, Allen Young, and Timothy Richard
(Martin 1902:117-119)

In contrast to those who rejected

ancestor practices, these missionaries had received more formal
education and thorough training, and they were sensitive to
social and cultural changes.

Thus they knew that evangelism

could not be a mere transmission of ideas and concepts.

If

Christianity was to enter China and be established completely, it
must become a true part of the Chinese social structure.

They

believed that the Christian faith must be accepted not only
theoretically, but also culturally and socially, to truly
transform Chinese into people of God's kingdom.
Therefore, they adapted their methods of evangelism.

They

sought appropriate forms and symbolism for expressing Christian
faith in daily living

They believed that Christian symbolism

should not merely copy Western culture but that in order for
Christianity to be established in China, the Chinese people must
develop their own sets of meaningful forms and symbols.
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They saw little contradiction between Christian and
Confucian teachings, but considered the Christian belief to be
superior to Confucian teaching and to fill areas which were not
covered by Confucianism.

This group of missionaries believed

that if they could properly adopt appropriate forms and
symbolism, evangelism in China would be greatly helped.

They

worked mainly with upper class intellectuals, therefore they had
greater respect and appreciation for Chinese social and cultural
traditions

(Lin 1993:164).

Conflict began to arise slowly between these two points of
view-

Three general missionary conferences (GMC) and several

theological efforts with regard to ancestor practices have been
held among Protestants in China in the course of their church
history -

The three GMC conferences were sponsored by

interdenominational ad hoc committees which represented nineteen
boards and missionary societies working in China (GCR 1878:iiii)

Two later theological consultations were sponsored by

various organizations--the first by Asia Theological Association
in association with the Taiwanese Church Renewal Center (1983),
and the latest by Trinity Theological College in Singapore
(1988)

In each conference, ancestor worship was one of the most

important issues discussed.
The First GMC (1877)
Shanghai in 1877.

The first conference was held in

The prominent figure was Matthew T

Yates.

Yates and his wife were with the American Baptist Missionaries to
China.

They served China for many years, and he was the

outstanding figure in his denomination in Kiangsu.

Charles
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Taylor quoted Dr. Angell, President of the University of Michigan
and American minister to China, that "he [Yates], more than any
other man in China, has shown what the Gospel can do for the
Chinese"

(Taylor 1989)

Yates presented a well-prepared paper in which he pointed
out that ancestor worship was no doubt regarded as an embodiment
of hsiao (filial piety)

However, it had not been practiced as

such for over a thousand years for he saw some of the Chinese
sons who did not revere and obey their parents while they were
alive.

What they called "filial piety" was no more than doing

some practices after their parents died.
an embodiment of hsiao?

How could it be labeled

Furthermore, many people asked their

deceased ancestors to protect them from calamity. to bestow long
life, prosperity, and happiness through the worship of ancestors.
This ritual, he said, thus was far more than the meaning of hsiao
and became idolatry and superstition.

Yates contended that

though ancestor worship was not considered by the Chinese as a
part of their religious system, it in fact had become a religious
rite and should be condemned.
Therefore, it was unanimously agreed by representatives of
all Protestant missionaries that Chinese Christians ought not to
participate in ancestral rites (Williamson 1957:294)
The Second GMC (1890)
Shanghai in 1890.

A similar conference was held in

For this conference William Martin prepared an

important paper entitled "The Worship of Ancestors--A Plea for
Toleration."

At the outset of his lectures he stated that there

were only two basic approaches to what was admittedly "the most
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serious impediment to the conversion of the Chinese."

One was to

remove the 09stacles, and the other was to make a temporary
accommodation while seeking a more permanent solution.

He

compared the first alternative to a man's attempt to remove a
hill in front of his home rather than changing his habitation.
The other option was to build a railroad track over the mountain
while construction proceeds ona tunnel to go through it.

He

noted the historical function of the rite in announcing dynastic
successions, reporting important imperial events, and in
promoting morality and courage by appealing to the honor of the
departed.

He pointed out, moreover, that the system, although

tainted by a large intermixture of superstition and idolatry
still served a threefold social purpose: "(1) to strengthen the
bonds of family union, and stimulate to active charity;
cherish self-respect, and impose moral restraint;

(2) to

(3) to keep

alive a sort of faith in the reality of the spirit world"

(GCR

1890:619-631) .9

Although Martin shared the conviction that the missionary
must "avoid giving countenance to anything that can fairly be
construed as idolatry." he affirmed that those features to which
the church most objected were "its excrescence [outgrowths], not
its essence."

Therefore, he sought to modify both the form and

function of certain "announcements" so that they would be
regarded not as prayers but as mere expressions of "natural
affection"

(GCR 1890:625)

Moreover, he also pointed out that the three elements of
ancestor worship--posture, invocation, and offering--contained
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very little idolatry -

Martin argued that the bowing posture was

not reserved for worshipping idols only, for Chinese also bow
before living people such as parents, their seniors, and the
emperor to express respect.

As far as invocation was concerned,

it could be judged as follows: If worshippers request protection
and special favor from the deceased, it should be considered
idolatry

However, Chinese people did not as a rule request

protection from the ancestors; therefore, it should not be
considered idolatry-

In regard to the offering, Martin believed

that the key was not what was offered, but to whom it was
offered.

He argued that if Westerners could offer flowers to the

dead, the Chinese could surely offer meat, vegetables, and fruit
to their ancestors. 10
In the heated discussion following the presentation of this
paper, Hudson Taylor, whom Martin once said had "erred in leading
his followers to make war on ancestor worship, instead of seeking
to reform it,"

asked "those who dissented from the conclusions of

Dr. Martin's paper to rise."

Nearly everyone did.

He said that

every detail of the ancestor worship ceremony was an act of
idolatry.

He declared that Martin was totally wrong and that

evangelical Christians should not even discuss the toleration of
ancestor worship (GCR 1890:701)
The Third GMC (1907)

Although the first and second

conferences went little beyond condemning most aspects of the
ancestral rites as idolatrous, the third conference in 1907,
encouraged by the presence of many more Chinese delegates, seemed
to be a bit more open to this issue.
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Since the issue of ancestor worship remained as the key tension
between the believers and their families and therefore the
subject, it was once again listed for discussion. It was an
important, difficult, and delicate issue.

The Rev . James Jackson

reported that ancestor worship still presented one of the largest
obstacles to the progress of Christianity, and it formed a
hindrance which stood in the way of many who were convinced of
its truth and who were ready to embrace and confess faith in
Jesus Christ. He pointed out:
Those who have had much to do with young men in Christian
colleges will readily acknowledge that the chief
difficulty which stands in the way of their becoming
Christians is the family difficulty, and this for those
especially who are eldest sons resolves itself into a
difficulty concerning Ancestral Worship. (Jackson
1907:215-216)
This reflects that ancestor worship as a deeply rooted
custom of Chinese culture had more far-reaching influence than
the teachings of Confucius.

During the decline of Confucian

thought in the 20th century, ancestor worship still retained a
certain degree of influence.
H. R. Williamson, the first Baptist missionary to China,
noted:
It was agreed that while the "worship of ancestors was
incompatible with an enlightened and spiritual conception
of the Christian faith," and that while the rites as
customarily performed and understood could not be
tolerated by the Church, some observance expressive of
filial piety by the Church was desirable, and the hope
was expressed that Chinese Christians themselves would
find some generally acceptable and worthy way of meeting
the need. (1957:294)
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Chinese leaders of today are still seeking this "worthy way-"
Several theological consultations on ancestor practices such
as Asian Theological Asociation (ATA) in 1983, Singapore-Malaysia
Conference in 1988, and Chrisitanity and Chinese indigenization
conference in 1988 will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.

Summary
This lengthy description of historical study and controversy
on ancestor practices is necessary in order to describe the
dynamics involved and to understand the controversial issues in
question concerning ancestor practices: the form of religion or
the form of family bond.

The study helps us understand the

efforts and hardship in the process of contextualization of
Christian faith in early China.

One thing is significant: "If

Christianity is to spread in a given culture, it must be consider
how Christian faith and truth be rooted and absorbed into that
culture"

(Lin 1990:105-106)

The study thus not only implies the

necessity of contextualization of Chrisitan faith, but also helps
us clear the misjudgment of certain statement toward ancestor
practices: "In spite of the fact that the Roman Catholic Church
compromised with ancestor practices in Taiwan the membership of
the Church has actually declined."
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Notes

1. Writings of Cheng Shyuan. Chapter Yu Wan Tz.
In the Book of
Han Dynasty (~t:.:.:c
~
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rt
?r
-f)
1977
[Page
number
is unclear _]
Yflf
;a:./ r jIt:. f;I ~ ",--/-.0'
2. Wei quotes Jr-Tang Hu from his Review on the Book of Outline
of Tong Jien at the 26th year of Emperor Syuan Tzung of the Tang
dynasty.
3. In October 25, 1860 Ching China signed an agreement with
France in Peking because of being defeated by the union army
composed of British and French.
In this agreement, China
returned the properties (churches and lands) which were
confiscated by the Ching government during the period in which
Christianity was forbidden (1724-1860 A.D.), since the time of
emperor Yung Cheng, the son of Kang Shi. The treaty provoked the
anti-Christian movement led by Chinese officials and gentry.
See
Shih-Chiang Lu, The Origin and Cause of the Anti-Christian
Movement by Chinese Officials and Gentry (1860-1874) (1966)
4
The ancient monument was uncovered in 1623, when workmen
digging for the foundations of some building near Hsi-an, the
ancient Tang dynasty capital, a great stone more than nine feet
high and three and three feet wide was uncovered.
It was
inscribed, "ta ch'in ching jiao liou hsing jung guo bei" (Tach'in (Syrian) Luminous Religion in China)
See Moffett
(1992:288), and Moule (1930:27-29)
5. The meaning of manuscript "Shy Tin Mi Shi Swo Ching" is "the
scripture of Jesus the Messiah"
See Chao (1990:173-191)
6. The German Johann Adam Schall von Bell (1591-1666) was
Ricci's successor, who arrived in Peking in 1622
He was a
highly competent astronomer
In 1623 and 1624 he predicted
eclipses of the moon which his Chinese rivals had failed to
forsee; this greatly enhanced his reputation, and in 1630 he was
appointed to the board which regulated the calendar
The number
of baptisms rapidly increased, and it is said that one of the
wives of the emperor, with her child, was included among the
number.
See Stephen Neill (1990: 160-161)
Ferdinand Verbiest was Adam Schall's successor, who had a
thorough training in mathematics and astronomy - Verbiest
demonstrated to Kang Hsi his superiority over the Moslems, and
the calendar was transferred to him making it once again in the
hands of the Jesuits. Although the prohibition against Chinese
becoming Christians was not removed after the Rites Controversy,
the missionaries were given back their churches, and Chinese
already Christian were allowed to retain their faith.
Verbiest
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was even allowed to teach mathematics for Kang Hsi.
S. Latourette (1939:344-345)

See Kenneth

7
The situation changed after Vatican II. The Holy See allowed
the erection of ancestor tablets and, under certain conditions,
obeisance before them.
Nowadays, on the occasion of the Chinese
New Year, special church ceremonies in honor of heaven and the
ancestors are held and even encouraged.
8. Mezzabarba's mandate on the eight permissions is quoted from
the body of Ex quo singulari.
See Minamiki (1985:62-70)
9.
In the first paper, Martin reconfirmed educational and moral
values contained in the ancestor practice. Believing that
ancestor worship tied family members together, he presented a
plea for toleration which he hoped would aid in the promotion of
Christianity in China. After being attacked by Hudson Taylor, he
pleaded for his position and proposed the second paper. He said
"Is it idolatry to make offerings and prostration? Both are
opposed to our taste and practice, but they are not necessarily
in conflict with the spirit of Christianity" See discussions in
Martin (1890:619-631 and 1902:117-119)
10. The papers addressed in the second conference were collected
under the title of Records of the General Conference of the
Protestant Missionaries of China, held in Shanghai, May 7-20,
1890 (abbreviate GCR, 1890) and published by the Presbyterian
Mission Press. The source here is in GCR, 1890, p.628
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CHAPTER 3

The Notion of Filial Piety

(~)

The question of ancestor practices is intimately related to
the traditional Chinese concept of filial

piety~)

We need to '

know the origin, the meaning, and the contents of filial piety,
and what Confucius, whose teachings are central to it, says about
this virtue.
While this study was in progress I came to see in the
materials collected the significance of the sociological role of
filial piety in relation to ancestor worship and political
activities.

This constitutes one of the mechanisms of Chinese

social stability

This study also helps to clarify and correct

some errors that writers have made on account of their ignorance
of the Chinese language.

Unable to read the classics, one cannot

discern the degree of incorrectness of the English translations,
thus rendering one incapable of knowing the true meaning of the
text.

With this problem in mind, in this research I have used

original Chinese texts as a basis to tackle the concept of filial
piety
The greatest virtue in the classics, in the home, and in
society was the family virtue of "Hsiao"--or "filial piety"
(Ching 1993:21)

The virtue of filial piety holds an important

place in the moral philosophy of Confucius; and Confucians
emphasize it as the source of all virtue and reciprocity, or
mutuality as the key to the conduct of all social relations.

The
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"Five Relationships" between prince and minister, father and son,
husband and wife, older and younger brother, and friend with
friend are all explications of filial piety.

The prince is the

father-mother of his people; the older brother is a sort of
interim parent to the younger brother; and similarly. friends are
really brothers first,

for "all within the four seas are

brothers," as the classics teach and the common proverb repeats.
Out of all these things there has developed in the Chinese
context a social fabric having a tremendous family sense.
In Confucian thought, the inculcation of filial piety is not
restricted to relations with parents; it influences the whole of
daily life, both public and private, from cradle to grave.
Filial piety has been the cement of China, binding together
the generations, the clans, the living and the dead; and
ultimately through the emperor, connecting earth with heaven.
Heaven was and is the seat of morality.

Professor Soothill has

said, "Filial piety, extending beyond the grave, is the cord of
four million strands which binds the nation, the clan, the family
together"

(1923:182)

Dr. Lin Yu-Tang, the late famous Chinese

writer, said:
[Filial piety] is reputed to have provided the philosophical
foundation for the family system with its emphasis on the
husband-wife relationship as the foundation of all human
relationships, on filial piety towards parents, annual
visits to ancestral graves, ancestor worship, and the
institution of the ancestral hall.
(1937: 184)
The family, rather than the individual, is the unit of
Chinese society.

The importance of the family in society has

become commonplace, and ancestor practice is the central feature
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to which all other aspects of the family pattern may be related.
It was ancestor practice which from early times gave the family a
strong corporate sense.

It was ancestor practices which was an

almost certain guarantee of a family's survival through many
generations, because of the supreme filial duty of ensuring that
there were sons to carryon the sacrifices.

It was ancestor

practice which was basically responsible for concubinage
undertaken in order to guarantee continuity when the first wife
had no son to secure the family line.

The Origin of Filial Piety
Filial piety has played an important role in Chinese
society, and will continue to play it.
of filial piety cannot be over stressed.

The study of the origin
Only through the study

of its origin can we demonstrate its perennial quality and
emphasize the fact that it seems always to have been central in
Chinese life, including the present life and the life hereafter
and thus seldom called into question.
I will study the origin of filial piety in the light of the
chronology of written records in China.

James Legge's

translations and annotations are the best and accurate works
among the translated versions.

I used them as major sources for

Confucius' teachings.
The Worship of Shang Ti

(God) and Ancestors in Prehistory

In Chapter 29 (Piao Chi)

of the Book of Rites (Li Chi) there

is written: "Under the Yin dynasty, they honored Spiritual
Beings, and led the people on earth to serve them"

(Legge 1967,
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11:342)

Yin was . the name used interchangeably with Shang

From

unearthed inscriptions on shoulder-bones and tortoise carapaces
of Shang, we realize that Shang people highly revered and feared
the Lord on High (Shang Ti), nature deities, and ancestors.
The ancient Chinese believed that ancestors possessed
sufficient power to exert influence for both good and ill upon
the affairs of men and the fate of the nation.

And since their

favor had to be gained and their anger propitiated, ancestors
were reverently worshipped and regularly offered sacrifices.

It

was assumed that the needs of the dead were essentially the same
as those of the living

Thus, in the form of sacrifices, the

people before Shang and Shang people provided their ancestors in
the other world with the things they had enjoyed while alive.
Dr. Chang Kwang-Chih, professor of anthropology at Harvard
University. shows archae logical evidence in very early traces of
Chinese civilization supporting the fact that the Chinese were
already ancestor worshippers.

He depicts the burials which were

made in the highest hills of Pan-shan (Jf~)' the eastern Kansu

(~~), a place where late Yang-shao culture (dated by carbon-14
around the beginning of the third millennium B.C.) was found:
The probable lineage arrangement in the village cemetery and
the regularity of the individual burials within the cemetery
in many cases make it highly probable that the cult of
ancestors to symbolize lineage solidarity had already been
initiated during the Yang-shao stage.
.1 (1968:103)
Earliest written records in China, however, those scratched
on tortoise carapaces and on shoulder blades of animals, suggest
that the worship of ancestors played a central and absolutely
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vital role.

Whether the word for

fil~al

pLety, hsiao, appeared

in this material or not is uncertain,2 but that the worship of
the supreme deity, Shang Ti, could only be carried out through
the worship of the Shang king's own ancestors is certain.
From these inscriptions we know that the Shang king would
turn to his ancestors for confirmation or approval before
undertaking activities such as building a new town, engaging in a
battle, going on a hunt or a journey, or performing a ritual in a
particular way.

He might ask his ancestors to tell him about his

fortune, about a dream he had had, about disease, etc .
1983:54)

(Chang

Only by the intercession of these ancestors could his

appeal reach Shang Ti.
Filial piety or, more acurately, ancestral piety, was an
essential element in ancient religion and thus in ancient life in
general.

It is interesting to note that this method of reaching

the gods through one's ancestors is typically Chinese.
an example of the concreteness of Chinese thinking.

This is

The idea of

a direct leap from the human world to a transcendent,
metaphysical world, as is the case in Judaism and Christianity,
seems not to have appealed to the ancient Chinese.

The natural

tendency of Chinese was to reach out to what was nearest to them,
their direct ancestors, and through them attain to the deity Filial Piety in Shang Dynasty
The earliest appearance of the word for filial piety occurs
on a bronze vessel that can be dated in the very last years of
the Shang dynasty or the earliest years of the Chou, that is,
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about 1100 B.C.
clear

(Li 1974:19)

The etymology of the character is

It shows an old man (~) being supported by a child

( 3- ) : (~)

[hsiao]

Li Yu-Ming, writing in the K'ao-Ku Hsueh-

Pao in 1974, has counted sixty-four inscriptions containing the
character for filial piety, hsiao, that can be dated from the
Chou dynasty before its dissolution (before the end of eighth
century B.C.), and seventeen during the Ch'un-Ch'iu period
(around the seventh and sixth centuries B.C.)
The information the bronze vessels give is scanty but
precious, for it is in fact the first written record of filial
piety in China.

Almost all the vessels carry similar messages in

the short phrases containing the word hsiao: the makers or donors
of the vessels upon which they are inscribed "make an offering",
hsiang (~),

"of their filial piety" to their dead father, k 'ao

(~), or to their dead father and uncles,
to the ancestral temple,

chu-k'ao (t~~), or

tsung-shih (~~)

Other inscriptions, no less numerous, speak of making a
"memorial" offering of filial piety, chui-hsiao
father or mother, or grandparents.

(:Lt.;;$'),

to their

Because the majority of the

inscriptions concern filial piety towards dead parents some
scholars wonder "whether indeed the word hsiao did not originally
refer to a religious term, a form of pious commemoration of one's
ancestors, and that it only took on its present meaning of filial
respect for one's living parents later" (Holzman 1980:5) .

Arthur

Waley says, in the introduction to his translation of the
Analects of Confucius,

"This word seems originally to have meant

p i ety towards the spirits of ancestors or dead parents.

I n the
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Analects it still frequently has this meaning"

(1949:38)

He

even cites as proof the fact that the references in the Shih
Ching (the Book of Poetry) are "almost exclusively to piety

towards the dead."

Waley's argument can be impeached.

Holzman

points out that a few inscriptions seem clearly to refer to the
living

He says:

tt£ )

The hu vessel called "Shu-chi liang-fu" (~~
speaks
of "offering filial piety to elder and younger brothers, to
in~laws and to deceased father and uncles", and others refer
to filial piety offered to hao p'eng-yu [good friends],
which is interpreted to mean "pious elder and younger
brothers"
These inscriptions, and a passage in the Shang
Shu [Book of Historical Documents]
.make me believe that
hsiao already referred to piety towards living relations at
an early period.
(1980:5)
But how can the fact that inscriptions on ritual vases refer
almost exclusively to ancestors be explained?

Holzman thinks it

can be caused "by the fact that most of these vases were to be
used in ancestral temples and references to living parents would
therefore be out of place"

(1980:5)

Whatever conclusion we come to, it is clear that during the
period around 1000 B.C., filial piety played an important role in
the lives of the Chinese, especially within the ruling class.
Filial Piety in Chou Dynasty
Filial piety also played an important role in Chinese life
during the Chou dynasty (c. 1100-221 B.C.)

The evidences are

reflected in the two earliest canonical books, the Shih Ching
(the Book of Poetry) and the Shang Shu (the Book of Historical
Documents)

In the Shih Ching a famous poem gives us a hint at

what the Chinese attitude was toward parents.

The poem is in the
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Minor Odes, No. 202, and does not contain the word hsiao and
cannot be used to define the meaning of that word, but it is in
effect a very moving description of the filial love of an orphan
lamenting the death of his

parent~.

In the Shang Shu several texts mention hsiao in which filial
piety seems clearly to refer to the treatment of living parents.
The first text to mention filial piety is the "Yao Tien"

(t.~)

It describes a filial son, Shun, the future emperor, and his
extreme filial conduct towards his blind and obstinate father and
wicked stepmother.
The second text is called "The announcement on wine"

~t*)

Legge translates it as follows:
Ye people of the land of Mei, if you can employ your limbs,
largely cultivating your millet, and hastening about in the
service of your [deceased] fathers and elders; and if with
your carts and oxen you traffic to a distance, that you may
thereby filially minister to your parents--then your
parents are happy, you may set forth your spirits clear and
strong, and use them.
(Legge 1970:404)
This obviously refers to filial actions towards living parents,
although the context may imply filiality during a ritual.
The third text is called "The charge to Marquis Wen"
(~ ~ 1iJ-.

), in which verse 3 says, "Your filial piety goes back

to your accomplished ancestor, and is equal to his"
1970:618).

(Legge

Here the word hsiao is not meant merely to fulfill

duties towards one's living parents but also in retrospect to
one's accomplished ancestors.
The most important text comes from the "Announcement to
K' ang"

(lJ:-1..~), in which verse 16 says:
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The king says, "Fung, such chief criminals are greatly
abhorred, and how much more detestable are the unfilial and
unbrotherly--as the son who does not reverently discharge
his duty to his father, but greatly wounds his father's
heart; and the father who can no longer love his son, but
hates him; and the younger brother who does not think of the
manifest will of Heaven, and refuses to respect his elder
brother, so that the elder brother does not think of the
toil of their parents in bringing them up, and is very
unbrotherly to his junior.
If we who are charged with
government do not treat parties who proceed to such
wickedness as offenders, the law of our nature given by
Heaven to our people will be thrown into great disorder or
destroyed.
(Legge 1970:392-393)
This is clearly a text which considers unfilial conduct to be a
crime that must be punished by the law.

It also shows that

filial piety played an important role during the Chou dynasty,
not only in ritual observance of ceremonies for the dead, but in
actual filial behavior towards living parents

The text also

tells us that unfilial behavior was considered a crime worse than
that of the worst criminals.

This attitude of emphasizing

filiality has predominated throughout Chinese history.
Filial Piety in Spring and Autumn Periods and the Warring States
The Spring and Autumn periods (722-481 B.C.)and the Warring
States (403-221B.C.) are the Golden Ages of the Chinese
philosophers (Thompson 1996:xvii)

Their writings represent a

large proportion of remaining written records.

Four main schools

flourished during these periods: Confucius (Confucianist), Mo-tzu
(Fraternitist), Han Fei-tzu (Legalist), Lao-tzu, Chuang-tzu
(Daoist)
piety -

Each of the schools had its own ideas about filial
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Confucianist School.

Filial piety in Confucius' philosophy

plays almost an equal role as jen (benevolence or humanity), and
is the foundation of all virtues and the root of civilization
(Hsiao Ching, Ch. 1, Sih 1961)

In Confucius' mind, nothing is

greater than filiality among man's actions (Hsiao Ching, Ch.9,
Sih 1961)

This concept was and is deeply accepted as a priori

by Chinese, elite and commoner.
Fraternitist School.

Mo-tzu (ca. 480-390 B.C.) is the

typical figure of this school. But the interesting thing is that
Mencius (ca. 372-289 B.C.), the great Confucianist, castigated
him for "not acknowledging the peculiar affection due from a son
to his father" because of his doctrine of universal love (Bonsall
1934:60)

In fact, nowhere did Mo-tzu condemn filial piety.

the contrary. he did mention it in the numerous passages.

On

He

always praised it, and found a place for it in his system.
Legalist School.

Han Fei-tzu (d. 230 B.C.), one of the

disciples of Hsun-tzu (c. 320-235 B.C.), insisted human nature
was inherently evil, in opposition to Mencius.
advocated a uniform law for the whole empire.

Han Fei-tzu
There is a sharp

contrast between ·this universalistic concept of fa

(law) and the

Confucianist concept of li (propriety), or the way of life of the
gentleman (Fairbank 1957:307)

But what is more interesting is

that the Legalist school also praised filial piety.

That a

thinker whose entire philosophy attempted to destroy the kind of
morality put forward by the Confucianists and sought to
substitute a legal code for it should devote a chapter of his
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book (Chapter 51, "Loyalty and Filial Piety") to filial piety is
indeed amazing
Daoist School.

The Daoist is the only school in which we

find a negation of filial piety .

In Chapter 18 of his Dao Te

Ching (the Canon of Reason and Virtue), Lao-tzu says, "When

family relations no longer harmonize, we have filial piety and
maternal affection"
84-85).

(translated, cited from Suzuki & Carus, 1974;

But in Chapter 19 he admits that when you "abolish

humanity and reject justice the people will return to filial
piety and maternal affection"

(1974:85)

This implies that

filial piety itself is a natural condition of primitive man.

The

Daoists, like the Legalists, have every reason to reject filial
piety, but in actuality present a very complex attitude toward
it.
The other famous figure in the school is Chuang-tzu (c. 369286 B.C.)

In Chapter 14 of a work on Chuang-tzu, he says in so

many words: "Filial piety, brotherliness, benevolence,
righteousness, loyalty, trust, honor, integrity--for all of these
you must drive yourself and make yourself a slave of Virtue.
They are not worth prizing"
1968:156)

(translated, cited from Watson

In Chapter 29 we find the same pure and simple

negation of filial piety (1968:325)

But in Chapter 31 "love and

filial piety" are considered outward manifestations of the truth
(i.e., the Dao) "in the service of parents"

(1968:349); and in

Chapter 4 it is said "That a son should love his parents is fate
--you cannot erase this from his heart.

to serve your parents

and be content to follow them anywhere--this is the perfection of
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filial piety"

(1968:59-60).

Again we find a negation of filial

piety, but the negation is not always as frank and categorical as
one might expect it to be.
For the Daoists the world has a dual meaning: on one level
it is varied, changing and, in a word, relative; on another level
it is unified, permanent and, in a word, absolute.

The former is

the world as we see it; the latter, the world as we feel it in
mystical perception.

In this sense, Daoists are different from

Confucianists in many ways.

The Confucianists intend to keep the

universe in order with the virtues of benevolence, duty, filial
piety, etc., but the Daoists feel that these virtues are really
only part of the relativistic contingencies they are supposed to
keep in order
We may corne to the conclusion from this rapid survey of one
thousand years of Chinese history that filial piety not only
refers to the spirits of ancestors but also to the living.

The

fulfillment of filiality towards dead parents is recognized as
the accomplishment of a filial son's service to his parents.
Archaeological discoveries have thrown light on the
ancestral cult of prehistoric China.

They tell us that filial

piety plays an important role in the worship of ancestors.

The

activity of offering sacrifices to the God on High, Shang Ti,
seems no more than that of ancestors, and the practices of
divination are mostly put to the ancestors.

The worship of Shang

Ti could only be carried out through the worship of the Shang

king's ancestors

This indicates that the spirits of ancestors
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hold the power for good or for evil, and

the~

can easily be

reached, and through them one can attain to the God on High.
The Meaning of Filial Piety
Owing to the pictographic characteristic of the Chinese
character, the original meaning of filial piety can be understood
from the character hsiao (~)

The character depicts a son

bearing an old man; from this physical representation the
figurative support was implied.

The notion of hsiao was already

known during the Yin epoch (12th century B.C.)

Bernhard

Karlgren shows that this character occurs in the Book of Poetry
(Shih-Ching).

It can be traced to its original form in the

inscriptions of the Yin as well as on the bronze vessels of the
Chou dynasty (1123?-221 B.C.)
'child' below"

"This graph has 'old' above and

(Karlgren 1957:301-302)

It simply means that a

son must support and take care of his parents when they are old.
But what kinds of support and attention should a son offer to his
parents?
The Book of Filial Piety, or Hsiao Ching, one of the most
important works on filial piety, describes the meaning and
content of filial piety

In the first chapter, Hsiao Ching is

recorded:
Chung-ni [Confucius] was at leisure and his disciple Tseng
Tzu attended him. The Master said: "Early kings possessed
the highest virtue and the vital way of keeping the world
ordered and the people in harmony, with neither superiors
nor inferiors having any complaints.
Do you know ,this?"
Rising from his seat, Tseng Tsu replied, "How can Sheng
[Tseng Tsu] dull of comprehension, know this?" The Master
rejoined, "Filiality is the foundation of virtue and the
root of civilization [doctrine]
Be seated again and I will
explain to you.
Seeing that our -body, with hair and skin,
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is derived from our parents, we should not allow it to be
injured in any way - This is the beginning of filiality_
We
develop our own personality and practice the way [Oao] so as
to perpetuate our name for future generations, and to give
glory to our parents. This is the end of filiality
Thus,
begun in the service of our parents, continued in the
service of the prince, filiality is completed in the
building up of our character - The Odes say: Ever think of
your ancestors and cultivating the virtue which you inherit
from them."
(Sih 1961:3)
This opening chapter clearly describes the basic tenet of
filial piety in the Confucian tradition.

It is noteworthy that

Confucius esteemed hsiao as "the foundation of virtue" and when
this foundation has been laid, complete virtue was sure to rise
as a superstructure.
root of doctrine."

Moreover, he also esteemed hsiao as "the
The Book of Historical Documents or the Shoo

Ching mentions wu chiao (~%J::..l or "five doctrines" which the

commentary explains as: teach fathers to be righteous, teach
mothers to be compassionate, teach elder brothers to be friendly,
teach younger brothers to be reverent, and teach sons to be
filial
system.

(Legge 1960a:44, 316)

Chiao means civilization, culture,

It is the social and political system upon which Chinese

society rested.

When these five doctrines were thought to be

fulfilled, then every other influence tending to harmonize men
was considerd assured.

In this sense, filial piety was almost

taken as a proof of man's humanity, "Among man's actions nothing
is greater than hsiao" (Hsiao Ching, Ch. IX, cited from Sih
1961)
This opening chapter also describes how to begin with filial
piety and how to end with it.

It seems to be the outline of the

following seventeen chapters.

Dr

Chee Pang Choong says, "The
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issues covered range from personal moral behavior to wise and
effective government, involving all five basic classes of people
[i.e. emperor, feudal princes, high officers, scholars, and
common people] in society (Sng and Choong 1991:75)

This

approach to the subject of filial piety may sound strange to
those unfamiliar with ancient Chinese thinking.

Choong says,

"Although from time immemorial the Chinese Emperor had been
regarded as 'The son of Heaven,' the peace and order of his
empire depended not on this universally recognized title but on
his personal moral 'virtue', especially on him being a
'filial' son (1991:74)

This is why Confucius said that by this

virtue (filial piety) and the vital way (the right way) the good
emperors of old made the world peaceful, the people to live in
harmony with one another, and the inferior contented under the
control of their superiors

The Filial Duty of a Son
I want to elaborate on filial piety in a fuller treatment by
using the classics which will help us understand how Chinese
fulfill the filial duty.
We may summarize the wide range of filial piety into six
points and two areas, i.e. first,

to feed and respect parents;

second, to preserve one's whole body; third, to continue one's
lineage; four, to exhort parents; five, to continue the will; and
six, to commemorate the dead as well as their physical and
spiritual areas.

The first three are areas of the physical,

while the latter three are areas of the spiritual.

In the
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physical area, to feed parents and to preserve one's whole body
deal with life affairs; while to continue one's lineage deals
with affairs after death.

In the spiritual area, to exhort

parents, and to confI nue the parents' will deal with life
affairs; while to commemorate the dead deals with affairs after
dead.
To Feed and Respect Parents
The basic duty of a filial son is to feed his parents.
Failure to support them was and is esteemed as an unfilial thing.
How is support of one's parents done?

Dr. L. Wieger, the famous

Sinologist, in his book, Moral Tenets and Customs in China, says:
The duty of providing food for the body of your parents is
also easy.
Supply them carefully according to the means and
wealth of your family.
Are there any good dishes? Bid your
parents partake of them.
Have you any money? Bid your
parents to spend it.
Is there any work to be done? Do it
for them.
If they should happen to fall ill, call in a
medical man to treat them; make the infusions and
decoctions; wait upon your parents with care and not for
mere form's sake
These are the things in which consists
the duty of providing nourishment for the bodily wants of
your parents.
(1913:11)
This is a very practical and cogent way to fulfill the duty of
feeding one's parents.
But filial piety cannot be interpreted simply in terms of
material things

In Analects, Confucius answered his disciple

Tsze-Yu asking what was filial piety -

He said,

The filial piety of nowadays means the support of one's
parents. But dogs and horses likewise are able to do
something in the way of support--without reverence, what is
there to distinguish the one support given from the other?
(Book II Ch.7, Legge 1960d:16)
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From his point of view, just feeding one's parents is not
enough.

One must also respect and honor one's parents, so,

feeding and respecting must go together
responsibility; respecting is love.
of feeding with love.

Feeding is

True filial piety consists

In the Book of Rites, or Li Chi, Tseng-

Tze, one of the distinguished disciples of Confucius, said, "A
gentleman will respect and feed his parents when they are alive"
(Li Chi, XXII)

He also put together respect and feed.

But what

is the embodiment of respect?
When Mang-I, the great officer of the State of Lu asked
what filial piety was, the Master said, "It is not being
disobedient."

The other disciple, Fah Chih, asked the meaning

after Mang-I left.

He replied with the off-quoted statement,

That parents, when alive, should be served according to
propriety; that, when dead, they should be buried according
to propriety; and that they should be sacrificed to
according to propriety (Analects, II, Ch. 5, Legge
1960d:147)
Therefore, filial piety must be shown according to propriety or
there is disobedience to parents.
What can one do to please the heart of one's parents?

Dr

Weiger says:
To satisfy this obligation, it is sufficient, when living at
home, to do one's duty properly, to defend the family's
interests and to avoid being lazy- When going to school one
must be assiduous in one's studies and not play truant.
If
one's work is in the field, one must be diligent and work
hard; one must not become addicted to idleness nor to
gluttony, nor to wine nor to gambling nor to opium.
If
engaged in trading or as a journey man, one must be honest
and straightforward.
If besides your own parents, a
grandfather and grandmother are still living, you must
carefully attend upon them according to the directions of
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your parents.
If you have brothers and sisters, you must in
compliance with the wish of your parents live in harmony
with them without any quarreling
In one word, you must try
to make every day in the life of your parents be a happy
dayYou will thus satisfy this obligation of comforting
the heart of your parents.
(1913:11)
Another time when Tsze-Hsia, the other disciple, asked what
filial piety was, the
countenance"

Mast~r

said, "The difficulty is with the

(II, Ch. 8, Legge 1960d:148)

This means that the

duty of a filial son must be performed with a cheerful
countenance.
In the works of Mencius, he also mentioned honoring one's
parents was the greatest attainment of a filial son.

He said,

"Of all which a filial son can attain to, there is nothing
greater than his honoring his parents" (Book V, Part I, Legge
1970:789)
Confucius esteemed that love and reverence to others must
begin with one's own parents, otherwise it would be an act
against virtue and propriety -

He said, "To love others without

first loving one's parents is to act against virtue.

To

reverence other men without first reverencing one's parents is to
act against propriety" (Hsiao Ching, Ch. 9).

This is why

filiality was called "the foundation of virtue."
In brief, the duty of a filial son is something nobler than
mere material support of one's parents. It means obedience to
parents and duties performed with a cheerful countenance, i.e.
love.

We may put it in other words; do your best to please your

parents with love.
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To Preserve One's Body Intact
To preserve one's body intact means the preservation of the
body from disfigurement and harm.

This is an important aspect of

filial piety among later Confucianism.

Sherley-Price thought

that "we find little in the sayings of the Master himself,
although it is certain that he knew and approved the idea"
(1951:105)

As a matter of fact, Confucius was the initial

advocate of the concept of preserving of one's whole body.

He

said in the Book of Filial Piety, "Our body, with hair and skin,
is derived from our parents, we should not allow it to be injured
in any way -

This is the beginning of filiality"

(Hsiao Ching,

Under the influence of the concept, Tseng-Tzu, the

Ch. 1)

Master's disciple, declared on his deathbed to his own followers:
Uncover my hands, uncover my feet [that they might see that
his limbs had been preserved unhurt]
It is said in the
Book of Odes, 'We should be anxious and cautious, as if on
the edge of a deep chasm, as if treading on thin ice.' But
from henceforward I know that I shall escape all injury to
my person.
(Analects VIII, Ch. 3, Legge 1960d:208-209)
There was a story recorded in the New Worldly Tales that
described the concept of preserving the whole body: "When Fan
Hsuan was eight, he was working in the backyard and hurt his
finger.
said,

He cried very sadly-

People asked if it hurt a lot.

'I am not crying for pain.

He

I am crying because I damaged

my body which I received from my parents'"

(P - Hsu 1970:103) .

In the Book of Rites, or Li Chi, Tseng-Tzu recorded the
Master's teaching:
Of all [that] Heaven produces and Earth nourishes, there is
none so great as man. When, his parents having given birth
to his body whole, he returns it to them whole, this may be
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called filial piety. When no member of it has been
mutilated and no disgrace done to any part of the person, it
may be called whole.
Hence the Superior Man [the gentleman]
does not dare to take the slightest step forgetful of his
filial piety .
.A son should not forget his parents in a
single lifting of his feet, nor in the utterance of a single
word.
Therefore he will use a boat and not attempt to wade
through a stream, not daring with the body given him by his
parents to go into peril.
(Li Chi XXVIII)
This exaggerated care of the body "has had the inevitable
result of cramping initiative and the spirit of daring or

.

adventure," and "of causing men to make at.'ly kind of compromise
rather than risk the mutilation of their body, whether in battle
against an enemy or through mishap in a dangerous undertaking"
(Sherley-Price 1951:106)

The first argument is fair by

observing the lack of the spirit of adventure in Oriental culture
which is heavily influenced by Confucian thinking

But the

latter argument is unfair by reading the Hsiao Ching: "The
gentleman's service of his parents is filial; therefore, his
filiality can be transferred to his prince" (Ch. 14)

In the

Chinese concept, if a person fulfills the filiality to his
parents, he can easily transfer parental filiality to government
loyalty which is considered already as a higher form of
filiality.

This as the Chinese proverb says: "From ancient on

the loyal ministers come from filial family . "

In fact, the

latter argument does not disprove the former one, but shows an
equally powerful point of balancing the concept.
One thing is sure and that is that this idea of preserving
the whole body cramps the general mood of donating the organs of
the body.

However, Western influence has gradually changed even

that concept.
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To Continue One's Lineage
To be able to continue one's family line by producing a male
heir is regarded as filial piety

This concept has been spread

in China for several thousand years.

The origin of this concept

came from Mencius' famous saying: "There are three things which
are unfilial, and to have no posterity is the greatest of them"
(Mencius, Book IV. Le Low. Part I, Ch. 26, in Legge 1970:725)

According to Chao Ke's commentary on Mencius: "There are three
things which are unfilial.

First, by a flattering assent to

encourage parents in unrighteousness; and second, not to succor
their poverty and old age by engaging in official service.
Third, to have no posterity than those faults"

To be without posterity is greater

(Legge 1970:725)

Reichelt says, "It is not

only unfilial, but it is the height of misfortune not to have
sons"

(1951:62)

It is an offense against the whole line of

ancestors because it terminates the sacrifices to them.

Here, we

see that the concept of continuing one's family line plays a
crucial role in ensuring the progeny of the Chinese that in turn
perpetuates the worship of their ancestors.
With this concept great pressure always is put on women to
bear at least one son to ensure continuity of worship.

If the

first child is a girl, the couple will continue to bear children
until they have a son.

Because the descent line is so important

and because life is not always ideal, the Chinese have come up
with alternative methods for ensuring a descent line due to the
fact that no sons are born, or due to the death of a son before
marriageable age.

There are generally four methods of choice
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open to a man.

The first is to adopt a son from among his

nearest agnates in the generation next below his (M. Freedman
1966:7)

The second is to "marry in" a son-in-law by a simple

change of surname (G. Barclay 1954:219).3

The third is to have a

daughter's husband come into her family, thus to have the
daughter's husband take on the responsibility of carrying on her
father's descent by giving their first son the surname of his
grandfather (Wang 1976:371)
concubine.

4

The fourth choice is to take a

The importance of having a son cannot be overly

stressed.
According to the concept of continuing one's family line,
two dimensions of ancestor practices are developed.

The first

dimension includes "ancestor proper" and "ancestor peripheral"
(Wang 1976:365-372)

This dimension has to do with the type of

relationship between the ancestor and descendent.

"Ancestor

proper" refers to those ancestors who are directly related to the
descendants in the patrilineal line.
husband, and grandfather"

(1976:370)

Such as "father, mother,
"Ancestor peripheral"

refers to relatives with different surnames such as "the spirits
of stepfather, ex-husband, ex-wife, sister, and daughter"
(1976:370)
Although the worship of the proper ancestors are the most
important because they are of the patrilineal line, the
peripheral ancestors have their own place within the system of
ancestor practice.

It is observing the rituals for the

peripheral ancestors which provides "an alternative mode of
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ancestor worship in order to keep the family line from

be~ng

terminated" (1976:371)
In the second dimension of ancestor practice, Arthur Wolf
defines the types of rituals that are taking place.
them into three types:
rites"; and (3)

(1)

"dOmestic rites";

"corporate rites."

observed by a family.

He divides

(2) "communal

Domestic rites refer to those

Communal rites are those observed by

agnatically related family

Corporate rites refer to those

rituals observed by the lineage (1976:345)
The emphasis upon the obligation of a man to provide sons to
continue the family name, and to offer sacrifice to the family
shades, naturally tended toward encouraging polygyny in ancient
China, and consequently keeping the status of women at a low
level.

Under Confucianism a woman was often regarded as a

potential mother,

rather than as a partner or as a friend.

The above analysis reveals that the concept of having a son
has more than religious implications, it is also interwoven with
sociocultural implications.

Lim in his article states that "the

concept of family as indispensable for the transmission of life
as well as for the maintenance of life eternal is deeply rooted
in the minds of the Chinese" (1984:224).

Therefore, no matter

how great achievements in life are, they could never obviate the
person's obligation to and identification with his parents and
ancestors.
Francis Hsu says, "Patriliny and generation are the two main
principles of Chinese society" (1967:240)
a father and his son.

This applies to both

The father is never free from his
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obligation to his own dead parents.

Even his duty toward his son

does not arise from the son's intrinsic worth, but from the
father's obligation to continue his ancestors' line (1967:224)

To Exhort Parents
A filial son must be obedient to his parents, but filial
piety never implies a blind obedience to his parents, nor serves
them as a pretext for perpetuating unrighteousness.

Confucius

said:
In serving his parents, a son may remonstrate with them, but
gently; when he sees that they do not incline to follow his
advice, he shows an increased degree of reverence, but does
not abandon his purpose; and should they punish him [beat
him until the blood flows], he does not allow himself to
murmur.
(Analects, Book IV, Ch. 18, Legge 1960d:170-171)
This suggests that one may and ought to reason with one's parents
when their conduct conflicts with righteousness, such as parents
issuing orders to commit crimes or tell lies.

In such

circumstances blind obedience would be deleterious to parents and
run counter to the true spirit of filial piety.
Chu Hsi

(A.D. 1130-1200), the great Neo-Confucian

philosopher in the Sung dynasty (A.D. 960-1279), made comments on
the passage and said that when the son sees his parents' faults,
he is under an obligation to expostulate with them mildly and
humbly.

But if the parents refuse to acquiesce in his advice, it

does not allow him freedom from his filial practice.

Later, when

an opportunity occurs, i.e., when the parents are in good mood,
the son is obliged to give his parents advice again, even at the
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risk of arousing the parents' anger and of being beaten.

This is

true respect and filiality _5 The Book of Filial Piety says:
If a father had one son to reason with him, he would not be
engulfed in moral wrong. Thus, in case of contemplated
moral wrong, a son must never fail to warn his father
against it . . . In short, when there is question of moral
wrong, there should be correction. How can you say that
filiality consists in simply obeying a father.
(Ch. 15 "The
Duty of Correction")
The purpose of correcting onels parents is to make their
name great.

It is through exhortation that one's parents will

not fall into moral wrong, then their "persons" will not be far
removed from a good name, i.e., they will not lose their good
name.

This is the indirect way to give glory to one's parents.

Admonishing parents indeed is a way to fulfill filial piety.
To Continue Parents' Will
To continue parents' will is the "spiritual" duty of filial
piety -

In the Doctrine of the Mean, or Chung Yung, Confucius

said, "How far extending was the filial piety of King Wu and the
Duke of Chou!

Now, filial piety is shown in the skillful

carrying out of the wishes of our forefathers, and in the
skillful carrying forward of their undertakings"
19, Legge 1960d:402)
of note.

(Chung Yung, Ch.

This definition of filial piety is worthy

The operation of filial piety does not end with the

lives of parents and parents' parents.

It characterizes the

filial son in terms of his ability to "continue the will"

chih) and to "transmit the work"

(shu shih) of his father

filial son is always an obedient son.

(chi
The

But what we call

"obedient" is not merely following the instructions of his father
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without questioning the underlying intention of those
instructions, but rather he must try to understand the general
direction of his father's inner thoughts as well as his expressed
wishes

(Tu 1989:42)

The filial son is therefore responsible

both for what his father has actually said and for what he has
left unsaid.

When filial piety is understood as the

continuation, indeed the actualization of the father's will, it
involves an appreciation not only of the father's existential
situation but also of his ideal self-image.
In this sense, King Wu and the Duke of Chou were picked by
Confucius as exemplars of "extending filial piety" (ta-hsiao)
According to the legend, their father, King Wen, the leader of
the feudal princes of Chou, suffered much at the hands of a
debauched tyrannical emperor, the last king of the Shang dynasty
(c. 1766-1122 B.C.)

King Wen tried to keep the tyrant in check

by friendly persuasion, but failed and was put into jail.

During

his imprisonment, he is alleged to have so significantly refined
the I Ching (the Book of Changes) that it has become not only a
book of divination but also a book of wisdom.
King Wen himself never engaged in any outright rebellion;
his conciliatory attitude, according to traditional e x planations,
is amply demonstrated in the "judgments" of the I Ching.

6

Yet by

his moral rectitude he was able to gather the majority of the
feudal princes around the Chou banner

Even before the

commencement of the "righteous campaign" against the Shang
tyrant, the direction of the will of Heaven had already become
obvious.

Nevertheless, the actual battle that destroyed the
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Shang dynasty was fought by King Wu, and the new dynasty became
fully established under the tutelage of the Duke of Chou.

By

their accomplishments the two brothers continued their father's
will and transmitted their father's work.

Here we see a higher

principle: real will of parents follows the will of Heaven.
King Wu's campaign against the tyrant was launched with such
urgency that he did not even take enough time to perform a proper
burial for his father.

It was launched more than a year after

the death of his father, and according to the contemporary
ritual, a proper burial for one's parent should involve a threeyear mourning period (Analects, Book 17, Ch. 21)

This was

certainly an overt impropriety against the Confucian mourning
rites

But this cannot be explained by filial piety in such a

crucial situation.

The justified reason has to be found beyond

the normal confines of familial relationship.
A similar case is Emperor Shun who also was chosen as the
exemplar of a filial son.

According to the Book of Historical

Documents, he was surrounded by a ruthless father, an iniquitous

stepmother, and a hostile half-brother

Shun clearly

demonstrated his filial love by harmonizing his family relations
under extremely difficult conditions.

But from the perspective

of Chung Yung, the outstanding manifestation of Shun's "great
filiality" was his inner strength that enabled him to become a
benevolent emperor despite his personal plight.

Indeed, he

frequently had to depart from established rituals and suffer the
accusation of being unfilial in order to do what he believed to
be right.

His marriage is a case in point.

As legend has it,
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Shun's involvement with governmental affairs was so extensive
that his simple wedding ceremony was conducted without the prior
consent of his father .
established custom.

This was an obvious violation of the

But in the perception of Chung Yung, the

kind of filiality Shun demonstrated, like that of King Wu, is
described on a higher morality:
The Master said, "How greatly filial was Shun!
His virtue
was that of a sage; his dignity was the throne; his riches
were all within the four seas. He offered his sacrifices in
his ancestral temple, and his descendants preserved the
sacrifices to himself. Therefore having such great virtue,
it could not but be that he should obtain the throne, that
he should obtain those riches, that he should obtain his
fame, that he should attain to his long life. (Chung Yung,
Ch. 17, Legge 1960d:398-399)
Such a concept of filial piety is certainly more than
familial obligation and personal affection.

To serve one's

parents and make them happy is only to "nourish the mouth and
body"

(Mencius, Book IV, Le Low, Part I, Ch. 19, Legge 1970:310)

Unless one can also honor one's parents in one's moral rectitude,
public service, and ethical leadership, one cannot be said to
have "nourished their will"

(Legge 1970:310)

In this sense, the

maintenance of an ancestral line is not merely the biological
prolongation of the life of the fami1y-

Rather, it signifies the

continuation of a personality ideal exemplified by the
forefathers of the ancestral line and the transmission of
cultural values created by its outstanding members.
To Commemorate One's Parents
Filial piety does not involve blind obedience, nor does it
end with the parents' death.

To commemorate one's parents after
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they die is also esteemed to fulfill filial piety -

Several texts

stress the importance of commemorating one's parents.

Mencius

said, "The nourishment of parents when living is not sufficient
to be accounted the great thing

It is only in the performing

their obsequies, when dead, that we have what can be considered
the great thing"

(Mencius, Book IV, Ch. 13, Legge 1970:322)

It

seems that Mencius may put too much emphasis on funeral rituals
as if the obsequies and commemoration of one's parents after they
have passed away is more important than serving them when they
are still alive.

Actually "the nourishment of parents when

living" indicates that filiality, as an overall commitment to
one's origin of existence, is a lifelong task.

To serve one's

parents for the duration of their lives is only a part of this
overall commitment.

Tsang-Tsu also stressed the same point, "Let

there be a careful attention to perform the funeral rites to
parents, and let them be followed when long gone with the
ceremonies of sacrifice; then the virtue of the people will
resume its proper excellence" (Analects, Book I, Ch. 9, Legge
1960d:141)
Tsang-Tsu's statement has frequently been interpreted as a
Confucian method of using rites and ceremonies to advance the
virtue of the people.

It is true that in the Confucian tradition

rites and ceremonies are integral parts of moral education, and
since the Confucian attitude toward spirits and ghosts is
basically humanistic, sacrificial practice employed in ancestral
worship are often manifestations of ethical concerns.

This
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connection between funeral rites, sacrificial ceremonies, and
public morality can be understood from Chung Yung:
By the ceremonies of the sacrifices to Heaven and Earth they
served God, and by the ceremonies of the ancestral temple
.they sacrificed to their ancestors. He who understands the
ceremonies of the sacrifices to Heaven and Earth, and the
meaning of the several sacrifices to ancestors, would find
the government of a kingdom as easy as to look into his
palm! (Ch. 19, Legge 1960d:404)
It is not easy to grapple with this connection.

Taking the

passage by itself, it teaches that proper knowledge and practice
of the duties of religion and filial piety would amply equip a
ruler for all the duties of his government.
The point being made is how to perform the funeral rites and
commemorate the deceased ancestor

In Chapter 10 of the Book of

Filial Piety, it is recorded two ways, "he grieves at their

death; he sacrifices to them with solemnity - "
of a filial son's five requirements.?
also said,

This includes two

In the Analects, Confucius

"When dead, they should be buried according to

propriety; and that they should be sacrifices to according to
propriety"

(Book II, Ch. 5, Legge 1960d:15)

The Book of Filial

Piety, offers an elaborate recording of mourning rites.

Confucius said:
When mourning, a filial son weeps without wailing; he
performs funeral rites without attention to personal
adornment; he speaks without rhetorical flourish; he feels
uncomfortable in fine clothing; he feels no joy on hearing
music; he does not relish good food--all this is in the
nature of grief. After days he breaks his fast to show men
that the dead should not hurt the living and that ·
disfigurement should not lead to the destruction of life-this is the rule of the sages
The period of mourning is
not allowed to exceed three years, thus showing the people
that all things come to an end. The body, shrouded, is
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lowered into the encased coffin. Beating the breast and
jumping up and down [stamping their feet], the mourners bid
a last sad farewell.
The body is laid to rest in the burial
place selected by divination. Offerings are made to the
spirits in the ancestral temple.
Spring and autumn
sacrificial rites are performed in order to be mindful of
the dead at stated times. When parents are alive, to serve
them with love and reverence; when deceased, to cherish
their memory with deep grief--this is the mutual relations
between the living and the dead, the accomplishment of the
filial son's service of his parents.
(Hsiao Ching, Ch. 18,
Sih 1961:38)
With ancient China's great reverence for dead ancestors, it
is not surprising that there should have been an elaborate ritual
on the occasion of death and during the subsequent period of
mourning.

The ritual prescriptions covered the ordinary living

habits of the family that had lost a member, especially of the
son who assumed major responsibility.

He had to wear special

garments, refrain from certain kinds of conversation, fast and
demonstrate grief--all in the approved manner
Besides, mourning for parents also included "beating the
breast and stamping their feet"; "selecting and divining the
burial place"; "sacrificing in the ancestral temple"; and
"performing the Spring and Autumn sacrificial rites."

The

purpose for beating the breast and stamping their feet is to show
one's sadness; selecting and divining the burial place is to bury
one's parents in the proper place

~o

that they might rest there

and in the other world; sacrificing in the ancestral temple is to
remember one's parents; and performing the Spring and Autumn
sacrificial rites is to show remembrance.

The former two rites

show one's filial love, while the latter two (offering
sacrifices) perform the perpetual duty
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Summary
From the above study, we understand that the origin of
filial piety in ancient China can be traced to the early Shang
dynasty (c. 1100 B.C.), the earliest dynastic period to be fully
supported by archaeology.

The available 100,000 pieces of oracle

records reveal that the central religious activity of the Shang
people was ancestor worship, although many other deities were
worshipped at the same time (Tung 1953:5-11)

Implements of the

elaborate and complicated ceremonies of worship, sacrifice, and
divination to ancestors were discovered in the excavations

All

the evidence shows that ancestor worship played the role of
foremost importance in the religious life of the Shang people.
Among the practices, filial piety was the essential element,
although utilitarian motives were the major focus
In the Chou dynasty the focus of ancestor practices was
shifted from personal gain to ethics and humanitarianism (Shih
1964:186)

In other words, being filial to one's parents while

they were alive came to be considered more important than
sacrifice after they died.

In the teachings of Confucius and his

disciples, the duties of a filial son then included both physical
and spiritual realms.

A son needed to carry not only his

parents' physical life and family name, but also his parents'
lifework, their cherished ideals, and their good influences
Sacrifices offered to ancestors were then not for the purpose of
pleasing the deceased spirits in order to seek personal
advantage; they were conducted purely in a spirit of filial
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piety, which was considered the fountain of all the other
virtues.
In Confucius' mind, if each person loved his parents and
respected his elders, such a person would be trusted to carry out
the standard family and social relationships .

In government he

would be loyal to his superiors and show brotherly love to those
below him; in society, truthful with his friends and respectful
to his elders.

In battle he would fight bravely

In other

words, filial piety embodies all the ethical virtues

The

doctrine of filial piety has perpetuated the worship of
ancestors.

It has been a guiding force in shaping the Chinese

culture and life, and a unifying force in Chinese society from
the ancient to the present time, and remains the chief of Chinese
virtues.
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Notes
1. Yang-shao culture, according to Chang, provides the first
evidence for the crucial transition from the Paleolithic huntingfishing-collecting way of life to farming, and the pottery
assemblage.
It is characterized by ting-tripods and cord-marked
pottery ~
See Kwang-Chih Chang (1983:337)
2.
Hsiao (filial piety) is not listed in Li Hsiao-Ting, Chia-ku
wen-tzu chi-shih, Monograph of the Academia Sinica, No. 50,
Taipei, 1965, but Li Yu-Ming, "Yin Chou chin-wen chung te 'hsiao'
ho K'ung Ch'iu 'Hsiao tao' te fan-tung pen-chih", K'ao-ku hsuehpao (Archaeological Bulletin) 1974, 2(41)~ p.19, says it appears
as a place name in Chin-chang suo-ts'ang chia-ku pu-tz'u 476.
3. This marriage is called matrilocal marriage. Barclay showed
that a high proportion of Taiwan Chinese marriages were
matrilocal; in 1906 and 1910 the percentages of matrilocal
marriages in all registered marriages were 21.8 and 20.4
respectively
Consult George W. Barclay (1954:214)
4
This is the custom of tiu ti mu sui [to levy sow tax] in
Taiwan.
The daughter who remains in her natal family and calls
in a husband is regarded as a "sow"; the daughter's family takes
a son from the married couple as the fee of the sow to succeed in
the family line. Consult Sung-Hsing, Wang, "Ancestors proper and
Peripheral." Ancestors, Ed. William H. Newell, 1976.
5.
Hsiao Ching Chu Shu (Commentary on the Book of Filial Piety),
Vol.7, Ch.15, 'Chien Cheng' ('The duty of correction'), in Ssu Pu
Pei Yao.
Consult Paul Chao (1983:81).
6.
For a brief account of King Wen's alleged contribution to the
formation of the Book of Changes, see I Ching, translated into
German by Richard Wilhelm and rendered into English by Cary F
Baynes (1972:1iii, lix)
7
As previously noted, in the text in Chapter 10 of the Book of
Filial Piety, regarding the practice of filiality, Confucius
said, "In serving his parents a filial son renders utmost
reverence to them while at home; he supports them with joy; he
gives them tender care in sickness; he grieves at their death; he
sacrifices to them with solemnity ~
If he has measured up to
these five, then he is truly capable of his parents" (taken from
the text translated by Sih 1961:23)
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CHAPTER 4

The Notion of Soul in Ancestor Practices

In December, 1983, the Asia Theological Association held a
conference on ancestor practices in Taiwan.

Afterwards the

association published the book entitled Christian Alternatives to
Ancestor Practices (Ro 1985).

While going over each article in

this book, I was surprised and disappointed that none discussed
the concept of soul.
human soul

However, as Chinese know, the notion of

(ling-hun) underlies ancestor worship.

This notion is

also central to the study of Chinese folk religioh.
Understanding what Chinese folk believe about the human soul
helps Christians realize what the Chinese think concerning life
after death.

This then can help Chinese Christians find

appropriate ways to deal with death.
We may say with confidence that it is impossible to come to
understand ancestor practices without understanding the idea of
ling-hun.

There are serious gaps in our knowledge of Chinese

folk ideas of the human soul despite many accounts of: how it
originated (Thompson 1979:9-12), what it may do before birth
(Ahern 1973:196-197), what happens when someone loses it (GouldMartin 1976:120-127), how it sometimes travels to other realms
(Ahern 1973:229-235), how it can possess a body not its own
(Jordan 1985:67-84), and what it changes into after death
(Fukutaro 1935:61)

We still have no clear and accurate general

description of ling-hun's nature.

What, after all, is a "soul,"
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and what part does it play in the Chinese folk conception of a
human being?

This chapter attempts to answer this question.

Historical Understanding of Human Souls
The

Chine§_~_

;Eolk

religious behavior reveals much about the

nature of the "soul;" specifically, the question of the ling-hun.
How many does each person have?

Evidence in this chapter is

drawn from published sources dealing with Taiwan, China, and
Singapore, as well as my own personal knowledge of religious
beliefs as a Taiwanese.
In the following section we will discuss several points of
view on the number of human souls existing in Chinese people.
Dualism of Soul
The idea that a human being has two souls stems from the
more fundamental yin-yang dualism which permeates Chinese
religious and philosophical thought, and influences folk belief
as well.
Dr

De Groot in his book,

The Religious System of China,

provides an English translation of a passage from I-Ching (the
Book of Changes) that describes the fundamental dualism and its
manifestations:
Anciently, the Holy Men made the Yi (i.e., permutations and
combinations of lines) with the object of conforming, by
means thereof, Man to the laws of Heaven, which confers the
endowments that constitute his nature. To this end those
Saints stated what the nature (Dao) of ,Heaven is, saying it
consists of (the operation of) the Yin and the Yang;
subsequently they made out what the nature of the Earth
consists in, declaring it to be composed of soft and strong
substances; and finally they made out all about the nature
of Man, declaring it to consist of benevolence and
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righteousness.
They combined (the lines representing)
those three powers (tsai), repeated them, and arranging
those six lines in different permutations, obtained the
Kwa.
(translated and quoted in De Groot 1976, IV:2)
This is the origin of how I-Ching and Eight Trigrams
Kwa) was made.

The old Classics, Si Tsyr (~~f

) also

(Pa
stated:

The I-Ching is a book of wide comprehension and embracing
everything.
It deals with the Dao of Heaven, the Dao of
Man and the Dao of Earth.
It combines (the lines
representing) those three Powers, and it doubles them, so
that they amount to six. What those six lines show is
nothing else than the Dao of three Powers.
(translated and
quoted in De Groot 1976, IV:2)
These ancient excerpts enable us to understand the basis of
ancient theories about the human soul

In the old Classics, Li

Chi (Book of Rites), summarized that:
Man consists of the beneficial substances that compose the
Heavens and the Earth, of the cooperation of the Yin and
Yang, and of the union of a Kwei with a Shen; he consists
of the finest breath contained in the five elements.
(translated and quoted in De Groot 1976, IV:3)
In this view it may be said that the ancient Chinese
believed through the cooperation of Yin and Yang that these
constitute the universe.
union of those powers.

So man, too, was a product of the
In other words, man was shaped out of

material and immaterial substances--Heaven, Earth, and the five
Elements.
But what, after all, are the Kwei and the Shen?

Confucius

said:
The Khi (breath) is the full manifestation of shen, and the
p'oh (vigor) is the full manifestation of kwei; the union
of the kwei with the shen is the highest among all tenets.
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Living
return
called
ground
issues
(light)

beings are all sure to die, and as they certainly
(kwei) to the earth after their death, the soul is
kwei.
But while the bones and flesh moulder in the
and mysteriously become earth of the fields, the khi
forth and manifests itself on high as a shining ming
(from Analects quoted in De Groot 1976, IV:3-4)

This passage contains the whole fundamental yet complete
theory about the human soul.

Confucius means to say the shen

manifests itself in its full development in man by his khi (or
breath)

After his death this ascends to higher regions as

shen, it returns to the impersonal source ·f rom which it sprang.
The higher regions, we may say, are the source of light or yang.
The shen or immaterial soul operating actively in the living
human body is called khi or hun; when separated from it after
death it is called mingo

The kwei returns to the earth.

Therefore, the Li Chi recorded:

"The hun or khi returns to

heaven; the body and the p'oh return to the earth."
1.27, De Groot 1976, IV:6)

(Ch. 38,

Alan Gates also deemed that the

above were the views of the ancient writers and were probably
basic to peasant thinking as well

(Gates 1979:114-115)

Chu Hsi, a famous philosopher of the Sung dynasty (960-1279
A. D.), for instance, taught that the cosmic force of yang
produces the yang soul, or hun, and that the cosmic force of yin
produces its corresponding yin soul, or p'oh.
element of motion, the latter, of receptivity -

The former is the
The hun in

general produces a man's acts and deeds, and the p'oh lacks the
power to do so (De Groot 1976, IV:57)
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Ten "Souls"
Belief in the y.in-yang dualistic theory is not a primitive
conception but dates from the Chou dynasty (1111-770 B.C.)
Much later, after the Han dynasty (23-220 A.D.) and Daoism
prevailed, three hun and seven p'oh are common.

This theory has

in fact become the basis of much speculation and elaboration (De
Groot 1976, IV:70-82).

Saso, a professor of Chinese religion at

the University of Hawaii, maintained that three-seven "souls" is
basic to all Chinese religion (Saso 1974:12-13).

Three hun, the

tripartite nature of the soul, are symbols for intellect, will,
and intuition; and the seven p'oh, the septempartite nature of
the soul, are symbols for joy, anger; sorrow, merriment; likes,
dislikes; and desire (Saso 1990:19)

Indeed, three hun seven

p'oh isa very common phrase among many rural Taiwanese today

when they are discussing the nature of the soul.

When they are

frightened or scared they say, "three hun seven p'oh are all
scattered," which literally means "I'm scared to death."
Three "Souls"
The notion of three souls comes from the beliefs generally
held about the fate of the soul after death.
is expressed succinctly by Rev

This formulation

Doolittle, a missionary of

Foochow mission of the American Board to China in the 1860's.
He said:
The people around Foochow (a city of Fukien province)
believe each person has three distinct souls while living
These souls separate at the death of the adult to whom they
belong.
One resides in the ancestral tablet erected to his
memory - .. another lurks in the coffin or the grave, and the
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third departs to the infernal regions to undergo its
merited punishment.
(Doolittle 1865:401-402)
The ritual behavior of current rural Taiwanese tends to support
this formulation:

they make offerings to the ling-hun in both

the tablet and the grave, and they visit the soul in the
underworld (the yin regions) by means of shamanistic spirit
travel (Ahern 1973: 229-235)
Twelve "Souls"
The concept of twelve souls is seldom mentioned:
Gould-Martin, in her dissertation

Katherine

Women Asking Women:

An

Ethnography of Health Care in Rural Taiwan, stated that she has
heard rural Taiwanese talk about the twelve souls (1976:300)

I

suggest this is because the number twelve has special meaning to
Taiwanese folk.

They worship the god of the earth on the

sixteenth day of the twelfth month.

They send the earthly gods

to ascend to heaven on the twenty fourth day of the twelfth
month.

They clean the chimney and sweep the house on the

twenty-fourth day of the twelfth month.

The twenty-fifth day of

the twelfth month is the day that heavenly gods descend in place
of the earthly gods (Albrecht 1965:57-59)

Besides, there are

twelve months and twelve animals that relate to one's birth.
Twelve constellations relate to a person's fortune.

But even

though this magical number twelve is used, Gould-Martin did not
offer any elaboration or explanation.
No "Soul"
The concept of no soul is unique to Chinese elite and
relates to the future existence of the soul.

Although there are
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several theories concerning the number of souls, some Chinese
intellectuals, however, totally reject such notions.

To them

human immortality has nothing to do with existence in paradise.
Basically they reject the theory of the indestructibility of the
soul.
Wang Chung (27-97 A.D.) was one of the earliest scholars
who opposed the existence of soul.
in the Han dynasty.

He was a prominent scholar

He had a hungry, questing mind and

denounced every superstitious belief

In his famous collection

of essays, the Lun Heng, he "brought every belief and practice
current in his time to the bar of reason as served by observable
fact"

(Hughes and Hughes 1950:54)

Rev

James Jackson, in a

missionary conference held at Shanghai in 1907, quoted his
position on soul to represent the thought of the elite,
contemporary with Wang:
Wang Chung (Jl ~) teaches very definitely that the soul
does not exist after death.
In his chapter on the Kwei
Shen in the Lun Heng (~*tt) in which he lashes so
furiously all the superstitions about ghosts rife in his
time, he asserts positively that when the body dies the
soul also disintegrates and ceases to exist.
(Jackson
1907:223)
Chinese scholars once were puzzled by the theory of the
indestructibility of the soul.

Wing-tsit Chan in the Religious

Trends in Modern China stated:
The question was settled once and for all in the sixth
century, when Fan Chen wrote his famous treatise on "The
Destructibility of the Soul" and declared that "there
cannot be soul without the body any more than there can be
sharpness without the knife." It started a lengthy and
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bitter controversy. Ultimately, Chinese scholars supported
Fan's conclusion.
(1969[1953] :256)
This concept, however, was never adopted by the folk in his own
day.

Chan said, "This (shen and kwei) is the general

supposition of the masses" (1969[1953] :256)
To the ancient classic Tso Chuan question, "What is
immortality?" the answer in the classic is: "The best is to
accomplish virtue, the next best is to accomplish work, and the
next best is to accomplish words
(Legge 1960c:715)

This is called immortality"

In the last twenty-four centuries, this

doctrine has represented the common code among the educated
Hu Shih (48~), the most famous Chinese scholar

Chinese.

early in this century, called it the doctrine of the Immortality
of Worth, Work, and Words
religion"

(1919:99-102)

He said: "Immortality is my
Here he denied not only the existence

of soul but also switched and enlarged it to be the Immortality
of Society, for he thinks the immortality of virtue, work, and
wisdom too limited to the individual and therefore too narrow in
scope.

In its place there should be and is the immortality of

the Great Self (Hu 1919: 99-102)
In this sense, continuance of souls are no longer
literalized as in the West, they live on in memory only -

To

these Chinese elite, sacrifice is but to express gratitude
toward the originators and to recall our beginning
not necessarily spirits to enjoy the sacrifice.

There are

The above

characterization reflects the thoughts of many Chinese in the
last 1900 years and especially in the last seventy years.
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In short, two beliefs in the soul exist among elite and
folk religious traditions.

The folk people tend to believe that

a man's body lives by virtue of its animation by at least two,
or even more, souls.

There are several traditions of belief

among commoners about the fate of souls after death: one belief
considers that one soul resides in the ancestral tablet, one
lingers in the grave, one ascends to heaven.

A second belief

considers the soul continuing life in the world of the shades
(underworld), and being sent to hell to undergo its merited
punishment.

Among Chinese elite on the subject, however, no

consistent theory can be found.
soul does not exist after death.

Some of them assert that the
But Confucius himself

interpreted that kwei means "to return" and shen means "to
Through the union of the kwei with the shen the

expand"

universe was produced.

Therefore, from the study of ancient

Chinese classics, one is at minimum easily convinced that the
human soul is composed of a kwei and ashen.

Answering the Question of the Number of Souls
We know that ling-hun and related topics have occupied the
minds of Confucian and Daoist religious thinkers as well as folk
believers.

The foregoing discussion persuades us that elite and

folk religious traditions share certain concepts that are, at
least superficially, the same.

But it is important to remember

that a basic difference exists between the religious
perspectives of folk believers on the one hand, and the
assumptions of philosophers of religion and other specialists on
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the other hand.

The perspective of the Confucian and Daoist

traditions is reflective and analytical.

In contrast, the

perspective of folk religion is fundamentally active and
practical.
ritual.

Folk believers experience religious reality through

Eric Wolf posited this difference as basic to all

peasant societies (1966:99), and Stevan Harrell's 1974
dissertation research on the religious attitudes of Chinese folk
believers in Taiwan confirms it (Harrell 1974)

We can learn

additional information about Chinese folk religion by examining
the idea of ling-hun primarily from the active, rather than the
reflective perspective.

Furthermore, the reliance of previous

scholars on a purely analytical understanding cannot provide a
full account of behavior related to ling-hun.
Because of failure to distinguish between an analytical
perspective and an action perspective, the number of souls has
been a source of controversy among scholars of Chinese religion.
Almost every number from zero to twelve has at one time been
proposed as the correct one.

But in folk belief, the numbers

most seriously agreed upon for the soul seem to be two, three,
ten, or twelve.

Less likely suggestion may be one.

The idea of two souls originates from the yin-yang dualism.
But, as Jordan points out, this dualism contradicts the way
Chinese folk believers actually think about the fate of souls
after death.

In a general way they usually assume that shen are

the souls of unusually meritorious people, and that kwei are the
spirits of people who died violent deaths or those without
descendants to worship them (Jordan 1985:33-36)

Nothing is
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implied here about shen being one kind of soul and kwei another
kind in a single person.

And folk accounts of soul loss stress

that it is the hun or ling-hun which has been lost and called
back, never anything to do with the p'oh.

So we need to rule

out the idea of two souls because it has little support from the
behavior of folk believers.
The three hun and seven p'oh is a common platitude among
Chinese folk people.

But again, they are speaking on a

figurative level; nothing which people say or do in their
everyday religious behavior is based on the notion of three hun
and seven p'oh.
For twelve souls, I find little evidence to support this
idea.

Although twelve is a common number in Chinese numerology,

this does not thus have to be the number of souls.
For the theory of no soul existing, again, authors are
speaking from a theoretical level of argument.

Furthermore,

this theory contrasts strongly with the way Chinese folk
believers actually act.

So we must reject the idea of no soul.

Three souls seems more likely because the idea fits well
with Chinese folk belief and with much of ritual behavior

It

is generally believed that for a period after death one of the
souls wanders around in the vicinity of its former home and must
be fed and offered incense and money to show that the family is
in sorrow.

Ten days after death, the wandering soul crosses the

bridge into hell, there to face various ordeals, and finally to
be released into heaven (Pure Land) or to be sent back to earth
again.

Here, people feel an obligation to do everything in
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their power to save the soul which may be in danger of remaining
in hell.

This sort of belief in heaven, hell and transmigration

has primarily come from Buddhism, although one of the Buddha's
fundamental teachings was non-existence of self

However,

Thompson says:
[This] common sense demanded some sort of continuing agent
to carry out the process of karmic "justice." Karma . . was
originally an impersonal physical "law"
.It became a sort
of merit and demerit system according to which the
condition of one's future existence was determined by one's
past actions .. . Karma required the soul as its agent.
this
soul had become an integral part of Chinese Buddhism.
(1979:11-12)
These ideas about Karma, rebirth, and purgatory were all
adopted into the Chinese folk religion during later centuries
since Buddhism was introduced into China.
The third soul takes up its dweliing in the grave.

On

April 5th ancestral worship is observed practically universally,
and thousands of Chinese visit their ancestral graves to worship
and sacrifice.
ancestor tablet.

The third soul takes up its dwelling in the
The core belief of the ancestral cult among

Taiwanese folk is in the ancestor tablet [See Definition of
Terms in Chapter 1]

It is a wooden tablet erected in the

central hall of one's house.

In the center of the front tablet

an inscription is written: "tablet of the soul of so-and-so"
People believe in the immortality of the departed soul which
lives on in the other world as it did in this world and thus
needs the things for existence there.

If the descendants do not

supply the necessiiies, the souls become angry and take revenge
upon the living by sending misfortune.

If the descendants
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provide the spirits of their ancestors with their necessities,
then happiness and prosperity may be achieved.
This sort of devotion to the search for earthly blessings
and avoidance of misfortunes has come basically from Daoist
elements.

At the same time, ancestor worship is regarded also

as a way to express filial piety.

Filial piety, or the honoring

of ancestors, is emphasized by Confucianism and underlies the
personal and social ethics of Chinese society.

Through the

ancestor cult they maintain the long-term relationship between
the living and the dead.
The upshot of Chinese folk religion is the well-known
"harmony of three religions" or the "unity of three religions"
(San-Chiao-Kuei-I)

For the last 1500 years, the three systems

have been mutually penetrated, interrelated, and partially
identified.

In fact, the majority of Chinese follow a religion

which combines Buddhism, Daoism, and Confucianism.

They do not

follow three separate, parallel, and conflicting religions at
the same time, but a syncretic religion embracing the ancient
cult as its basis and Buddhist and Daoist elements as secondary
features

(Chan 1969:141)

The ritual behavior of present day rural Taiwanese seems to
support this formulation; but, after all, whether there is one
soul in three parts, or one soul which is simultaneously in
three places (ancestral tablet, grave, and infernal regions), or
whether there are actually three separate souls, the answers do
not contradict each other and require no necessary uniform
explanation.

---"~-------------------------------------------------

This leaves the possibility that the soul is only one.
This might seem contrary to the many classical and folk
statements, but I think it in fact is supported strongly from a
behavioral perspective.

For example, when folk people talk of

the fetus-spirit before birth, or something which has gone from
the body and thus caused mental illness, they usually speak of a
single entity (Tong 1984:259)

When Taiwanese folk perform

ancestral sacrifices at home, they naturally think of the linghun being in the tablet, when they take offerings to the
cemetery, they think of it being in the grave; and when they go
on shamanistic trips, under the aid of Tang-ki (spirit medium)
they think of it being in the underworld.

This indicates that

the soul in the tablet, the soul in the grave, and the soul in
the underworld are not so much separate souls as separate
contexts.
And even these three contexts are not always separable.
For example, performing ancestral sacrifices in the home for
Taiwanese folk is to feed the ancestors, who will be
uncomfortable in their existence in the underworld if they go
hungry-

Only after somebody dies does the division into three

becomes apparent.

Therefore, the concept of three souls is not

necessary against the assumption of a single soul, since people
rarely state the idea of three souls explicitly

So we assume

that there is one soul in folk conception, and that if there are
three souls, they are not distinguished from one another by any
differentiating characteristics.

In other words, there is only

one ling-hun, or if there is more than one, they are alike and
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can be treated in the same way at the different times and
locations.
The Soul as Part of the Person
There is no question in the Chinese folk conception that a
ling-hun is associated with every normal living human being.
But the problem remains that we do not know what exact part of
the living person it constitutes.

As we know, when people die

it involves the separation of body and soul; however, the
separation of body and soul does not necessarily mean death.
Several examples exist in which a body can go on living if
temporarily inanimate.
One frequent example is called fright.

This soul loss is a

common disease, especially among children in Chinese folk
medical belief.

"

Its symptoms are described by Jack Potter:

their complexions were yellowed, their appetites gone"

(1974:212), and Katherine Gould-Martin:

"This very common

ailment, called fright, approximates colic, and may follow
actual or imperceptible frightenings"

(1976:92-93).

Children

suffering from soul loss lack energy, cry a lot, and often do
not grow at the normal rate.

They are different from ordinary

children who are active and growing

Many procedures are used

to retrieve the soul; one of these involves going to the place
where the child took fright (often by falling down) and calling
the name of the soul (the child) to come back.

If this is

successful, the child's behavior will return to normal again.
Other forms of dissociation of the soul from the body are
shamanistic soul travel and spirit possession.

The most
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complete description of shamanistic journey is given in Ahern's
book,

The Cult of the Dead (1973:228-235)

She reports that in

the north Taiwanese village where she lived, soul travel was
quite common and accomplished when a person in a trance, with
the aid of an assistant chanting verses, made a long and arduous
journey to the underworld where he or she visited with dead
relatives and friends who were continuing their existence there.
This was usually done when someone was worried about the
condition of his ancestor or relative and wanted to go to check
on it.

Detached from the body, the ling-hun can travel to the

underworld, where it can see and talk to the deceased.

In

Taiwanese folk religion, this shamanistic soul travel is called
Kuan-loh-yin.

Spirit possession is also a form of body-soul dissociation
and is still prevalent in some parts of modern Taiwan.

While

spirit mediums are in a trance, they wound themselves with a
variety of weapons and sometimes use the blood to write charms
(Jordan 1985:78-84).

It is widely believed that these mediums

suffer no scars or permanent bodily harm from the wounds they
inflict upon themselves; this is attributed to the absence of
the medium's ling-hun from his or her body during trance.

Thus

we can conjecture that if the wound to the body does not touch
the soul, it will not affect the person.
All the examples of body-soul dissociation discussed so far
point to one important fact:

that it is the ling-hun which

makes a human being not just a physical body but a person,
someone who behaves in a socially acceptable manner

It is the
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ling-hun that gives a person individuality -

The soul of the

deceased exhibits individuality, as do those of the living,
according to folk belief.

When my father-in-law made offerings

to his father on his death-day anniversary, he tried to include
his father's favorite foods in the offerings.
did the same thing before her conversion.

My mother also

Apparently, ancestors

are not pleased necessarily by standard offerings but retain
individual preferences.
With this evidence in hand, we can return to some of the
issues raised in the introduction to this chapter and conclude
that the concept of ling-hun contains an important element
better translated "personality" than "soul", and that it is this
which makes a person a real person.
sustain life in the body without ling-hun.

The soul does not exactly

The body can exist temporarily

What is missing in a body without a ling-hun

is not life but humanity

A person without this vital aspect of

a soul--a frightened child, a shaman or medium in trance--is not
behaving the wayan ordinary Chinese ought to behave.

Most

examp'les in which a Chinese behaves abnormally are due to a
missing ling-hun temporarily -

In this sense, the presence of

soul makes for understandable and acceptable behavior
Similarly, a person possessed by the soul of a god or a ghost
behaves differently because he or she has experienced a change
of soul and each soul has distinctive individuality_
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Summary
The foregoing study demonstrates that the concept of soul is
central to the study of ancestor practices.

We have shown how,

at the most fundamental level, there is one soul in folk
conception, or if there is more than one, they are alike and can
be treated in the same way at the different times and locations.
If a Chinese becomes a Christian, the idea of one soul fits best
with the folk belief.

The concept of soul in Chinese minds

always brings forth pragmatic orientation in lives.

The elite ,

view of no soul seems to have no relevance to the study of
ancestor practices.

Yet sacrifices are still offered to

ancestors not because of the pragmatic dimension but because of
the reminiscent dimension.
The general belief concerning the state of soul of the dead
involves the belief that the soul either dwells in the grave, or
in the ancestor tablet, or wanders around its former home
and
.
-~.

then takes a journey to the underworld.

These three beliefs

require that the living make every provision for the needs of the
soul.

It is believed that if offerings are not provided,

the

deceased will bring much disaster to the living family members.
But if the living properly provide for the dead, they will earn
blessings from the dead.
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CHAPTER 5

Notions of Death and Funeral in Chinese Context

The notion of death
ancestor practices.

'~

pl ~ an

important role in Chinese

To understand Chinese funeral customs, the

third dimension of ancestor worship, one needs to understand the
notion of death.
Death is a great

sp~ritual

issue for every people group, and

is so especially among Chinese people.

In the Chinese context,

the event of death is treated with greater care than birth and
marriage.

In each case, a set of family rituals is followed .

Among them, the funerals and burials are the most tedious.
Interestingly, all the family rituals are centered on ancestors.
In ancient China capping and pinning ceremonies (initiation for
men and women respectively) introduced family members to the
ancestors as adults and prepared them for marriage.

Marriage

provided for new family members who would serve the ancestors
Funerals and burials concerned the gradual transformation of the
dead into ancestral spirits.

The way people performed these

rituals not only enhanced their understandings of ancestors, but
also contributed to the relatively high degree of social
integration.
Scholars of Chinese civilization have often identified
ancestor-oriented family rituals as keys to Chinese culture.
Francis L. K. Hsu has described the orientation to ancestral
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rites as "an active ingredient in every aspect of Chinese
society"

(1955:230-231)

Benjamin Schwartz described ancestral

rites as "central to the entire development of Chinese
civilization"

(1985:20-21), and Laurence Thompson wrote that

these "provided basic psychological security just as the family
organization provided social security" (1996:128)

Therefore,

ancestor rites assured that the family system in which the
individual had been subordinated all of his or her life was
triumphant over death itself.

To the living, death is not an

individual matter but a social matter.
and assumptions behind death.

There exist deep beliefs

The elaborate cult of ancestor

worship then developed from these beliefs and assumptions.
The purpose of this section is to study the Chinese beliefs,
assumptions, or attitudes toward death, and the uniform structure
of funeral rites as well as the ritual sequence of death
developed from these beliefs

These beliefs and uniform

structure of death are still very much alive in Taiwan, Hong
Kong, and other areas of overseas Chinese such as Singapore,
Malaysia and Indonesia.

Understanding of beliefs about death

will help us understand Chinese death rites and the funeral
sequence.

Chinese Beliefs and Attitudes toward Death
Several views are listed in the following sections
concerning Chinese beliefs and attitudes toward death.
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Confucians
Confucian teaching has heavily influenced Chinese concepts
of life and thought.

In regard to death, we need to know

Confucius' notion as well.

Although Confucius himself offered

sacrifices to his ancestors and "felt as if his ancestral spirits
were actually present,"

saying, "If I do not participate in the

sacrifice, it is as if I did not sacrifice at all"

(Analects,

III. 12, Legge 1960d:159), nevertheless, he frankly put the
welfare of men before religious matters.

His reluctance to

discuss Heaven caused his disciples to say that his view of the
Way of Heaven "cannot be heard"
1960d:178).

(Analects, V - 12, Legge

He "never discussed strange phenomena, physical

exploits, disorders, or spiritual beings" (Analects, VII
Legge 1960d:201)

20,

When on one occasion a disciple asked about

serving spiritual beings, he replied, "We have not yet been able
to serve men, how can we serve spiritual beings?"

The questioner

then asked about death, and the Master said, "We do not yet know
about life, how can we know about death?"

(Analects, XI. 11,

Legge 1960d:240-241)
From these it is evident that Confucius was a humanist even
in religious matters; he was not a priest, much less the founder
of the religion bearing his name.
primary attention.

Humanity alone, engaged his

Indeed, he was intellectually honest about

the knowledge which he did not yet have.

He said to one of his

disciples, "Yu, shall I tell you what knowledge is?

To hold that

you know a thing when you know it, and to hold that you do not
know when you really do not know: that is knowledge"

(Analects,
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II

17, Legge 1960d:151)

This was not evading the questions; it

was an injuction to be intellectually honest about things one
does not know.

Such an agnostic position about death and gods

and spiritual beings has had lasting influence on Chinese thought
in following ages.

This attitude of avoiding the issue of the

unknown world was later almost unanimously adopted by Confucian
followers.
It is to be noted that most Confucian followers, though not
openly professing religious worship, actually had faith in some
basic principle in place of religious worship.
was the observance of filial piety.

This substitute

The Confucian religion was

intrinsically involved with the doctrine of filial piety In Confucius' mind, filial piety involved paying due
respect~

not only to one's living parents, but also to the

deceased and to remote ancestors.

Therefore, ancestor worship

to6k place as a natural sequence of paying tribute to one's
deceased parents.

The Confucians then laid particular emphasis

on the solemnization of the rites in ancestral worship, including
funeral rites for deceased parents.

Within the "spiritual

vacuum" concerning the afterlife in Confucianism, it is apparent
that filial piety developed religious overtones.
The Elite View
There were many elite other than Confucians in Chinese
society who tried to propose a sustained argument that sprang
from scepticism and an attempt at objective examination of the
afterlife.
skeptics.

Wang Chung (A.D. 27-c. 100) was one of the famous
He was anxious to disprove the theory of heaven's
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deliberate interference in human and earthly affairs and to
dispel beliefs in the powers of the dead to harm the living and
other unjustified fears.
Balance"

In his essay "Discourses Weighed in the

(Lun-heng) , he formed the fullest expression of his

views; and these he set out in logical fashion.

He wrote:

Life in man depends upon his spirit, and this spirit is
extinguished when he dies.
Man's spirit [khi, or energy]
comes from his blood, and when man's blood runs out after he
dies, the spirit or energy is exhausted. Then the body
decomposes and becomes dust.
It is in the nature of things that a new fire can be
started, but there is not an extinguished fire which starts
burning again.
New human beings are born, but it is
impossible to have a dead man come alive again.
If it were
possible to restart an already extinguished fire, then I
might be inclined to accept the supposition that dead men
might receive shape and form again.
By the analogy of the
extinguished fire, it is clear that dead men cannot come
alive again as ghosts.
If the dead victim had consciousness, he would certainly
be angry with the murderer and would consequently be able to
make a complaint to the authorities and give them the name
of the murderer; or he would be able to go home and tell his
family where his body is.
Since the dead does not do that,
we can conclude that he has no consciousness
A man in good health has a correct mind, but when he
falls i l l , his mind becomes confused because his spirit has
been disturbed.
Death is, as it were, the extreme of
sickness.
If a man's mind is already confused and
incoherent when he is sick, it must be still more so when he
is dead. When the spirit is disturbed, the mind loses its
power of recognition; it must be still true when the spirit
is dispersed.
A man dies as a fire is extinguished.
An
extinguished fire does not give out light, and a dead man
cannot have consciousness.
The two cases are strictly
comparable.
(Translated and cited by Lin Yu-Tang
1960:444-446)
Here Wang Chung endeavoured to disprove the commonly
accepted belief that upon death a human being became a spirit,
that the spirits of the dead possessed the power of recognition
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and communication, and that by these and other means the spirits
of the dead can harm living persons.

He insisted that body,

vital energy, and strength were together needed to sustain life
and to maintain the power of comprehension and utterance.

If

that power was enfeebled by illness, it could only be expected
that it was eliminated by the body's demise.

Thus death, in his

definition, is the extreme of such a weakened condition, and a
man dies as a fire is extinguished.

So, a dead man's ghost has

no consciousness and cannot harm people.
Wang Chung's arguments are by no means always sound.

But he

reflects the attitude toward death of some intellectuals in the
past and even in the present day Just as Wang Chung criticized the traditional belief in
spiritual beings, Fan Chen (b. 450) attacked the Buddhist belief.
He said:
The body is the material basis of the spirit, and the spirit
is only the functioning of the body- The spirit is to the
body what sharpness is to a sharp knife. We have never
known the existence of sharpness after the destruction of
the knife.
How can we admit the survival of the spirit when
the body is gone?
(quoted in C. K. Yang 1961:247)
Here he argued that physical form and spirit were identical and
that as the physical form disappears, so does the spirit, as the
sharpness of a knife disappears with the knife.
Wang Yang-ming (1472-1529), the neo-Confucianist, also
attacked both Daoist and Buddhist belief in everlasting life.
said, "The Buddhists lure people into their way of life by the
promise of escape from the cycle of life and death, and the

He
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Daoists, who seek immortality, do so with the promise of
everlasting life" (quoted in W T

Chan 1967:291).

For the

elite, immortality does not consist in everlasting life on earth
or eternal existence in paradise but in social immortality.
Social immortality is what the Tso Chuan, one of the Chinese
Classics, calls "to establish virtue, to establish achievement,
and to establish words."

This may be called "three

immortalities."
Wing-tsit Chan thinks that Chinese elite view the individual
as "a combination of many elements

The combination changes from

time to time, most radically at what we call birth and death.
But, even at death, certain things continue, like influence,
work, children"

(1967:303)

So the Chinese elite transform

individual immortality from the physical sense to the sense of
the influence of the individual upon the following generations.
The Popular View
Chinese popular religion provided several concurrent or
alternative versions of death and the afterlife, including the
possibility of personal salvation through rebirth into the
Western heaven of paradise (Cohen 1988:180)

Many versions of

death and afterlife, as we have seen, were based on the
assumption of the continuing existence of the soul.

The

existence of soul assumes that the deceased continues to exist in
some form.

And Chinese ceremonials of death are premised on the

assumption of the continuing existence of the deceased.
According to the assumption, several versions of death can be
described as follows:
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Death is Not the End.
not the end.

Western scholars interpret death as

For instance, an individual's biological death is

merely a "chapter-ending in that individual's more extensive
biography"

(S. Thompson 1988:80)

Death is not an end, rather it

is a long-suspended animation (Spencer 1901:157).

This notion is

widespread and popular to Chinese commoners as well.

Because of

the concept, various observances are done to revive the corpse by
calling it by name, addressing it, endeavoring to feed it, and
leaving food and drink with it.

Even if all the practices fail

to call back the dead, it is still not the end.
undertakes the journey to its destination.

The dead person

Therefore, the claim

that a man cannot become a ghost, the dead man's ghost has no
consciousness, and the dead cannot harm people, is refuted; many
legends were widespread and believed in the streets and in the
markets that the dead did harm people.

Henry Dore's Researches

into Chinese Superstitions (Dore 1966[1914]) is a proof, through
superstitious practices (as he said), that the deceased continue
to exist.

Stuart Thompson also says that "the deceased has needs

during and after the mortuary rituals, which the living endeavor
'-,

to satiate in important part by offering food," and he asserts
that "the need to offer to the deceased is proof through ritual
practice that the deceased does indeed continue to exist"
(1988:80)
Death Brings Forth Regeneration.
biological death is refuted.

The finality of individual

But more than that, death through

representation, results in regeneration.
undergoes a symbolic rebirth as ancestor -

That is, the deceased
In Thompson's article,
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he shows how food offerings, and especially the offerings of rice
and pork, play key roles in the transformation of a corpse into
an ancestor.

This is done by providing exchanges between the

living and the dead whereby death can be converted into
regeneration.

The presentation of pork, in Thompson's view, can

be seen as a way to enable the deceased to replenish the
corrupting flesh and cover the bones with new food.

In this

sense I agree with Thompson that the crucial transformation of
the deceased into benevolent ancestor "cannot be achieved by the
offering of rice alone," it needs the presentation of pork "to
effect the transformation"

(1988:96).

Watson also mentions that

in Cantonese cases the offering of a pig's head and tail may
symbolize "a good beginning and a good end" for the deceased who
is being transformed into a benevolent ancestor (1982:177)
Food offered to the gods consists of a plate of meat
offerings, with a small glass of wine for each meat item.
is referred to as sheng-li.

Sheng-li does not include rice, but

usually consists of three meats
pork, and fish.

This

(san sheng) which are chicken,

In these three meats, pork
----_._- is listed first

because it is the most important item.

Food offered to ancestors

consists of rice with a minimum five dishes of vegetable or meat,
or both.
cooked.

It is referred to as ts'ai-fan.

The ts'ai-fan must be

The ts'ai-fan provided are as if for immediate

consumption, and five sets of chopsticks and five rice bowls are
laid out in front of the ancestral table.

Rice is the essential

component of the ts'ai-fan offerings and must be put to the side
of the offerings so that it is in a more convenient position to
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the ancestor.

Food offered to ghosts is similar to those for

ancestors; however, the rice offered is usually uncooked whereas
for ancestors it is always cooked (S. Thompson 1988:77-78; Jordan
1985:34-36; Ahern 1973:166-169)

These offerings dare not be

messed up owing to the different transformations and
regenerations of the dead.
Besides food as a proof in the transformation of a corpse
into an ancestor, mortuary rituals also play an important role in
the regeneration of life.
event.

For the Chinese death is an important

It is also normally an event that takes place publicly,

in the sense that its occurence is known by all members of a
clanic [paternal] community and the mortuary rites that follow it
are attended by many people related to the deceased .

The rites

of death are important, elaborate, and often longlasting.

A

death in the Chinese context disturbs the continuity of the
lineage, and mortuary rites are performed in order to restore
this continuity .

This is why Chinese place so much emphasis upon

them.
There are two phases to the mortuary rituals in the Chinese
conte x t: a phase of disaggregation (represented by the temporary
disposal of the corpse) then followed by a phase of
reinstallation (represented by the secondary burial)

from which

collectivity emerges triumphant over death (Bloch and Parry
1982:4)

This process of double burial is reflected in beliefs

about the fate of the soul and the ritual condition of the
mourners

As Robert Hertz recognized that at death there is a

liminal phase during which an unwanted, often dangerous, aspect
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of the deceased is expelled or expunged, and another aspect of
the deceased, credited with the power of yielding fertility, is
extracted and continues, in some way, to exist (1960:29-36)

It

is because the deceased is in the liminal phase at death that the
mourners are usually separated from the activities of everyday
life.

It takes time for the funeral rites to incorporate and

settle the soul into the society of the dead.
In the mortuary ceremonies, the transfer of the soul from
one social order to another order involves a transfer in which a
new social identity is grafted onto the individual.
this reason, Hertz argues, that funerals are double.

It is for
There are

two jobs to be done: on the one hand a disaggregation of the
individual from the collectivity, and on the other hand the reestablishment of society requiring a reallocation of the roles
the deceased once occupied (1960:76)

The mortuary rituals then

imply "the passage from one group to another: an exclusion, i.e.
a death, and a new integration, i.e. a rebirth"

(Hertz, 1960:81)

The rebirth which occurs at death is not only a denial of
individual extinction but also a reassertion of society and a
renewal of life and creative power.
Let us look at the system of double burial among the
Cantonese.

In his article, James Watson describes the rural

Cantonese as generally averse to death .

Anything associated with

the corpse is so overpowering that ordinary villagers hesitate to
become involved; and yet the bones of the ancestors must be
preserved at all costs because they are essential to the wellbeing of the descendants.

The living gain some control over the
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natural environment by burying the bones of their ancestors in
auspicious locations.

The bones then transmit the good geomantic

influences of the cosmos to the living by means of a pig
sacrifice ritual (1982:155)
In the process of double burial, the corpse is first buried
in a coffin and left for about seven years.
exhumed and stored in a ceramic urn.

The bones are then

Finally, when an auspicious

location has been acquired, the urn is reburied in an elaborate,
horseshoe-shaped tomb at the auspicious time.
function for the benefit of descendants.
uncomfortable and the feng-shui

The bones begin to

If the bones are made

(geomantic force,

known as wind

and water) badly arranged, then disaster will inevitably fallon
the living (Freedman 1966:139-145)
Interestingly, double burial also happens in rural Taiwan.
The belief behind it is similar to that in Cantonese society -

In

northern China, bodies once buried were rarely exhumed and
reburied (Naquin 1988:44)

Sometimes, however, in search of a

more auspicious site, bones would be dug up and moved, but these
were not common practices.

In Taiwan, six to ten years after

burial, the coffin may be exhumed and the bones cleansed and
removed to a ceramic pot with charcoal, which is sometimes
reburied in a tomb.

The location of the tomb should be an

auspicious place which consulted by a recognized geomancer
final disposition of the bones is thought to affect future
generations of descendants.

Accordingly, skilled masons are

usually hired to construct the tomb.

The
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Because the liminal phase is the most critical and dangerous
in the whole funeral sequence, the living must wait patiently
until the flesh of the corpse is completely disintegrated and
then the bones of their ancestors can be used.

After the ritual

the deceased can be transformed from a dangerous corpse into a
settled ancestor.

During the early phase of mortuary ritual the

deceased is extremely powerful and unpredictable.

However, by

the time the bones have been deposited in the final tomb, the
ancestor is totally dependent on living descendants (Watson
1982:156)
Death Engenders Fertility.

Death is typically viewed as

extinction of fire by a few Chinese elite.
as a kind of fertility by commoners?
yin-yang dualism of the cosmos.

How can it be viewed

The idea comes from the

Patrik E. de Josselin de Jong,

in discussing the "rice-cattle-death-rebirth complex" of South
and Southeast Asian cultures, helps us understand the theme of
death's engendering fertility-

He says:

Rice seeds
.are really buried in the ground, as are dead
bodies; and seeing that the buried seed-rice gives life to a
new crop, the notion of . . death bringing forth life is not
surprising in an agricultural society that buries its dead.
(1965:283-291)
Here, the pure rice seed like yang cannot regenerate.

It must be

planted in the earth, which is "the greatest repository of yin
energies"

(Rawson and Legeza 1973:26)

bones cannot engender fertility.
tomb.

Tomb is viewed as womb.

In similar fashion, white

They must be buried in the
In the Daoist notion tomb is yin,
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or female.

It is far from passive and neutral; rather it is

powerful, unlimited, and transformative.
The female elements, yin, play an important role in mortuary
ritual.

Take the crucial rite of dotting the ancestral tablet

(dien chu)

Dr

L. Wieger wrote:

When the day of the funeral is fixed, the family decide who
should be invited to write the last stroke of the character
chu.
For this duty a distinguished writer is
required.
The man who performs the ceremony is commonly
called dien-chu-kuan ... with great solemnity he arrives at
the house where the funeral is to be performed.
.A tablet
is presented to [him] the writer: upon this the character
chu is already traced, minus one stroke. A pencil and
vermilion have been prepared. Then the dien-chu-kuan goes
up [the platform] and sits down . . with a red pencil, [and
adds] the stroke that was missing to the letter chu.
(Wieger 1913:561-563)
At first glance it appears an exclusively male activity; but the
final act of vitalizing the ancestral tablet is achieved by
dotting with cock's blood--blood as a life-force, a red
vitalizing agent, and a yin, or female, substance.
"vigor"

(li-liang)

descendants.

With it the

then transfers from the deceased to

In the same manner, a very yang Dragon Boat is

vitalized with a little bit of blood on every lunar May 5 (Dragon
Boat Feast).
In his article, Stuart Thompson suggests three metaphors to
explain the idea that death engenders fertility (1988:104-106)
First of all, the grave mound resembles a pregnant womb in
appearance, if we see it from the side-on view.

The

configuration of the grave approximates a capital omega.

The

crucial element of the tomb is the tombstone, located in the
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vulva-like opening of the omega.

The metaphor here describes the

tomb as house, with the tombstone as doorway .
Second, the tomb is like a womb.

In this case the tombstone

becomes doorway to and from the womb.

Descendants gather in

front of the tombstone where a rice measure

(tou) filled with

grains, coins, and nails, the symbols of fertility, is placed.
Bamboo sticks, representing the sons and grandsons of the
deceased, are stuck vertically in the grave mound close to the
tombstone.

After burial some earth is placed in the tou, and the

symbols of fertility are then distributed to the mourners.

It

is said that if the ancestor's .tombstone is smeared with the
blood of a black dog then the ancestors will create disaster for
their descendants.

This is because the flow of fertility that

should emanate from the tomb "doorway" is blocked and the tomb
becomes barren.

This is one of the severest curses that can be

put on a family.

Blood of a black dog is synonymous with

menstrual blood.

As a woman who is menstruating is not with

child, neither pregnant nor lactating, so a tomb smeared with the
blood of a black dog is infertile.

Once more, tombs are wombs;

the two dissolve distinctions between life and death.
Third, tombs are like turtles.

In Fukien and Taiwan the

shape of the grave mound is like a turtle.

The turtle's dome-

shaped back represents the vault of heaven, while its flat belly
is the earth floating on the waters.

This symbolizes that the

universe was created from yin and yang.

The turtle is famous for

i ts longevity which it owes to its "embryo-breathing", that is to
breathe underground in the same manner as the embryo breathes in
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the mother's womb.

Once again tomb and womb, birth and death,

are co-identified.

Fertility is engendered through the

coalescent harmonization of yin and yang (S. Thompson 1988:104106)
Death as Journey to the Next World.

The Chinese concept of

death is quite complicated due to the various influences of
Buddhism and primal religion.

According to Soothill, the

dualistic concept of the soul did not appear until the Chou
dynasty (1923:173)

The two different elements of the soul of

man at that time became known as the hun and the p'oh.

They

served to keep a human being alive; death occurred when the the
three elements of hun and seven elements of p'oh, were separated
from the physical body.
different functions

During life, the hun and the p'oh had

The hun corresponded to a power that could

direct activity and was capable of spiritual experience and
intellectual energy.

The p'oh enabled the body to take action

and exercise its limbs, for it infused strength and movement into
its various members.
Normally the hun and the p'oh would separate at death.

The

immediate reactions of a dead person's relatives would be to
attempt to maintain the hun from embarking on a journey that was
regarded as being somewhat dangerous.

Only when such attempts

had been shown to be ineffective would the mourners accept the
inevitable and proceed with another type of service, designed to
escort the hun to its destination as safely as possible.
The eariest archaeological evidence to be found so far of
this attempt to restrain the hun from embarking on a journey
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comes from a tomb in central China, at about 300 B.C., _ at Mawang-tui, in Ch'ang-sha, Hunan province (Ying-shih Yu 1987:363396)

The painting shows the dead man riding aloft on a dragon,

on his way through wind and wave to a better realm.

Before this

happens, he says,
a summoner, normally a member of the family climbs from the
east eaves to the top of the roof with a set of clothes
belonging to the deceased, and calls him by name aloud--O!
Thou so-and-so, come back! After the call has been
repeated three times, the summoner throws down the clothes,
which are received by another person on the ground. The
receiver then spreads the clothes over the body of the dead.
Aferwards, the summoner descends from the west eaves.
Thus
the ritual of fu is completed.
(Yu 1987:365)
The purpose of this ritual is to summon the hun of the dead
back to reunite with its p'oh.

The belief behind the fu ritual

[calling back hun soul] is that when the hun separates from the
p'oh and leaves the human body, the person then dies.

However,

at the moment when death first occurs, the living cannot bear the
fact, so he climbs to the top of the roof and calls him by name.
If the departed soul can be summoned back, the dead may be
brought back to life.
As regards the future world of the dead, most of the
scholars, including both Chinese and Westerners, carry a deeprooted misconception about the origin of the Chinese belief in an
afterworld.

This misconception is that "Chinese did not have a

clear notion of an afterworld until the end of the Han dynasty
when Buddhism arrived on the scene"

(Yu 1987:381)

These are

well-known scholars such as Ku Yen-Wu, Hu Shih, Joseph Needham
and others, etc.

However, Professor Yu overturns this
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misconception by means of historical records and archaeological
evidences and this data is persuasive (See Table 1 which contains
my own summary of data from Yu's article)

He concludes that the

concept of heaven and the underworld was already formulated and
closely related to the dualistic conception of soul, the hun and
the p'oh; but no evidence reveals that the idea of heaven and
hell as reward and punishment in the afterlife was developed in
Han China, until the corning of Buddhism.
the rise of immortals

Owing to the study of

(hsien)l in Han China, he restructures the

afterworld as heaven being the abode of the immortals, Liang-fu
(the capital of the underworld, located in Tai Shan province)
being the abode of hun souls, and Kao-li (located in Tai Shan
province) being the lower abode of p'oh souls.

Here, the Chinese

underworld seems to have been restructured along the lines of a
dualism to accommodate the hun and the p'oh.

Hun is made up of

heavenly khi and light, and is able to move upward to Liang-fu;
p'oh is made up of earthly khi and heavy, and is able to move
downward to Kao-li.
most scholars.

This is a new but persuasive concept for

However, the confusion to me is how Tai Shan

province became Tai Shan (Mount Tai)?
offer sufficient evidence.

Professor Yu does not

The question is still awaiting more

study Michael Loewe summarizes four ideas of how to attain life after
death that prevailed in the Han dynasty which can be found in the
symbolism or iconography of funerary furnishings

(1982:27-
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Table 1 Changing of the Concept of the Afterworld
Date

Central Notion

Shang period

heavenly court

*

Evidence

Ritual

8th C. BC

Yellow Springs
(beneath the earth)

3th C. BC

HeavenlLand of Darkness
mentioned first time

2ndC. BC

HeavenlUnderworld widespread T -shaped silk
hun--heaven
painting from
p'oh--underworld
Ma-wang-tui tomb
and two wooden
documents

168 BC

UnderworldILord of the Grave

Ma-wang-tui tomb

167BC

Underworld

Feng-huang Shan tomb

Chu Tzu

summons of the soul

the rite offu

-- indicates no evidence

* Source comes from Yu 1987,47:363-395.
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The first approach was by way of the Blessed Islands of the

East which is best-known as P'eng-lai.

The elixir of long life

could be found and tasted there; the islands could also act as a
route towards renewed existence in the world of ti (the world of
Heaven, the abode of God).

It is said that the immortal beings

were living in the magical islands, where the buildings and trees
were made of precious jewels.
The second way was explained in terms of the whole structure
of being that underlies the universe.

The major concepts derived
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from the yin-yang theory and the five elements; thus, the term
five phases theory

According to these theories some Chinese,

especially the Daoists, were deliberately seeking to forge a
symbolical link between this concept of the universe and the life
of human beings after death in the realm of the immortals.
Talismans were needed to provide a bridge for the passage of the
soul from the seen world to the unknown world.
The third idea was the magical realm of the west, over which
the Queen Mother of the West presided.

The Queen is portrayed as

a donor of the elixir of long life or of immortality .
timeless, none knowing her beginning or her end.

She is

Sculptures from

the tomb in east China, of perhaps the third century A.D.,
provide further details of the Queen (Loewe 1982:33)

Here she

is partnered by a consort who may be identified as the King
Father of the East and thus stands apart from humanity, along
with the Queen.

The two are depicted at the heads of columns or

mountains, which serve two purposes.

First, they emphasize the

seclusion of these immortal beings and the difficulty of access;
for the columns are so shaped that ascent by normal means is
almost impossible.

Second, the depiction may symbolize the axial

tree that links the realms of earth and heaven, springing from
K'un-lun, the center of the world. 2
The fourth idea was that of the land of Yellow Springs

(huang ch'uan)

From Table 1, we see the idea of Yellow Springs,

shown to begin in the eighth century B.C., features as a home for
the dead.

It is thought that life in the Yellow Springs was

regarded as being somewhat dismal, a gloomy abode that had no
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It was a place thought to be peopled by a society of a

joys.

human type with its normal degrees of hierachy, with officials
whose departure for the earth world (yang world) was requisite
for certain activities

The idea of Yellow Springs then

developed into the concept of hell after Buddhism came to China.
We have devoted a lot of space to discussion of the Chinese
beliefs and attitude toward death.

But only when one understands

the ritual routines in which ordinary Chinese participated in
their daily lives, can we ever fully grasp the concept of
afterlife in Chinese culture.

Chinese Death Rites and Their Features
James Watson says, "If anything is central to the creation
and maintenance of a unified Chinese culture, it is the
standardization of ritual"

We may say that cultural

(1988:3)

homogeneity is expressed in proper performance of the rites.
Ritual performance can be used to determine who was and who was
not deemed to be fully "Chinese."
took precedence over belief.

Performance, in other words,

Belief did shape ritual

performance, but rituals also expressed beliefs.
Imperial China claimed to be a country of rituals and
ceremonies

(Li-i-chih-pang)

The Republic of China on Taiwan

carries the cultural inheritance of China and makes the same
claim.

The most important rituals are weddings __ and funerals.

--------.-----.'--.....

-.---'~-~-.-.--

".

---'-.'

People perform such tedious rituals voluntarily, without needing
enforcement by state authority.

In this study, we need to
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examine the death ritual and its implications so that Christians
may respond appropriately in celebration and witnessing
The primary goal of Chinese funeral rites, as we have said
earlier, is to transform the discontinuity of biological death
into a social continuity, and to transform the corpse into an
ancestor (S. Thompson 1988:73)

In other words, it relates to

the transformation of one being or state into another changed
being or state.
this process.

,Food, as mentioned, plays an important role in
Thompson lists the following eight

~emarcationJ

of

food presentations which constitute a minimal core structure of
performance for those who died "good deaths"

(1988:75-76)

He

describes:
(1)

Foods are presented immediately upon death and at the time

of encoffining.

The purpose of the foodstuffs are to protect the

deceased on his or her journey: rice or cake to feed to wild
dogs.
(2)

After encoffining, food offerings are presented twice a day.

or at each meal time, by the daughter-in-law, for the deceased.
These offerings continue till the day of burial.
(3)

On the day before burial, a bounteous farewell feast is laid

out for the deceased.

This is thought of as food in preparation

for his or her transformation into an ancestor

Interestingly,

in some cases the food prepared by the wife-taking agnates alone
seemed to be insufficient to achieve the desired transformation.
The assistance of wife-giving affines is required (S. Thompson
1 98 8 : 8 7; Ah ern 197 4 : 2 90) .
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(4)

On the day preceding the burial, food offerings prepared by

neighbors and friends are put out for the hungry ghosts.

The

offerings are provided outside on the street, the intention being
to prevent the ghosts from entering and stealing the offerings
designated for the deceased.
(5)

As the last rite before the encoffined corpse is carried out

of the community, a series of threefold presentations of wine is
poured by the mourning family as a libation for the deceased.
The meaning of the libation rite is to pay respect to the dead
and to cut off the deceased from the living so that the soul of
the dead would not return to haunt and harm the living.
(6)

Offerings are carried out to the grave and presented after

burial

Upon return from the funeral procession further food

offerings are presented to accompany the installation of the
temporary ancestral tablet in the household altar room.
(7)

The funeral banquet is held for the guests returning from

the funeral procession.

It indicates the degree of social

significance.
(8)

After the funeral,

food offerings may be presented to mark

the installation of the permanent ancestral tablet on the first
death anniversary of the deceased and on the occasion of the
annual Grave Sweeping Festival

(Ching ming chieh)

All of the

food offerings are presented to commemorate ancestors.
Again, the two key foodstuffs presented in the conte x t of
death rites are cooked rice and pork.
The second feature of the death rite involves exchanges
between

t he -living and fhe dead on a reciprocal basis

The idea
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of exchange dominates all important role relationships in Chinese
social life.

For example, several common sayings prevailed in

China which can explain the idea of exchange:
[lJ One person honors some other person a linear foot, and
the other person should in return honor him ten feet;
Giving a horse in return for an ox;
A case of presents received is to be acknowledged
by a case of presents in return.
[2] When heaven sends rain earth turns to mire,
each mortal slips and falls;
In struggling to regain his feet,
each mortal creeps and crawls;
Doth thou expect thy friends and kin to lend a hand to
thee;
Repay each sip of wine with wine, and each cup of tea
with tea.
(Quoted in Fairbank 1957:291-292)
The idea of exchange exists not only between the living.

It

also extends to the relationship between the living and dead.
Death does not terminate relationships of reciprocity among
Chinese; it simply transforms these ties and often makes them
stronger.

A central feature of Chinese funerals and postburial

mortuary practices is the transfer of food, money. and goods to
the deceased.

In return the living expect to receive certain

material benefits, including luck, wealth, and offspring

This

prevalent notion sometimes gives the descendants a certain
leverage over the dead.

However, as Emily Ahern has noted, "the

living hope to inspire a . . reciprocal response from the
ancestors, to obtain through them the good life as they perceive
it: wealth, rice harvests, and offspring"

(1973:91)

In Stuart

Thompson's terms, "the descendants hope for fertility from their
ancestors"

(1988:73)

In the conception of reciprocity, both
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living and dead depend on each other, and can also gain from each
other
This notion of continued exchange between living and dead is
the foundation of imperial China's ideological domain.

It is

perpetuated to the present time among folk Taiwanese, as well.
In other words, rituals associated with death still are performed
as if there were a continuing relationship between the living and
the dead.
The third feature is that the ritual is concerned with
cultural/social identity -

To be Chinese is to perform Chinese

ritual and vice versa; to be Chinese is also to eat Chinese-style
food with Chinese-style tableware.

Those who followed the

standard funeral sequence were marked as Chinese during the
imperial state.

On the contrary, those who chose not to perform

funerals according to standard procedure were marked as nonChinese.

This is why it was in everyone's interest to embrace

the funeral rites as an expression of cultural identity and as an
affirmation of loyalty to the imperial state.
The fourth feature of the death rite is that it is done for
the salvation of the soul.

Because the Chinese masses refused to

accept the finality and separation of death, they developed a set
of elaborate practices for the salvation of the beloved deceased.
As C. K. Yang says,

"The elaborateness of such acts and their

symbolic meaning served to confirm to the living kinsmen the
reality of the continued existence of the soul"

(1961:31). The

concept of individual salvation includes several steps

First,

facilitating admittance of the soul into the underworld (Yang
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1961:31)

Second, aiding the deceased's passage through the

underworld's ten courts (Cohen 1988:187) as soon as possible.
Third, hoping for rebirth in the Western Heaven or reincarnation
(Yang 1961:31-33; F

Hsu 1967:136-142; Cohen 1988:180)

Each

step has its own practices and beliefs
The first step of individual salvation after death was the
immediate reporting of the death to the earth god, the city god,
or the god of Five Roads
underworld.

(Wu-tao) , the g9verning authority of the

The beliefs behind this rite was that such gods were

to guard the underworld gates.

Wu-tao might be the popular god

who controlled the entry of the spirit of the dead into the yin
world (underworld)

from five roads

(east, west, south, north, and

central) of the earth.
Salvation of the deceased certainly emphasizes the idea of
underworld.

There is the possibility that the dead will "pass

over" from the courts of hell to the Western Heaven.

Yet the

popular view held that such an outcome was extremely arduous.
Hsu, for example, describes the relevant situation as follows:
Most West Towners [on the mountain area of Yunnan province]
are not very explicit about what will happen to their dead,
but all banners of condolence from relatives and friends
convey the sentiment that the dead is on his or her way to
Western Heaven.
In fact, however, most informants agree
that the majority of the spirits of the dead will have to go
through some unpleasant things in the lower world of the
spirits.
(1967:158)
The underworld had the same highly bureaucratized
supernatural world as the world of the living.

According to Leon

Wieger's description, each court of hell besides the first and
the last contains sixteen smaller dungeons where reside those
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souls who deserved punishment (1913:344-391)

Beyond the courts

of hell there was a larger underworld region where reside those
souls who either deserve no punishment or had been ransomed by
the offerings of their kin (Cohen 1988:187)

Thus, the Chinese

funeral and postfuneral ritual was concerned first with aiding
the dead's passage through the underworld's ten courts and then
with providing him or her in that same underworld with as
comfortable a material life as possible until such time as the
soul wouidbe transmigrated.
Ideas concerning reincarnation (or transmigration) do not
seem to be mentioned very often in the anthropological analyses
of Chinese popular religion.
was important.

But reincarnation in folk Chinese

The procedure of reincarnation was the

responsibility of the tenth yamen--court of hell (Wieger
1913:381-390)

One important thing is worth noting here:

reincarnation did not directly project onto the dead the current
social relationships among the living; rather, the dead underwent
rebirth when they had ceased to be remembered by those who were
still alive (S. Thompson 1988:192; cf. Freedman 1979:278)

Thus,

little or no tension existed between beliefs in reincarnation and
the important religious links between the living and the dead.
Transmigration could have different results according to the
behavior the deceased committed in human life.

Some might have

been involved in a bad rebirth as a demon in the underworld, or
as an animal, or in rebirth as a human being

A very few would

become permanent higher gods and go to reside in the Supreme
Heaven or the Western Heaven. 3

Because an important focus of
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funeral ritual was to secure for the deceased a good rebirth,
some religious specialists provided a positive alternative to the
idea of salvation.
faithful]

They claimed that Buddhas [those who are

are free from sin, sorrow, suffering and may also

escape transmigration.

But this only appeals to some devout

Buddhists, not to the Chinese people in general (Graham
1961:184)
These four prevalent features constitute a uniform structure
of funeral rites in Chinese context, but that uniform structure
no longer dominates the ritual life of modern mainland China,
particularly in cities, as it did in the past.

Yet it still

dominates the ritual life of the rural area of Taiwan.

Ritual Sequence of Death
The foregoing description is more concerned with abstract
notions regarding the relationship between life and death which
can be called the ideological domain (Watson 1988:7)

But to

analyze the processes of ritual, the ideological aspects are
insufficient in explanatory detail.

A set of ritual actions

which can be called the performative domain is necessary to
reflect actualization of the strong belief in the continuity
between this world and the next (Watson 1988:11)
Death ritual performance plays an important role in the
continuity of kinship links between the living and the dead.
Indeed, it developed and evolved into the main component of
ancestor worship.

Belief in ancestor worship cannot be separated

from death ritual performance.

Through the ritual, ancestors
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could intercede with deities on behalf of their living
descendants and the living could communicate with their
ancestors.

But what prescribed set of Chinese death rituals to

be performed can reflect the ideological aspect?

Reconstructing

and understanding such a uniform set of death rituals will help
us develop a contextual response.
Several scholars have studied the common ritual sequence of
death, and yet note that the standard method of disposing of the
dead varied from dynasty to dynasty and place to place.

For

instance, the normal method of disposing of the dead from early
China had been underground burial in coffins, accompanied with
grave goods

From Han times on, husbands and wives regularly

were buried together in the same or adjoining graves

After the

Han period, the growing acceptance of Buddhist notions of death
and afterlife, and the gradual proliferations of ideas about
grave geomancy, seem to have contributed to a slow decline in the
number of grave goods

(Ebrey 1991:68-101)

In the early eleventh

century (Sung China), cremation had already become the custom
among common people and was gradually contaminating the practice
of the educated (Ebrey 1990:406-428) although it was criticized
by some Confucians (such as Ssu-ma Kuang and Ch'eng I) as a
severe way of hurting a corpse (Ebrey 1991:95)
The uniform structure of the main sequence of funeral ritual
originated from the Li-chi (Records of Ritual) and I-li

(Etiquette and Ritual)

(Ebrey 1991:18-19)

These two texts

became the most authoritative written sources on cappings,4
weddings, funerals, and ancestral rites.

All scholars who wished
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to analyze or formulate these domestic ancestor-oriented rites
always drew from these texts either directly or indirectly.
Ebrey lists the following sequence of the steps for funeral
ritual based on I-li.

This sequence became the basis for all

later imperial or private liturgies.

The steps were:

Calling back the soul
Propping the mouth open and propping the feet
Curtaining off the hall
Sending announcements of the death
Taking up places for wailing
Receiving condolences and contributions of grave clothes
Washing the body
Putting food and valuables into the mouth
Putting on grave clothes
Setting up the libation stand and inscribed banner
The preliminary laying out
Receiving gifts
The final laying out
The encoffining
Putting on mourning garments on the third day
Wailing in the morning and evening
Divining for the grave site
Divining for the date of the burial
Taking the coffin out of the hall and presenting it to the
ancestors
The farewell libation
Reading the list of contributions and gifts
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The procession
The burial
Returning to wail
The sacrifice of repose
Placing the tablet in the ancestral hall
The first sacrifice of good fortune after one year
The second sacrifice of good fortune after two years (Ebrey
1991:20-21)

The I-li describes what people are to do, not why they do it
or what each step means.

This is similar to the observation of-

Gilbert Lewis in New Guinea who worked his way through the
received definitions of ritual only to find the villagers lacking
explanations of meaning

In his insightful book on the study of

ritual, Day of Shining Red, he concludes: "What is clear and
explicit about ritual is how to do it--rather than its meaning"
(1982:19)

When he asked about the meaning of an act or a

symbol, people would say, "I'm not clear about that.
this way because that's how it has always been done."

We do it
A similar

situation occurs with most fieldworkers, not just those who work
in New Guinea.
The chapter of "Hurrying to a Funeral" in Li-chi resembles
the liturgies in the I-li
374)

(Vol. II, translated by Legge 1967:365-

Some chapters record questions and answers on funeral

matters, with either Confucius or his disciple supplying the
answers.
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The funeral rituals described in the I-li and Li-chi assume
a notion in which ancestors depended on their descendants for
food and the living could gain benefits from their ancestors
The living communicated with their ancestors through solemn
reports, divination, prayers, and offerings of wine and food.
According to the ritual classics, those in mourning were to
restrict their activities for the entire mourning period.
Officials who retired from office, and others must abstain from
meat and wine and from participation in "auspicious" rituals such
as weddings, cappings,and ancestral rites

These restrictions

gradually lessened over the course of the mourning period.
Abstention from meat and wine and restrictions on activities were
admired as evidence of filial piety
Funeral rituals did not end with burial.

Once the dead were

buried, they gradually came to be treated more as ancestors than
as dead people.

This transition was marked by the switch from

the grave cloth to a wooden tablet as a place for the soul to
settle.

In the chapter of "Questioning about the Mourning Dress"

in the Li-chi, the mourners gradually changed their mourning
cloth to match with these sacrifices
1967:380-384)

(Book 33--Fu Wen,

Legge

After the Sung dynasty the custom of altering

garments had died out as a regular practice (Ebrey 1991:97)
Several studies of the funeral ritual in various parts of
China can be found,
comparison.

and these make it possible to do some general

The classic fieldwork [Rev - Justus Doolittle on

Foochow (1865:168-235), Henri Dore on the Kiangsu and Anhwei
(1966[1911] :41-87), Leon Wieger on northern China

(1913:524-583),
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J

J

M. De Groot on Arnoy (1890-1910:474-806), and Gilbert Walshe

on Chekiang (1903-4:26-64)] are all excellent observations.

Some

contemperary fieldwork [Arthur Wolf (1974:131-182), Emily M.
Ahern (1973:279-307), and others, in Taiwan; and Maurice Freedman
(1979:116-131), James Watson (1988:109-134), and others, in Hong
Kong] can be used as supplementation.
In all of these areas the similarities between funeral
rituals are striking

Although different in many minor ways, the

overall structure of the components of the ritual sequence
described by Dore and Walshe are similar.s

The pattern for Arnoy,

Foochow, and modern Taiwan diverges a bit more.

There, the

"report to the temple" was absent, and the rite of "buying water"
to wash the corpse was present.
Chekiang.

But the two rites are present in

The procedures of dressing the corpse and putting in

the coffin are very different, and the layout of the grave is
different, too.

The preference rite of reburial in southeast

China is quite in contrast with north China.
These variations do not allow us to answer why and how these
differences occurred, how the ritual came to be standardized, and
what sources of control existed.

What is significant about these

diverse practices is that they could all be accepted as Chinese
customs and those who follow the standard procedure are marked as
Chinese.

Summary
Chinese funeral rituals have undergone transformation over
the centuries.

However, the funeral rite is still the most
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important rite conveying the Chinese attitudes toward death and
life after death.

It brings the living into communication with

their ancestors; and integrates the human sphere with the
numinous sphere beyond.

The ideological domain of funeral rites

often expresses the idea of transformation, reciprocity, cultural
identity, and salvation of the soul; while the performative
domain translates the abstract notions into actions.

It is the

unique sequence of funeral rites that makes a funeral acceptably
Chinese.

To be a Chinese Christian is not to deny and reject the

uniform structure of funeral rites, but to understand,
differentiate, and design an accepted way to perform rites in
line with the Christian Scriptures.
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Notes
1. The belief in Immortals (hsien) is an ancient one, going back
at least to the third century B. C. We hear of "heavenly
immortals" who have ascended to the celestial regions, and of
"earthly immortals" who roam about in the sacred forests and
mountains. After these come those human beings who appear to
die, but actually only leave behind their physical frames.
Such
fanciful ideas about deathlessness have left their imprint on
the folk Chinese.
2. From the perspective of comparative religionist Mircea Eliade,
symbols represent the realities of existence, the fundamental
structures of life and the universe: the forces of generation,
advancement, perfection, death, chaos, and rejuvenation.
In
brief, the natural symbols reflect the basic preoccupation of
homo religiosus and all humans: concern for security, advancement
and fulfillment, fear of failure and death, a desire to preserve
life and to recover it if lost. Thus, on Eliade's terms, all
hierophanies are religious symbols, and the history of religions
is an exercise in the description and interpretation of these
ciphers of the world. See Eliade (1959: 136-138)
In this sense, the cosmic tree was chosen not only to
symbolize the cosmic but also to express life (in Mesopotamia),
youth (Mesopotamia, India, and Iran), immortality (Old
Testament), and knowledge (Old Testament)
In Chinese mythology,
there is a story about a miraculous tree which grows at the
center of the universe, and it is at the place where the
sovereign must have his capital
It is called Kien-Mau, "the
standing wood," and it unites the Nine Springs with the Nine
Heavens, or in other words, is the point where heaven, earth and
the underworld meet. As such, the tree on earth corresponds to
its heavenly prototype.
3 The "Supreme Heaven" and "Western Heaven" are different, and
are distinguised by scholars and folk Chinese. The "Supreme
Heaven," referred to as "Higher World of Spirits" and ruled by
the Jade Emperor, "shows more signs of being an administrative
machinery," while the "Western Heaven," referred to as "Western
World of Happiness" and ruled by Queen Mother of the West or
Buddhas (often referred to as Fo Chu, or Ancestors of All
Buddhas), "is more like paradise pure and simple." Consult
Francis Hsu (1967:140-141)
4 Capping ceremony was one of the family rituals which described
in I - Li and Li-Chi. When a boy turned to twenty years old,
capping ceremony was then performed in the ancestral shrine.
It
was an initiation ritual. Without capping (wearing a cap) there
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would be no adult.
Through the act of dressing him in adult
clothing, a boy was transformed into a man capable of serving the
ancestors.
5. The ritual sequence described by Dore and Washe can be
summarized as follows:
Transferring the dying person to a special bed
Beginning the death howl at the moment of death
Dressing the corpse (hiao-lien)
Public notice of the death by pasting white paper streamers
on the main gate of the house
Calling the diviner to determine the schedule of ritual
events
Notifing close relations (pao-sang)
Reporting the death at the temple (pao-miao)
The encoffining (ta-lien)
Calling back the soul (chao-hun) or sending off (sung-lu)
Offering to the dead
Doing the sevens (tso-ch'i)
Receiving condolence (kai-tiao)
Completing the tablet (dien-chu)
Initial moving of the coffin and offering to the Qead
The funeral procession (ch'u-pin)
Burying the coffin (sia-tsang)
Setting up the tombstone
Setting up the ancestral tablet (hui-ling)
Exorcizing the inauspicious auras associated with the dead
Rounding off the grave (yuan-fen)
See Dore (1966[1911] :41-87); Walshe (1903-4:26-64)
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CHAPTER 6

Current Ancestor Practices in Taiwan and Christian Responses

Literature on traditional Chinese ancestor worship is
plentiful.

Unfortunately, recent studies fail to investigate the

nature of the practices in modern Taiwan.

In order to bridge

that gap, a specific interview schedule was designed with the
following objectives: to study and understand the contemporary
beliefs of ancestor worship in Taiwan, to determine the attitudes
of Chinese in Taiwan toward the retaining of traditional culture,
and to assess the comtemporary vitality of ancestor-related
rituals in Taiwan.

The following sections summarize the results

of this study in the form of comparison between traditional
ancestor practices as described in the foregoing chapters and the
ancestor-related beliefs, attitudes, and practices of informants
from the current Chinese setting of Taiwan.
In the preliminary statistical analysis (SAS program) we
find that most of the variables of gender, age, and marrital
status have no significant difference on the answers to each
question.

Hence, focus is turned toward the variables of

religion and education in the study.
listed in Tables 2 to 12.

The interview results are

In order to highlight the results and

implications, sometimes I asked the questions; and sometimes I
quoted the interviewee's statement so that the reader could have
a better understanding of their response to the questions.
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Beliefs in Ancestor Practices
Owing to the limitation of the numbers of observations, all
the informants of Buddhists, Daoists, I-kuan-daoists, and
devotees of folk religion are categorized as "popular religions."
The informants who are not Christian and not of other religions
are categorized as "no religion."

The statistical results of the

interview are summarized in Table 2
Questions 1-5 of the interview schedule study and compare
the Christians' and
practices.

non~Christians'

beliefs in ancestor

I needed to know what Chinese in Taiwan today believe

about the motive for ancestor worship, the role of ancestors, the
power of ancestors, and the influence of feng-shui.

Questions

6-8 were designed for non-Christians, to study belief about life
after death and obligation of ancestors to descendants.
Question 1 sought to understand the most prominent motive
among Taiwan Chinese who worship their ancestors.

In Table 2 we

find that 94.7 percent of Christian respondents answered the
first question related to motive for involvement in ancestor
practices by clearly expressing gratitude toward the originators
and recalling the beginnings

For popular religious devotees,

52.2 percent of respondents ackowledged the above motive; 27 8
percent of respondents admitted the motive of adherence to
Chinese traditions; and 16.7 percent of respondents spoke of the
motive of fear of being punished and the hope of receiving
blessings

The same trend appeared for the people who have no

religious background.

Thus, the order of priority of these items
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Table 2 Responses (Frequency and Column Percentage) of Religious Devotees to
Ancestor Practices*

o

Answer

Christian

P. Religion

Which is the most prominent motive to worship ancestors?
a. fear of being punished and hope
1.5% (2)
16.7% (15)
of receiving blessings
b. express gratitude toward the
94.7% (124) 52.2% (47)
originators and recall the beginnings
c. conformity to family expectation 0
3.3% (3)
d. adherence to Chinese traditions
3.0% (4)
27.8% (25)
e. other
0.8% (1)
o
2 Ancestor practices sacrifices made to evil spirits.
a. strongly disagree
26.0% (34)
b. somewhat disagree
25.2% (33)
c. neither agree nor disgree
11.4% (15)
d. somewhat agree
11.4% (15)
e. strongly agree
26.0% (34)

37.1% (33)
34.8% (31)
22.5% (20)
4.5% (4)
1.1%(1)

N. Religion ' Probability
18.0% (14) <0.0001
51.3% (40)
3.9% (3)
25.5% (20)
1.3% (1)

30.8% (24) <0.0001
39.7% (31)
23.1% (18)
2.6% (2)
3.8%(3)

3 Ancestor practices strengthen interpersonal relationships between family members.
a. strongly disagree
10.6% (14)
1.1% (1)
5.1% (4) <0.0001
b. somewhat disagree
26.5% (35)
4.4% (4)
3.9% (3)
c. neither agree nor disgree
21.2% (28)
18.9% (17)
20.5% (16)
d. somewhat agree
29.6% (39)
42.2% (38)
44.9% (35)
e. strongly agree
12.1% (16)
33.3% (30)
25.6% (20)

4 Feng-shui of ancestor's grave influences fortunes of living.
3.0% (4)
19.1 % (17)
a. it has definite influence
b. it has some influence
5.3% (7)
47.2% (42)
c. it has very little influence
6.1 % (8)
14.6% (13)
d. no, it cannot influence
24.2% (32)
5.6% (5)
e. I do not believe infeng-shui
61.4% (81)
13.5% (12)
5 How much power do deceased have to affect lives of living?
a. greater power
0
5.8% (5)
7.0% (9)
21.8% (19)
h. some power
c. little power
5.4% (7)
27.6% (24)
d. no power, although deceased
43.3% (56)
19.5% (17)
do survive death
44.3% (57)
25.3% (22)
e. no power, deceased do not
survive death

13.0% (10)
37.6% (29)
18.2% (14)
13.0% (10)
18.2% (14)

<0.0001

5.2% (4)
20.8% (16)
23.4% (18)
18.2% (14)

<0.0001

31.2% (24)
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Practices and personal feeling about participation
14115** offering incense to the dead:
a. avoid participating
b. participate with condition
c. participate in any case

80.9% (106)
12.2% (16)
6.9% (9)

4.4% (4)
50.0% (45)
45.6% (41)

2.7% (2) <0.0001
39.7% (31)
57.7% (41)

15116 burning mock paper money/objects
a. avoid participating
91.6% (120)
b. participate with condition
6.9% (9)
c. participate in any case
1.5% (2)

14.4% (13)
58.9% (53)
26.7% (24)

14.1% (11) <0.0001
55.1%(43)
30.8% (24)

16/17 wearing appropriate mourning cloth at
funerals
a. avoid participating
5.4% (7)
27.7% (36)
b. participate with condition
c. participate in any case
66.9% (87)

4.4% (4)
30.0% (27)
65.6% (59)

0
34.6% (27)
65.4% (51)

0.306

17118 meditating before ancestor's picture
a. avoid participating
4.6% (6)
22.9% (30)
b. participate with condition
72.5% (95)
c. participate in any case

6.7% (6)
23 .3% (21)
70.0% (63)

3.8% (3)
28.2% (22)
68.0% (53)

0.822

18119 bowing before coffin at funeral
a. avoid participating
b. participate with condition
c. participate in any case

18.3% (24)
36.6% (48)
45.1 % (58)

5.6% (5)
33.3% (30)
61.1%(55)

5.1%(4)
34.6% (27)
60.3% (47)

0.012

19/20 placing fruit on grave
a. avoid participating
b. participate with condition
c. participate in any case

55.7% (73)
21.4% (28)
22.9% (30)

7.8% (7)
34.4% (31)
57.8% (52)

3.8% (3)
32.1% (25)
64.1% (50)

0.0001

20/21 placing flower on graves
a. avoid participating
b. participate with condition
c. participate in any case

3.1% (4)
21.3% (28)
75.6% (99)

2.2% (2)
43.4% (39)
54.4% (49)

1.3% (1)
29.5% (23)
69.2% (54)

0.012

21122 praying for spiritual comfort of deceased loved ones
7.8% (7)
26.7% (35)
a. avoid participating
30.0% (27)
17.6% (23)
b. participate with condition
62.2% (56)
c. participate in any case
55.7% (73)

5.1%(4)
34.6% (27)
60.3% (47)

0.0001
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22123 praying to deceased ancestors
a. avoid participating
b. participate with condition
c. participate in any case

61.1%(80)
8.4% (11)
30.5% (40)

8.9% (8)
42.2% (38)
48.9% (44)

9.0% (7)
38.5% (30)
52.5% (41)

0.0001

15.5% (14)
38.9% (35)
45.6% (41)

10.3% (8)
39.7% (31)
50.0% (39)

0.0001

7.7% (10)
16.9% (22)
75.4% (98)

4.5% (4)
44.9% (40)
50.6% (45)

6.4% (5)
35.9% (28)
57.7% (45)

0.0001

24.6% (32)
31.5% (41)
43.9% (57)

15.7% (14)
59.6% (53)
24.7% (22)

18.0% (14)
50.0% (39)
32.0% (25)

0.001

14.6% (13)
57.3% (51)
28.1% (25)

16.7% (13)
47.4% (37)
35.9% (28)

0.024

23/24 holding family memorial on deathday
anniversary
a. avoid participating
b. participate with condition
c. participate in any case

2.3% (3)
18.3% (24)
79.4% (104)

24/25 keeping family genealogy with namesl
deeds of ancestors
a. avoid participating
b. participate with condition
c. participate in any case

25/26 making family tree wall hanging to
perpetuate memory
a. avoid participating
b. participate with condition
c. participate in any case

26/27 wearing locket with parent's picture in it
a. avoid participating
b. participate with condition
c. participate in any case

29.0% (38)
38.2% (50)
32.8% (43)

Note: Probability is the index of a significance of level. A significance of level of .05 was
generally chosen in order to guard against drawing unwarranted conclusions from the results.
See Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics/or the Behavioral Sciences. N.Y.: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1956. Pp.7-9.
* The questions 6-13 in Appendix A and B are different for Christians and non-Christians. They
are put in Tables 4-7 for non-Christians; Tables 8-11 for Christians. "P. Religion" indicates
popular religion; "N. Religion" indicates those who have no specific religion.
** Table 2 is a summary of both Christians and non-Christians. I give different numbers to
questions from 14 on. So, in the Table, 14/15 indicates question 14 for non-Christians which is
the same as question 15 for Christians.
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is "express gratitude toward the origintors and recall the
beginnings" > "adherence to Chinese traditions" > "fear of being
punished and hope of receiving blessings."

This result indicates

that in the mind of Taiwanese from all groups cultural motives
such as express gratitude toward the origintors and recall the
beginnings, and adherence to Chinese traditions are more
important considerations of ancestor practices than religious
motives such as fear of being punished and hope for blessings.
The results of the first question responded to by
educational level in Table 3 show that most intellectuals
(college level) in Taiwan support that the prominent motive of
ancestor worship among Taiwan Chinese as "express gratitude
toward the originators and recall the beginnings."

People of

middle and low educational level (elementary and middle),
however, have many views on this question.

Besides the above-

mentioned motive, fear of being punished and hope of receiving
blessings, as well as adherence to Chinese traditions, are the
two major motives of ancestor worship for people with less
education.

This indicates that intellectuals regard ancestor

worship of more cultural-oriented significance, but low or middle
class mingle it with religious significance and traditional
o bservance.
Question 2 of Table 2 sought to understand the object of the
sacrifices: "Are the sacrifices made to evil spirits?"

There was

71.9 percent (which combines "strongly disagree" and "somewhat
d i sagree") of "popular religious devotees" and 70 5 percent of
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Table 3 Christian and Non-Christian Respondents by Education

o

Education

Answer
elementary

middle

Probability
college

1 Which is the most prominent motive to worship ancestors?
a. fear of being punished and
hope ofreceiving blessings 21. 1% (4)
13.9% (15)
6.3% (10)
b. express gratitude toward
the originators and
recall the beginnings
36.8% (7)
59.3% (64)
82.9% (131)
c. conformity to family
0.6% (1)
expectation
5.3% (1)
3.7% (4)
d. adherence to Chinese
traditions
36.8% (7)
22.2% (24)
9.5% (15)
e. other
o
0.9% (1)
0.6% (1)
2 Ancestor worship sacrifices made to evil spirits.
a. strongly disagree
36.8% (7)
b. somewhat disagree
21.1% (4)
c. neither agree nor disgree 26.3% (5)
d. somewhat agree
10.5% (16)
e. strongly agree
5.3% (1)

31.8% (34)
28.0% (30)
23.4% (25)
2.8% (3)
14.0% (15)

27.2% (43)
36.1 % (57)
13.3% (21)
10.1% (16)
13.3% (21)

<0.0001

0.108

3 Ancestor practices strengthen interpersonal relationships between family members.
a. strongly disagree
26.3% (5)
2.8% (3)
6.9% (11)
0.008
b. somewhat disagree
0
13.9% (15)
15.7% (25)
c. neither agree nor disgree 26.3% (5)
22.2% (24)
18.2% (29)
d. somewhat agree
42.1 % (8)
35.2% (38)
37.4% (60)
e. strongly agree
5.3% (1)
25.9% (28)
21.4% (34)

4 Feng-shui of ancestor grave influences fortunes of living.
a. it has definite influence
5.3% (1)
16.7% (18)
b. it has some influence
42.1 % (8)
28.7% (31)
c. it has very little influence 26.3% (5)
14.8% (16)
d. no, it cannot influence
15.8% (3)
11.1 % (12)
e. I do not believe in/eng-shuil 0.5% (2)
28.7% (31)

7.0% (11)
21.7% (34)
8.3% (13)
19.8% (31)
43.3% (68)

0.001
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5 How much power do deceased have to affect lives of living?
0
4.7% (5)
a. greater power
10.5% (2)
b. some power
16.0% (17)
31.6% (6)
c. little power
21 .7% (23)
d. no power, although
deceased do survive death 26.3% (5)
22.7% (24)
e. no power, deceased do not
survive death
31.6% (6)
34.9% (37)

34.4% (53)

Practices and personal feeling about participation
14115 offering incense to the dead:
a. avoid participating
26.3% (5)
b. participate with condition 26.3% (5)
c. participate in any case
47.4% (9)

25 .0% (27)
38.0% (41)
37.0% (40)

49.4% (78)
26.0% (41)
24.7% (39)

0.001

15/16 burning mock paper money/objects
a. avoid participating
42.1% (8)
b. participate with condition 21 .1% (4)
c. participate in any case
36.8% (7)

45.0% (49)
35.6% (38)
19.4% (21)

57.0% (90)
30.4% (48)
12.7% (20)

0.004

16117 wearing appropriate mourning
cloth at funerals
a. avoid participating
5.3% (1)
b. participate with condition 26.3% (5)
68.4% (13)
c. participate in any case

4.7% (5)
40.2% (43)
55.1% (59)

3.2% (5)
24.0% (38)
72.8% (115)

0.059

17118 meditating before ancestor's picture
a. avoid participating
0
b. participate with condition 21.0% (4)
79.0% (15)
c. participate in any case

10.2% (11)
28.7%(31)
61 .1% (66)

2.5% (4)
22.2% (35)
75 .3% (119)

0.021

18119 bowing before coffin at funeral
0
a. avoid participating
47.4%
(9)
b. participate with condition
52.6% (10)
c. participate in any case

11.1%(12)
38.9% (42)
50.0% (54)

13.3% (21)
32.3% (51)
54.4% (86)

0.406

19/20 placing fruit on grave
21.1% (4)
a. avoid participating
b. participate with condition 26.3% (5)
52.6% (10)
c. participate in any case

23.1% (25)
34.3% (37)
42.6% (46)

34.2% (54)
24.0% (38)
41.8% (66)

0.199

20121 placing flower on graves
a. avoid participating
0
b. participate with condition 36.8% (7)
c. participate in any case
63.2% (12)

3.7% (4)
38.9% (42)
57.4% (62)

1.9% (3)
24.0% (38)
74.1% (117)

0.063

2.6% (4)
15.6% (24)
11.7% (18)

0.154

35.7% (55)
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21122 praying for spiritual comfort of
deceased loved ones
15.8% (3)
a. avoid participating
h. participate with condition 15.8% (3)
c. participate in any case
68.4% (13)

11.1 % (12)
30.6% (33)
58.3% (63)

19.0% (30)
23.4% (37)
57.6% (91)

0.297

22/23 praying to deceased ancestors
a. avoid participating
15.8% (3)
h. participate with condition 31.6% (6)
c. participate in any case
52.6% (10)

23.2% (25)
32.4% (35)
44.4% (48)

40.5% (64)
21.5% (34)
38.0% (60)

0.017

23/24 holding family memorial on
deathday anniversary
a. avoid participating
5.3% (1)
h. participate with condition 31.6% (6)
c. participate in any case
63.2% (12)

13.9% (15)
28.7% (31)
57.4% (62)

4.4% (7)
31.0% (49)
64.6% (102)

0.093

24/25 keeping family genealogy with
names/deeds of ancestors
15.8% (3)
a. avoid participating
h. participate with condition 36.8% (7)
47.4% (9)
c. participate in any case

5.6% (6)
38.9% (42)
55.6% (60)

5.1 % (8)
25.0% (8)
69.9% (109)

0.036

25/26 making family tree wall hanging
to perpetuate memory
36.8% (7)
a. avoid participating
h. participate with condition 36.8% (7)
26.3% (5)
c. participate in any case

24.1% (26)
48.2% (52)
27.8% (30)

14.7% (23)
43.0% (67)
42.3% (66)

0.03

26/27 wearing locket with parent's
picture in it
42.1 % (8)
a. avoid participating
h. participate with condition 42.1%(8)
15.8% (3)
c. participate in any case

17.6% (19)
50.9% (55)
31.5% (34)

20.4% (32)
43 .3% (68)
36.3% (57)

0.097
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persons of "no religion" who disagreed that the sacrifices are
made to evil spirits.
are the same!

The belief for the two groupings of people

For Christians, however, 26.0 percent of

respondents strongly disagreed that the sacrifices are made to
evil spirits and 25.2 percent of them somewhat disagreed, but
surprisingly quite a few of the Christian group (26.0 percent)
strongly agreed.
This result is interesting.

It indicates the Christian view

of spiritual beings differs widely-

Indeed, in Taiwan some

Christians believe that ancestor practices are connected with
evil spirits

They believe that involvement of any ancestor-

related rites are actually participating in satanic worship; and
sacrifices are made to evil spirits rather than

~o

deceased

ancestors, because the deceased has no power to affect the
living

This point of view is especially significant in the so-

called "indigenous church"--Assembly Hall or Little Flock.

I

interviewed an elder of the Assembly Hall in Taoyuan who is a
professor at a university-

His own words were: "Ancestor worship

is not worship of the deceased ancestors but of Satan.

It is

Satan who worked through human culture, deceived humankind such
that human beings were then led astray to worship the false god."
However, the majority of the Christian and non-Christian
respondents disagree with that kind of view.

This indicates that

the ancestor offerings in Taiwanese traditional thinking have
nothing to do with evil spirits.
The respondents giving answers "somewhat agree" and
"strongly agree" to Question 3 of Table 2 concerning the
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relationship between ancestor practices and interpersonal
relationships between family members for "popular religions" and
"no religion"

are 75.5 percent and 70 5 percent respectively

The results reveal that most of them agree that ancestor
practices strengthen interpersonal relationships between family
members.

It is reasonable to come to the conclusion that the

non-Christian Taiwanese believe the solidarity and permanence of
family ties are strongly related to ancestor practices.

And the

rites are held not only to give honor to the ancestors, whether
conscious or not of the ceremonies, but also to furnish
opportunity for the family to meet together at the domestic hall
at regular intervals, thereby strengthening the natural bonds of
blood and affection.

For Christian respondents, however, almost

the same amount of them disagreed (37.1 percent) as agreed (41 7
percent) with this view.

The reason for those who disagreed may

be that the practices cannot furnish opportunity for deep
communication between family members

One of my interviewees

even points out that his distant relatives were fighting with one
another for their deceased father's properties immediately after
the rituals.

Such a situation is not uncommon in Taiwan as well

as in other Chinese contexts.
Question 4 in Table 2 was intended to understand the
influence of the feng-shui of an ancestor's grave upon the
living .

There were 61.4 percent of Chrisian respondents who did

not believe in feng-shui; 24.2 percent of them believed it cannot
influence, and 11.4 percent of them believed it has little, or
some, influence.

I was curious to check out the data and found
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that the 11.4 percent of Christian respondents covered
seminarians, elders, deacons, counselors, and laity.

One of the

respondents, a seminarian, explained why he believes somewhat in
feng-shui.

He said: "I did not believe in feng-shui until I was

converted.

But what I believe is that Satan can use feng-shui to

control those who do not yet belong to Christ."
The point of view of respondents who follow "popular
religions" and those with "no religion", 66.3 percent and 50.6
percent respectively, expressed that feng-shui of an ancestor's
grave had definite influence or some influence on the fortunes of
the living, and 19.1 percent and 31.2 percent of them expressed
that feng-shui had no influence or did not believe in it.

Quite

a large percentage of the "no religion" respondents (31.2
percent) indicated that Taiwan's modern environment has
significantly weakened the traditional Chinese worldview.
However, more than half in both categories of the "popular
religions" and "no religion" respondents showed that feng-shui is
thought of as capable of affecting individual fortunes in the
mind of Taiwanese themselves

It also explains why the

geomancer's work continues to be in demand especially at the
times of funerals.

Most people, especially those of a low

educational level (73.7 percent for elementary and 60.2 percent
for middle educational level in Table 3), still believe that a
person's life can be affected for good or ill by his orientation
to his natural surroundings.

The geomancer's work is to try to

trap the beneficial forces of the earth and deflect maleficent
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ones

(Aijmer 1968:74-81; Freedman 1966:118-154; March 1968:253-

267 )
Although feng-shui pertains to the location of any edifice,
the auspicious placement of graves constitutes the most crucial
application from the perspective of ancestor worship.
Traditional belief links how the bones rest in the ancestor's
tomb directly to the earth's energy lines.

Thus, a grave with

good feng-shui not only brings contentment to the soul of the
deceased, but also channels blessings and good fortune to the
descendants

Conversely. protracted bad luck may convince a

family that an ancestor's grave is poorly situated and must be
reburied (Eitel 1973[1873] :21)
Question 5 studied the power of ancestors to affect the
living.

Some 87.6 percent of the Christian respondents answered

"no power, although survive death or do not survive death," 5.4
percent answered "very little," 7 percent answered "some power,"
while no one answered "great power."
Christian respondents denied it.

Thus, the majority of

For "popular religions" and "no

religion" respondents, approximately 50 percent, or 44.8 percent
and 49.4 percent answered "no power, although survive death or do
not survive death," to the dead respectively -

About a quarter of

the composite sample (27 6 and 26.0) aligned firmly with the
traditional theory of ancestral influence; that is, ascribed some
or great power to ancestors who were popularly conceived as
capable of affecting the earthly life of the living.
Interestingly, the belief in the power of ancestors to affect the
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living for blessings and fear of punishment provided force for
Taiwan Chinese as motives of worship.
Questions 6-8 were only for non-Christian respondents.
Question 6 is similar to Question 5 except that living
descendants make regular sacrifices to their ancestors.

It was

used to study the belief whether the ancestors are obligated to
assist the living in their earthly endeavors.

From the results

of the respondents by age (Table 4), by education (Table 5), by
gender (Table 6), and by marriage (Table 7), we find that for all
categories, over 85 percent of the respondents, except those
persons over age sixty (which is 76.4 percent), think ancestors
never help the living but they would help if they had the power
So, the heart of the problem does not lie in the willingness of
ancestors to assist but in whether or not ancestors have power.
In the Chinese mind, parents always love to assist their
descendants if they can.

Their assistance is out of parents'

affection rather than obligation.
consistent with the Question 5.
Christian respondents

The result of the question is
Because about half of non-

(44.8 and 49.4) deem that ancestors have no

power, half of them no matter their age, education, sex, and
marital status, at least responded that ancestors never help the
living
Questions 7 and 8 studied life after death.

In Question 8,

the results show that over 70 percent of respondents by age, by
education, by gender, and by marital status (except these under
2 0 and unmarried) expressed their ignorance of what form the
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Table 4 Non-Christian Respondents by Age
Q

Answer

Probability

Age
<20

20-40

41-60

>60

6 If making regular sacrifices to the ancestors, are the ancestors obligated to assist the living?
a. ancestors never
help the living
22.7% (5)
26.8% (26)
37.0% (10)
52.9% (9)
0.005
b. ancestors would
help if had the
power
70.l%(68)
68.1%(15)
23.5% (4)
55.6% (15)
c. ancestors should
help whenever they
can
4.6% (1)
2.1 % (2)
17.7% (3)
0
d. ancestors must help
whenever called on 4.6% (1)
1.0% (1)
7.4% (2)
5.9% (1)
7 Where do you think your ancestors resides after a person dies?
a. heaven
27.2% (6)
1.0% (1)
7.l% (2)
b. Western Paradise
9.1%(2)
21.0% (21)
17.9% (5)
c. ancestral tablet
4.6% (1)
5.0% (5)
7.1% (1)
d. grave
13.6% (3)
6.0% (6)
0
e. hell
4.6% (1)
1.0% (1)
10.7% (3)
f. unclear
40.9% (9)
66.0% (66)
57.2% (9)
8 What do you think the soul becomes when.a person dies?
a. ghost
22.7% (5)
6.9% (7)
25.0% (7)
b. god
18.2% (4)
3.0% (3)
0
c.remainhumanbeing 9.l%(2)
4.0%(4)
3.6%(1)
d. unclear
50.0% (11)
86.l% (86)
71.4% (20)
9 All Chinese should preserve and honor traditional culture.
0
8.l% (1)
10.7% (3)
a. strongly disagree
b. somewhat disagree 4.6% (1)
12.1% (12)
3.5% (1)
c. neither agree nor 13.6% (3)
29.3% (29)
28.6% (8)
disagree
d. somewhat agree
45.4% (10)
30.3% (30)
28.6% (8)
e. strongly agree
36.4% (8)
20.2% (20)
28.6% (8)

5.9% (1)
41.2% (7)
17.6% (3)
5.9% (1)
5.9% (1)
23.5% (4)

0.0001

11.7% (2)

0.01

o
o
88.3% (15)

5.9% (1)
17.6% (3)

o
29.4% (5)
47.l% (8)

0.l06
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10 Ancestor practices are a part of good traditional culture.
4.0% (4)
a. strongly disagree
4.6% (1)
0
b. somewhat disagree 4.6% (1)
9.0% (9)
10.7% (3)
c. neither agree nor 36.4% (8)
34.0% (34)
32.1%(9)
disagree
d. somewhat agree
22.6% (5)
33.0% (33)
32.1%(9)
e. strongly agree
31 .8% (7)
20.0% (20)
25.0% (7)

47.1% (8)
47.1 % (8)

11 Why do you think ancestor practices are good traditional culture?
a. blessings
0
4.4% (2)
0
b. morality
0
2.2% (1)
0
c. rememberance
77.8% (7)
76.1% (35)
60.0% (6)
d. solidarity
0
8.7% (4)
30.0% (3)
e. follow traditions
22.2% (2)
8.7% (4)
10.0% (1)

0
0
66.7% (8)
0
33.3% (4)

0.319

35.7% (10)
32.1% (9)
10.7% (3)

25 .0% (4)
18.8% (3)
37.5% (6)

0.01

14.3% (4)
7.2% (2)

6.2% (1)
12.5% (2)

12 Do Christians fail to pay their ancestors proper respect?
a. strongly disagree 18.2% (4)
22.0% (22)
b. somewhat disagree 54.6% (12)
39.0% (39)
c. neither agree nor 18.2% (4)
36.0% (36)
disagree
d. somewhat agree
3.0% (3)
4.6% (1)
4.6% (1)
e. strongly agree
0

0
0
5.8% (1)

13 Do you think your ancestors would object if you became a Chrisitan?
9.1% (2)
a. strongly disagree
8.0% (8)
22.2% (6)
5.9% (1)
b. somewhat disagree 18.2% (4)
21.0% (21)
11.1%(3)
23.5% (4)
63 .0% (63)
48.2% (13)
58.8% (10)
c. neither agree nor 63 .5% (14)
disagree
2.0% (2)
18.5% (5)
4.6% (1)
0
d. somewhat agree
4.0% (4)
0
11.8% (2)
4.6% (1)
e. strongly agree

0.279

0.058
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Table 5 Non-Christian Respondents by Education

o

Education

Answer
elementary

middle

Probability
college

6 If making regular sacrifices to your ancestors, are the ancestors obligated to assist the living?
a. ancestors never
help the living
46.2% (6)
28.2% (20)
26.9% (18)
0.385
b. ancestors would help
if had the power
38.5% (5)
63.4% (45)
70.2% (47)
c. ancestors should help
whenever they can
7.7% (1)
4.2% (3)
1.5% (1)
d. ancestors must help
whenever called on
7.7% (1)
4.2% (3)
1.5% (1)
7 Where do you think your ancestors resides after a person dies?
a. heaven
0
8.5% (6)
b. Western Paradise
28.6% (4)
25.4% (18)
c. ancestral tablet
7.1% (1)
5.6% (4)
d.grave
7.1%(1)
8.4%(6)
e. hell
0
4.2% (3)
f. unclear
57.1 % (8)
47.9% (34)

5.8% (4)
15.9% (11)
7.3% (5)
4.3% (3)
2.9% (2)
63.8% (44)

0.769

8 What do you think the soul becomes when a person died?
a.ghost
7.1%(1)
18.0%(13)
b. god
7.1 % (1)
2.8% (2)
c. remain human being
0
1.4% (1)
d. unclear
85.8% (12)
77.8% (56)

8.6% (6)
7.3% (5)
7.3% (5)
76.8% (53)

0.015

9 All Chinese should preserve and honor traditional culture.
a. strongly disagree
0
1.4% (1)
0
9.7% (7)
b. somewhat disagree
c. neither agree nor disagree 35.7% (5)
27.8% (20)
d. somewhat agree
42.9% (6)
27.8% (20)
e. strongly agree
21.4% (3)
33 .3% (24)

13.2% (9)
14.7% (10)
20.6% (14)
32.4% (22)
19.1% (13)

0.04

10 Ancestor practices are a part of good traditional culture.
a. strongly disagree
0
4.1 (3)
b. somewhat disagree
0
5.6% (4)
c. neither agree nor disagree 35.7% (5)
33.3% (24)
d. somewhat agree
42.9% (6)
30.6% (22)
e. strongly agree
21.4% (3)
26.4% (19)

3.0% (2)
13.2% (9)
25.0% (17)
33 .8% (23)
25.0% (17)

0.64
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11 Why do you think ancestor practices are good traditional culture?
a. blessings
0
7.4% (2)
0
b. morality
0
3.7% (1)
0
c. rememberance
37.5% (3)
59.3% (16)
86.1% (31)
d.solidarity
12.5%(1)
7.4%(2)
11.1%(4)
e. follow traditions
50.0% (4)
22.2% (6)
2.8% (1)
12 Do Christians fail to pay their ancestors proper respect?
a. strongly disagree
14.3% (2)
23.6% (17)
b. somewhat disagree
21.4% (3)
38.9% (28)
c. neither agree nor disagree 28.6% (4)
30.6% (22)
d. somewhat agree
14.3% (2)
4.2% (3)
e. strongly agree
21.4% (3)
2.8% (2)

25.4% (17)
43.3% (29)
25.4% (17)
6.0% (4)

0.016

0.008

o

13 Do you think your ancestors would object if you became a Christian?
a. strongly disagree
21.4% (3)
8.4% (6)
11.8% (8)
b. somewhat disagree
28.6% (4)
21.2% (15)
16.2% (11)
c. neither agree nor disagree 42.9% (6)
63.4% (45)
55.9% (38)
d. somewhat agree
0
2.8% (2)
8.8% (6)
e. strongly agree
7.1% (1)
4.2% (3)
7.3% (3)

0.461
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Table 6 Non-Christian Respondents by Gender
Q

Answer

Gender
female

Probability

male

6 If making regular sacrifices to ancestors, are the ancestors obligated to assist the living?
a. ancestors never
help the living
24.7% (19)
35.3% (30)
0.376
b. ancestors would help
if had the power
68.8% (53)
57.7% (49)
c. ancestors should help
whenever they can
2.6% (2)
4.7% (4)
d. ancestors must help
whenever called on
3.9% (3)
2.3% (2)
7 Where do you think your ancestors resides after a person dies?
a. heaven
2.5% (2)
9.4% (8)
b. Western Paradise
21.0% (17)
21.2% (18)
c. ancestral tablet
6.2% (5)
7.1 % (6)
d.grave
4.9%(4)
7.1%(6)
e. hell
2.5% (2)
4.7% (4)
f. unclear
63 .0% (51)
50.6% (43)
8 What do you think the soul becomes when a person dies?
a. ghost
8.5% (7)
16.5% (14)
b. god
2.4% (2)
5.9% (5)
c. remain human being
6.1% (5)
2.4% (2)
d. unclear
82.9% (68)
75.3% (64)
9 All Chinese should preserve and honor traditional culture.
a. strongly disagree
5.0% (4)
8.2% (7)
b. somewhat disagree
11.3% (9)
9.4% (8)
c. neither agree nor disagree 31.2% (25)
17.7% (15)
d. somewhat agree
36.2% (29)
28.2% (24)
e. strongly agree
16.3% (13)
36.5% (31)
10 Ancestor practices are a part of good traditional
a. strongly disagree
2.5% (2)
b. somewhat disagree
11.1 % (9)
c. neither agree nor disagree 39.5% (32)
d. somewhat agree
35.8% (29)
11.1 % (9)
e. strongly agree

culture.
3.5% (3)
3.5% (3)
23.6% (20)
30.6% (26)
38.8% (33)

0.372

0.205

0.026

0.001
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11 Why do you think ancestor practices are good traditional culture?
a. blessings
3.3% (1)
2.1% (1)
b. morality
3.3% (1)
0
c. rememberance
66.7% (20)
76.6% (36)
d. solidarity
20.0% (6)
2.1% (1)
e. follow traditions
6.7% (2)
19.2% (9)
12 Do Christians fail to pay their ancestors proper respect.
20.7% (17)
26.6% (22)
a. strongly disagree
b. somewhat disagree
41.5% (34)
34.9% (29)
c. neither agree nor disagree 29.3% (24)
30.1% (25)
d. somewhat agree
6.1% (5)
4.8% (4)
e. strongly agree
2.4% (2)
3.6% (3)

0.035

0.851

13 Do you think your ancestors would object if you became a Chrisitan?
12.1 % (10)
0.402
a. strongly disagree
8.5% (7)
b. somewhat disagree
23.2% (19)
15.7% (13)
c. neither agree nor disagree 59.8% (49)
61.4% (51)
d. somewhat agree
3.7% (3)
4.8% (4)
e. strongly agree
4.8% (4)
0
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Table 7 Non-Christian Respondents by Marrital Status
Q

Answer

Marrital Status
married

Probability

unmarried

6 If making regular sacrifices to ancestors, are the ancestors obligated to assist the living?
a. ancestors never
19.3% (10)
0.066
help the living
36.7% (40)
b. ancestors would help
if had the power
55.0% (60)
76.9% (40)
c. ancestors should help
whenever they can
4.7% (5)
1.9% (1 )
d. ancestors must help
whenever called on
3.6% (4)
1.9% (1)
7 Where do you think your ancestors resides after a person dies?
a. heaven
3.6% (4)
11.3% (6)
b. Western Paradise
23.2% (26)
17.0% (9)
c. ancestral tablet
7.1% (8)
5.7% (3)
d. grave
5.4% (6)
5.7% (3)
e. hell
4.5% (5)
1.9% (1)
f. unclear
56.2% (63)
58.4% (31)
8 What do you think the soul becomes when a person dies?
a. ghost
11.5%(13)
15.1%(8)
b. god
1.8% (2)
9.4% (5)
c. remain human being
1.8% (2)
9.4% (5)
d. unclear
85.6% (96)
66.1% (35)
9 All Chrisitans should preserve and honor traditional culture.
a. strongly disagree
8.1 % (9)
5.7% (3)
b. somewhat disagree
8.1 % (9)
13.2% (7)
32.1%(17)
c. neither agree nor disagree 20.7% (23)
d. somewhat agree
31.5% (35)
32.1%(17)
e. strongly agree
31.5% (35)
17.0% (9)
10 Ancestor practices are a part of good traditional
a. strongly disagree
1.8% (2)
b. somewhat disagree
7.1% (8)
c. neither agree nor disagree 28.6% (32)
d. somewhat agree
34.8% (39)
e. strongly agree
27.7% (31)

culture.
3.8% (2)
9.4% (5)
35.9% (19)
30.2% (16)
20.8% (11)

0.411

0.015

0.201

0.671
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11 Why do you think ancestor practices are good traditional culture?

a. blessings
b. morality
c. rememberance
d. solidarity
e. follow traditions

1.9% (1)
1.9% (1)
69.2% (36)
9.6% (5)
17.4% (9)

4.0% (1)
0
80.0% (20)
8.0% (2)
8.0% (2)

12 Do Christians fail to pay their ancestors proper respect?
a. strongly disagree
25.3% (28)
20.8% (11)
b. somewhat disagree
33.3% (37)
49.1%(26)
c. neither agree nor disagree 29.7% (33)
28.3% (15)
d. somewhat agree
7.2% (8)
1.8% (1)
e. strongly agree
4.5% (5)
0

0.717

0.143

13 Do you think your ancestors would object if you became a Chrisitan?
a. strongly disagree
10.8% (12)
9.4% (5)
0.237
b. somewhat disagree
21.6% (24)
15.1%(8)
c. neither agree nor disagree 56.8% (63)
66.0% (35)
d. somewhat agree
5.4% (6)
3.8% (2)
e. strongly agree
0
3.8% (2)
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deceased soul would become after death.

This current

understanding is different from the traditional Chinese
worldview.

This implies that modern Taiwan Chinese are less

influenced by traditional understanding. Interestingly, in Table
4, 88.3 percent of respondents over age sixty said they had no
idea about what form the soul would turn to after death.

Senior

citizens are supposed to have clearer understanding about this
question than the younger generation.
to explain.

The reverse fact is hard

But for Question 7, it is reasonable that fewer

senior citizens (23 5 percent) than younger people (40.9 percent)
expressed their ignorance of where the ancestors would live.
There are 41.2 percent of seniors over age 60 who believed that
their ancestors were in Western Paradise, and 17 6 percent of
them thought ancestors were in the ancestral tablets.

Very few

say that their ancestors are in heaven, the grave, or in hell
(only 5.9 percent respectively in each case).
The concept of Western Paradise is principally influenced by
Daoism.

Devotees assume that the Queen Mother of the West

resides there while in Buddhism the devotees assumed that is
where Sakamuni Buddha resides.

This is consistent with the

purpose of funeral rites mentioned earlier.
The important focus of funeral rituals was to secure for the
deceased a good rebirth or to provide an alternative to the idea
of

s~lvation.

Through the funeral rites the dead will "pass

over" from the courts of hell to the Western Paradise (or Western
Heaven)

That's why only few expressed that their ancestors were

still in hell.

There were 17.6 percent of the senior group who
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assumed that their ancestors resided in their ancestral tablet,
an attitude influenced by Daoist rituals

After the funeral,

food offerings are always presented to mark the installation of
the ancestral tablet.

One of the souls of the deceased is guided

by a Daoist religious specialist to reside in the tablet.
In summary, Christian belief in ancestor practices differed
from that of non-Christians.

However, for most Taiwan Chinese,

including Christians and non-Christians, the motive and priority
for ancestor practices were the same--to commemorate one's
ancestors and to remember one's origin.

This motive has been

woven into the central. strand of Chinese culture.

Therefore, the

social significance for ancestor practices is mainly to honor and
remember one's ancestors rather than to fear being punished or to
prevent calamities.

The sacrifices for non-Christians then are

offered to ancestors rather than to evil spirits

At this point

in time, 37 4 percent of Christians agreed that sacrifices are
made to evil spirits [Table 2]
The other important social significance for the practices
discovered is to fortify family ties.

But 37 1 percent of

Christians disagreed that the practices can strengthen family
ties [Table 2]

In regard to the influence of feng-shui to the

fortunes of the living, most Taiwan Chinese would rather believe
it to be true than not.
about this issue.

Christians had a distinctive belief

Compared to feng-shui,

the power of ancestor

spirits to influence the living is given lesser credence than to
the impersonal, natural force of feng-shui

(14.4 percent)

Fourty-four point eight and 49.4 percent of non-Christian
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respondents even recognized no power in ancestor spirits to
influence the living.
living.

Consequently ancestors cannot help the

This implies that the social significance of ancestor

practices is much more evident than religious significance.

Personal Attitudes toward Ancestor Practices
Because ancestor practices are woven into the central part
of Chinese culture, it is important to understand the current
attitudes of Taiwan Chinese, including non-Christians and
Christians, toward traditional Chinese culture.

I was also

interested in the general reaction of non-Christians toward
Christian's attitudes about their ancestors.
respond to such an important issue?

And how did pastors

Did they teach or preach

about the issue in a systematic way or at a specific feast?

Or

did they neglect teaching on such an important issue?
Non-Christian Attitudes
Questions 9-11 study the non-Christian Taiwan Chinese
attitudes toward traditional Chinese culture.
5 was responded by education level

The data in Table

There were 27 9 percent of

college students and graduate respondents who "strongly
disagreed" and "somewhat disagreed" with the statement "all
Chinese should preserve and honor traditional culture."

But only

11.1 percent of middle school graduates and students disagreed,
while none of the elementary educational level disagreed with
that statement

However, the percentage of agreement with that

statement decreased from elementary educational level (64.3
percent) to middle educational level (61.1 percent) and to
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college educational level (51.5 percent)

This result reveals

that the educational level is proportionate to the selectivity of
accepting traditional culture.

People with a lower educational

level are committed much more to traditional culture values. In
other words, the higher the education a person has, the lower the
possibility that person has to accept totally traditional
culture.
This fact not only exists among current Taiwan Chinese, but
it also was manifest much more seriously in the May Fourth
cultural movement in China of the 1920s and 1930s 1 _

During those

periods, Chinese intelligentsia were strugging to tear down the
old culture and to construct lasting institutions for the future
(Reist 1983:52)
that

p~riod

Two of the famous slogans in the movement at

were: "Knock down Confucianism!"

foreign imperialism!"

and "Knock down

The former slogan was the rebel psychology

against traditional Chinese culture because the intellectuals
thought that it was the pivotal resistance against reformation or
modernization (Reist 1983:51).

The latter one was a major factor

in awakening Chinese national consciousness (Reist 1983:53)
When asked in Question 10: "Do you think that ancestor
practices are good traditional culture?", none of the elementary
educational level respondents disagreed with the statement, while
9.7 percent of middle educational level respondents disagreed
with the statement [Table 5].

Quite a few of the intellectuals

(16.2 percent) disagreed with it.
Question 9.

This trend is similar to

In other words, the more education people have, the

more they disagree that ancestor practices are good traditional
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culture.

But overall, about 60 percent of non-Christian

respondents still agreed with the statement.

This implies that

ancestor practices, as good culture, are still deeply rooted in
the mind of Taiwan Chinese although the popUlation suffered from
the bitter cultural movement.
Question 11 sought to understand why people think that
ancestor practices are good traditional culture.

This was an

open question for those who answered "somewhat agreed" or
"strongly agreed" to Question 10.
views on this issue.

There seemed to be various

But I summarized the respondents

spontaneous answers into five major categories:
1. Those who answered that they were afraid of being punished if
they did not practice these rites or that they hoped to receiving
blessings when they did it are categorized into "blessings."
2. Those who answered that ancestor practices can fortify moral
restraint or control descendants' conduct are categorized into
"morality"
3. Those who answered that ancestor practices have strong
commemorative quality which causes descendants to respect,
appreciate, and love their departed progenitors and to remember
their origin are categorized into "remembrance."
4

Those who answered that ancestor practices strengthen

relations among kinsfolk and among different clans, or congeal
the family ties are categorized into "solidarity - "
5. Those who replied, "we just do it because the rite was
transmitted to us from generation to generation," are categorized
into "follow traditions."
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Eighty-six percent of college educational level respondents
answered that the reason that ancestor practices make a good
traditional culture principally lies in its provision of a good
opportunity for remembering their deceased parents and ancestors.
Only 2.8 percent of them said they do it by following traditions.
None of them believed it provides blessings or strengthens
morality -

For them ancestor practices were simply a form of

filial piety-

This is consistent with Chapter 1 and documentar y

research that ancestor worship is a major form of filial piety
for the intellectual (Hung 1985:201-202)
Those in the educational level below college such as, middle
and elementary school, seemed to hold a different view on this
issue.

About 59 percent of middle school educational level

respondents expressed they do it because of remembrance; quite a
few (22.2 percent) said that they do it by following traditions;
few of them sought blessings (7 4 percent) or family and clan
solidarity (7 4 percent)

About thirty-seven percent of

elementary educational level people thought it was a good
traditional culture bacause of remembrance; 12 5 percent of them,
solidarity; and 50.0 percent to follow traditions.

In other

words, for this group ancestor practices were not merely for
remembrance, but also for blessings, solidarity, morality, or
just to follow traditions.
Furthermore, the results of the question also reflect the
relationship between educational level and willingness to
following traditions.

People with higher education showed less

willingness to follow traditions (only 2.8 percent)

Among those
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with middle educational level, the willingness increased to 22 . 2
percent.

Among those with the lowest educati o nal level the

willingness reached 50.0 percent.

In other wo rds, those with low

educational level found it hard to resist the force of social
pressure.
Gender, sex, and marital status show significant correlation
with the willingness to follow traditions.

In Question 11 of

Table 4, the sample yielded the following distribution: 22.2
percent (under twenty years old), 8 7 percent (20-40), 10.0
percent (41-60), and 33.3 percent (over 60)

It indicates that

the tendency to follow traditions is proportionate to age.
However, for those persons under twenty it was hard to resist the
force of family pressure because they still were dependent on
their parents for finance or other helps.

In Table 6, 19.2

percent of males followed traditions to practice the rite, while
only 6.7 percent of females did.

This is reasonable, for males

experience much more force of social pressure than females.

In

Table 7, married families followed traditions (17.4 percent) two
times more than unmarried persons (8.0 percent)

This may arise

from the circumstance that the married family carried the
ancestral tablets in the family shrine.
Question 12 compared the non-Christian view to Christian
attitudes toward their ancestors.

Interestingly, 68 7 percent of

college level respondents strongly and somewhat disagreed that
"Christians do not honor their ancestors [Table 5] "
percent of them agreed with that statement.

Only 6.0

For pe o ple of middle

school educational level, 62.5 percent disagreed with that
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statement.

Only 7.0 percent of them agreed.

However, those of

elementary educational level, only 35.7 percent disagreed with
the statement, but an identical percentage (35.7 percent) of
respondents agreed with the statement.
This result shows significant correlation between
educational level and their view of Christian attitudes toward
ancestors.

Most people with higher education disagreed that

Christians do not honor their ancestors; however, the percentage
of assent to the statement increased nearly six times between
those with higher education and lower education.

This implies

that current Taiwan intellectuals are much more open-minded than
those of middle or lower class.

Furthermore, the result also

reveals people with low education used to assume that ancestor
practice was the only way to honor their ancestors
intellectuals no longer agree with that.

But

Generally speaking,

most people in Taiwan with a high or middle educational level had
a good impression of Christian attitudes toward their ancestors
This may arise from the fact that Christians at large obey,
honor, and provide for their living parents.

This may give

church leaders a good opportunity to reach out to them on the one
hand, by proposing appropriate functional substitutes or defining
suitable and acceptable practices in which to allow believers to
participate.

On the other hand, pastors may need to continue to

teach filial piety, the most important virtue of the Chinese
ethical system, in the biblical and contextual way and ask
Christians to put it into action.
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In Question 13, when asked, "Do you think your ancestors
would object if you became a Christian?" most non-Christian
people no matter the age (48.2-63.5 percent), educational level
(42.9-63.4 percent), gender (59.8-61.4 percent), and marital
status (56.8-66.0 percent) expressed that they are neither agreed
nor disagreed with the statement.

Less than 7.3 percent of them

strongly agreed with the statement except 11.8 percent who were
over age sixty; less than 9 percent of them somewhat agreed with
the statement except for 18.5 percent who were between 20-40.
Quite a few people (24.5-50 percent)

(see Table 6, Q 13 and Table

5, Q 13) strongly or somewhat disagreed with the statement.

This

result encourages us because 24.5-50 percent of people in Taiwan
seem not to reject Christian faith because of ancestor practices,
which is inconsistent with Christian presumed understanding
Christian circles generally assume ancestor practices to be
responsible for the slow spread of evangelism.

The final

statement of the Asia Theological Association's consultation held
in December, 1983 on the issue flatly states, "The practice of
ancestor worship creates a barrier between the local congregation
and wider community, making effective evangelism more difficult"
(Ro 1985:4)

This statement reflected the most conservative

position contra ancestor practices--worship of the devil.
However, our data reveals that the real barrier to conversion is
not ancestor worship itself.

The real barrier to conversion lies

in "the Christian approach which fails to recognize the system's
essentially social nature"

(Smith 1987:240)

In other words, the

real barrier to conversion lies in Chinese Christian leaders'
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inability to adjust themselves to the cultural significance of
ancestor practices, especially the point of family bond.
Moreover, they overemphasize the religious conception of the
future life to the neglect of present Christian relations with
fellow human beings, society, nation, world, and civilization
(Lew 1933:558-560)

This finding clearifies our statement of

problem and points in the direction of contextualization.
Christian Attitudes
Questions 6-14 as shown in Table 8 studied Christian
attitudes toward Chinese culture, ancestor practices, and the
Christian perspective/impression regarding pastoral teaching on
this issue.
When asked in Question 6, respondents said Christians should
preserve and

honor ~ anything

in traditional Chinese culture so

long as it does not contradict biblical principles

Respondents

by gender and marital status showed no significant difference
(Tables 10 and 11)

Among them, about 73 percent somewhat agreed

and strongly agreed with the statements, respectively.

This was

nearly the same as respondents by age and education, except 44.4
percent for age below twenty, and 55.5 percent for age above
sixty, 20.0 percent for elementary educational level,
and 9)

(Tables 8

This result indicates that the majority of Christians

hold respect for their traditional culture and agree to preserve
and honor anything in traditional culture so long as it does not
contradict biblical principles.

This evidence can clarify some

points of view for those who criticize that Christians do not
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Table 8 Christian Respondents by Age

o

Age

Answer
<20

20-40

40-60

Probability
>60

6 Christians should preserve and honor anything in traditional Chinese culture so long as it does
not contradict biblical principles
a. strongly disagree 22.2% (2)
7.9% (7)
17.4% (4)
33.3% (3)
0.327
3.4% (3)
b. somewhat disagree 0
4.4% (1)
o
c. neither disagree nor
agree
33.3% (3)
11.2% (10)
4.4% (1)
11.1%(1)
d. somewhat agree
22.2% (2)
24.7% (22)
11.1%(1)
21.7% (5)
e. strongly agree
22.2% (2)
52.8% (47)
44.4% (4)
52.1% (12)
7 Before you became a Chrisitan, how frequently did you participate in ancestor practices?
a. twice a week
0
6.7% (6)
0
0
0.910
b. monthly
12.5% (1)
13.3% (12)
13.0% (3)
11.1% (1)
c. special festivals
37.5% (3)
18.9% (17)
13.0% (3)
22.2% (2)
d. annually
25.0% (2)
31.2% (28)
26.1% (6)
44.5% (4)
e. never
25.0% (2)
28.9% (26)
47.9% (11)
22.2% (2)
8 Did any of your relatives object to your conversion because they thought you would
discontinue ancestor worship?
a. grandparents
11.1 % (1)
3.3% (3)
4.4% (1)
0
b. parents
0
28.6% (26)
0
0
c. spouse
0
3.3% (3)
13.0% (3)
0
d. brothers and sisters 11.1 % (1)
1.1 % (1)
0
0
e. none
77.8% (7)
62.6% (57)
82.6% (19) 100.0% (9)
9 When you became a Chrisitan, did you burn or discard your ancestral shrine?
a. there is no shrine in
my household
50.0% (4)
52.8% (48)
47.8% (11)
55.6% (5)
b. I want to, but family
members would not
let me
50.0% (4)
28.6% (26)
21.7% (5)
0
c.yes,eventhough
family members
o
o
o
0
disproved
d. shrine was burned later,
after other family
members had also
33.3% (3)
13.0% (3)
9.9% (9)
0
become Christian
11.1%(1)
17.4% (4)
8.8% (8)
e.other
0

0.027

0.236
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10 Any relatives refuse to become Christians because of Christian's position on ancestor
worship?
a. yes, there are
44.5% (4)
73.6% (67)
60.9% (14)
44.4% (4)
0.116
b. none
33 .3% (3)
13.2% (12)
21.7% (5)
44.4% (4)
c. I don't know
22.2% (2)
9.9% (9)
13.0% (3)
0
d. other
0
3.3% (3)
4.4% (1)
11.2% (1)
11 How often have you received instructions in your church about how to respond to ancestor
practices?
2.2% (2)
a. regular
o
o
o
0.286
b. very often
3.3% (3)
11.1%(1)
9.1%(2)
33.3% (3)
39.6% (36)
33.3% (3)
c. sometimes
27.3% (6)
22.2% (2)
45.1% (41)
d. very few
59.1% (13)
33 .3% (3)
33.3% (3)
22.2% (2)
e. never
9.9% (9)
4.5% (1)
11.1%(1)
12 What are the instructions given by clergy?
a. participate with
75.0% (3)
40.6% (26)
condition
25.0% (1)
b. no participation
26.6% (17)
20.3% (13)
c. no teaching
o
12.5% (8)
d. rememberance
o

18.8% (3)
25.0% (4)
18.8% (3)
37.5% (6)

16.7% (1)
50.0% (3)
16.7% (1)
16.6% (1)

13 Would you like your pastors to give more instructions on such issue?
o
a. stronglydiagree
11.1%(1)
1.1%(1)
9.1%(2)
o
b. somewhat disagree 0
1.1% (1)
0
c. neither agree nor
16.9% (15)
22.2% (2)
18.2% (4)
44.4% (4)
disagree
16.9% (15)
22.2% (2)
18.2% (4)
11.1%(1)
d. somewhat agree
55.6% (5)
59.1% (13)
70.8% (63)
33 .3% (3)
e. strongly agree
14 What special areas need instructions from your pastors?
0
31.2%(19)
14.3%(2)
a.attitude
100.0% (3)
36.1% (22)
42.9% (6)
b. meaning
c. practices
0
27.9% (17)
42.9% (6)
d. other
0
4.9% (3)
0
Practices and personal feeling about participation
26 Making family tree wall hanging to perpetuate memory
a. avoid participating
33.3%(3)
23.3% (21)
17.4% (4)
b. participate wi
condition
22.2% (2)
17.8% (16)
30.4% (7)
c. participate
58.9% (53)
52.2% (12)
in any case
44.4% (4)

o

0.247

0.188

0.235

40.0% (2)
40.0% (2)
20.0% (1)

22.2% (2)
11.1%(1)
66.7% (6)

0.790
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Table 9 Christian Respondents by Education
Q

Education

Answer
elementary

6 Christians should preserve and honor traditional
biblical principles
a. strongly disagree
60.0% (3)
b. somewhat disagree
o
c. neither disagree nor agree 20.0% (1)
d. somewhat agree
0
e. strongly agree
20.0% (1)

middle

Probability
college

culture so long as it does not contradict
14.7% (5)
2.9% (1)
11.8% (4)
26.5% (9)
44.1% (15)

9.0% (8)
3.4% (3)
11.2% (10)
21.4% (19)
55.1% (49)

0.096

7 Before you became a Chrisitan, how frequently did you participate in ancestor practices?
0
2.9% (1)
5.6% (5)
0.847
a. twice a week
b. monthly
0
8.8% (3)
15.7% (14)
c. special festivals
40.0% (2)
23.5% (8)
18.0% (16)
d. annually
20.0% (1)
38.2% (13)
28.1 % (25)
e. never
40.0% (2)
26.5% (9)
32.6% (28)
8 Did any relatives object to your conversion because they thought you would discontinue
ancestor worship?
4.4% (4)
20.0% (1)
o
0.667
a. grandparents
17.1 % (6)
21.1 % (19)
o
b. parents
5.7% (2)
4.4% (4)
o
c. spouse
1.2% (1)
2.9% (1)
o
d. brothers and sisters
74.3% (26)
68.9% (61)
80.0% (4)
e.none
9 When you became a Christian, did you burn or discard your ancestral shrine?
a. there are no shrine in
my household
40.0% (2)
48.6% (17)
52.8% (47)
b. I want to, but family
members would not let me 0
28.6% (10)
28.1%(25)
c. yes, even though family
o
o
0
members disproved
d. shrine was burned later,
after other family members
9.0% (8)
14.3% (5)
had also become Christian 40.0% (2)
10.1% (9)
8.6% (3)
e. other
20.0% (1)

0.380
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10 Do you know any relatives who refuse to become Chrisitans because of Christian's position
on ancestor practices?
80.0% (4)
51.4%(18)
a. yes, there are
73.3% (66)
0.333
20.0%
(1)
28.6% (10)
b. none
13.3% (12)
c. I don't know
o
14.3% (5)
10.0% (9)
d. other
o
5.6% (2)
3.3% (3)
11 How often have you received instructions in your church about how to respond to such issue?
a. regular
0
0
2.3% (2)
0.559
b. very often
20.0% (1)
8.6% (3)
5.6% (5)
c. sometimes
20.0% (1)
25.7% (9)
40.4% (36)
d. very few
60.0% (3)
57.1% (20)
41.6% (37)
e. never
0
8.6% (3)
10.1 % (9)
12 What are the instructions given by clergy?
a. participate with
condition
o
b. no participation
100.0% (1)
c. no teaching
o
d. rememberance
o

27.3% (6)
27.3% (6)
27.3% (6)
18.2% (4)

40.9% (27)
27.3% (18)
16.7% (11)
15.2% (10)

0.611

13 Would you like your pastors to give more instructions on the response to ancestor practices?
a. strongly diagree
0
0
4.6% (4)
0.692
b. somewhat disagree
0
0
1.1% (1)
c. neither agree nor disagree 0
17.7% (6)
13.6% (12)
d. somewhat agree
40.0% (2)
11.8% (4)
15.9% (14)
e. strongly agree
60.0% (3)
70.6% (24)
64.8% (57)
14 What special areas do you need instructions from your pastor?
29.0% (18)
a. attitude
0
17.7% (3)
37.1 % (23)
b. meaning
66.7% (2)
47.1 % (8)
30.7% (19)
c. practices
33.3% (1)
23.5% (4)
3.2% (2)
d. other
0
11.7% (2)
Practices and personal feeling about participation
26 Making family tree wall hanging to perpetuate memory
a. avoid participating
20.0% (1)
20.0% (7)
b. participate with condition 0
22.9% (8)
80.0% (4)
57.1 % (20)
c. participate in any case

22.5% (20)
20.2% (18)
57.3% (51)

0.578

0.802
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Table 10 Christian Respondents by Gender

o

Gender

Answer
female

Probability
male

6 Christians should preserve and honor in traditional culture so long as it does not contradict
biblical principles
14.9% (10)
a. strongly disagree
9.5% (6)
0.406
3.0% (2)
3.2% (2)
b. somewhat disagree
c. neither disagree nor agree 9.0% (6)
14.3% (9)
28.4% (19)
17.5% (11)
d. somewhat agree
44.8% (30)
55.6% (35)
e. strongly agree

7 Before you became a Christian, how frequently did you participate in ancestor practices?
a. twice a week
4.4% (3)
4.8% (3)
0.203
b. monthly
13.2 % (9)
12.9% (8)
c. special festivals
11.1% (15)
16.1% (10)
d. annually
36.8% (25)
24.2% (15)
e. never
22.1% (15)
41.9% (26)
8 Did any relatives object to your conversion because they thought you would discontinue
ancestor worship?
0.465
4.8% (3)
2.9% (2)
a. grandparents
23 .8% (15)
15.9% (11)
b. parents
3.2% (2)
5.8% (4)
c. spouse
o
2.9% (2)
d. brothers and sisters
68.3% (43)
72.5% (50)
e. none
9 When you became a Christian, did you burn or discard your ancestral shrine?
a. there are no shrine in
0.144
59.7% (37)
44.9% (31)
my household
b. I want to, but family
members would not let me 30.4% (21)
22.6% (14)
c. yes, even though family
o
o
members disproved
d. shrine was burned later,
after other family members
12.9% (8)
had also become Christian 10.1 % (7)
4.8% (3)
e. other
14.5% (10)
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10 Do you have any relatives who refuse to become Christians because of Christian's position on
ancestor practices?
71.0% (49)
65.1 % (41 )
a. yes, there are
0.542
15.9% (11)
20.6% (13)
b.none
11 .6% (8)
c. I don't know
9.5% (6)
1.5% (1)
d. other
4.8% (3)
11 How often have you received instructions in your church about how to respond to such issue?
a. regular
1.5% (1)
1.6% (1)
0.402
b. very often
10.2% (7)
3.2% (2)
c. sometimes
32.4% (22)
39.7% (25)
d. very few
44.1 % (30)
49.1%(30)
e. never
11.8% (8)
6.4% (4)
12 What are the instructions given by clergy?
a. participate with
30.0% (15)
condition
b. no participation
24.0% (12)
24.0% (12)
c. no teaching
22.0% (11)
d. rememberance

45.0% (18)
32.5% (13)
12.5% (5)
10.0% (4)

0.144

13 Would you like your pastor to give more instructions on the response to ancestor practices?
0.691
a. strongly diagree
2.9% (2)
3.3% (2)
b. somewhat disagree
0
1.6% (1)
c. neither agree nor disagree 16.2% (11)
11.5% (7)
d. somewhat agree
19.1 % (13)
14.8% (9)
e. strongly agree
61.8% (42)
68.9% (42)
14 What special areas do you need instructions from your pastor?
a. attitude
25.0% (11)
25.6% (10)
b. meaning
47.7% (21)
30.8% (12)
c. practices
25.0% (11)
35.9% (14)
d. other
2.3% (1)
7.7% (3)
Practices and personal feeling about participation
26 Making family tree wall hanging to perpetuate memory
a. avoid participating
23 .5% (16)
22.2% (14)
b. participate with condition 19.1%(13)
20.6% (13)
c. participate in any case
57.4% (39)
57.1%(36)

0.311

0.969
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Table 11 Christian Respondents by Marrital Status

o

Answer

Marrital Status
married

Probability

unmarried

6 Christians should preserve and honor in traditional culture so long as it does not contradict
biblical principles
a. strongly disagree
7.0% (3)
14.9% (13)
0.673
4.7% (2)
2.3% (2)
b. somewhat disagree
14.0% (6)
c. neither disagree nor agree
10.3% (9)
23.3% (10)
23.0% (20)
d. somewhat agree
51.2% (22)
e. strongly agree
49.4% (43)
7 Before you became a Christian, how frequently did you participate in ancestor practices?
a. twice a week
4.6% (3)
4.8% (2)
0.524
b. monthly
11.5% (10)
16.7% (7)
c. special festivals
16.1% (14)
23.8% (10)
d. annually
29.9% (26)
33.3% (14)
e. never
38.9% (33)
21.4% (9)
8 Did any relatives object to your conversion because they thought you would discontinue
ancestor worship?
4.7% (2)
0.336
3.4% (3)
a. grandparents
16.3% (7)
20.5% (18)
b. parents
2.3% (1)
5.7% (5)
c. spouse
4.7% (2)
o
d. brothers and sisters
72.1% (33)
70.4% (62)
e.none
9 When you became a Christian, did you burn or discard your ancestral shrine?
a. there are no shrine in
my household
50.0% (44)
54.8% (37)
b. I want to, but family
members would not let me
27.3% (24)
26.2% (11)
c. yes, even though family
0
0
members disproved
d. shrine was burned later,
after other family members
had also become Christian
14.8% (13)
4.8% (2)
e. other
8.0% (7)
14.3% % (6)

0.290
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10 Do you have any relatives who refuse to become Christians because of Christian's position on
ancestor practices?
65.1%(28)
68.2% (60)
a. yes, there are
0.172
19.3% (17)
16.3% (7)
b.none
6.8% (6)
c. I don't know
18.6% (8)
5.7% (5)
d. other
o
11 How often have you received instructions in your church about how to respond to such issue?

a. regular
b. very often
c. sometimes
d. very few
e. never

2.3% (2)
5.7% (5)
34.1 % (30)
47.7%.(42)
10.2% (9)

0
9.5% (4)
38.1%(16)
42.9% (18)
9.5% (4)

0.804

12 What are the instructions given by clergy?
a. participate with
condition
35.0% (21)
b. no participation
30.0% (18)
18.3% (11)
c. no teaching
16.7% (10)
d. rememberance

41.4% (12)
24.1% (7)
20.7% (6)
13.8% (4)

0.893

13 Would you like your pastor to give more instructions on the response to ancestor practices?
a. strongly diagree
3.5% (3)
2.3% (1)
0.691
b. somewhat disagree
1.2% (1)
0
c. neither agree nor disagree
10.6% (9)
18.7% (8)
d. somewhat agree
20.0% (17)
11 .6% (5)
e. strongly agree
.64.7% (55)
67.4% (29)
14 What special areas do you need instructions from your pastor?
a. attitude
22.2% (12)
32.1%(9)
b. meaning
35.2% (19)
46.4% (13)
37.0% (20)
17.9 % (5)
c. practices
d. other
5.6% (1)
3.6% (3)
Practices and personal feeling about participation
26 Making family tree wall hanging to perpetuate memory
a. avoid participating
18.2% (16)
32.6% (14)
b. participate with condition
22.7% (20)
14.0% (6)
59.1 % (52)
53.5% (23)
c. participate in any case

0.298

0.143
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care about Chinese culture.

The problem for Christians nowadays,

then, does not lie in whether or not they respect their culture,
but rather in whether or not they hold certain kinds of practices
and their extent of acceptance and identification with these
practices.
Question 7 surveys the frequency of a person's participation
in ancestor practices before becoming a Christian.

A "twice-a-

week" answer meant participation on 1st/15th of each lunar month
plus some special festivals.

"Monthly participation" meant once

a month plus some special festivals.

"Special festivals" meant

participation only on Ching Ming Festival, weddings in the
family, anniversaries of birth and death day, or Chinese New
Year

"Annual participation" meant only once a year, probably on

Ching Ming Festival.

The data reveals that about 0-6.7, 2.9-5.6,

4.4-4.8, and 4 6-4.8 percent of Christians participated in
ancestor practices twice a week before they became Christians
when responding by age, education, gender, and marital status,
respectively-

Tables 8-11 reveal that about 10 percent, 15-40

percent, 20-45 percent of them participated "once a month", "on
special feasts",

and "annually"

Surprisingly, about 20-50

percent of them say they never participated in ancestor
practices.

This fact also is reflected in Question 9.

About 40-

60 percent of respondents said they had no shrine in their
family

This finding has two implications.

First, it explains

why 20-50 percent of the respondents never participated in
ancestor practices.

In other words, the ancestral tablet is the

key to participate in domestic ancestor practices.

This evidence
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confirms Professor Li

Yih~yuan's

survey (1989:30)

In his study

on "Relationship between Ancestor Practices and Family Members,"
Li found that 100 percent of families in the rural village of
Chu-pei participated in ancestor practices.

But when surveying

in Shin-chu, a medium city with population of 300,000 which is a
close neighbor to Chu-pei, he found the families who participated
in ancestor practices fell to 75 percent.

With this inference,

he predicted that in Taipei City family participation in ancestor
practices may fall to 50 percent owing to the lack of ancestral
tablet.

He then concluded that the ancestral tablet was the

principal symbol of ancestor practices.
In our survey, the location range covered Kaohsiung City,
Kaohsiung County, Taoyaun City, Taoyuan County, Taipei City and
Taipei County

Most of them are medium cities and metropolises.

One of the characteristics of metropolis is that many single
persons who work in metropolis away from home.

There is no

possibility for them to carry their ancestor tablets away from
home.

According to Lee's study, the percentage figure is

reasonable .
Secondly, it may explain that part of these Christian
informants are not first generation Christians

If this is true,

then the fact that 20-50 percent of them never participated in
ancestor practices is reasonable, too.
When asked "Would any of your relatives object to your
conversion because they thought you would discontinue ancestor
worship", at least 63 percent of respondents by age, education,
gender, and marital status said none of their relatives would
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object to their conversion.

About 20 percent of the respondents

said the objection would come mainly from parents, and for a few
of them (except for elementary level persons) it would come from
grandparents or spouses.

This result indicates that the majority

of respondents claimed their conversion would be objected to by
no one.

In other words, the current Taiwan Chinese are highly

autonomous! !

But again, if part of the respondents are second

generation Christians, then the high percentage is reasonable.
Among the minority of respondents, parents are still the force of
resistence to conversion and the reason is that non-Christian
parents thought their Christian children would discontinue
ancestor worship.
Question 9, regarding those who became Christian and still
kept ancestral tablets in their houses, revealed that the main
reason was because their family members would not let them burn
or discard the ancestral tablet.

None of them answered that they

would burn or discard ancestral tablets even though their family
members disapproved.

This answer is not surprising.

As a son or

daughter, he or she has no right to do anything to impair
ancestral tablets without family members' approval.
When Christians were asked Question 10, "Do you know of any
relatives or friends who refuse to become Christians because of
Christianity's position on ancestor worship?" about 44.5-80.0
percent of respondents answered yes no matter the age,
educational level, gender, and matital status
percent of them answered no.

Only 13.2-44 4

This implies that the majority of

people do refuse to become Christians because of Chrisitianity's
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position on ancestor worship.

But what is the image of

Christianity's position on ancestor practices, given to Chinese
at large in the past?

Dr. Wu Ming-chieh, professor of the

Lutheran Theological Seminary, Hong Kong, in his 1982 article,
"Christianity and Culture," said:
Christianity has a clear stance in opposing idols, false
gods, and superstition.
Chinese intellectuals would not be
greatly upset by this stance.
But they cannot tolerate
Christianity's opposition to the worshipping of ancestors
and Confucius, and its contempt of Chinese traditional
ethics.
This is because this opposition is not directed
against Chinese religions, but is aimed at Chinese
culture . . . Undeniably, Chinese culture is syncretized with
various forms of religion.
But orthodox Confucianism is
indifferent towards the "spirits" and the peasant's idols
have nothing in common with Confucianism.
Someone has said
that ancestral worship is merely an expression of filial
piety, and there is no religious meaning implied.
Furthermore, Confucian ethics is basically a philosophy of
life
.It is not strange then to see that Christianity did
not get a foothold in China.
How can it be rooted apart
from the soil itself
(1982:109-115)
Dr

Wu's viewpoint may reflect a small portion of Christian

Chinese intellectuals

In fact, gospel truth is not always in

confli9t with local cultures (Ho 1987:3-5, 24-31)

The image of

Christianity given to Chinese in past years might arise from
historical teaching about certain missionaries and popes who
opposed a given fact of culture out of ignorance.

Some people

today misunderstand Christianity as being in opposition to
culture.

How can they understand that this opposition is only of

a personal view of Christianity and not representative of
Christianity itself?
Questions 11-14 studied how current pastors in Taiwan
respond to such an important issue.

When Christians were asked,
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"How often have you received instructions in your church about
the Christian's response to ancestor practices through sermons,
Sunday school lessons, small groups or Bible study classes?"
about 9.9 percent of those who attend church four times a month
in Table 12 said they never received any instructions from church
leaders in their church.

Only 1.8 percent and 8.1 percent

regularly and very often received instructions from church
leaders.

The majority of respondents (about 34.2 and 46.0

percent) expressed that they sometimes or seldom received such
instructions

Among t.he 125 cases, the four-time-a-month church

attendees occupies 88.8 percent (111 cases)
of the data is highly representative.

So, the reliability

This result implies that

church leaders, especially pastors, do not emphasize such an
important issue.

It seems that they seldom seize opportunities

on special occasions such as Ching Ming Festival, Mother's Day,
Father's Day. funeral occasions, or anniversary of deathday, or
other special occasions, to deliver messages related to this
issue.
When asked "What are the instructions given by pastors?" the
answers fell into four categories:
1

Participation in the practices with special consideration.

The special consideration was, "do not arouse conflict with
parents''', "Participate in it under the biblical principle";
"Participate in it with functional substitutes"; or "Participate
in it with reverence rather than worship"
2 . The pastor's instruction was, "Do not participate at all",
including "Do not worship (pai) idols", "Do not offer sacrifices,
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Table 12 Christian Respondents by Attendance

o

Answer

Attendance (Frequency/month)
2

3

Probability
4

11 How often have you received instructions in your church about how to respond to such issue?
a. regular
0
0
0
1.8% (2)
0.938
b. very often
0
0
0
8.1 % (9)
c. sometimes
100.0% (2) 33.3% (2) 66.7% (4) 34.2% (38)
d. very few
0
50.0% (3) 33 .3% (2) 46.0% (51)
e. never
0
16.7% (1) 0
9.9% (11)
12 What are the instructions given by clergy?
a. participate with
o
0
40.0% (2) 40.8% (31)
condition
b. no participation
o
75.0% (3) 20.0% (1) 27.6% (21)
100.0% (1) 25.0% (1) 20.0% (1) 14.5% (11)
c. no teaching
20.0% (1) 17.1% (13)
o
0
d. rememberance

0.276

13 Would you like your pastor to give more instructions on the response to ancestor practices?
a. strongly disagree
0
0
16.7% (1) 2.8% (3)
0.056
b. somewhat disagree
0
0
0
0.9% (1)
c. neither agree nor disagree 50.0% (1) 50.0% (3) 0
10.1 % (11)
d. somewhat agree
0
0
50.0% (3) 17.4% (19)
e. strongly agree
50.0% (1) 50.0% (3) 33.3% (2) 68.8% (75)
14 What special areas do you need instructions from your pastor?
0
0
33 .3% (1) 25.7% (19)
a. attitude
b. meaning
0
100.0% (4) 66.7% (2) 35.1% (26)
33.8% (25)
c. practices
0
0
0
5.4% (4)
d. other
0
0
0
Practices and feeling about participation
28 Erecting a family altar with Bible, verses, etc.
25.2% (28)
a. avoid participating
0
16.7% (1) o
33.3%
(2)
18.0% (20)
b. participate with condition 50.0% (1) 16.7% (1)
c. participate in any case
50.0% (1) 66.6% (4) 66.7% (4) 56.8% (63)

0.205

0.666
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incense, and do not burn mock paper money"
3

Pastors had no instruction about the issue.

4. Ancestor practices is a type of remembrance of one's
ancestors, filial piety, and of no religious significance.
The data show that about 40.8 percent of those who attend
church four times a month say that their pastors taught
participation with conditions; 27.6 percent of them taught "no
participation"; 14.5 percent of them gave no teaching of this
issue; and 17 1 percent of them were taught "remembrance-"

It

implies that "participation with condition" and "no
participation" occupy the thinking of the majority of
respondents.

The position of these two major opinions is totally

different, which reflects that the churches and pastors in Taiwan
today are in turmoil with regard to this issue.

It then leaves

space for theologians, church leaders, missiologists, and lay
people working together to solve the problem.
Question 13 studied the attitudes of Christians toward the
teaching of ancestor practices.

Not surprisingly, about 68.8

percent and 17.4 percent of regular church attendees strongly and
somewhat agreed that they would like their pastors and churches
to give more instruction on the Christian's practical response to
ancestor practices.

This indicates that Christian laity do not

know how to respond appropriately when facing ancestor practices.
Their cry for this answer must be taken seriously by church
leaders.
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The question that followed then was an opportunity for
respondents to express, "What special areas do you think need
instructions from your pastor'?"

The answers are summarized into

four categories:
1. The first category was "attitude," which meant how to face
family opposition when conflicts inevitably arise or how to
communicate with family members, especially with parents, on this
crucial issue.
2

The second category was "meanings," which meant that

Christians ask leaders to explain the meaning of ancestor worship
as it relates to the Christian way of life.
teach about this issue?"

"What does the Bible

"What is the difference between

ancestor reverence and worship?"
3. The third category was "practices," which meant what kind of
forms can the Christian practice?
or eat sacrifices?"

"Can Christians burn incense

"What is 'so long as it does not contradict

the biblical principles?'"

"Which form can they do?"

"Which

form can they not do?"
4

The last category was labelled as "other," which was for those

not included in the above three categories

The percentage

result showed no significant difference among "attitude,"
"meaning," and "practices."

It implies that these three answers

are at the core of when Christians deal with the issue of
ancestor worship.

It also implies that church leaders need to

design systematic teaching material for ancestor worship and
propose an appropriate form for ancestor practices.
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In summary, the interview data reveal that the majority of
Christians are not necessarily cultural traitors.

On the

.-

contrary, they respect their culture and are willing to do
everything possible to honor their ancestors.

But unfortunately.

shallow teaching or poor understanding of the Bible frequently
makes the believe .r s stumble.

Owing to the presence of two maj or

strongly-differing opinions, most Christians are quite at a loss
as what to do.

Church leaders must pay attention to their cry

for answers and get together to work out a series of teaching
materials and propose an appropriate form of ancestor ritual for
Christians to follow.

Personal Involvement in Ancestor Practices
Ancestor-related rites were important in ancient China.
They are central to Chinese religion.

Rituals brought the living

into communication with their ancestors; they integrated the
human sphere with the mysterious sphere beyond.

To understand

the importance of the rites in current thinking of the Taiwanese,
we asked the non-Christian respondents to indicate their level of
personal involvement in the ancestor practices conducted in
funerals

(Questions 14-18, 21-22), at the tomb (Questions 19-22),

and in their households

(Questions 23-26)

were also asked of Christians

The same questions

(See corresponding Questions 15-

27); and the results listed in Table 2 are used for comparision.
In Question 14/15 (See note "**" of Table 2),

80.9 percent

of Christian respondents avoided offering incense to the dead,
12.2 percent of them ackowledged participating under special
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consideration, and 6.9 percent of them participated in any case.
Interestingly, among the nine cases of participants in the last
category, six were Catholics

This result is consistent with the

accommodation policy of Roman Catholics since Pope Pius XII
issued Summi pontificatus to remove the restriction of Ex quo
singulari of 1742 on the rites question in 1939, and Cardinal Yu
Ping is promotion of the worship of heaven and the ancestors
among Roman Catholic believers in Taiwan in 1971.

One of my

Catholic informants, a Mother Superior of a convent, told me
that: "We should discern and define the superstitious part of the
practices and throw it away, and participate in the rest of the
rites."

By her view, indeed the Catholic view, offering incense

to the dead, is not a rite of superstition at all.

But burning

mock paper money and objects such as paper house, TV, limousine,
etc. to the dead are deemed to be superstitious.

That is why

none of the Catholics participated in the ritual in Question
15/16 (burn paper money/objects)
In Question 14/15, the 12.2 percent who participate with
condition did not mean that these Christians subscribe to a
traditional religious worldview in which the dead are dependent
on the living.

As we note, many Chinese, regardless of personal

religious convictions, maintain the ancestor rites simply because
they are traditional.

Furthermore, some Christians perform

memorial rites out of pressure from their family even though they
themselves deny the religious efficacy of the sacrifices.

One

respondent told me, "If I did not offer incense and burn mock
paper money in the fire, my parents would get angry!"
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A significant difference exists between Christian and nonChristian participation in the offering of incense to the dead.
Most of them, including persons of "popular religions" and "no
religion", deemed that they should participate in this activity
either "in any case" or "under special consideration"

Only 4.4

percent of "popular religions" and 2.7 percent of "no religion"
devotees showed their opposition.

However, the percentages of

avoiding participation raised by 10 percent and 11.4 percent to
14.4 percent and 14.1 percent respectively for avoiding
participation in burning mock paper money and objects in Question
15/16.

There are 58 9 percent of "popular religions" and 55.1

percent of "no religion" informants who expressed their
participation with "special consideration"

And 26.7 percent of

"popular religions" and 30.8 percent of "no religion" informants
ackowledged their participation "in any case"

The marked

decreased percentages of participants indicate that quite a few
people deemed the activity of burning mock paper money or objects
as superstitious.

They would not participate in the activity

unless for some reasons they must.

The activity for Christian

participants "in any case" was very few (only 1.5 percent)
There were 6.9 percent of Christians who would not participate in
the activity except "under special consideration"
When all informants responded by education level, the result
in Table 3 reveals that the acceptability of burning mock paper
money or objects is inversely proportional to educational level
There were 57.0 percent of college educational level who avoided
participating in the practice.

Only 12.7 percent said they
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participated in the practice in any case.

However, about 36.8

percent of elementary educational level expressed that they
participate in the practice in any case.
In Questions 16/17 and 17/18, there were no significant
differences among Christians, "popular religions", and "no
religion" informants for wearing appropriate mourning cloth at
funerals and meditating before their ancestor's picture.
The trends for the three different religious groups in the
participation level from "avoiding participation" to
"participation in any case" are nearly the same.

For instance,

less than 5.3 percent of them avoided participation in wearing
appropriate mourninng cloth at funerals; 24.0-26.3 percent of
informants participated with special consideration; and 55.1-72.8
percent of them participated in any case [Table 3]

This

indicates that the informants hold the same point of view in this
activity
The percentages for "participating in any case" in
meditating before ancestor's picture reach 61.1 percent or more
(79.0 percent)

for the three religious groups [Table 3]

Including the "participation with special consideration", the
percentages for the two questions reach to 95 percent.

When

responding by education level, the trend of these two questions
is the same as response by religion.

This may reflect that these

two ritual activities are deemed to be neutral.

This result is

conducive to developing Christian alternatives to ancestor
practices.
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When asking about bowing before the coffin at funerals,
there is a difference between Christian and non-Christian
informants.

There were 18.3 percent of Christian informants who

avoided participating in this activity, while only 5.6 percent of
"popular religions" and 5.1 percent of "no religion" informants
avoided participating in such activity-

This indicates that 18.3

percent of Christian informants deemed bowing before the coffin
at funerals to be a religious issue.

However, 45.1 percent of

them thought such activity not to be a religious issue.

When

informants responded by education level, about 50.0-54.4 percent
of them, no matter what educational level, participated in the
practice.

This indicates that half of the respondents in Taiwan

deem bowing at funeral to be an ethical issue.
The above-mentioned five rituals are held at funerals.

The

survey analysis can be used as an indication of their
acceptability to Christians.

The rank ordering of practices by

acceptability to Christian informants is in the following
sequence: meditate before ancestor's picture - wear appropriate
mourning cloth at funeral > bow before coffin at funeral > offer
incense to the dead> burn mock paper money or objects
Interestingly, the sequence is nearly the same as that of the
"popular religions" and "no religion" informants.

The

acceptability of the practices can be used as an index for
designing the Christian alternatives to ancestor practices.
Questions 19/20-22/23 study personal involvement at the
grave, especially at the moment of burial, or at the Ching-Ming
Festival (Tomb-Sweeping Festival), or at a parent's death
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anniversary.

There is a significant difference between Christian

and non-Christian informants concerning fruit placement on
graves.

Quite a high percentage (55.7 percent) of Christian

informants would not participate in that activity
low percentage of "popular religions"

But only a

(7.8 percent) and 3.8

percent of "no religion" informants avoided participating in the
activity

This result indicates that the point of view between

Christians and non-Christians about placing fruit or food on
graves is very different.

Many Christian informants deem it to

be an idolatrous act, so they would not participate.
most non-Christian informants did not think so.

However,

Therefore, about

60 percent of them would participate "in any case"

Of course,

motives such as religious, ethical, or traditional factors behind
the activity are complicated and may be interwoven.

It is hard

to say which one fits into this issue.
If fruit or food is substituted with flowers, the result is
totally different.

Almost 96.9 percent of Christians would

participate in the activity either "in any case" or "under
special consideration"

The result reached even higher, to 97.8

percent-98 7 percent, for non-Christians.

This positive reaction

to the question means that flowers are accepted by modern Taiwan
Chinese as an appropriate way of respecting their ancestors even
though it is not a traditional offering like food, incense, mock
paper money, etc.

Some pastors would follow the argument of Dr.

Chow Lien-Hua, who stated at a conference that:
[A f]lower is a foreign incense.
If missionaries forbade
the Chinese Christians offering food, incense, fruit, etc.,
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because they thought it idolatrous and they did not think
the spirits of ancestors would come to eat, then could they
come to smell the fragrance of a flower? Today we allow
Christians placing flower but forbid them placing any other
objects, it is receiving the Western custom rather than
the Eastern custom.
(cited in L. Chow 1979:14)
Dr

Chow Gong-Her, professor at China Evangelical Seminary

in Taipei, says, "Nowaday many people imitate the Western
offering flower

They don't think offering flower is an act of

bribery but rather an act of commemorating their ancestors"
(cited in G. Chow 1979:18)

In my survey research I confirmed

the statement.
But how about incense or joss stick burning?

He says,

"The

traditional concept was that while you lit the joss stick, the
soul would then be summoned.

The incense burning in tradition

was a part of soul worship" (cited in Chow 1979:18)

However, in

our survey analysis (Question 2), over 80 percent of modern
Taiwan non-Christians consider that ancestor worship has nothing
to do with soul summoning, but rather, it has to do with the
remembrance of one's oL'igin, conformity to family e x pectation,
and adherence to Chinese

traditio~al

culture.

Therefore, he

adds:
This is a critical issue.
I think we had better not to burn
incense, but in attitude we need to ease the restriction.
Some Christians basically forget it is related to soul.
So
we cannot condemn them worshipping the idol or false god
because of his incense burning
(cited in G. Chow 1979:18)
In the question of praying for spiritual comfort of deceased
loved ones, 55.7 percent of Christian informants participated "in
any case"

There are 26.7 percent of them who avoided this

practice at all times.

Interestingly, among these informants who
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avoided the practice, none of them was Catholic.

This result is

consistent with instructions from the Chinese Regional Bishop
Conference given in the Missale Romanum which is used on Sunday
or for daily devotional Mass (1984:49,62-64,70), or Rituals on
Funeral

(1989), or Rituals on Memorial

(1990). 2

The latter two

are used in special occasions such as funeral and memorial
service.

Among non-Christian informants, about 60.3-62.2 percent

of them participated in this practice "under any condition"
About 30.0-34 6 percent of them participated "under special
consideration"
practice.

Only 5.1-7.8 percent of them avoided this

We may say that this practice is neutral for most

Christians, while it is fully accepted by non-Christians.

A markedly different result arises between "pray for
deceased ancestors" and "pray to deceased ancestors" for
Christian informants.

More than two times (61.1 percent) the

number of Christian informants refused to participate in the
practice when compared to the question of "pray for deceased
ancestors"

It is worth noting that 30.5 percent of them

participated in this practice.
of them are laity;

Among the forty cases, twenty-one

eighteen are non-professional Christians such

as elder (one), deacons

(seven), Sunday school teachers (four),

small group leaders (three), seminarians (two), and counsellor
(one); and one is a professional Christian (a Mother Superior of
a convent).

Here, 61.1 percent of Christian informants

considered "praying to deceased ancestors" to be idolatrous
according to the teaching of the Bible.

However, 30.5 percent of

them did not consider it idolatrous, among which nearly 15
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percent of them were co-workers of various churches.

This result

is hard to explain.
Besides this, a significant difference lies between
Christian and non-Christian informants in this question.

Only

8.9 and 9.0 percent of "popular religions" and "no religion"
informants avoided this practice.

There were 48.9 percent of

"popular religions" and 52.5 percent of "no religion" informants
who participated in this practice "in any case"

Nearly 40

percent of non-Christian informants said they would participate
"under special consideration"

This indicates tpat to "pray to

deceased ancestors" is acceptable to non-Christians while it is
unacceptable to most Christians
When responding by education level, the result in Table 3
reveals that informants with higher education tended to avoid
praying to deceased ancestors.

But more than three times the

numbers of those at elementary educational level (52.6 percent)
participated in the practice "in any case"

Only 15.8 percent of

them avoided participating in the practice.
Questions 23/24-26/27 sought to understand the personal
involvement in the rituals in households.

There is a significant

difference between Christian and non-Christian informants
concerning attendance at family memorials on deathday
anniversaries.

About 79.4 percent of Christian informants

participated "at all times" and 18.3 percent of them would
participate with "special consideration"

This indicates that

most Christian informants accepted it as an appropriate way to
express their veneration for ancestors.

However, for non-
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Christian informants the acceptability of the family memorial is
lower than that of Christians.

There were 45.6 percent of

"popular religions" and 50.0 percent of "no religion" informants
who expressed their participation in the family memorials "under
any condition"

Nearly 40 percent of them participated "under

special consideration", while 15.5 percent and 10.3 percent of
them, respectively, avoided the family memorial.

This likely

reflects secularity as a major factor for non-Christians.

One of

the informants told me that he will not hold family memorials not
because he had no filial heart to do that, but because the ritual
is too tedious
In Question 24/25 most Christian respondents also considered
keeping family genealogy with names/deeds of ancestors as an
appropriate way to honor one's ancestors.

In the survey

analysis, 75.4 percent of them said they would keep family
genealogies of ancestors "in any case" [Table 2]
percent of them avoided this act.

Only 7 7

To non-Christian respondents,

only 4.5 percent of "popular religions" and 6.4 percent of "no
religion" respondents avoided keeping family genealogy of
ancestors, while 50 6 percent and 57 7 percent of them
respectively expressed positive participation.

This result

indicates that keeping family genealogy of one's ancestors is
more acceptable for non-Christian informants than that of holding
a family memorial on a deathday anniversary .
In Question 25/26, less than 20 percent of non-Christian
informants avoided making family tree wall hangings to perpetuate
memory, and 24.6 percent of Christian respondents expressed the
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same attitude.

However, 43.9 percent of Christian respondents

participated "at all times", and 31.5 percent of them would
participate "under special consideration"

Overall, most

Christian informants considered this activity acceptable, and so
did the non-Christians.

This survey result for Christian

respondents is significantly different from Hong Kong Christians
(Smith 1987:204-205)

In his research, Smith found that the item

which concerned making a family tree wall hanging was
questionable.

There were 63.4 percent of respondents who

participated "under special consideration", which Smith terms a
"neutral rating"

However, few respondents (only 6.4 percent)

considered it appropriate for Christians "under any
circumstance"

Therefore, he concluded that "apparently, then,

Baptists are not convinced that this proposed functional
substitute can be correctly distinguished from the traditional
ancestral shrine which houses the tablets."

The reason given was

that since "this type of commemorative device seems to evoke
images of popular deities, one would expect resistence in the
churches against its serious advocacy" (1987:205)

Fortunately,

this reason seems not to be a serious problem among most
Christians in Taiwan.
The Question 26/27, regarding wearing a locket with parents'
picture in it, when compared to the last question seems less
acceptable for Christians in Taiwan.

However, the same activity

for Hong Kong Christians is much more acceptable (1987:312)
is nearly the same result for non-Christian respondents in
Taiwan.

Most non-Christians give it a neutral rating.

It
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The last question in Table 12 was designed especially to
discern Christian practices.

When asked about "erecting a family

altar with Bible, verses, etc.," the majority of church attendees
of "four times a month" responded they would participate "in any
case"

This indicates that most Christian respondents identified

with the practice of erecting a family altar
of them denied the practice.

But 25.2 percent

One of the respondents said, "It is

a similar act to idol worship."
In summary, the major objective of the practices survey
analysis was to determine how Taiwan Christians and nonChristians rate a number of ancestor-related practices

Among

the thirteen items selected, nine were from traditional ancestral
rites and the remaining five were functional sustitutes proposed
by Chinese Christians.

Respondents indicated whether they

considered each item acceptable, neutral, or idolatrous.

The

acceptable designation applied to those items which were
appropriate for informants "under any c o ndition"

Neutral

practices means informants could participate "according to their
personal tastes"

They were instructed to mark a practice

idolatrous if they believe that they should avoid it "under any
circumstance"
Table 13 (which will appear in Chapter 9) lists the
practices deemed acceptable, neutral, and idolatrous by
Christians and non-Christians in Taiwan.

We demarcate the

percentages of those who avoided participation in these
practices: which below 10 percent of the sample considered these
customs acceptable; which between 10 percent and 30 percent
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considered them neutral; and which higher than 30 percent looked
on them as idolatrous.
Several points of similarity and difference appear in the
Table 13 between Christians and non-Christians.

First, the

custom of placing flowers on graves, meditating before ancestor's
picture, wearing appropriate mourning cloth, and keeping family
genealogy were all acceptable to by both Christians and nonChristians.

Holding a family memorial was considered most

acceptable by Christians, while it is considered neutral by nonChristians.

This consensus means that pastors and theologians

may confidently encourage these commemorative acts without
worrying about a serious negative reaction from either church
members or non-Christians, nor from those involved in "popular
religions" or having "no religion" convictions
Second, the practice of bowing before the coffin at
funerals, praying for deceased loved ones, making a family tree
wall hanging, and wearing a locket with parents' picture were
considered neutral by Christians .

It is worth noting that the

latter two commemorative acts were not as acceptable as holding a
family memorial and keeping family genealogy to their deceased
ancestors, similar to non-Christians.

The reason may be they are

much more Westernized than indigenous customs.

The data implies

the necessity to design an acceptable substitute for traditional
rites without creating a sense of unfamiliarity for Chinese at
large.
Third, the traditional rites such as placing fruit or food
on grave, praying to deceased ancestors, offering incense to the
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dead, and burning mock paper money or objects were considered
idolatrous by most Christian informants, while they were
acceptable or neutral practices respectively for non-Christian
respondents.

These rites are perceived to be vital elements in

the beliefs of ancestor worship.

The data shows that the more

the rite is perceived to be a vital element in the ancestral
practices, the less the Christian participates in it.

Summary
The interview schedules give us much information about
current belief, attitude, and practices of Taiwan Chinese toward
ancestor practices.

The primary motive among Taiwan Chinese who

worship their ancestors is to express gratitude toward the
originators and recall the beginnings.
mingle it with religious motive.

People of low education

Sacrifices are not offered to

evil spirits in the mind of most Taiwan Chinese.
the Christians deem it is made to evil spirits.

Yet a few of
More than 50

percent of non-Christians still believe that feng-shui is capable
of affecting the fortune of the living

About 26 percent of non-

Christians believe that the power of ancestors can affect the
living for blessings and punishment which provided force for
people as motives of worship.
Several interview findings are interesting.

For instance,

43-66 percent of people seem to have no prejudice against
Christian faith attributed to ancestor practices which is
inconsistent with Christian presumed understanding.

At least 63

percent of respondents are highly automonous in conversion!

Such
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findings encourage us since the practices that Christian Chinese
presumed seem not to be so inviolable.
The interview schedules also reflect several valuable things
for formulating Christian alternatives.

They remind church

leaders need to seize opportunities on special occasions to
instruct Christians about how to respond to ancestor practices.
But the important thing for the church in Taiwan is that the
clergy, theologians, missiologists, and laity need to work
together to reach an agreement on how to formulate the
alternatives rather than randomly and independently formulating
their own practices.

In fact, the interview data reveal that the

majority of Christians respect their culture and are willing to
d o ever y thing possible to honor their ancestors .

•
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Notes
1. Essentially the May Fourth movement has been taking place in
intellectual circles, particularly those associated with Peking
National University (PNU)
Three of the best known leaders
involved in the attempt to change the philosophical foundation of
national life, and in the process change PNU from a stuffy
stepping stone to government position to a place of dynamic
learning, were Chancellor Tsai Yuan-pei, educated in Germany, Hu
Shih, educated in the United States, and Chen Tu-hsiu, who was
educated in France. This movement, which has been variously
described as the New Cultural Movement, had begun with students
who had completed a traditional education in the Chinese classics
with further education in the West. They returned to China
determined to create change. They were determined that China
should be modern, but still herself. With these men the search
for a new modern China, a new self-identity intensified. The
purpose of this movement was to stimulate the intellectual
leaders to search for a means to overcome China's humiliation and
backwardness.
Part of the process was political: an organized
boycott of Japanese goods, strikes in Japanese owned factories,
or demonstrations at government institutions or at the homes of
officials
Another part was the intellectual reappraisal of
China's position, the reasons for it, and possible means of
alleviating it.
Consult Katherine K. Reist (1983:40-68) and
Jonathan Tien-en Chao (1986:95-134)
2 Three books have been published by
Bishops Conference
They are Missale
Funeral, and Rituals on Memorial.
In
five places concerning prayer for the
translates one of them as follows:

the Chinese Regional
Romanum, Rituals on
Missale Romanum, there are
deceased. The writer

o Lord, please remember our ancestors and your servant (or
maid servant) so and so. They left us with faith and now
are sleeping and resting.
o

Lord, we ask you allowing them and those who rested and
slept in your bosom to enter the heavenly country of eternal
blessings, bright, and peace.
In Christ's name we pray Amen.
(Chiese Reginal Bishop Conference 1984:49)
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CHAPTER 7
Towards a Chinese Christian Theology of Ancestors

The "Chinese Rites controversy" of seventeenth century China
was provoked by the actions [contextualized Christian practices]
of Father Matteo Ricci.

The extent of the debate that ensued

illustrates how important ancestors are to the Chinese and their
posterity

Good Christians are often seen as "backsliding" in

times of crisis, re-establishing contact with ancestors they
know, with whom they feel they have strong ties, and who are
within their reach.

The reason why the Chinese so faithfully

stick to worshipping/venerating their ancestors may be out of
fear, but most of them do this for ethical reasons--filial piety.
In the ritual they remember their deceased ancestors, express
their filial piety beyond the grave--showing to those who are
gone the same reverence and devotion that was their due in life.
Ancestor worship signifies that family ties are not broken by
death: the souls of the deceased as well as the living are all
links in an endless family chain.

Hence there arises that sense

of perpeptual communion with the souls, the feeling of their
nearness and continued interest.
Therefore these three domains of ancestor practices (filial
piety, soul, and funeral) which we studied in earlier chapters
have proved to be adequate starting points for biblical
reflection and contextualization.
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This chapter tries to make a response to the previous
issues

The purpose for it is not simply to solve a mission

problem but also to construct a Chinese theology of ancestors by
which a solid foundation in contextualizing the gospel would be
possible.
To reach the purpose the research methodology of this
/

chapter will proceed under the guidance of Hiebert's model.

That

is, to begin by gathering information about the old (done already
in Chapters 3-5), then study biblical teachings about the three
domains, and evaluate the Chinese beliefs or rituals in the light
of biblical teachings and then theologize from the Chinese
perspective.

Biblical Teachings Concerning Filial Piety
In the interview schedule, 95 percent of Christians and 79
percent of non-Christians answered Question 1 related to the
motive for involvement in ancestor practices by clearly
signifying the concern of expressing gratitude toward the
originators and adhering to Chinese traditions.

So the issue for

Chinese is evident, "What is the attitude of a Chinese Christian
toward his or her roots?"

"Does a Christian honor both his or

her living parents and departed ancestors?

How?"

In this section I will answer these question by exegeting
,

passages in the Bible that are relevant to the issue of filial
piety. the first domain of ancestor practices.

From the exegesis

I will evaluate Chinese filial piety and then construct a
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contextualized theology which speaks to the issue of filial
piety ~

Filial Piety in the Old Testament
Filial piety is considered an extremely important virtue in
the Old Testament, though this is rather overlooked by most
people.
The Pentateuch: The Pentateuch is full of genealogical
materials.

For instance, the texts in Genesis 5:1-32, 10:1-32,

11:10-32, 25:1-19, 36:1-43, 49:1-33; Exodus 6:14-25; Numbers 2:134, 3:1-39, 26:1-65; and Deuteronomy 33:1-29 reveal a reflection
of Israel's natural and cultural concern to acknowledge its
origin.

The genealogical lists also show the strong influence of

family relationship over one's life.
Furthermore, the Pentateuch offers the clearest biblical
basis for filial piety

Several texts demonstrate this.

The

fifth commandment in the Decalogue (Exodus 20:12) and its
\

application in Leviticus 19 expound the importance placed on the
centrality of the parents.

Honoring parents (which is hsiao-chin

in Chinese version) is one of the only two commandments in the
Decalogue, besides the Sabbath, formulated

positively ~

However,

unlike the latter, it is furnished not with a reason but with a
promise.

Chea, Dean of Trinity Theological College, Singapore

says:
The fifth obligation stands in-between the first four socalled man's Godward commandments and the last five man's
social and communal responsibilities. Wolff suggests that
it "can be linked with the parents' task to tell of Yahweh's
saving acts"
It can be even argued more specifically that
parents not only represent and exercise Yahweh's sovereignty
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in the giving (birth) of life to children.
In relating to
their children in a personal and covenantal relationship,
the children corne to learn to honour their parents not
through making idols or images, nor taking their parents'
name in vain.
In observing the Sabbath, the parents
inculcate in their children their dependence on God for
one's life.
(Chea 1991:46)
Two points in Chea's comments emerge: First, parents
and exercise Yahweh's sovereignty.
position in familial life.

rep~~~~ nt

Hence, parents have special

"Each of you must respect his mother

and father, and you must observe my Sabbath" (Leviticus 19:3)
Here to respect parents is tantamount to observing the Lord's
Sabbath.

"Rise in the presence of the aged, show respect for the

elderly and revere your God"

(Lev

19:32)

Again, respect of the

parents is mentioned at the same time with reverence of God.
However, it does not encourage blind filialness which take
parents to be infallible.

Hence, the s e cond point is that

parents should inculcate in their children dependence on God in
observing the Sabbath.

This means that filialness to the earthly

parents must be observed under the will of the heavenly Father.
Likewise the Pentateuch also warns against those who offend
their parents such as attacking or cursing of one's parents.
Severe punishments are imposed on disobedient children.

"Anyone

who attacks his father or his mother must be put to death.
Anyone who curses his father or his mother must be put to death"
(Exodus 21:15, 17)
20:9.

The similar text also appears in Leviticus

Thus both Exodus 20:12 and 21:15, 17 set the option before

us as a solemn life-and-death alternative.

That is, there is a

kind of life toward parents which leads to death, and there is a
kind of life toward parents which leads to prolonged life.
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Wisdom Li teratur.e--: Proverbs, one of the books of Wisdom
Literature, is described as "a good indication of the
pervasiveness of FP [filial piety] in the everyday lives of the
Israelites"

(Chea 1991:46)

This is due to Proverbs which are

"canonically structured and expressed in the context of 'family'
relationship and education where values and traditions are taught
and passed on"

(Chea 1991:47)

So it is full of teachings about

how children should honour and be filial to parents because of
all they have done in their lives.
In his commentary, Derek Kidner suggests that Chapters 1-9
form the theological introduction and framework to the Book of
Proverbs

(1964:22-25)

The key theme is that "The fear of the

Lord is the beginning of knowledge.

" (1:7; 9:10)

But

obviously, Solomon sets wisdom teachings in a familial context,
"Hear, my son, your father's instruction, and reject not your
mother's teaching; for they are a fair garland for your head, and
pendants for your neck"

(1:8-9); "Listen, my sons, to a father's

instruction; pay attention and gain understanding"

(4:1)

As

Chea well comments: "These are not without an eye to educate the
young in the virtues and secrets of a happy family and life"
(1991:47)

Indeed, a happy family in which the "father is

compassionate and sons filial"

(proverb from Chinese Classics,

The Great Learning) ensures that the values and traditions are
taught and passed on.
Thus filial piety in Wisdom teachings stresses that
children's reverence and obedience to parental instructions is
expected by parents as the proper and successful way of living in
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life.

The main thrust of wisdom thought, however, lies not in

the mere occupation of successful living but in "the fear of the
Lord

~s

the beginning of wisdom, and knowledge of the Holy one is

understanding"

(Proverbs 9:10)

support this idea.

Other texts from Ecclesiastes

"Be happy, young man, while you are young,

and let your heart give you joy in the days of your youth . . but
know that for all these things God will bring you to judgment"
(Eccl. 11:9); "Remember your Creator in the days of your
youth.

"(Eccl

12:1); and "Now all has been heard; here is the

conclusion of the matter: Fear God and keep his commandments, for
this is the whole duty of man"

(Eccl. 12:13)

So the filial duty

of a son or daughter does not merely rest on hearing and obeying
the teachings of earthly parents, but also on transcending to the
fear of the Lord and keeping his commandments.
Filial Piety in the New Testament
In Jesus' teachings, such as Matthew 15:1-6, Mark 7:1-13,
and Luke 18:18-21, he rebukes the hypocrisy of the Pharisees,
revealing to us some important implications for filial piety First, Jesus supports and reaffirms the Decalogue which teaches
respect to parents.

Chea says: "Jesus based his rebuke on the

specific commandment in the Decalogue which gives a divine
sanction to filial piety in the moral sense of the concept"
(1991:43)

This indicates the importance he placed on the issue.

Second, Jesus is asserting indeed that in this case honor of
parents is more important than the command to honor vows--Corban
(Hebrew term, it is a gift given to God so that the giver might
be closer to God)

Not even a religious tradition which is meant
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to honour God can be used to neglect one's proper duties to
parents thus "making void the word of God"

David Garland

comments: "One cannot elude God's commands by resorting to shrewd
legal loopholes"

(1996:274)

How dare an unwritten tradition

like Corban be observed more than the written law like honoring
parents!
This thus brings a third implication: Filial piety from
Jesus' point of view needs to be expressed with actions.

The

actions for filial piety are more than showing parents respect.
It also requires providing them with physical necessities

In

the case example, honoring parents in the positive sense means to
furnish parents with physical necessities.

In the negative sense

it means never do evil against one's father and one's mother such
as cursing or attacking them.
In Jesus' life we also observe that he took actions to
express filial piety-

In his early childhood (when he was twelve

years old) Jesus, the Son of God, was obedient to his earthly
parents even though they did not know what he was saying (Luke
2:51)

"Why were you searching for me?

be in my Father's house?"

(Luke 2:49)

Didn't you know I had to
But later, he went down

to Nazareth with them and was obedient to them.
example, filial piety means to obey one's parents

In the case
The

incarnated glorious God, Jesus, sets a good example for us
Moreover, his filial love for his mother lasted up to the
very end of his life on earth.

We may recall his words spoken

from the Cross to his mother: "Dear woman, here is your son," and
to John, "Here is your mother"

(John 19:26-27)

The real meaning
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of this episode is that Jesus was caring for his mother and thus
fulfilling the Old Testament commandment to "honor your father
and your mother"

Here, we see that filial piety is a God-given

obligation, and that obligation does not cease even though one
should come of age or move far from them or die before they do.
In the Apostle Paul's teaching, filial piety is also
stressed.

The promising texts are Ephesians 6:1-3 and Colossians

3:20.

Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right.
Honor your father and mother--which is the first commandment
with a promise--that it may go well with you and that you
may enjoy long life on the earth.
(Eph. 6:1-3)
Filial piety in Paul's point of view is to obey one's
parents.

It is consistent with Jesus' teachings and it also

reaffirms the Decalogue.
Lord.

But to obey here means to obey in the

Note the emphasis here; it is striking.

the Lord" means at least two things.
the child's obedience.

The phrase "in

First, there is a limit to

When a parent is not acting in the Lord

or contravening the will of God, he is not to be obeyed.

Second,

the phrase "in the Lord" also tells why the child is to obey his
parents.
them.

It is of the Lord; it pleases the Lord; therefore obey

Thus, filial piety is conditioned "in the Lord"
It sounds too harsh and is hard to understand.

Therefore,

Paul immediately explains the meaning in the following text:
"Fathers, do not exasperate your children; instead, bring them up
in the training and instruction of the Lord"

(Eph. 6:2)

Obviously, the Bible sees through the weakness of human nature.
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Parents are bound to be upset and irritate their children
sometimes.

Overcontrolling or undercontrolling a child is the

most common way to exasperate a child.

An inconsistent life in a

parent can also exasperate a child.
In summary, the biblical criteria of filial piety are: to
recall one's originators; to respect or honor one's parents;
never to offend one's parents with evil speaking or physical
attack; to hear and obey parents' instructions; to transcend to
the fear of the Lord and to keep his commandments; to furnish
with physical necessities; and to obey in the Lord.

Evaluation of Chinese Filial Piety
The doctrine of Chinese filial piety has far-reaching
influence in Chinese society

As has already been shown that

filial piety involves paying one's due respect, not only to one's
living parents, but also to the deceased and to remote ancestors.
It involves preserving one's body intact; to continue one's
lineage; to exhort parents; to continue parents' will; and to
commemorate one's parents.
Since the practice of filial piety connects with ancestor
worship, many Christians have been advised to avoid it.

So,

Chinese Christians have been misunderstood as having dishonored
their parents.

As this has happened all too often, it would be

useful if the idea and the practice of filial piety could be
evaluated from the new biblical understandings and then the
result used to make the final decision regarding the practices
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In this way one may resolve the debate by keeping the positive
legacy of one's culture which is consonant with the Bible.
First of all, to honor and respect one's living parents and
the deceased ancestors is the beginning of Chinese filial piety The Bible also emphasizes respect and honor of one's parents no
less than Chinese culture.

From the texts of the Decalogue and

the application of Leviticus, we can even say that the biblical
concept of filial piety carries not

onl~

a high degree of

practical responsibility, but also strong warnings and promises.
The purpose for both parties is the same.

The biblical concept

of filial piety. however, is theistic; while the Chinese concept
of filial piety is humanistic.

Both the end and the content of

the two concepts are different.
The marked feature of Chinese respect of parents is that it
extends to life after death.

Children must also pay their due

respect to the deceased parents or ancestors.

One of the

concrete expressions for this is to offer food, fruits, and
incense, etc.

The original purpose is to "express gratitude

toward the originators and recall the beginnings"

This is based

on the priciple of "the fountain of the water and the root of the
tree"

But unfortunately sometime later on, this rite developed

into seeking blessings and evading evils from ancestors
This seems never to have happened in the history of Israel.
Dr. Andrew Chiu, the Old Testament professor and President of
Concordia Theological Seminary in Hong Kong, shows that no
evidence of ancestor worship occurred in Israelite history -

He

says, "Questions might also be raised concerning funeral rites,
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steles over the tomb, and the leaders of the tribes being treated
like "gods" in Israel.
(1985:28)

Did this indicate ancestor worship?"

To answer the question he quotes from de Vaux's

assertion in Ancient Israel: Social Institution which relates to
the treatment of the dead,
These ceremonies were regarded as a duty that had to paid to
the dead, as an act of piety which was their due (1 Sam.
31:12-13; 2 Sam. 21:13-14; Tb. 1:17-19; Si. 7:33; 22:11-12)
For Children, these rites formed part of that duty to their
parents enjoined by the Decalogue. We conclude that the
dead were honored in a religious spirit, but that no cult
was paid to them.
(de Vaux 1965:7-9, cited in Chiu 1985:29)
Chiu then comments, "So even if we do concede that the Israelites
were monolatrists, there is no place for the assertion that even
at the early date there was ancestor worship in Israel"
(1985:30)
Two significant observations emerge here.

First,

appropriate ceremonies are needed and regarded as a duty to pay
to the dead in ancient Israel.

The implication for Chinese is

that when children honor their deceased with appropriate rituals
in a religious spirit without paying honor to them as
supernatural beings, this should not be considered as ancestor
worship.

Second, strict adherence to the First Commandment is a

safeguard from falling into the temptation of performing ancestor
worship.
So the biblical criterion of honoring and respecting one's
ancestors is both necessary and encouraged: To perform ancestor
practices without paying worship to the deceased and nor seeking
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blessings from ancestors.

This practice is both Christian

(biblical) and Chinese.
To preserve one's body intact is the other form of filial
piety

The Bible has a higher view on this point.

A man is

composed of a physical part (body) and immaterial part (soul),
but one must also preserve the soul if one wants to achieve a
perfect state.

We must turn our whole body and soul to God,

because man was created in God's own image (Gen. 1:26, 27), and
He has given man His Spirit (Gen. 2:7)

Paul says, "Present your

bodies a living and holy sacrifice, acceptable to God, which is
your spiritual service of worship"

(Rom. 12:1)

Men should not

only honor their earthly parents who gave them bodies, but they
also honor their heavenly Father who gave them life.

This is a

more perfect type of filial pietyIn a patrilineal family, the failure in obtaining a male
child means not only cessation of ancestor worship, but also
extinction of the ancestor's lifeline.

This had been considered

to be the gravest sin in traditional Chinese society

Even in

modern Taiwan, the desire to get a son still dominates people's
minds.
From the biblical perspective, we see life as the gift of
God.

Either the son or the daughter is bestowed by God.

Both of

them are created equally and bear the image of God and, therefore
possess the same infinite worth and dignity.

In fact, the Bible

emphasizes more to hold fast to the commandments of God than to
have sons and daughters.

For instance, in the Book of Isaiah,

the Lord comforts those who have no child like this:
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And let not any eunuch complain, "I am only a dry tree."
For this is what the Lord says: To the eunuchs who keep my
Sabbaths, who choose what pleases me and hold fast to my
covenant--to them I will give them an everlasting name that
will not be cut off
(Isaiah 56:3b-4)
Chinese want to continue one's lineage by a male-oriented
biological chain and thus often blame those women who cannot bear
the male-posterity -

But from the biblical persective, we see

that God even comforts eunuchs and gives them eternal names which
is better than the earthly name.

What the Chinese wants to

continue his name from generation to generation is genuinely
fulfilled by the biblical way
Honoring parents does not mean blind obedience.
parents is also a Chinese way to fulfill filial piety

Admonishing
This is

The biblical way of filial

consistent with biblical teaching

piety is centered around the Word of God and is based on the
principles of the Bible.
obedience.

This is true filial piety, not blind

Tsang-Tsu, one of the great Confucius' students said:

"Help parents with Dao."

That means to help parents enter the

truth that is the true filial piety

The genuine truth is not

Lao-Tze's Dao but the Word of God.
Chinese filial piety does not merely contain a physical
dimension but also a spiritual dimension.
will is the spiritual duty of filial pietyancestors' virtues and merits

To continue parents'
It means to continue

(The Book of Chou, Bk. VIII

The

Charge to the Viscount of Wei, verse 1, Legge 1960a, 111:376)

This spiritual dimension about filial piety is indeed the true
meaning of the biblical concept.

In the time of the New
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Testament, Jesus also taught Pharisees who were the real
descendants of Abraham when Pharisees traced their ancestry to
Abraham.

He said, "If you were Abraham's children then you would

do the things Abraham did"

(John 8:39b)

Obviously. Jesus

emphasizes the spiritual ancestry more than physical ancestry .
What Abraham did was that he ran to the Lord and entreated him to
come to his tent (Gen. 18:1-8)

Literally speaking, Abraham's

virtue is that he welcome the Lord!
He did what the Lord asked him to do.

Invite him into his life.
In other words, the

biblical filial piety is to continue the heavenly Father's will,
to "hold to his teaching"

(John 8:31), and to "do his will"

(John

9:31)
From the ancient Chinese filial piety, is serving one's
parents actually impelled, not merely while they were living but
also after they were dead?

To commemorate one's parents means to

sacrifice to one's deceased parents.

But Confucius' main concern

was with the continued remembrance of the ancestors rather than
with the worship of them as deities.

In other words, he was more

concerned about maintaining the continuity of the tradition and
solidarity with the forefathers than about appeasing them with
extravagent offerings with a view to obtaining their protection
and blessings.
The remembrance in the Bible refers mainly to remember the
wonders, the miracles God has done, the judgments [his words] he
pronounced (Psalms 77:10-11; 105:5), and remember his name
(Exodus 3:15; Psalms 102:12; 135:13)

It refers seldom to

remembering one's parents explicitly.

Nevertheless, the
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remembrance never excludes the possibility of honoring one's
deceased parents by talking about and speaking of their virtues.
What kind of their virtues can we commemorate?

It is their

faithfulness to the Lord, their keeping the words of God, and
their doing his will that we should remember

So, Exodus 3:15,

16 can be the Lord's comment to the issue of remembrance.

"The

Lord, the God of your fathers--the God of Abraham, the God of
Isaac and the God of Jacob--has sent me to you."

It is through

remembrance and meditation of the God of Abraham, the God of
Isaac and the God of Jacob that the God of Abraham, the God of
Isaac and the God of Jacob should become our personal God; and
their faithfulness to God and God's word should become our
faithfulness, too.
Besides the above evaluation, Rev
of note.

Ho's critique is worthy

The first weakness he makes is:

The object of filial piety is human and not divine, and in
this way man becomes the ultimate core of things; the
command of the parents becomes as inviolable as "the will of
God"
(1961: 56)
Ho's consideration is noted.

Because the concept of filial piety

in traditional China tended to demand that a person totally
abandoned his or her own personality and submitted to the father
and the ruler

"If the ruler requires that the subject die, for

the subject not to die is unloyal; if the father requires that
the son die, for the son not to die is unfilial."

This is

criticized as "no human emotion in this, just cruel domination
where the will of the father or ruler must be obeyed"

(Zi Zhu
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1989:79)

To practice filial piety one needs to know the defect

and avoid it.
The second weakness of Chinese filial piety is in its
provincialism and nepotism.

Rev- Ho says,

As to the transition from filial piety to jen, human
goodness, the only basis is that of blood relationship.
Hence the Chinese extend their filial piety gradually in
wider circles through this blood relationship, and all sorts
of distinctions arise between near and far relatives, and
close or superficial acquaintances, unconsciously forming a
great number of barriers.
(1961: 56)
Yu-Tang Lin, in his book, My Country and My People, pointed
out, the Chinese "are family-minded, not social-minded, and the
family mind is only a form of magnified selfishness"
659)

(1963[1935]

The result of this mindset is nepotism and the lack of

"the Samaritan virtue."
The Bible stresses the importance of family too, but it
calls for a wider view, and for the acceptance of responsibility
far beyond the narrow limits of the blood relationship.

Indeed,

this is precisely the final goal of Confucian ethics (Analects,
Ch. 6, Legge 1960d:140)

The family is the starting point of

Confucian ethics, but its end is to extend the love for the
family to include the love for all.

But why do many scholars

criticize the Chinese filial piety?

What is the gap between the

Chinese ideal and its real situation?

I think the reason lies in

the fact that man is egoistic and is not capable of loving others
by himself

Man's love for others is motivated necessarily by

God's love revealed in Jesus Christ.
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The third weakness is in its overemphasis on the authority
of the father and ruler.

Rev

Ho says,

In the family the father is the centre, but in the state it
is the ruler, for the world is basically one family and thus
the ruler, the "son of heaven" is the common father of the
people.
Hence, the people are called his children, and the
ruler the father of the people.
So also can the "father be
equated to heaven"
.whereby the father and the ruler take
the place of heaven and God.
(1961:56)
This defect is the consequence of the first point.

Over the

history of Chinese, the virtue of filial piety was often
emphasized and taken advantage of by the ruler to control the
state.

The Chinese common saying, "royal subordinates will

certainly come from the families of filial son", confirmed the
principle of how the rulers employed people.

Since the authority

of father was so overemphasized that it led to the consequence of
"father could be equated to heaven."

Once the thought entered

into politics, it tended to develop into the policy to keep the
people in ignorance under a dictatorship.

The purpose of it was

to stabilize the society and state in order to prevent
revolution.

Once the thought entered into feudal society, the

parental and ruler authority was absolutized.

Their instructions

and commands must be obeyed whether it is wrong or right.

This

certainly affects the spread of the gospel

Chinese Theology of Filial Piety
A local theology always arises from a local controversial
issue.

To construct Chinese theology of filial piety one needs

to ask,

"What is the controversial issue of filial piety?"

We
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are about to answer the question by basing it on the historical
study as well as the interview research.

The first element of

filial piety in the historical study is "to pay one's due respect
not only to one's living parents but also to the deceased"
are indispensable elements to Chinese.

Both

In using the interview

schedule, when asked, "What is the most prominent motive to
worship ancestors?"

Almost 95 percent of Christians, 52.2

percent of those who believe in popular religions, and 51.3
percent of those who have no religion answered "to express
gratitude toward the originators and recall the beginnings"
[Table 2]

So, the real issue for Chinese regarding filial piety

is, "Why do Christians not perform filial piety to their deceased
parents?" or "Why do Chinese not pay their due respect or
remembrance to their ancestors [their originators and their
beginnings]?"
Filial piety to Chinese then extends from living parents to
deceased ancestors or the originators of one's family line.
Therefore, Chinese theology of filial piety must be constructed
on the issue, "Who is our real originator or beginner?
neglect him?"

Can we

Or "Can we be called a filial son by merely paying

the due respect to our deceased parents [one generation only]
without paying the due respect to the deceased more than one
generation? or the real originator?"

The following section will

construct such a theologyGod the Father as the Common Father of Human Beings
In the Pentateuch, God is always connected with the
ancestors of the Israelites

The promising texts which address
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God as "the God of your .father" or "the God of your fathers" are
Genesis 28:13, Exodus 3:6, 15, 16; 4:5.
called "father"

For instance, "I am a father to Israel, and

Ephraim is my first-born"
Is he my darling child?
do remember him still.
31:20)

In the Prophets, God is

(Jer. 31:9)

"Is Ephraim my dear son?

For as often as I speak against him, I
Therefore, my heart yearns for him"

(Jer

These te x ts describe his faithfulness, love, and

discipline.
In the New Testament, God is described directly as father
through the revelation of Jesus.
address God as "your (our)

The promising texts which

Father in heaven" are in Matthew 5:16,

45, 48; 6:1, 9, 14, 15, 26, 32; 7:11; and "your Father" are in
Matthew 6:4, 6, 18.
on Jesus.

Here, God is the Father of those who believe

These texts describe his goodness, mercifulness,

forgiveness, and providence.
Paul extends the concept of fatherhood to humankind.

When

traveling to Athens, he was distressed to see that the city was
full of idols.

To bridge the gospel for them, he said,

As some of your own poets have said, "We are his offspring "
Therefore since we are God's offspring, we should not think
that the divine being is like gold or silver or stone--an
image made by man's design and skill" (Acts 17: 2 8b- 2 9)
The Chinese have the same platitude: "We are heaven's
offspring"

This indicates that glimmerings of truth, insights

from general revelation, may be found in non-Christian fields.
Of course, in stating that "we are his/heaven's offspring," the
Greek and the Chinese do not mean that it is the identical God
with the Christians.

But is it right that all human beings are
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God's offspring?

Yes, it is.

Although in selection terms, God

is the father to Israel; in redemption terms, God is the Father
only of those who are in Christ and we are his children only by
adoption and grace; yet in creation terms; God is the Father of
all humankind and all are his offspring, his creatures, receiving
their life from him.
As we respect and honor our parents on earth, then how can
we neglect the Father, the true originator of human beings, in
heaven.

If we do so, we are not genuinely filial sons.

In fact,

the concept of "trace originator" in Chinese filial piety implies
the searching for the human Origin rather than merely one's own
ancestors, as well as worshipping of the Origin rather than one's
own ancestors.

Chinese Christians do pay their due respect not

only to their ancestors but also to the human originator, the
common Father of human beings.

They do perform filial piety to

their deceased parents not in the form of popular religions but
in the form chosen by Chinese Christians

The form used by

Chinese Christians, according to biblical teaching [no gods but
God], emphasizes remembrance rather than food-offering, etc.
Since God is the father of all humankind, all people, being
in the family of our common Father, are brothers and sisters

No

room exists then for distinctions of blood relationship, and thus
the deficiencies of filial piety which originated in this stress
on blood relationship can be eliminated.

Since God is our common

heavenly Father, all, without distinction--between father and son
or ruler and people--must walk in obedience to him.

In this way

the totalitarian concept can be eliminated as well.

The way of
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being filial to parents must be founded in making the will of our
heavenly Father our own.
Such a view of filial piety is essentially theocentric,
rather than anthropocentric.

Both the theocentric view and the

anthropocentric view equally stress honoring father and mother
However, the theocentric view is superior to and broader than the
anthropocentric view and is suited to correct the anthropocentric
view of filial piety in such a way that its essence is preserved
without the accretions.
Jesus as the Filial Son to His Heavenly Father
God is not only the common Father of human beings, the
Father of Israel, but also the Father of Jesus.
the only begotten Son of the eternal God.
eternity-

He says, "My Father"

Jesus Christ is

He was born in

Indeed, the great truth was

revealed by Jesus in his life on earth.

His great claim,

however, could not be accepted by his contemporary priests and
Pharisees.

How can a sole God have a Son?

But the great truth

was claimed by him no less than 170 times in the gospels
(Hamerton-Kelly 1979:20)
Jeremias mentions the uniqueness of the only begotten Son.

He

says:
he [Jesus] was referring not to a familiarity and intimacy
with God available to anyone, but to a unique revelation
which was bestowed upon him.
He based his authority on the
fact that God has graciously endowed him with the full
revelation, revealing himself to him as only a father can
reveal himself to his son.
(1971[1965] :26-27)
Such unique revelation is shown particularly in his prayer
life.

According to Mark, when Jesus prayed in the garden of
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Gethsemane, he called God "Abba, Father"

(Mark 14:36)

Since

Abba was Aramaic, Jesus' mother tongue, scholars assume that it

was the most frequent name Jesus used in his prayers (Jeremias
1971[1965] :66; Schi11ebeeckx 1979:259; Yu 1989:501)
Schil1ebeeckx discovered that the most frequent invocation, Abba,
in Jesus' prayers can nowhere be found in rabbinical literature
and in the prayers of Judaism (1979:259)
In Jesus' time, Abba conveyed four different meanings:
first, it was a secular term for one's earthly father for the Jew
suggested in particular paternal authority (Schillebeeckx
1979:262)

The father was the one charged with complete

authority, and the children were duty bound to obey him and treat
him with piety -

There was no contending with the father's

authority in Judaism.

As in the ancient Chinese family; the

father was the focus of the entire

fa~ily,

everything revolved

around him, and through his person a community was formed.
Second, everything of the father's was also the son's, and vice
versa (1979:262)

This can be reflected by the parable of the

elder brother of the Prodigal Son (Luke 15:11-32) and Jesus'
prayer: "What is mine is yours, yours is mine"

(John 17:10)

Third, a father also acted as a teacher (1979:262)

This was

especially emphasized in the wisdom literature such as the son's
"being instructed by the father"

(Proverb 1:8; 6:20; 10:1)

son received "the teaching of the father"
5:1; 7:1)

The

(Proverb 2:1; 3:1; 4:1;

And a father's instruction cannot be forsaken

(Proverb 4:1-2)

Fourth, from the time of a son's legal age (at

thirteen), reverence for the father remained operative until
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death, and even beyond, because for a year after his father's
death a son had to offer sacrifices on his behalf (1979:262)
Therefore, being a son meant "belonging to" his father; and one
demonstrated this sonship by carrying out the father's
instructions.

Schillebeeckx therefore says:

Thus the son receives everything from the father
As
failure to comply with the father's will is tantamount to
rejecting the Torah or Law, this afforded a connection
between obeying one's father and obedience to God.
The son
also receives from the father's missions, tasks which in the
name of his father he has to make his own.
(1979:263)
From this understanding we realize that Jesus is indeed the
filial Son of his heavenly Father, who always made his Father's
will the sole purpose of his earthly life.

For instance, he

expresses naturally the very core of his religious life: "My food
is to do the will of him who sent me and to finish his work"
(John 4:34); "By myself I can do nothing.

for I seek not to

please myself but him who sent me" (John 5:30);

"I have

come . . not to do my own will, but the will of him who sent me"
(John 6:38); "My teaching is not my own.
sent me"

It comes from him who

(John 7:16); "Not my will, but your will, Father"

22:42; Matthew 26:42)

(Luke

This is simply applying the familial

Jewish concept of father and son to the relationship of Jesus
towards God.
Such religious experience of deep intimacy with God made
Jesus put his trust in his Father, seeking his Father's will
before every ministry, and by willing obedience fulfill his
Father's redemptive will.

The filial Son glorified his heavenly
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Father through his radical obedience.

Therefore, God the Father

not only raised him from death, but also "highly exalted him and
bestowed on him the name which is above every name, that at the
name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth, and
every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of
God the Father"

(Philipians 2:9-10)

Jesus as a Filial Son to His Earthly Parents
Jesus is not only the filial Son of his heavenly Father but
also a filial son to his earthly parents.
We may re-examine the life of Christ on earth from his
teaching and his behavior.

Jesus once rebuked some Pharisees and

teachers of the law about his disciples' breaking the tradition
of the elders.

He said:

Why do you break the command of God for the sake of your
tradition? For God said, "Honor your father and mother" and
"Anyone who curses his father or mother must be put to
death." But you say that if a man says to his father or
mother, "Whatever help you might otherwise have received
from me is a gift devoted to God," he is not to honor his
father with it. Thus you nullify the word of God for the
sake of your tradition.
You hypocrites!
(Matthew 15:3-7a)
A similar Scripture is recorded in Mark 7:10-12

Here Jesus

denounces those who would attempt to evade their responsibilities
to their parents

He supports and reaffirms the command of God

which teaches respect and support to parents.

There is no reason

in Jesus' mind to replace the command of God--honor your father
and mother with the tradition of elders.

To honor one's parents

means to respect and to offer to meet the needs of parents.
is coincident with the concept of the Chinese filial piety.

This
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Besides, Paul was inspired by the Spirit of Jesus to exhort
children to obey their parents in the Lord.
right."

He says, "for it is

In order to encourage Christians to do that, he says,

"Honor your father and mother--which is the first commandment
with a promise--that it may go well with you and that you may
enjoy long life on the earth" (Ephesians 6:2-3)

One of the

rules for a Christian household is "to obey your parents in
everything, for this pleases the Lord" (Colossians 3:20)

That

is, when children serve their parents in reverence and obedience,
they are indeed serving and glorifying God.
Like Confucianism, the honor of parents and obedience to
parents are not overlooked in Christianity at all.

But one needs

to know the difference that makes Christianity unique.

The

significant difference between Confucianism and Christianity
concerning filial piety is that "while the Confucianist expresses
his greatest love for the human originators (earthly fathers),
the Christian expresses his absolute love for the ultimate
Creator (Heavenly Father)"

(T

Lin 1972:47)

In other words, a

Confucianist's filial piety is human-oriented; while a
Christian's is God-oriented.
The other significant difference that makes Christianity
unique is that there are situations in which there is the
necessity of breaking family ties when they interfere with the
wider and higher requirements of the kingdom of God.

This is

what Kierkegaard calls "the theological suspension of the
ethical"

(T. Lin 1972:48)

viewpoint.

He says:

Jesus' teaching fully expresses the
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Do not think that I have come to bring peace on earth; I
have not come to bring peace, but a sword.
For I have come
to set a man against his father, and a daughter against her
mother, and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law; and
a man's foes will be those of his own household.
(Matthew
10:34-36)
The sword Jesus brings is not military conflict, but a
social division which even severs the closest family ties
1985:188)

(France

A sword is a symbol of disunity (Morris 1992:266),

dissension (Patte 1987:154), division (MacArthur 1987:231), and
decision (Bruner 1987:393)

In ancient Jewish society, when a

Jew asked a person to make an important decision, he brought a
sword.

Because of the cutting edge of the sword, one could not

stand on it.

This then divided the two.

This passage indicates that when a son or daughter of a
devout family became a Christian while the father and the mother
did not, it caused the bitterest hostility within the family
This came about in Gentile families perhaps even more acutely
than in Jewish, for all members of the family played a part in
the domestic cult which was carried on every day or in specific
festivals, as well as in the ceremonies of the public cults

A

son or a daughter who had converted to Christianity could not so
much as pour a libation to the household gods

Such an attitude

could not fail to infuriate the parents, especially in the
Orient.

Thus, becoming a Christian in Jesus' mind requires

affirming the lordship of Christ to the point where you are
willing to forsake everything else.
In such sense, the words of Jesus, "Who is my mother?"
(Matthew 12:48), should not be taken to imply a lack of proper
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respect for his mother

Instead, the point here is, as in

Matthew 10:34-36, that there is a tie which is closer even than
that of family-

Jesus means, "For whoever does the will of my

Father in heaven is my brother and sister and mother"
12:50)

(Matt.

Human kinship does not take priority over spiritual

kinship.
Jesus was not renouncing his family, however, he loved them
even more than they loved him.

His filial love for his mother

lasted up to the end of his life on earth.

According to the

gospel of John, when Jesus saw his mother standing near the cross
and the disciple whom he loved standing nearby too, he said to
his mother, "Dear woman, here is your son," and to the disciple,
"Here is your mother."

From that time on, John records, this

disciple took her into his home (19:26-27)

Even in his bitter

anguish Jesus still took thought of his mother

William Barclay

says:
There is something infinitely moving in the fact that Jesus
in the agony of the Cross, in the moment when the salvation
of the world hung in the balance, thought of the loneliness
of His mother in the days when He was taken away
Jesus
never forgot the duties that lay to His hand.
(1956:299)
Jesus did not commend John to Mary, but Mary to John.

The

real meaning of this episode is that Jesus was caring for his
mother and thus fulfilling the Old Testament commandment to
"honor your father and your mother"

(Exodus 20:12)

Even at this

moment he did not fail to provide for her who was his mother

He

asked the beloved disciple to take his place in being her
protector and provider, then his earthly course was finished.

We
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note that obedience of the will of God--spiritual responsibility
--does not remove these earthly obligations

This is a powerful

message to convince the Chinese that Christ is our exemplar.

Biblical Teachings concerning Soul
The notion of soul in Chinese ancestor worship is directly
connected with life after death.

Filial piety deals with the

issue of present life; while the notion of soul deals with the
issue of life to come.

Many times Chinese asked the questions,

"What will the soul be when a person dies?" or "In what place
will my ancestors be?" and "Do I need not to fear the powers of
the spirits once I believe in Jesus?"

In this section "we are

about to answer these questions from the biblical perspective.
The purpose of the study is to understand where the souls of the
dead are and their effect upon the living

From this

understanding we are able to construct the Chinese theology of
soul.
The Notion of Soul in the Old Testament
A human is a composite being

When we turn to the

Scriptures we learn how humanity was created. "And God said, let
us make man in our image, after our likeness"

(Gen. 1:26, KJV);

"God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his
nostrils the breath (Heb. Neshamah) of life: and Adam became a
living soul"

(Heb. Nephesh)

(Gen. 2:7, KJV)

God did not create

a human being as merely a body, nor yet as merely a soul; neither
the material nor the spiritual element.

These elements were

combined to constitute humanity, just as water results from the
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combination of hydrogen and oxygen.

In either case, if one

separates these component parts, the product is destroyed,
whether it be human or water
The Old Testament everywhere presents humans as composite
beings and refers to them as possessing both a body and a soul.
"These are the sons of Zilpah . . and these she bare to Jacob, even
sixteen souls"

(Gen. 46:18)

"When the inhabitants of Jabesh-

gilead heard.

that which . . had been done to Saul, all the

valiant men arose . . and took the body of Saul, and the bodies of
his sons from the wall . . and they came to Jabesh and burnt them
there"

(1 Sam. 31:10-12)

"Shall I give my first-born for my

transgression, the fruit of my body (betem)
soul (nephesh)"

for the sin of my

(Micah 6:7)?

It can be learned further from the Old Testament that a
different place was provided for soul and body when death
occurred, in consequence of the dissolution of soul and body
"Abraham said: Give me a possession of a burying place with you,
that I may bury my dead out of my sight.

.1 will give the price

of the field; take it of me, and I will bury my dead there"

(Gen.

2 3:13, 24); "His breath (Heb. ruach, spirit) goes forth, he
returns to his earth"

(Ps. 146:4); "You hide your face, they are

troubled: You take away their breath (ruach) , they die, and
return to their dust"

(Ps

104:29); "Then shall the dust return

to the earth as it was; and the spirit shall return to God who
gave it"

(Eccl. 12:7); "He was assigned a grave (Heb. qeber) with

the wicked, and with the rich in his death (Isa. 53:9)

It is

manifest that in each of these references it is the dead body of
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a man and not the soul that is mentioned.

These burying places

are called in the Bible by various names: field, grave, earth,
and dust.
But does the Old Testament give us a clear picture of the
place of the soul of the dead?
Pentateuch.

Really, very little is in the

The Penteteuch does not clearly reveal that sheol is

a place of departed souls

All that can be determined is that

sheol is a place where the bodies of both good (Gen. 37:35) and
bad (Num. 16:30) people go after they die.
The term sheol in the book of Job does not clearly designate
the place of the departed souls either (Barker 1985:742)

Sheol

in the book of Job, however, conveyed the concept of both grave
(7:9; 17:14-16; 21:13; 24:19) and netherworld (10:21-22; 11:7;
17:13) although it [the book of Job] does not give us a fullblown doctrine of the afterlife"

(Pardini 1994:75)

Sheol in poetic liteature became synonymous with death
(Pardini 1994:79)

But in some cases, for instance, in Psalm

9:17; 16:10; 139:8 and Prov

15:11, the term might suggest a

conscious afterlife in a dark spirit world (Pardini 1994:79)

In

Amos, the meaning of sheol extended beyond a literal grave to
include the depths of the earth (Barker 1985:13-58)
Isaiah used the word sheol more than any other prophet.
Usually he used sheol metaphorically to signify death (Pardini
1994:80)

But in 38:10, "the gates of death" conveys sheol as "a

city of the dead"

(Grogan 1986:237)

In 14:9-20 Keil and

Delitzsch believe that sheol definitely connotes a place of
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departed spirits (n.d., 17:310-311)

Leupold holds the same view

(1968:258-259)
The foregoing study gives us a general conception concerning
sheol although it has been the subject of a long scholarly

debate: sheol can be used to signify both the grave and more
specifically the place where the souls of the deceased dwell.
Pardini makes a conclusion in his study.
The best conclusion . . in the Old Testament affirms the
reality of the afterlife. This reality is illustrated by
the appearance of the spirit of Samuel in 1 Samuel, chapter
28 . However, while the Old Testament does support the idea
of life after death, details about the afterlife are not
given (Harris, Archer, and Waltke 1980:2303)
This was
mainly due to the fact that Israel did not dwell on the
subject of the afterlife, but upon Yahweh's involvement in
this life (Green, McKnight, and Marshall 199 2 :673)
Thus,
the Old Testament does not clearly teach that the spirits of
the dead are confined to a location under the earth where
they will not be able to affect the living
(Pardini
1994:83)
The Notion of Soul in the New Testament
In the New Testament two Greek words are used to describe
the abode of departed souls

One is hades, or its Hebrew

equivalent, sheol; the other is gehenna, the place of torment.
Jesus used hades to describe the destiny of Capernaum (Matt.
11:23; Luke 10:15)
skies?"

He said, "Will you be lifted up to the

This rhetorical question reflected the self-satisfied,

self-sufficient attitude of the people of the city, an attitude
which made them unresponsive to the words and works of Christ.
It is this attitude that made Capernaum fall into ruin (Morris
1974:184)
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In Matthew 16:18, Jesus claimed that the "gates of hades"
would not prevail against the church.

According to Jewish

context "the gates of hades" would probably denote physical death
(Job 17:16; Isa. 38:10)

When connected with Matthew 16:21, the

context in which Jesus revealed to his disciples about his death,
we realize what Jesus meant here was that physical death, would
not prevent him from building his church (Tasker 1961:165)
In Luke 16:19-30, Jesus reveals [it _is not a parable] the
abodes for the souls of the damned and the righteous

Here,

hades explicitly describes a place of torment for the damned.

It

is noted from the passage that the rich man was in torment
(v

23), in agony in the fire

(v. 24), and permanently fixed in

that grievous condition (v . 26)

He was also aware of the state

of affairs of his brothers (vv. 27-28)

Morris points out that

in this context hades becomes equivalent to gehenna, which always
denotes the place of torment in the New Testament (1974:253)

It

became a fitting symbol for the continuous torment of hell
(1974:209)
The first occasion Jesus used the term gehenna was in the
Sermon on the Mount to denote the place of punishment for one who
is angry with his brother and for one who commits adultery in his
heart (Matt. 5:22, 29-30)

When describing the torment for the

souls of the damned, Jesus connected eternal fire with gehenna.
The parallel verses in Mark depict that the fire in gehenna never
goes out (9:44), is never quenched (9:48); where the worm does
not die (9:48); and where everyone will be salted with fire
(9: 49) .
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The place for the wicked according to Jesus' teaching is
gehenna, the place of eternal punishment.

for the righteous?

But where is the place

In Matthew 25:46, we learn from Jesus'

teaching that there is everlasting life for the righteous which
is contrary to the place of eternal punishment.

It is a place of

blessedness and reward.
The Apostle Paul gave us further information concerning the
destiny of the redeemed.

"I am torn between the two: I desire to

depart and be with Christ, which is better by far; but it is more
necessary for you that I remain in the body"
24)

(Philippians 1:23-

Here, Paul assumes as certain that, after his martyrdom, he

will be immediately with Christ, and that his condition will be
far superior to what it was in the flesh.
cited Calvin's commentary,"

Henry Alford also

.for Paul openly declares that we

enjoy Christ's presence when we are dissolved in death"
(1983:1260)
Not only did Paul teach about being in the presence of
Christ after the redeemed die physically, he also taught about a
future resurrection (1 Cor

15:51-58)

Put these two teachings

together and we learn that there must be a temporary abode where
the righteous is ushered into the presence of the Lord.

The dead

in the intermediate state are depicted as ones who have "fallen
asleep"

They await the Parousia, the return of the Lord, as

well as the resurrection of their bodies (1 Thessalonians 4:1316) .

"After that, we who are still alive and are left will be

caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in
the air.

And so we will be with the Lord forever"

(4:17)

This
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implies that a disembodied intermediate state exists for the
believer between physical death and the resurrection; and the
final state for the redeemed is to be with Christ forever.
The foregoing study gives us a clear conception that a place
for the souls of the dead: gehenna, the place of torment, is for
the condemned, those who have not put their faith in the Lord
Christ.

The place is depicted as having eternal fire and the

punishment, being inescapable, unchangeable, and eternal (Pardini
1994:97)

The temporary abode for those who trust in the Lord is

blessedness and reward.

They await the resurrection of their

bodies and being with the Lord forever -

Evaluation of the Chinese Notion of Soul
We learn from Chapter Four that soul (ling-hun)

has occupied

the minds of Confucius and Daoist religious thinkers as well as
folk believers.

The perspective of the Confucian and Daoist

traditions is reflective and analytical.

In contrast, the

perspective of folk religion is fundamentally active and
practical.
ritual.

Folk believers experience religious reality through

However, whatever the perspective of Chinese notion of

soul, it sprang more from a human view and observation rather
from a heavenly revelation.

The purpose of this section is to

evaluate the Chinese notion of soul from the biblical truth.

How

many number of soul(s) are in a person?

Can

they affect the living?

Where are the dead?

These questions are all relevant to the

subject of ancestor practices.
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Although there are many views on the number of soul(s) in
Chinese concept, we have demonstrated from the perspective of
action and practice that there is only one ling-hun, or if there
is more than one, they are alike and can be treated in the same
way at the different times and locations.
supports only one soul in a person.

The biblical view

The promising passage is in

Genesis 2:7 where man was created from the dust and God breathed
the breath of life into his nostrils.
the man became a living soul."

The Bible says, "

.and

It is manifest that a man owns a

soul rather than many souls.
Besides, many texts in the Pentateuch support the idea.

For

instance, the number of persons in Genesis 46:15, 18, 22, 25, 26,
and 27 is translated into souls.

Jacob's descendants went to

Egypt with him numbered sixty-six persons.
is sixty-six souls.

In Hebrew meaning it

The related passages in Exodus are 1:5;

12:4, 16; 16:16; in Leviticus are 2:1; 4:2, 27; 5:1, 2, 4, 15,
17; 6:2 etc.
We also conclude in Chapter Four that the concept of linghun contains an important element better translated "personality"

than "soul", and that it is this which makes a person a real
person.

The Bible also supports the idea.

In the following

passages, "soul" is translated into "self": Leviticus 11:43, 44;
20:25; Numbers 30:2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12, and 13; Esthe'r
9:31; Job 9:21; 18:4; 32:2; and Psalms 49:18 etc.

From the

passages we learn that it is not the body, but rather the soul of
man that is the true seat of reason and intelligence, and
therefore the personal element in man, the ego, the self.

The

soul also rather than the body is always described as the
personal agent and so is responsible for every act: "If a soul
sin",

"If a soul swear;" "If a soul trespass, and sin

unwittingly"

(Lev- 5:1, 4, 15)

Such illustrations can be

employed to refute the idea of many souls in folk belief that
after a person dies, one soul resides in the ancestral tablet,
one soul in the grave, and one soul goes to underworld for
transmigration.
Where are the dead?

According to the general belief of

0

Taiwanese folk, three possible places could be provided for the
soul(s) to reside after a man died: the grave, the ancestor
tablet, and in hell.

The first place is related to the Grave

Sweeping Festival (Ching-Ming Festival); the second place is the
cause of supplying the necessary offerings to ancestors; the
third place is the cause of doing everything to save the soul of
the deceased parents from remaining in hell.

Such belief implies

the soul could wander from one place to another place and it
could affect the living by sending misfortune or happiness.
The biblical teaching, however, reveals that when physical
death occurred, in consequence of the dissolution of soul and
body, a different place was provided for each.

The body of man

should return to the ground from where it was taken.
grave was provided for the dead bodies.

So the

The soul of man should

go to one of the temporary abodes: Abraham's bosom, the happy
state of the dead (Bengel 1981:483), for the redeemed; and to
Hades for the damned.

Besides this, a great gulf was fixed

between the two realms so that no one can cross over from here to
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there.

This expression precludes all ideas that the souls of the

dead would undergo transmigration; that they would affect the
living by being supplied the necessities; and that they would
wander from the underworld to the world.
What then is the condition of souls while they remain in the
underworld?

Are they active and conscious or inactive and

unconscious or semi-conscious?

Jesus answers the question: He

reveals in Luke 16:19-31 that the rich man was in torment, in
agony in the fire, and was aware of the state of affairs of his
brothers.

All these feelings denote that the condition of souls

in the underworld is active and conscious.

Besides, he used the

phrase, "weeping and gnashing of teeth," to describe the destiny
of the damned (Matthew 8:12; 13:42; 22:13; 24:51; 25:30; Luke
13: 28)

"Weeping" suggests sorrow and grief, i. e., the emotional

agony the souls experience in hell, while "gnashing of teeth"
represents the physical pain and agony

These descriptions

indicate that the souls of the wicked in the underworld before
and after "resurrection" (in the Chinese sense) are conscious.
This also precludes the Chinese elite from saying, "death results
in the annihilation or the extinction of being "
The Bible teaches that in death the body decays, simply
because the elements that constitute man have been dissolved into
separate parts.

Nowhere is it taught in Scripture that the soul,

even of the wicked will ever cease to exist; while it plainly is
revealed that souls of the righteous not only still exist, but
they even continue to live:
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But about the resurrection of the dead. .have you not read
what God has said to you, "I am the God of Abraham, the God
of Isaac, and the God of Jacob?" He is not the God of the
dead but of the living
(Matthew 22:31-32)
Regardless of any other state or condition, a soul is dead when
it is separated from God; but, so long as the soul is united to
God, it lives and can never die.
Regarding the concept of transmigration and reincarnation of
the soul, we learn that it strongly influences the minds of
Taiwanese folk.

Many rituals related to ancestor practices

indeed are derived from the concept.

Nowhere is it taught in the

Bible that the soul would undergo transmigration and
reincarnation.

Even if the concept had truly appeared in the

Bible, i.e., and each of us had so-called three different worlds
--past, present, and future--then there was only one man, that
is, Jesus, who had the world-past, the world-present, and the
world-future.

The world-past of Jesus was the glorious God, who

was the "I Am" in the Old Testament, and who was one with the
persons of the Triune God, the Son of God.

But when the time had

fully come, he was sent by his Father, born of a woman, to redeem
those who had sinned, and to escape them from the judgment of
God.

The world-future of Jesus, after his resurrection, was that

he was taken up into heaven, the glorious place where he had come
from.

There he is sitting, sometimes standing, at the right hand

of God (cf

Acts 7:55).

the Judge of the world.

And he is waiting for the Advent to be
At that time he will punish those who do

not know God and do not obey the gospel (2 Thess. 1:7-8)
will reign a thousand years on earth (Rev

20:4-6)

He

After that,
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he will make everything new (Rev
forever

21:5) and dwell with his people

(Rev- 21:3)

To demonstrate the incredibility of the concept of
transmigration, three questions for Buddhists need to be
answered:
1. If there were transmigration, then where did the first

generation come from?
from?
2

Where does the first former life come

The circle in Buddhism has no answer for this.

Who determines the transmigration?

It means, "Who determines

your being born as cattle, man, mosquito, etc.?"

In Buddhism,

karma, an impersonal physical law, was the final determinator.

According to karma, the condition of one's future existence was
determined by one's past merit and demerit.
then karma should not be bribed at all.

If this is true,

But how can folk Chinese

attempt to bribe karma by hiring Buddhist monk and Daoist priest
to chant sutra and perform tedious rituals of the dead when their
dear parents died?
3. The wheel of Samsara (transmigration) is supposedly a closed
system.

That means the same amount of lives live on earth and at

the same time an equal amount of lives are in the wheel of
Samsara awaiting rebirth.

How can they explain the growing

population of various groups of persons on earth?

From where are

they coming?
These questions about transmigration cannot be answered,
demonstrating the incredibility of the concept.
If there were transmigration, then the best aspiration for a
Buddhist hope was to escape from the endless suffering of Samsara
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to the pure bliss of Nirvana.

It is the purpose of Jesus'

incarnation that people be rescued from the wheel of Samsara and
brought into the eternal and glorious abode--heaven.
meets all Buddhist needs.

The Bible

"For God so loved the world that he

gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not
perish but have eternal life"

(John 3:16)

The Chinese Theology of Soul
The folk concept of soul in Taiwan or other Chinese contexts
deeply influences its society

The concept of life after death

was syncretized with ling-hun (soul) and kwei-shen (ghost and
gods)

It causes people to fear death and remain busy dealing

with the related affairs.

The obvious thing is that during every

lunar July the Taiwanese folk spend a whole month offering food
to bribe the "good brothers"
released from hell)

(wandering and evil souls who were

Moreover, tedious funeral rites and

ancestor practices are heavily influenced by the concept, too.
In fact,

the Taiwanese society is so affected by such eschatology

that people in their present lives suffer much bondage, anxiety,
and fear.

So the issue about death is raised by Chinese very

naturally- "Can the soul be in a state of peace, rejoicing, and
confidence?"

"Where are we going after death and what are we

going to do at that place?"

"What is the way of salvation?"

Or,

"How can we definitely know that we can enter the pure bliss of
heaven?"

These questions are important and contextualized to the

Chinese setting

The purpose of this section is then not only to

construct a theology of life after death in order to remove the
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fear and anxiety when facing death, but also to urge people to
seek the unlimited life and hope in their present life.
Jesus' View of the Soul of the Dead
If we want to construct the Chinese theology of soul, we may
not simply ask, "What do Chinese Christian think about life after
death?" but we also must ask, "What does Jesus Christ think about
the state of the soul after death?"

The Christian view of soul

comes from Jesus.

He was in contact with death--his own.

did he regard it?

What Jesus thought on the subject is

important

How

For he had information that we do not have, and his

view should illuminate our own.
We must begin with the text recorded in the Gospel of John:
After he had said this, he went on to tell them, "Our friend
Lazarus has fallen asleep; but I am going there to wake him
up." His disciples replied, "Lord, if he sleeps, he will
get better" Jesus had been speaking of his death, but his
disciples thought he meant natural sleep.
So then he told
them plainly, "Lazarus is dead, and for your sake I am glad
I was not there"
.When Jesus saw her [Mary] weeping, and
the Jews who had come along with her also weeping, he was
deeply moved in spirit and troubled.
Jesus wept.
(John
11: 11-15, 33, 35)

Christ's answer to the question is interesting.

In the passage

he called death "sleep" and said that he was glad that it had
happened to his friend Lazarus
The Soul in a State of Peace, Rejoicing and Confidence
What a striking expression this is--"Lazarus is dead, and I
am glad."

How can Jesus be glad?

How can death possibly be a

cause for rejoicing?
There are several answers to this question.

First, Jesus

was glad at Lazarus' death because he was a believer in him, and
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Jesus understood what was the state of the soul of a believer
It was not to be feared.

In this verse he terms death a "sleep,"

which it is, and implies that not only is it not to be feared,
but rather that it is to be regarded as something beneficial.
When we reflect on sleep and the good that comes from it, we
notice first that sleep is harmless.
soul for the believers.

So also is the state of

David knew this.

He wrote in the

Twenty-third Psalm, "Even though I walk through the valley of the
shadow of death, I will fear no evil"
wrote,
law.

(v

4)

Or again, Paul

"The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is the
But thanks be to God!

He always gives us the victory

through our Lord Jesus Christ"
death is indeed a shadow-

(1 Corinthians 15: 56,57)

For us

But it is a shadow only because the

grim reality of death with all its horror laid hold of our Great
Shepherd.

This is what Jesus bore for the world and his sheep.

He was separated from God the Father so that for us death might
be a shadow-

This is why the death of a believer is harmless

It is not that death itself is harmless, but rather that Christ
has tasted death fully in the place of those who believe on him.
He was struck for us in order that we might hide in him as the
storms of death pass by.
Chinese do not fear separation and pain, but evil released.
They fear that if they do not aid the deceased's passage through
the underworld's ten courts by performing proper funeral ritual
and if they do not provide the deceased's material life in that
very same underworld as comfortable as possible until the soul
would be reincarnated, then the soul can cause harm to them and
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their descendants.

However, since Christ had paid the price of

death and future punishment for those who are in him, his
presence will protect them from all kinds of evil.

His presence

will surely lead them to heavenly abode.
From the biblical perspective we can e xplain more fully to
Chinese at large why people offer food, incense, mock money. and
fruit to their deceased parents at funerals, at family memorials
on deathday anniversaries, or at Tomb Sweeping Festival--because
people at large think that death separates their beloved from
their feeding and supply

But if death offers no harm for those

who are in the bosom of our Lord Christ, then the view of it
would be totally changed.

Indeed, if they were held to be in

paradise, the cult of the ancestors as popularly practiced would
be seriously undermined.

This is a powerful theology for

Chinese, not only for negative apologetics but also for positive
evangelism.
Second, sleep is restful, a relief from the work of the day
The Book of Ecclesiastes notes that "the sleep of a laborer is
sweet"

(Eccl. 5:12)

The disciples said of Lazarus, "Lord, if he

sleeps, he will get better"
death.

(John 11:12)

It is the same with

In Revelation we read, "Blessed are the dead who die in

the Lord from now on. Yes, says the Spirit, they will rest from
their labor, for their deeds will follow them"

(14:13)

This message is touching, especially for those who struggle
with their livelihood.

They have no rest in this world.

This

theology satisfies them not only in this world but also regarding
the life after death.
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Third, sleep is temporary.

As sleep is followed by an

awakening, so death will be followed by resurrection.

The

concept "death is temporary" indeed existed in the Old Testament.
In Daniel 12:2 we read, "Multitudes who sleep in the dust of the
earth will awake: some to everlasting life, others to shame and
everlasting contempt."

Similarly, Jesus seems to have had

resurrection in mind when he said: "Our friend Lazarus has fallen
asleep; but I am going there to wake him up" (John 11:11)
we sleep to rise again.

So,

In the same way, we die, but we do so in

order to rise to a world prepared for us by our heavenly Father
(John 14:3)
Moreover, on the spiritual level death is so temporary that
it can hardly be described by time-words at all.
state of soul?

It has no duration.

passage from this world to the next.

How long is the

It is a passage, or rather a
It is a doorway.

Thus, to

be absent from the body is "to be present with the Lord"
(2 Corinthians 5:8)

Paul even says, "I desire to depart and be

with Christ, which is better by far"

(Philippians 1:23)

This perspective coincides fully with the Chinese view on
the state of soul as mentioned.

Most Chinese, including elites

and commoners, see death not as the end; death for them is a
journey to the next world even though they do not know where they
will go.

But Christians do know where they will go and what they

are going to do at that place.

This should relieve the anxiety

and uncertainty of Chinese at large toward death because many of
them spend their lives looking for a place where they can enjoy
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peace and stability both physically and spiritually-

Only the

Bible has such clear and definite answers for the world.
The fourth reason why Jesus could say that he was glad is
because he knew that he was going to raise Lazarus from the dead.
This is what he implies in the same verse that speaks of Lazarus
sleeping; for he says, "I go, that I may awake him out of sleep"
(John 11:11)
Death could not exist in the presence of Jesus.

There is no

indication anywhere in Scripture that Jesus ever met a dead
person and failed to raise him (Luke 7:11-16; Mark 5:35-43; John
11:11-15)

One more thought I would like to add: Jesus is able

to raise the dead, and only he claims he can do it (John 11:25)
An interesting story was recorded in a Buddhist sutra.

One

time Buddha traveled to every town and place to preach his
doctrines

A woman approached him with a broken heart because

her only son had died.
mercy upon me.

She said to Buddha: "Buddha, please have

My only son died.

I beg you to raise my son,

otherwise my family clan cannot continue.
Please raise my son from death."

Please help me!

Buddha said to the woman:

"Lady, I cannot raise your son from the dead unless you do one
thing, that is, go into the town and look for a family without a
death in its three consecutive generations.

If you could find

them out, ask them for some rice, and then I would raise your son
from the dead."
The lady was full of hope after hearing these words
went into the town and searched all day long
have no dead in three generations?" she asked.

She

"Does your family
Nearly all
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families jeered at her for she was going mad. "How can a family
be without the dead?

Our grandparents all died!"

The woman

searched the whole town and could not find such a family came back to Buddha with empty hands and disappointment.
then said to her: "Listen!

All friends will separate.

living creatures will die.

It is a universal law.

sad because all human beings will have to die.
is natural for a person to die!"

She
Buddha

All

Do not be too

That is fate!

It

This was the answer from the

mouth of Buddha.
But what did Jesus do when he faced such great needs from
people?

On one occasion, when he was passing the little village

of Nain in Galilee, he met a funeral procession corning out of the
city-

A man had died, the only son of a widow.

Jesus went to

the bier, touched the dead man, and restored him to life (Luke
7:11-16)

On another occasion, Jesus raised the daughter of a

certain ruler of the synagogue named Jairus
John 11, it is Lazarus who is raised.

(Mark 5:21-42)

From the biblical record,

Jesus never met a funeral procession that he did not stop.
fact,

In

In

he never came across an illness of any kind without making

the situation right, except where people's lack of faith
prevented healing or raising from the dead (i.e. in Nazareth)
So he was always glad.

As here, he could rejoice at the outcome

To construct a Chinese theology of soul one needs to
elaborate on such good news because this message can genuinely
meet the hearts and minds of Chinese.

It gives not merely hope

to Chinese, but also meaning to the person's death.

In fact,

Chinese view of the state of soul, as mentioned, can only be

a
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explained and fulfilled meaningfully in the light of a biblical
view.
Where are We Going and What Will We Do After Death?
"Where are we going after death?"

This is an important and

interesting question to Chinese, both Christians and nonChristians.

For Christians, it is indeed very generally supposed

that the souls of good men as soon as they die go directly to
heaven; and the souls of the wicked go directly to hell.
this opinion must be reexamined by the Scripture.
provides some clues to this question .

But

The Bible

Before entering the issue,

we shall learn what the Jews, at the time of Christ, understood
by that term.

Josephus, the comtemporary Jewish historian, says,

"Hades is the place wherein the souls of the righteous and
unrighteous are detained between death and resurrection"
(Josephus cited in Smith 1851:13)

This seems to indicate that

in the Jewish view, Hades embraces two distinct regions; one, for
the souls of the righteous; the other, for the souls of the
wicked.

If that is true, then we can safely say that an

intermediate state e x ists for the righteous and the unrighteous
between death and the resurrection.
Is there any Scriptural evidence to demonstrate the
credibility of this view?

First, Luke 23:42,43 describes the

conversation between the criminal and Jesus on the cross.

The

criminal said, "Jesus, remember me when you come into your
kingdom."

Jesus answered him,

will be with me in paradise."

"I tell you the truth, today you

This is a clear announcement Jesus

made to the believer of where he would go after he died.
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Second, in Luke 16, Jesus tells an account about the dead.
Places for the rich man and Lazarus are Hades and Abraham's
bosom, respectively (Luke 16:19-31)

And between the two regions

a great gulf is fixed so that no one can cross over to the other
side (Luke 16:26)

Hades or "Abraham's bosom"

(also known as

paradise, Luke 23:43) provided a temporary abode for the souls of
the dead.

Hades is for the wicked, those who have no faith in

Jesus Christ; while Abraham's bosom is for the believer, those
who have faith in Jesus Christ.
Jesus employed the very term "Abraham's bosom" which "was
universally used by the Jews to denote that blissful place in
Hades, where dwell the spirits of the righteous", to represent
the abode of Lazarus (Smith 1851:17)
bosom of Abraham"

"This place.

(Josephus quoted in Smith 1851:17)

we call the
In

Josephus' mind, Hades embraces two distinct places, i.e.,
paradise is one part of Hades.

But it seems to me that Jesus

definitely differentiates Hades from the other place, Abraham's
bosom.

He says, "In Hades, where he [the rich man] was in

torment, he looked up and saw Abraham far away, with Lazarus by
his side"

(v - 23)

In Jesus' account, Hades is the place of

torment rather than a place of joy-

So instead of causing such

misunderstanding, I prefer to use the very term "intermediate
state" which embraces the two distinct places, Hades (with the
unrighteous) and the abode of Abraham (with Lazarus and the
righteous) .
The important Scripture for supporting the idea is
Revelation 20:13-14,--"

.death and Hades gave up the dead that
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were in them, and each person was judged according to what he had
done.

Then death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire."

This passage comes right after the first resurrection, i.e., the
bodily resurrection of the righteous, and before the one thousand
years of Christ's reign, and Satan's doom (Rev

20:1-10)

That

means in the first resurrection, the place of the righteous is
empty; yet "the rest of the dead did not come to life until the
thousand years were ended" (v

5).

Hades,

the place for the

unrighteous, thus still exists until the final judgment of the
Great White Throne.

Therefore, the term of "intermediate state"

is much closer to the meaning of the Scripture than that of
"Hades" for describing the unrighteous dead and the righteous

dead.
Some scholars such as Dean Trench and E. M. Milligan
contend that the story of Lazarus and Dives is a parable and "it
is not allowable to constitute doctrine first by the aid of
parables"

(Milligan 1920:82)

But one thing special about this

story is that when Jesus spoke of many things, the Synoptic
gospels always used the words, "he told them many things in
parables"

(Matt. 13:3; Mark 4:2; Luke 8:4); yet when he spoke of

the story of Lazarus and Dives, the word "parable" did not
appear.

"So this account cannot count as parable but rather as

revelation"

(S. Tong 1996:171)

It is divine revelation about

the intermediate place of souls directly from Christ.

Charles

Smith posited a persuasive argument against those who asserted
that Jesus employed the account only in the imagery of the
parable.

He said:
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Extract "these fables" [as they called the imagery of the
parable] and the whole of the parable is extracted. Extract
the "fable" from these direct statement, "There was a
certain beggar named Lazarus, etc.,
.and that there was a
"great gulf fixed between them, etc.," and what have you
left of the parable? Manifestly Christ meant what is here
obviously taught, or he grossly deceived his hearers
With
truth, said Dr Clarke, "This account of the rich man and
Lazarus, is either a parable or a real story.
If it be a
parable, it is what may be; if it be a history, it is that
which has been.
Taken in either sense, Christ spoke
truthfully and reliably
He never yet thus gave his
sanction to the baseless chimeras of heathen fable, for the
purpose of illustrating any truth.
(Smith 1851: 18)
If Christ did not mean what he here asserted, then this account
is a manifest deception, i.e., "the wild vagaries of heathen
fable"

(Smith 1851:17)

The other question comes up, however
heaven the same place?

Are paradise and

If not, how to explain the controversial

Scriptures: 2 Cor. 12:2-4; Rev

2:7; Phil. 1:23; and 2 Cor

5:8?

Several arguments can be made that these are not one and the
same.
1

Heaven and paradise are not the same place.

According to

the experience of Paul, the Scripture in 2 Corinthians 12:2-4 is
often quoted as proof upon this subject.
I know a person in Christ who fourteen years ago was caught
up to the third heaven. Whether it was in the body or out
of body I do not know--God knows
And I know that this
man--whether in the body or apart from the body I do not
know, but God knows--was caught up to paradise. He heard
the inexpressible things, things that man is not permitted
to tell.
So some have assumed that heaven and paradise are the same place.
Yet Smith deems that language proving heaven and paradise the
same place, is assumed, and not proven (1851:19)

The reasons
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are:

(1) The Apostle spoke not of a vision and revelation, but of

"visions and revelations of the Lord"

(v

1)

Paul meant that he

was about to refer to more than a single vision.
referred to two visions.

(2) The Apostle

One was that he was caught up to the

third heaven; the other one to paradise.

(3) The two visions

were accepted by many commentators including those in antiquity
such as Clement of Alexandria, Justin Martyr, Irenius,
Tertullien, etc., as well as those in modern times such as Bull,
Whitby, Bengeleus, MacKnight, Campbell, Bloomfield, Clarke,
Benson, Wesley, and many others (Smith 1851:20)
2. Heaven and paradise are not the same place from the study
of phraseology -

Phraseology in the Bible which conveys the idea

of entering into heaven is "ascension, going up, or being taken
up into"

But this is not the case, when an entrance

(1851:21)

into paradise is spoken of; instead, "the idea is simply, removed
from one place into another, without any regard to elevation or
ascension"

(1851:21)

The verb that Apostle Paul used in verse 2 is "arpazo eos."
Eos means up to.

third heaven.

These tw.o terms then signify caught up to the

But this is not the case in verse 4

this verse is not connected with eos,

The verb in

up to, but eis, into.

Therefore, the literal rendering would be "caught into" paradise,
and not "up into" paradise; which is a very marked distinction.
The same form of expression is used by Jesus in his promise
to the penitent criminal.
paradise"

(Luke 23:43)

"Today you will be with me in (en)
In the account of the death of Lazarus

(Luke 16), the Scripture is, "The poor man died and was carried
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away by the angels to be with Abraham"
used is not anaphero,

(v

The verb here

22)

to carry up, which conveys the idea of

being carried up into heaven--but apophero eis,

to carry away

into Abraham's bosom.

3. Heaven and paradise are not the same place because of
several texts which seem to positively deny that any human soul
has yet reached heaven.

We read:

"No man has ever seen God"

(John 1:18)

"No man has ever ascended up to heaven"
"David did not ascend to heaven"

(John 3:13)

(Acts 2:34)

The first two statements were made by Jesus himself; the
last was made by Peter on the Day of Pentecost.

Eaton challenges

those who thought that the saints were transferred to heaven at
the time of Jesus' resurrection.

He says, "it must be remembered

that it was fifty days after Jesus's resurrection when Peter made
this statement concerning David"
4

(1910:27-28)

Paradise and heaven are not the same place because Jesus

told Mary, on the morning of the resurrection, "Do not hold on to
me, for I have not yet returned to my Father"

(John 20:17)

This

passage provides powerful evidence that paradise and heaven are
not identical because God the Father is in heaven (John 14:2-3)
5. Revelation 2:7 is one of the passages often quoted as
proof that paradise and heaven are the same place.

"To him who

overcomes, I will give the right to eat from the tree of life,
which is in the paradise of God."

But according to Smith,

paradise of God here does not refer to the intermediate
abode of the spirits of the righteous; but that it is to be
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taken in a much higher sense.
.But according to the 21st
and 22nd chapters of Revelations, in which two parallel
passages occur, it refers to the New Heaven and the New
Earth, the final abode of God's glorified people--the
restored and renovated paradise of God.
(1851:20)
Therefore, this verse essentially fails to prove paradise and
heaven are the same place.
But how do we deal with the problem, "1 am torn between the
two: I desire to depart and be with Christ, which is better by
far"

(Phil. 1:23) and "I would prefer to be away from the body

and at home with the Lord"

(2 Cor

5:8)?

Did not the Apostle

Paul expect to go and be with Christ immediately subsequent to
his death?

We reply, certainly.

If one says, "To depart and be

with Christ is staightway in heaven", then he must prove that
Christ must be excluded from paradise.
that view.

But Smith disagrees with

He says:

We have every reason to believe that Christ will be
manifested here [paradise] in a very glorious manner; that
he will reveal himself to the righteous spirits in paradise,
and dwell with them, in a sense higher and much more
heavenly, than we are able at present to conceive.
(1851:20)
The other problem needed to deal with is John 14:2-3

In

this text, Jesus says:
In my Father's house are many rooms; if it were not so, I
would have told you.
I am going there to prepare a place
for you. And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will
come again, and receive you unto myself, that where I am,
there ye may be also.
Some may think that vs

2-3 refer to a spiritual house and the

fellowship with Jesus through the Spirit (Gundry 1967:68-72;
Brown 1970, 11:626-7)

The reason for their assertion is that

they take the same word mone (dwelling place) in 14:23: "My
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Father.

[and I] will come to him and make our home with him",

and assert that the believer, indwelt by the Spirit, thus becomes
the "dwelling place", and hence the "home" of the Triune God.
Carson, however, points out their abuse of the text.

He says:

there is no more reason to read the referent of that
word . . in v - 23 back into v - 2 than the reverse: in both
instances the context must decide.
Further, there is no
good reason to picture these dwelling-places in v 2 as waystations, temporary lodgings . .. . Against Origen and those who
have followed him, heaven is not here pictured as a serious
progressive and temporary state upon which one advances
until perfection is finally attained. The word carries no
such overtones.
(1991:489)
Speaking of my Father's house, referring to the church as
the spiritual house, Carson reminds us that such a metaphor is
not found in the Fourth Gospel (1991:489)

Moreover,

"even in

passages where the metaphor is teased out, the church is referred
to as the house of God, but never 'the Father's house' or 'my
Father's house'"

(1991:489)

Others may think that vs; 2-3 refer to Jesus' coming to his
followers at the hour of their death to take them to heaven
(Bultmann 1971:599ff)

Yet, as we look closely at these words,

the first thing we note is that, the two verses refer to the
second advent of Jesus.

When he comes, he will take his

followers to be with him forever

Scholars agree with this

assertion (Becker 1981:460ff; Carson 1991:488-9; Kasemann
1968:72; Boice 1978:98ff; Morris 1995:567-8; Ridderbos 1997:491)
Ridderbos provides a strong argument: "the 'coming again'
mentioned in v

3, too, clearly refers to a single grand event;

it is not for us to think here of Jesus coming back over and over
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at the deaths of his disciples"
Coming in v

(1997:491n)

Indeed, the Second

3 should not be missed (1 Thess. 4:16)

Its purpose

is to enable Christ to receive his followers into his loving
presence, to abide with him forever

Moreover, if we accepted

Bultmann and many others' view that "my Father's house" refers to
heaven, then we have no good reason to believe the need of a
bodily resurrection of believers
In all these passages, therefore, the doctrine of heaven and
Paradise being distinct that we advocate is validated.

That is,

the home of the saved in the intermediate state is paradise.
a certain sense, like the hymn, "Where Jesus Is,

In

'Tis Heaven

There," then is true, but it might be called "the heaven of the
intermediate state."

In John Wesley's term, it might be called

"the porch of heven."
What will we do at that intermediate place?
First, the redeemed are at rest and blessed at that place.
In Jesus' story, the redeemed are comforted at Abraham's bosom
(Luke 16:25)

That means they rest from their labor on earth.

The comfort from Christ to the thief is incomparable

Further,

Revelation 14:13 also clearly describes the blessings at that
place--Then I heard a voice from heaven say, "Write: Blessed are
the dead who die in the Lord from now on." "Yes," says the
Spirit, "they will rest from their labor, for their deeds will
follow them."
Second, the souls of the redeemed are with Christ which
Paul said is "better by far"

(Phil. 1:23).

"To be absent from
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the body [is] to be present with the Lord"

(2 Cor

5:8)

John

Stott says:
He [Paul] could hardly regard death as "gain", however,
still less as "better by far", unless he believed that it
would bring him a closer, richer, fuller experience of
Christ than he was already enjoying on earth.
(1991:96)
Although to be present with Christ in this intermediate state,
means no body, which is what Milligan called a "condition of
unclothed spirits"

(1920:47), is not exactly the same as the

final state of bodily resurrection, it is still better by far
Paul understood that death would bring him a closer, richer, and
fuller experience of Christ than he was already enjoying on
earth.
Third, the souls of the redeemed and all the living
Christians are continuing to expect the resurrection, a later
destination.

The later destination is the reason why the souls

of the redeemed would not desire to dwell in such intermediate
state and condition for all eternity. and why the hope of the
resurrection afforded them great joy -

Their condition is very

plainly declared: "If Christ has not been raised, your faith is
futile.
lost"

Then those also who have fallen asleep in Christ are

(1 Cor

15:17-18)

With such knowledge, it is clear

immediately that the Christian hope focuses on the coming of the
Lord (1 Thess. 4:15), which Paul calls the Parousia.

From that

time on,

4:17)

"we will be with the Lord forever"

(1 Thess

Resurrection is neither what the Sadducees expected, a
simple resuscitation, nor what the folk Chinese expected, a
transmigrated being, but a real transformation (Mark 12:18-27)
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The New Testament idea of resurrection is not simply like
resuscitation or reanimation--which will die again; but rather it
refers a life which will never die or transmigrate.

Because

"resurrection entails being transformed into an immortal being"
(Keck 1992:84)
Several reasons are given for this expectation to become a
reality for the redeemed child of God.

This makes heaven a true

home for Chinese.
(1) Heaven and the resurrected body, the similar concepts to
the place of eternal bliss and immortality in Daoist's
perceptions, are the ultimate aspirations of Chinese.

And the

expectation and aspirations are fulfilled when the King is
coming

For he has prepared a city, i.e., heavenly home, for

them (Heb. 11:16)

The heavenly home is never perishable (1 Cor.

15:50); it is an eternal (2 Cor
house.

5:1) and better (Heb. 11:16a)

Therefore, the resurrected will never become like a

wandering soul.
(2) We shall not only recognize those who have gone before
us as they appear in the life to come, but also shall we have a
full recognition of all who have died in the heavenly home.

This

is a great promise for Christians from the far corners of the
earth to know each other at this holy reunion.

This mutual

recognition of our family, friends and many we do not expect to
be there will make heaven inevitably much more attractive for
Chinese.

This truth is suggested in Luke 9:29-33, which Luke

reports that Peter and the other disciples recognized Moses and
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Elijah, two glorified saints together with the transformed Jesus
on the Mount of Transfiguration.
Christ's story about the rich man and Lazarus makes a
similar point, for the Lord told how the rich man went to Hades
and, being in torment, lifted up his eyes and saw "Abraham far
away, with Lazarus by his side" (Luke 16:23)

Here is a case

that involves recognition of the departed, not only as they
appear in this life, but as they appear to each other in the life
to come.
Obviously, if we, especially Chinese, will not recognize our
friends and family, then heaven inevitably loses much of its
attractiveness for us.
(3) The separation which death causes which is so painful
for Chinese since they are so much concerned with the family
relationship, will be utterly removed in the heavenly home.
There is no possibility that the resurrected will be separated
either from Christ or from the Christian life.

The unbreakable

solidarity which the people of Christ with him and with each
other will be established, and which death is utterly unable to
destroy (Rom. 8:35-39)
(4) The concerned issue of ancestors food to Chinese will be
bountifully provided in the heavenly home.

The Lord will not

only provide those who believe on him with simple food, but a
feast with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob every day (Matt. 8:11)
They will never hunger and thirst again for the Lord Christ will
be their shepherd; he will lead them to springs of living water
(Rev - 7:16-17).
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In summary, the issues of concern to Chinese in the ancestor
practices such as a blissful place, food providence, reunion,
recognition of one another, and being comforted, etc., are fully
fulfilled in Christ.

This is significant to Chinese theology of

soul for it fills up not merely the vacuum in the hearts of the
people, but also provides the right way to salvation.
The Way to Salvation
The characteristic of Chinese religions is syncretized with
Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism.

However, the way of

salvation for these three religions is different.
The central object of Daoism is to discover the way to
immortality, just as the central idea of Buddhism is to find a
way of escape from the sufferings of life.

Confucianism

basically is focused on human relationships in the present life
(five cardinal ethics, wu-lun)
The Daoist idea of immortality is, however, merely
everlasting life.

It is essentially an indefinite prolongation

of the present earthly existence.

Daoism gives a prominent place

to the cultivation of the person.

Buddhism regards the body as

excess baggage, a hindrance and stumbling block to spiritual
growth.

Confucianism does not ignore it; for filial piety

demands that we take good care of the body which we receive from
our parents.

To the Daoist, however, who seeks everlasting life,

the body is the basis and starting point for his immortal life.
On the one hand, he is to be careful with his mode of living,
avoiding all sorts of excess and dissipation and developing good
habits of dieting and breathing; on the other hand, the way of
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salvation for Daoists is to seek or to manufacture the "the pill
of immortality" and the elixir of life.
Paul's prescription for this is not to put much mind on
physical training and healthy preserving but to emphasize godly
training because it holds "promise for both the present life and
the life to come"
to be like God.

(1 Tim. 4:8)

The purpose of godly training is

The starting point for godly training is not to

imitate what God has done, but to secure the eternal life (zoe,
the life of God) from the source of life.
(zoe),

"In him was life

and that life (zoe) was the light of men"

(John 1:4)

So

eternal life must come from the source of eternal life that is
God himself rather than from the earthly-manufactured pill of
drugs

The eternal life in the Bible is not an idea of

indefinite prolongation of earthly life, but a quality of God's
life (John 10:10)
of Christ.

It is a life of living out the abundant life

A life of such quantity can never be lost but will

last endlessly
Buddhism starts from the basic assumptions that all life
involves suffering--physical pain, mental anguish, disappointed
hopes, frustrated desires, etc.

(Y

Yang 1943:118)

of suffering, because we are full of desires

Life is full

Therefore, the

only way of escaping from suffering is the utter destruction of
desire.

Various forms of mental and bodily exercise may prepare

the way towards this goal.

This exercise must go on for ever,

unless it is broken off by the force of Enlightenment, resulting
in the elimination of desire, which is denoted by the word
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"nirvana" (extinction)

The emancipated one then destroys the

roots of karma; the person can be reincarnated no more.
The way to salvation is so long and difficult that very few
people have a heart stout enough to hope for its achievement.

No

wonder Yung-Ching Yang, the late president of Soochow University,
had an appropriate description:
It [Nirvana]
is a star so
ever succeed
itself would

is an idea which may inspire our hope, but it
high in the height of heaven that if we should
in hitching our wagon to the star, the wagon
surely be dangling in the air
(1943:131)

In contrast to Buddhists' uncertainty regarding salvation,
Christians are not in the midst of darkness.

The Bible claims

the doctrine of salvation by grace through faith in Jesus Christ
(Eph. 2:8)

Through Jesus' death the believer can be born again

into the kingdom of God, a place that is very similar to the
ideal view Buddhists are eager to enter

The way to get there is

not by means of good works, nor by means of moral training and
countless keeping of rules of bodily and mental discipline, but
by faith in all what Jesus has done for us.
"That if you confess with your mouth,

The Bible says,

'Jesus is Lord,' and

believe in your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will
be saved"

(Romans 10:9)

And the salvation is for everyone who

calls on the name of the Lord.
It is clear that in the message of salvation heart and
mouth, inward belief and outward confession, belong essentially
together

John Murray says, "Confession without faith would be

vain . . . But likewise faith without confession would be shown to
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be spurious" (1968, 2:56)

"For it is with your heart that you

believe and are justified, and it is with your mouth that you
confess and are saved" (Romans 10:10)

Thus, the content of the

belief and the confession need to be merged.

Implicit in the

good news are the truths that Jesus Christ died, was raised, was
exalted, and now reigns as Lord and bestows salvation on those
who believe.

For Chinese, this indicates that salvation does not

depend on the merits of practicing some rules, but depends on
faith in Christ.

It also assures us that unlike the Buddhist

way, Christ is not unattainable, but readily accessible through
belief and confession.
The main concern of Confucianism was undoubtedly with humans
as they live in this life.

Confucius exhorted humans to develop

their moral character through self-cultivation and discipline.
He did not offer a way to salvation.

Confucius did not talk on

the subject of extraordinary things--feats of strength, disorder,
and spiritual beings (Analects VII. 20, Legge 1960d:201)

His

reluctance to discuss the supernatural or life after death has
been suggested as the reason that he took the first step in
divorcing ethics from religion (D. Smith 1968:37).

That is why

Tsze-kung, one of his students, said,
The Master's personal displays of his principles and
ordinary description of them may be heard.
His discourses
about man's nature, and the way of Heaven, cannot be heard.
(Analects V 12, James Legge 1960d:177-178)
Since he did not talk much about the way of Heaven, he certainly
could not tell us the way of salvation.

All he knew about it
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was: "He who offends against Heaven has none to whom he can pray"
(Analects II. 13) and "If a man in the morning hears the way
(Dao) , he may die in the evening without regret"
Legge 1960d:168)

(Analects IV

8,

For Confucius, "the way" is not just a purely

humanistic concept as some scholars have argued, that is "the way
of man", but is fundamentally "the way of Heaven."
was the extraordinary master of "the way of man."
that could give him no regret must be

th~

He himself
So "the way"

way that is higher than

human ways and the thought that is higher than human thoughts.

I

believe that "the way" he was looking for is the way of truth and
the way of life.
life.

Jesus says, "I am the way, the truth, and the

No one comes to the Father except through me"

(John 14:6)

In Jesus Confucianists may find their fulfillment and
realization.
Y

C. Yang made an excellent comment to the uniqueness of

Christ which can serve as a summary-

He said,

None of the three [Lao-tze, Buddha, and Confucius] has found
the real way of full salvation, either for himself or for
mankind.
Confucius did not go far enough, having confined
himself to the immediate without touching the ultimate.
Buddha lost his way before reaching the end, not knowing
whether to affirm or deny the ultimate existence of either
the self or the soul, and not sure of what Nirvana really
is.
Lao-tze did not have a solid foundation.
The Tao, upon
which his whole system and philosophy of life is built, is
nameless and inexplicable, and so is incomprehensible and
intangible.
He was indeed trying to build a beautiful air
castle on a foundation of shifting sand.
Each of them.
tried to describe a complete circle for
life; but each of them failed in some respect.
Confucius
used too short a radius and made the circle too small for
the complete development of the "full man." Buddha
projected too much into uncertainties, and got so hopelessly
tangled up in inextricable complications and inconsistencies
that even he himself could not clearly trace the
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circumference. Lao-tze might have been a very skillful
draftsman; but, having no fixed center to start with, he
could never complete the circle.
Only Jesus Christ presents the complete circle.
He is
the Way, the Truth, and the Life.
In him are all three find
their fulfillment and realization. Because he is the Way,
the Taoists can only have a real firm grasp on the Tao when
they have comprehended him. Because he is the Truth, the
Buddhists can only have the great illumination and awakening
for which they are ever seeking in vain when they have come
into his light--the light which lighteth every man that
cometh into the world. Because he is the Life, the
Confucianists can only have an adequate knowledge of the
true objective of living and the actual experience of the
fulness of life when they have come to follow him and to
learn to live his life.
(1943:180-182)
Jesus' Victory Over the Powers
In his book Unearthly Powers, David Burnett describes
various unseen powers in primal religions such as gods, demons,
ghosts, and ancestors (1992: Chs.3, 5)

In a pagan society like

Taiwan and in some other Chinese contexts, these gods are taken
seriously.

For the Chinese the gods are the lords of reality-

Destiny lies in their hands.

All of these unseen powers more or

less affect Chinese daily life.
In our survey of ancestor practices we find that quite a few
modern Taiwan Chinese (about 17 percent in Question 1, Table 2,
page 154) depend so much upon spirits for protection and blessing
that they offer incense and food to their ancestors frequently
Aside from the household shrines, large numbers of temples are
dedicated to deities symbolizing humanity's hope for a beneficial
combination of natural elements to bring about successful
business, crops, health, or to invoke superhuman powers to help
them to face various calamities.

Such deities include: the

deities of atmospheric forces such as gods of wind, thunder, and
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rain; or domestic gods such as horse and dog gods; or the
Buddhist Kwan-Yin, Sakyamuni, and Maitreya; or the Daoist
personified deities such as Ma-Tzu, Kuan-Kong, and others.
Now the question of concern to Chinese is, "Can the Chinese
Christian also say that Jesus Christ is Lord in such a way that
he is Lord over all the powers of the world?"

"Can we say that

in him we can overcome the influence of the evil spirits?"
Before answering the question, we must make clear what is
meant by "world."

According to the standpoint of NIDNTT (The New

International Dictionary of New Testament Theology, Colin Brown),

two aspects of the use of the word "world" need to be observed.
The first is the world as God's creation (Brown 1986,
1:524); it is the totality of all that is created (John 1:10; 1
Corinthians 3:22)

However, God's rule over all creation "is not

unambiguously affirmed in the New Testament"

(Weber 1980:68)

It

means that God's sovereignty is not exercised unambiguously in
the present world.
The second aspect of the world is the world as kosmos, as
fallen creation, the whole creation subject to futility (Brown
1986, 1:525)

It is the place of darkness where the evil powers

exercise their authority (Weber 1980:68)

According to Romans

8:20-22, this world waits with eager longing for the coming
world, but at the moment is under the dominion of Satan.

Such a

twofold understanding of "world" is confirmed by Jesus (Matthew
11:25; John 14:30) and is taken over into the thought of the
early Church.
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The Christian terminology used to name demonic forces is
quite varied: principalities, lords, gods, demons, spirits,
ghosts, Satan and the devil (See Rom. 8:38; 1 Cor

15:24; Eph.

1:21; Col. 1:16; 2:10, 15; In. 12:31; 1 Cor. 2:6; 2 Cor. 4:4,
etc.)

The names all refer to the same reality_

They are all

expressions of the power of Satan (Schlier 1961:16)

From the

cultural background, some of the titles are strange to Chinese.
But, interestingly, some of the titles such as gods, demons,
spirits, and ghosts can be connected with the deities of ·Chinese
folk religion.

Although the names given to these demonic forces

are various, the main emphasis is on their power

This power is

not an abstract force that can be separated from human existence
or from the social and political structures of the world (Weber
1980:69)

On the contrary. it is expressed in and through

religious institutions, plus social and political structures.
The relationship between the demonic powers and historical events
and structures is apparent in 1 Corinthians 2:8: "None of the
rulers of this age understood it, for if they had, they would not
have crucified the Lord of glory"

Although "the rulers of this

age" might refer directly to the Roman authorities, they also
referred to the demonic force penetrating the Jewish and Roman
social and political structures which then became the instruments
of Satan.

Heinrich Schlier, in his book, Principalities and

Powers in the New Testament, makes a good statement.

He says:

When the principalities penetrate the world and the
circumstances of human life in order to exercise their power
through them, they thereby conceal themselves in the world
and in the everyday life of mankind. They withdraw from
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sight into the men, elements, and institutions through which
they make their power felt.
To seem not to appear is part
of their essence.
(1961:29)
To seem not to appear is a good comment for the essence of the
demonic.

In fact, it is used by Chinese Christians, especially

the Assembly of Hall (or Little Flock), as we have interviewed,
to interpret the various forms of deities in Chinese religions as
well as folk religion.
Although the power of Satan penetrates the world, the death
of the Lord Christ reversed the power of Satan and brought to an
end the power of that wicked one.

We find Paul says,

Since the children have flesh and blood, he too shared in
their humility so that by his death he might destroy him who
holds the power of death--that is, the devil--and free those
who all their lives were held in slavery by their fear of
death.
(Hebrews 2:14-15)
This text describes both Satan's destruction (who held the
power of death) by Christ and human freedom from the fear of
death.

Is this not the portrayal of the fear of Chinese?

Fear is one of the centralities in the Chinese worship of
ancestors, gods, and ghosts

But the Bible teaches that God has

power over all sorcerers (Ex. 7:12) and animistic powers
11)

(Ex. 7-

The purposes of the encounter between the Lord and false

spirits are to show his power and proclaim his name through all
the earth (Ex. 9:16), and to show that the earth is the Lord's
(Ex. 9: 29)

Moreover, peace, security, and protection are not

available in animism, but rather in the blood of Jesus.

Through

his death, Jesus provided an atonement for sin and thus broke the
power of sin over those who belong to him.
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The great hymn of Philipians 2:5-11 is not only the apex of
Christ's cosmic lordship, but also the climax of Christ's victory
over all demonic powers.

His first coming and dying break the

power that the demonic holds over humanity

God exalts him and

his lordship is proclaimed to all the principalities,
authorities, and powers who must now bend their knees before him.
Clearly, Christ is regarded as not just Lord of the Church but of
the whole world.
Thus, Jesus Christ has power over the elements of nature
(Luke 8:22-25; Mark 6:47-52)

It is the God of the Bible who

delivered the Taiwanese coming across from the Mainland, not the
sea goddess, Ma Tzu.
God the Lord has power over sickness and disease, too.

The

serpents in the wilderness brought Israelites sickness and death.
Yet the end of the event shows that God is the Great Physician.
Furthermore, Christ healed all forms of disease, including
raising people from the dead.

Healing comes through the use of

available medication as well as the prayer of faith.
allowed by God.

Illness is

Its purpose is to bring glory to God (John 9:3)

Illness is the consequence of human's sin and disobedience (Gen.
2:17, 17-19; Rom. 5:12; 6:23)
spirits, or ancestors.

It is not brought by angry gods,

If it is not the Lord's will to heal, he

gives peace and grace in illness and death (2 Cor

12:8ff)

The death of Christ not only reversed the power of Satan,
but might also reverse the life attitude of Chinese.
book,

The Defeat of Death, De Boer states:

In his
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The fact that Paul employs a present tense in v - 26 [1 Cor.
15:26] suggests that the destruction is certain and that,
because Christ has been raised from the dead, its
destruction, and those of the other powers, has in fact
begun.
For the Corinthians, the subordinatation of all
things under the feet of Christ had no such apocalypticeschatological significance.
(1988:122)
The subordination of all things under the feet of Christ is
not only meaningful and significant for the Corinthians but also
for the Chinese.

If the destruction of evil powers is certain

then Chinese do not need to fear its influence such as sickness,
bad luck, or even calamity-

They do not need to approach the

unseen power in an attitude of fear

Very often we observe that

Taiwanes live under the various "magical and superstitious"
practices

(Chiu 1970:276)

For instance, folk Taiwanese believe

that those souls imprisoned in sheol are released during the
seventh month of the lunar calendar to come to the earth to seek
for food,

since they have not eaten anything for a whole year

The festival in this month is called "Feeding Festival for the
Hungry Ghosts"

(kwei Jie)

Prior to the month, many ceremonial

altars are erected, Buddhist monks or Daoist priests are invited
to perform the sacrificial libations to the dead.

During the

month, people are asked (to be cautious) not to travel to a
distant place, not to marry, not to relocate, not to buy a new
house, not to start a business, etc.

The belief indeed dominates

a few people's minds and attitudes toward life.

The performance

of extravagant rituals wastes a lot of money and energy Government officials, economists, and educators say it "drains
the resources of Taiwan"

(Chiu 1970:277)

Thus the message of
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Christ's victory over all unseen powers will set people free from
this type of distortion, corruption, and an x iety The death of Christ also reverses the fear of anything

associated with death.

This is very significant to Chinese.

Watson mentions this kind of fear in his article, "Funeral
Specialists in Cantonese Society"

Most Cantonese villagers have

a morbid fear of anything associated with death, and accordingly
they do not like to attend funerals--even those of friends or
close kin because they think it can bring illness and bad luck
(1988:112)
The fear of funerals is related to notions of death and

pollution--sha-ch'i in Chinese.

Sha-ch'i is described as

"killing airs" which is thought to be released at the moment of
death.
nature.

To them it is like an invisible but powerful cloud in
The airs emanating from the corpse contaminate

everything and everybody in the immediate vicinity -

People are

e x tremely careful to avoid touching the corpse because physical
contact is thought to affect adversely their yang, or male,
essence.

So when Christians claim they participate in funerals

without fearing death pollution of the killing airs, it will stun
them.
Furthermore, the common Chinese saying: "with death
everything is over" depicts the great power which death
possesses, and under the power of death people find no way out.
From the Chinese context, this saying also denies the possibility
of the resurrection of the dead which implies that there is
nothing to hope for beyond the grave.

Therefore, the message of
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the resurrection of Christ, the defeat of the powers, and the
destruction of death will no doubt bring to the Chinese new hope
for the future.

Texts in 1 Corinthians 15 confirm that the

lordship of Christ has already been fully established although it
is not evident in this world.

The final victory is assured, the

destruction of death is certain, and people with faith in Christ
can experience victory in the present life.
Therefore, "Jesus is Lord" is good news for Chinese who live
under the fear of various powers.

To claim that the lordship of

Christ is being exercised and the demonic world (including death)
is being defeated is a powerful message in the Chinese context
In fact, Christ's victory over principalities and powers is not
only a hope for all of the world, but also a hope unique and
powerful for Chinese.

Biblical Teachings Concerning Funeral Customs
In regard to funeral customs, biblical references to burials
are descriptive rather than prescriptive (Freedman 1992, 1:278)
However, from these descriptions a number of principles emerge
which can be employed as a reference in establishing proper
funeral customs in Chinese context

Several funeral customs will

be examined from both the period of Old Testament and the period
of New Testament.
Funeral Customs in the Old Testament
The first instance of family burial in the Old Testament was
Abraham's purchase of land in Canaan for burying his wife, Sarah
(Gen. 23:1-20)

It shows that the patriarch honored his dead and
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gave the deceased a proper burial.
here is recorded in Gen. 25:8-10.

Abraham's death and burial
The burial of Isaac, Rebekah,

Jacob, and Leah, there also, is noted in Genesis 49:29-31
of the deceased were buried properly and reverently-

All

It is worth

noting that all three generations were buried in the same place,
except Rachel who was buried in Bethleham (Gen. 35:19-20) owing
to a sudden death some distance away from the ancestor's tomb.
The journey was too long to bring the corpse back to the cave of
Machpelah because of the hot climate of the Near East (Gower
1987:72; Elwell 1988, 1:386; Tenney 1982, 1:672)
Genesis 50:1-14 depicts Jacob's funeral.
mourned his father's death.

Joseph wept as he

He followed the Egyptian's "local

color", directing the physicians to embalm his father in
preparation for the funeral procession (50:2)
mourned for Jacob seventy days (50:3)

And the Egyptians

When Joseph went up

Canaan to bury his father, he and his companions lamented loudly
and bitterly (50:10a); and there Joseph observed a seven-day
period of mourning for his father (50:10b)
Genesis 37:34 and Job 1:20, 16:15 depict that in patriarchal
times people might express their grief over the death of a loved
one, especially from their younger generation, by tearing their
clothes, shaving their heads, wearing sackcloth, or burying their
face in the dust.
Genesis 46:4 depicts that the oldest son or nearest of kin
would close the eyes of the dead.
symbolic of 'the sleep of death'"

Bromiley says, "perhaps
(1979, 1: 557)

loved ones might kiss or embrace the corpse.

In Genesis 50: 1

Such customs seem
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to be parts of a solemn ceremony (McClintock and Strong 1970,
1:921)

Archeological evidence reveals that the body of the

deceased was washed and dressed in his or her own clothing.

Some

ornaments have been found in excavated tombs showing that the
dead were buried fully clothed (Elwell 1988, 1:388)
The most detailed description of a funeral during the period
of the united kingdom was that of Abner, the general of Saul and
later of Ish-bosheth.

David's display of remorse doubtless was

politically motivated: The anointed king, having designs on a
unified Israel under his rule, did not want to be identified with
a treacherous act of his subordinates (Joab and Abishai) who
killed Abner for personal revenge (2 Sam. 3:30)

To make it

clear that he had no part in Abner's death, David commanded all
of his people, including the murderer, Joab, to tear their
clothes, wear sackcloth, and walk before Abner's funeral bier
David himself walked behind the bier, led the people in weeping
at the grave, sang a funeral lament, and fasted for the rest of
the day-

By his doing these things people then realized that the

king had no part in the murder of Abner (2 Sam. 3:35-37).
The above burial customs are descriptive for the Israelites
But one burial custom that the Lord clearly prohibited was
mourners disfiguring their bodies for the dead or putting tattoo
marks on themselves (Lev. 19:28; Deut. 14:1-2)

The practices of

cutting and tattooing one's body were associated with the
Canaanite religion, which may have included a cult of the dead.
Cragie mentions that self-laceration was one of the Canaanites'
mourning rites (1976:229-230)

The reason why the Lord
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prohibited the custom was that it did not reflect God's holiness
(Deut. 14:2)

In later passages in the New Testament it is

explained that the body was given by the Lord, therefore, the
people of God must honor God with their body (1 Cor

6:20)

The

other prohibition was that no food could be offered to the dead
(Deut. 26:14)

This practice was found in heathen countries

around Israel (Bromiley 1979, 1:560).
From the study of burial customs in the Old Testament, the
importance of a proper burial in the culture of Israel is
evident.

The procedures included: buying land, closing the eyes

of the dead, mourning for the deceased, lamenting loudly and
bitterly. washing and dressing the deceased, embalming the
corpse, wearing sackcloth and shaving one's head, holding a
funeral procession, singing a funeral lament, fasting several
days, weeping at the grave, burying the dead with ornaments, and
burying the dead in the family tombs.
Funeral Customs in the New Testament
The gospels describe five burials.

The first burial was the

raising of Jairus's daughter which was recorded in each of the
synpotics (Matt. 9:23-25; Mark 5:38-43; Luke 8:51-56)

In the

story the mourning over her death was underway. accompanied by
flute-playing (Matt. 9:23), an uproar and weeping and loud
wailing (Mark 5:38), and mourning (Luke 8:52)

Plummer mentions

that even the poorest Jew had at least two flute-players for
mourning (1982:142)

Keener notes that several professional

women mourners were required even
person (1993:71)

~t

the funeral of the poorest

But in the circumstance Jesus told them to "go
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away," or "do not cry-"

The reason why Jesus stopped them crying

is not because he had no sympathy with the mourners but because
the crowd was making a commotion (Matt. 9:23)

The turmoil of

the mourners included shrieking and beating of breasts which made
the funeral lose its solemnity The second funeral was the son of the widow of Nain.

He was

being carried out in an open coffin to a simple graveyard located
outside of the town gate (Luke 7:12a)
town was with her (7:12b)

A large crowd from the

The widow was crying (7:13)

Freeman

notes that heathen nations as well as Jews buried their dead
outside of the inhabited area (1972:413)

People customarily

dropped whatever they were doing and joined in a funeral
procession when it passed by (Keener 1993:207)
The third funeral was Lazarus (John 11:38-44)
Lazarus was wrapped with long cloth strips (v

44)

The body of
This wrapping

was thorough, binding the limbs to keep them straight and even
the cheeks to keep the mouth shut; the facecloth may have been a
yard square (Keener 1993:293)

Lazarus was buried in a cave

(v - 38a); a stone would be rolled into place along a groove in
front of the tomb (v
and robbers

38b), protecting its contents from animals

(Keener 1993:293)

According to the custom, the

wrapped body was left lying on the floor in the tomb's
antechamber

And one year later, when the flesh had rotted off,

the family members would return to collect the bones into a box,
which they would then be slid into a slot on the wall
1993:293)

(Keener
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The fourth case was the burial of the Lord Jesus' body
John stated the burial custom, "was in accordance with Jewish
burial customs"

(John 19:40)

In other words, wrapping the body

with spices during that time was popular

Matthew mentioned that

Jesus' body was wrapped in "a clean linen cloth"

(Matt. 27:59),

while John stated that Jesus' body was wrapped with "strips of
linen"

(John 19:40)

The Greek for these two words is different.

They are sindon and othoniois, respectively.

It is possible that

both kinds of wrappings were used on Jesus' body--inner and outer
wraps between which were placed spices.

Nicodemus brought

seventy-five pounds of myrrh and aloes to be used in the
preparation of the corpse (John 19:39).
The fifth burial was Dorcas' death (Acts 9:36-40)

When

Dorcas died, her body was washed and placed in an upstairs room
(v 37)

The purpose of the washing was probably a precaution

against premature decay (McClintock and Strong 1968, 1:921)
the widows stood around Peter and were crying (v.39)

All

They cried

because Dorcus was always doing good and helping the poor
From the study of the burial customs in the New Testament it
is evident that Jewish burial custom was to wrap the corpse with
spices and bury it in a cave.
outside the village.

But the poor might be buried

A funeral procession was always held to

mourn the dead; flute-playing, loud wailing, and weeping
accompanied it.
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Evaluation of Chinese Funeral Customs
The correct knowledge of God will bring sober judgment
toward the living and the dead.

One of the consequences of it is

the proper performance of the funeral rituals.

In this section

we are going to evaluate Chinese funeral customs from our new
biblical understanding

The purpose of this section is to offer

the outcome of evaluation to the churches in Taiwan so that they
can make their decisions on their own regarding the customs.
First of all, Confucius' attitude towards funeral rituals is
important to his followers.

Since Confucius did not talk too

much about the life after death, the hereafter became a mystery
to his followers

The well-known answer of Confucius to Mang-I

about what filial piety was might give us some clues to his
attitude.

He said,

That parents, when alive, should be served according to
propriety; that, when dead, they should be buried according
to propriety; and that they should be sacrificed to
according to propriety (Analects II, Ch. 5, Legge
1960d:147)
Yet what does "propriety" mean?

As has already been noted in

Chapter Five, the "propriety" of burial here means the main
sequence of funeral rituals that originated from the Records of

Ritual and Etiquette and Ritual which became the basis for all
later imperial or private liturgies.
In the funeral sequence it is very significant that we note
many of the funeral rituals are similar to the Jewish burial
customs

For instance, while the funeral rituals appear

preparatory to burial, the following procedures appear normal in
current Taiwan and some of the other Chinese contexts: death was
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announced, followed by lamentation.

Those responsible would wash

the corpse and dress it up fully with clothes.

Weeping would

proceed at certain times, such as morning and evening.
professional mourners were hired to lament.
consisted of women, with dirge singers.

Sometimes

They primarily

The indigenous musical

instrument players who mainly were men also hired to play
mourning tones

The mourning family put on sackcloth, a coarse

material usually made of flax, until the funeral ritual was over
Then burial followed the funeral procession.
by a monument erected in love and remembrance.
were adorned or embellished.

Graves were marked
The graves often

During the funeral rituals, the

mourning family usually served simple food, with some of them
fasting up to the time of burial.

After burial, the sorrowing

ones would serve a mourning feast to those who attended the
funeral.
All of the above-mentioned funeral rituals are similar to
Israelite culture that are suggested to retain and keep
performing them without hesitation.

Yet some of the rituals

which seem to be strikingly different from behavior in the West
need further discussion and evaluation from the viewpoint of
culture .
For instance, the death wail sometimes sounded so bitter and
sorrowful that some Christian leaders and missionaries were
persuaded that Christians should not wail like that because they
do not want Christians to show sorrow as those not having hope
(1 Thess. 4:13b)

Some indigenous church leaders even asked

th e ir people not to cry for the dead.

However, in the Chinese
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culture, a wail is often raised that announces to all the
neighborhood what has happened.

This is a sign for the relatives

to begin demonstrating their sorrow.

Moreover, the professional

mourners were called in at the time of sorrow to express mourning
for the dead.

The presence of such a group of mourners hired for

the occasion seems out of place to the Western mind; but Trurnbell
commented that such professional wailers are no more lacking in
helpfulness to the Easterner than are non-religious professional
singers at a Western funeral service (1894:154)
The only thing we need to observe is that as Christians
there is hope after death.

"Brothers, we do not want you.

grieve like the rest of men, who have no hope"

to

(1 Thess. 4:13)

We observe that Paul does not forbid us to grieve altogether
Mourning is natural, even for a while emotionally necessary .
What Paul prohibits is not grief, but hopeless grief
Indeed, Chinese people so emphasize Li (etiquette, or
propriety) that they are not as demonstrative and emotional in
their daily behaviors.

It is difficult for those not acquainted

with their customs to appreciate their method of expressing their
sorrow, and their attempts to be comforted.
In ancient Israel, sackcloth was worn in times of grief and
sorrow, and persons often tore their clothes in order to let
people know how deep was their grief (2 Sam. 3:31)

The beating

of the breast was another method of expressing sorrow (Luke
2 3:48)

Yet in Chinese culture even in the current Taiwan,

genuflections and so-called kowtow prostrations before the coffin
and the deceased are generally taken for granted as a means to
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express sorrow.

Tears flow freely at such times and are

considered to be a definite means of bringing comfort to
sorrowing hearts.

Unfortunately, in the Chinese rites

controversy in the 1720s, the rites of genuflections and kowtow
prostrations were declared superstitions by the Holy See.

From

that time on Christianity was looked down upon as a "foreign
religion" even though the Holy See later on again permitted the
rites.

The same or similar view of genuflection and kowtow

prostration, however, is still held in the majority of Christian
minds
The current prevailing funeral service among Taiwanese folk
is the Buddhist funeral service (Ebrey 1991:212)

It has

continued from the imperial period and up to the present in
Taiwan and Hong Kong.

In fact, it has been syncretized with the

Daoist funeral service (F

Tong 1995:186)

The following

procedures appear normal in current Taiwanese folk.

Calling back

the soul (chao-hun) or sending off the soul (sung-lu)

Calling

the diviner to determine the date of burial, and calling the
geomancer to look for an auspicious land for burial.
to the dead.

Performing services on each seventh day after

burial until the forty-nineth day (tso-ch'i)
ancestral tablet.
with the dead.

Offerings

Setting up the

Exorcizing the inauspicious auras associated

The rituals are deeply influenced by Buddhist and

Daoist ideas, particular karma, transmigration, and soul
immortality; thus these are not suggested for Christians to
retain and perform.

Indeed, according to the biblical teaching,

the cult of the ancestors as such should be discarded.!
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One of the elemental Buddhist beliefs is that the dead pass
through a series of courts where they are judged before
reincarnation.

For the bereaved, the Buddhist funeral rituals

could help their dead loved ones avoid suffering.

Chinese folk

prefer to believe that the Buddhist monk and Daoist priest are
called to perform services of tso-ch'i, and that these will
transfer merit to the dead on each seventh day until the fortynineth day (Doolittle 1865, 1:184, 191)
to the present day-

This belief persists up

That is why the current Taiwanese folk still

hold to the services so stubbornly.
The cult of helping the deceased avoid suffering is clearly
refuted by biblical teaching.

In 2 Corinthians 5:10, Paul says,

"For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so
that each one may receive good or evil, according to what he has
done in the body-"

It is clearly stated here that the

destination of the dead is decided on the basis of what a person
has done while in the state of living.

This means there is no

possibility of transference of merit from the living to the dead.
The other belief is that the soul of the dead goes on a
journey which begins at his or her death.

During the journey he

or she will have to face ten different obstacles, and it is the
task of the living to help the deceased to overcome them.

The

living does so by making every provision for his needs.
Such belief is unscriptural.

The resurrection of the Lord

Jesus Christ has brought permanent changes in the state of the
Christian dead.

Because Christ has abolished death, the

Christian after his death goes immediately to be with him (Phil.
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1:23).

But since no further revelation is given in the New

Testament concerning the departed souls of non-Christians, we can
only adhere to what has been given in the Old Testament; that is,
they descend to Hades.
Buddhist funeral services provided the mourners with ways to
work through feelings of guilt about not having done more for the
dead when they were alive.

The mourners were encouraged to make

the dead as comfortable as possible, to try to . arrest the decay
of the body, and supply the dead with food, drink, and replicas
of useful goods.
(Deut. 26:14).

The Bible forbids offering food to the dead
It teaches us to do our filial duties on earth as

much as possible without any excuse such as making offering
Corban to God (Matt. 15:4-6; Mark 7:10-13) or anything else.

Moreover, in the society of Taiwan the fears of ghosts and
the forces of death are pervasive.

When Buddhist monks claimed a

special knowledge of death and the afterworld, and efficacious
ways to help the dead, they were considered as funeral e x perts.
Buddhist monks were often called on to manage funerals not simply
because mourners worried about the reincarnation of the dead, but
also bacause they wanted someone else to take over responsibility
for conducting ceremonies correctly

The Bible called this type

of men as "lying prophets" and strongly rebuked them for they led
people astray (Jer
words"

(Jer

23:9, 13, 32)

7:4, 8)

Their words are "deceptive

So do not trust in such words for they are

"worthless" (Jer. 7:8)
The account of the rich man and Lazarus (Luke 16:19-31)
reveals that there is no channel of communication between the
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living and the dead.

Therefore, we can neither invite the souls

of the ancestors to come back, nor visit them after death.

The

rituals of calling back the soul and sending off on its journey
to the underworld are then useless.

The shamanistic soul

traveling to the underworld in order to see and talk to the
deceased (kuan-loh-yin)

is prohibited, too.

The belief that after death the soul wanders through the
house for a certain number of days and then travels to the
underworld is the cause of offering food, mock paper money,
sticks, lanterns, and anything which can assist its journey to
the world of the dead.
New Testament teaching.

This concept is quite different from the
In Luke, Jesus said to the repentant

criminal, "Truly, I say to you, today you will be with me in
Paradise"

(Luke 23:43)

It reveals clearly that the repentant

soul goes to paradise, not after a long journey but instantly Paul has the same teaching. He says, "I desire to depart and be
with Christ, which is far better"

(Phil. 1: 2 3)

Here in this

verse, Paul clearly states that if he dies, he will be able to be
with Christ.

There is no need for Paul or any believer to make a

long journey following death to be with Christ.

Instead, there

is an instant transition of his soul from this world to the
presence of Christ (Yamaguchi 1985:47)

The Chinese Theology of the Funeral
As has already been noted in the responses to "Practices" in
the interview schedules, the main issues regarding the funeral
customs raised by Chinese Christians are: "Why are we Christians
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not allowed to weep for our deceased parents?"
allowed to perform ancestor practices?"
Christians practice?"
"What does it mean,

"Can we be

"What kind of forms can

"Which forms can Christians not do?"

'so long as it does not contradict the

biblical principle'?"

Some of the issues have been touched on

and answered in the preceding section.

In this section we will

attempt to answer issues from the perspective of theological
principles.
The Theology of Mourning
Mourning is natural when a loved one dies.

It would be very

unnatural, indeed inhuman, not to mourn when we lose somebody
near and dear to us

To be sure, it is appropriate at" Christian

funerals to celebrate Christ's victory over death joyfully, but
we do so only through tears of personal sorrow.

Jesus' weeping

at the graveyard of his beloved friend Lazarus gives us liberty
to do the same (John 11:35)

We may try to search out Jesus'

theology of mourning from the Scripture of John 11:35.
First, Jesus was acquainted with grief

The fact that Jesus

wept teaches us that Jesus experienced grief as we do.

In this

we find him fulfilling Isaiah's prophecy, for Isaiah said that he
would be "a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief"

(Isa.

53:3)
A problem arises here, however.

The word that is translated

"deeply moved" is one that is difficult to understand.
word enebrimesato (Douglas 1990:367)

It is the

It occurs only three times

in the New Testament, i.e., in Matthew 9:30 and in Mark 1:43 and
14: 5.

In the first two instances it is translated "to charge
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sternly"

(Hendriksen 1995:154), in the sense that Jesus "strictly

commanded" a person whom he had healed to tell no one.

In the

third instance it is used by those who witnessed the anointing of
Jesus with costly ointment by a certain woman and were said to
have "murmured" about it (Barclay 1956:112)

Neither of these

translations--"to charge sternly" or "murmured"--seems to fit the
context of John 11.
In each of these usages there does seem to be what William
Barclay calls "a certain sternness, almost anger" to Jesus'
expressions (1956:112)

And since this is true, some

commentators have placed the idea of indignation or even anger in
John's passage.

They would translate the verse, "Jesus was moved

to anger in his spirit"
be angry?

(Barclay 1956:112)

But why should Jesus

The answer is either that he was angry with the

supposed unbelief or hypocrisy of those who were weeping over
Lazarus

(Morris 1995:493; Hoskyns 1940:471), or else with death

or sin, which he would have viewed as a tool of Satan and a great
enemy (Hendriksen 1995:154; Westcott 1908:171; Godet 1978:743-4)
It may have been that some of the weeping of the crowd was less
than sincere, but this is not said or implied in the passage.
Besides, whatever may have been the situation with the crowd, it
was certainly not the case that Martha and Mary were faking.
we reject the idea of anger, at least at the hypocrisy of the
crowd.

Anger may have produced shouts of an outraged

sensibility, but it certainly did not produce tears on this
occasion.

So
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The other possibility is to translate the word in a way that
suggests deep emotion.

Indeed, the word enebrimesato in the

Greek language is to describe the snorting of a horse (Morris
1995:493; Hendriksen 1995:154)
the former interpretation.

Thus, this is far better than

Jesus may be said to have groaned

with the sisters in deep emotion, emotion out of which an
involuntary cry was wrung from his heart.

This is the view

captured by Phillips, who uses the phrase, "He was deeply moved
and visibly distressed"

(Phillips 1958:214), or by the

translaters of the New International Version, who say, "He was
deeply moved and troubled."
Some may think that this is unacceptable, for they imagine
that it is just not proper for Jesus to have been moved to such a
degree, particularly by the grief of others.

They say that he

had to have been moved by something no less great or terrible
than sin.

But this does not satisfy me as a Chinese.

I

am

willing to grant that Jesus grieved over sin, even more than he
grieved over death, which is the consequence of sin.

I also

grant that he was saddened by unbelief, as he was on that other
occasion when he looked out over unbelieving Jerusalem (Luke
19:41)
sisters?

But how can these be separated from the grief of the
And how can we read the passage without seeing that

Jesus wept with them?

It seems to me, at the least these items

must be taken together--grief, sin, unbelief, death, and sorrow.
For, as Lightfoot says, "The expression used . . implies that he
now voluntarily and deliberately accepts and makes his own the
emotion and the experience from which it is his purpose to
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deliver men"

(1963:229)

Morgan writes, "He . . gathered up int o

his own personality all the misery resulting from sin,
represented in a dead man and broken hearted people round him"
(1933:197)
What does all this mean?

It means that Jesus was acquainted

with grief, as we are, that he understands it and is therefore
able to comfort those who sorrow

It is not an impassible,

insensitive, unmovable Christ that is commended to you and me in
Christianity

It is one who has entered into our grief and who

understands our sorrows.
Second, Jesus was not ashamed to be human .

In fact, he

could have repressed his tears rather than giving vent to them.
He could have said, "If I show tears, my tears will be
misunderstood; they will be taken as a sign of weakness."
Indeed, this is how some of the Jews and Chinese also reacted;
for it is what they meant when they said, "Could not he who
opened the eyes of the blind man have kept this man from d y ing?"
(v

37)

They interpreted his tears as a confession that he

could do nothing

Jesus could have argued that it is foolish to

cry when he was about to raise Lazarus, because in a few minutes
everyone will be rejoicing.
either

But he did not use that excuse

True, the miracle would result in the giving of glory to

God, but that was still minutes away.

Now the sisters and their

friends were weeping; and if they were weeping, he would weep
with them.

Jesus knew how the story would end, but in the

meantime he was not ashamed to be one with his brothers and
sisters
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This truth is important to Chinese Christians.

Often

Chinese Christians are questioned, "Why do Christians not cry to
their deceased parents?"

Thus they are called "no father and no

mother", owing to unwillingness to express their genuine human
nature in tears.

When interviewing a Mandarin-speaking person

from the Assembly Hall (i.e., "Little Flock" ) , I was told by an
elder that no tears, no pictures of the deceased, and no crosses
are allowed in funerals.

A funeral service for them is like the

regular Sunday service.

I doubt that non-Christian relatives, or

even Christians themselves, are accepting the impassible funeral
while they participate in it.

The elder told me, "Why weep now?

In a few moment everyone will be rejoicing"
might view tears as inappropriate.

I suppose that he

This view is held not only by

one local church but also the whole denomination.

They truly do

live only for eternity and are completely detached from the
affairs of present life!
When looking at Jesus at that particular moment, we note
that he was not ashamed to be human.

Tears for him are not sin,

at least not in themselves, and he can rightly weep in times of
So do we.

great sorrow.

In fact, tears can be a form of

obedience to God; for we are told to "weep with those who weep"
(Romans 12: 15) .
Third, Jesus identified with others
to identify with his brothers.
he did not.

Here, he was pleased

He could have remained aloof but

Instead he identified with us in all things, thereby

becoming our example.
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Os Guinness gives us a biblical example of identification
principle in his book, The Dust of Death, in Moses.

Moses

suspected that he was to be the liberator of the Jewish people.
But the first time he attempted to liberate them it was from a
position of privilage and superiority, and he was a failure.

He

was a member of the household of Pharaoh and killed an Egyptian
who had been beating an Israelite.

But when he came back the

next day he was rejected by the very people whom he was trying to
serve.

"Who made you ruler and judge over us?" was their

question (Exodus 2:14)

Years later, however, after he had

chosen "rather to suffer affliction with the people of God"

(Heb.

11:25), Moses was able to identify with them, to share their
hunger, danger, and problems.

In the same way, Guinness

powerfully concludes,
It is when Christians have at least partially entered into
the profundity of identification that the Christian
community has been at its most human and most sensitive and
that its message has been most credible and compelling
(1973:388)
Fourth, Jesus wept at the grave of Lazarus and this action
also shows us that he loves.

This is what the people of Christ's

day saw in his tears; for they observed him and said, "Behold,
how he loved him!"
of his love.

(v

36)

It was his tears that convinced them

They knew that he loved his friend when they saw

him weep with the sisters over Lazarus.
In the same way, Chinese Christians should not suppress
their genuine emotions over their deceased parents or relatives.
In the Chinese conte x t, people almost always suppress their
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emotion on ordinary days.
people.

Indeed, they are not demonstrative

Because they do not allow grief to flow openly from

their own lives, as Jesus did.

However, at funerals they show

their emotions without reservation.

Many folk Taiwanese even

hire the crying group to cry at funerals no matter what the
reasons and motives.

In such a context, how can Christians

identify with their people without showing their love in tears?
How can they convince their relatives and friends of their love
without tears?
The Christian Theology of Funeral
Christian theology is a rationalized expression of faith.
What we believe we express in liturgy and rituals
one of the practical expressions of faith.

Funeral is

What aspects of faith

will be expressed in a Chinese Christian funeral?

In other

words, what kinds of experience and response can people obtain
while they attend the funeral service?

To respond to such

issues, I employ both interview data and participation-oservation
of two funeral services to construct the theology of funeral.
Several features of a Chinese Christian funeral are described as
follows:
The first feature of the funeral reflects a kerygma tic
dimension.
funeral.

A Christian funeral is distinct from a secular
As we noted before, the secular funeral is done for the

salvation of the soul; while Chritian funeral is not done for
such purpose at all.

The salvation of a Christian dead was

secured before he or she died.

One of the features of Christian

funeral we observed is to share the gospel.

That is, to share
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what God has done on the deceased; what Jesus Christ has shown
his mercy upon the deceased.

The two funerals in which I

participated seemed to be held to remember the dead; but indeed
they were characterized by Christology.

These observations are

consistent with the viewpoint of Dr. Hoon, professor at Union
Theological Seminary in New York.

He says, "The point of

departure for thinking theologically about the Christian funeral,
in short, is christological" (1976:174)
In the funerals I found that the preachers focus on Jesus'
victory over the demonic, and remission of the guilt of sin gives
us eternal life now and hope for a fuller life to come.

The

sermons focus on victory. freedom, eternal life, and healing.
Yet there is a chance to corrupt the funeral if the kerygma
(preaching) is not done well.

David Wu, the professor at Trinity

Theological College in Singapore, observed that the abuse of such
opportunities for evangelism has caused resentment among some
non-Christian friends who attend the funeral (1993:196)

A few

preachers try to convert the non-Christian friends and relatives
of the bereaved family and ignore placing emphasis on mourning
for the deceased and sharing of sorrow with the bereaved family.
The little emphasis is placed on mourning for the deceased may
cause "resentment among some non-Christian relatives"
1993:196)

(Wu

The solution for this is to be well-prepared, to

include delicate incorporation of gospel and commemoration into
the funeral kerygma, and finally to ask the guidance and
blessings of the Holy Spirit.
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The second feature of the funeral is ecclesial.

As we noted

earlier, the Chinese funeral is concerned with cultural/social
identity; the Christian funeral also reflects the sociological
nature and cultural character of the congregation--its social
constituency and its inherited mindsets.

Yet the Christian

funeral is not just a group of people gathering together in a
building to conduct a ritual, rather it is the community
declaring in unequivocal terms the faith it holds at the time of
greatest crisis, death.
As ecclesial, we observed that the funeral is priestly This function comes out from one of the characteristics of
church--priesthood of all believers (1 Peter 2:9).
the ecclesia serve one another as priests.

Members of

They intercede for

one another as the living, heavenly Priest intercedes for us
(Heb. 7:25)

During the funeral, the whole congregation,

including laity and clergy, can work together to serve the
bereaved family before and after the death of a member--the
vigil, washing of the body, consoling the bereaved, preparation
of the liturgy, decoration of the mourning hall, procession,
preparation of simple food, the finding of the burial place,
consoling the bereaved after the funeral, etc.

When the members

of ecclesia serve one another, it is a good testimony to those
non-Christian friends and relatives of the bereaved family and to
the local community -

It tells the non-Christians that a

Christian funeral does not consist merely of a short sermon and a
few hymns, but of a lot of love and support which uphold the
bereaved family going through the crisis.
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As ecclesial, the funeral is also edificational.

A funeral

is not only for God, the bereaved family, the pastor or
officiate, the bereaved person, but also for the faith community
(Williams 1993:171)

The funeral is conducted not merely to

build up the congregation through the service of the bereaved
family, but also through kerygma summoning the congregation to
reexamine itself, to repent, to renew its faith, and to vow again
its obedience.

In other words, the shock of death ought to call

the faith community back to its foundations, bring it to die and
rise again with its Lord, and remind it of the purpose which God
leaves it on earth.

Hoon says,

It re-situates the congregation on its true foundation--that
One in whose death we die and in whose Resurrection we are
made alive, and then, re-turns the congregation to live out
its paschal life in the world.
(1976:180)
In this sense the funeral edifies.
The third feature of the funeral reflects both memorial and
hope.

This feature is distinct from that of a secular funeral

As we noted earlier, the non-Christian, syncretized funeral
involves the idea of exchange between the living and the dead on
a reciprocal basis; while a Christian funeral has no such idea at
all.

It emphasizes memorial.

What then is to be remembered?

The funeral I participated in shows that all things within the
life experience of the deceased can be remembered--pain, tears,
laugher, love, memories, spiritual growth and stagnation,
contributions to his or her family, exhortion and enjoinment to
his or her family, etc.

Some members of the family, especially

the eldest son, read this part of the liturgy for participants.
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Some might be asked in advance to sketch a brief biography of the
deceased.

Here great pathos might brood over the thoughts of

those attending, but that is all right.
not inappropriate in a Christian funeral.

Mourning and tears are
The funeral

traditionally focuses on the dead person's conduct and the
virtues in his life on earth.

Yet the Christian funeral can turn

this focus from the deceased to a living hope of life after death
in Christ.

What a wonderful service of commemoration; the

funeral can become a meeting with Christ in his victory over the
power of death!

What a wonderful service of memorial; the

funeral can become a confident expectation of eternal life
through Jesus Christ!

A Christian attending a funeral of a

believer in Christ does not grieve over the dead in hopelessness,
but grieves with confident hope.

This is an important witness to

non-Christian relatives and friends.
When people are truly comforted by understanding Christian
truths through a funeral sermon, community support and love, and
meaningful commemoration, non-Christians will be deeply
challenged, and may convert to a relevant Christianity Participating in a Non-Christian, Syncretized Funeral
Chinese Christians frequently ask the questions before and
after they participate in a syncretized Buddhist/Daoist funeral:
"What kind of practices can I perform?" or "Which practices can I
not perform?"

There is no easy answer to this question.

Indeed, there are some ancestor rituals persisting in Taiwan
that the Bible does not mention clearly-

The Bible leaves these

open to interpretation; it does not say it can be done or it
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cannot be done.
judgment.

So we need to be careful without rushing to make

Yet the fact that there are rituals that the Bible may

suggest leaves these decisions to those directly involved
according to their contexts and consciences
Does that mean that one can do it simply with independent
judgment?

I do not think so.

There must be some criteria to be

followed.

We must go to pains to dig it out by using the main

principle of the five components of the synthetic model created
according to Hiebert's approach--selection/transmission/
transformation/adaptation/cooperation.
The first criterion is whether the ritual form in question
is a clear conveyer of heathen belief in the specific context
concerned.

If such form clearly conveys the heathen belief, then

it must be discarded.

The hot issue in Taiwan for a Chrisitan

when participating in a non-Christian, syncretized funeral is
whether or not to hold the joss-stick to pai (worship or
venerate)

the deceased and kneel or bow to the deceased.

The

former practice is for people at large attending the funeral; the
latter one is especially for the deceased's children and close
relatives.

To deal with such an issue, let us take a look at how

the ancient church fathers responded to a similar issue.

When

Augustine and Ambrose in the early church faced the issue of
offering food to the dead, they rejected it.

One reason for it

obviously was that such a ritual form could not possibly be
fitted in with Christian doctrine.

On the contrary: clearly it

conveyed the pagan belief that the soul of the dead would come to
eat the offerings

(Berentsen 1983, 49:160-8).

As to the hot
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issue of the holding of the joss-sticks, some stressed that
"wreaths are Western joss-stick" (Chow 1979, 21:13-19)

Indeed,

a wreath in the Western context has always been used as a symbol
of honor.

There is no connection between wreaths and worship.

In the Chinese context, however, joss-stick or incense still have
been used as a means to communicate with the gods or to associate
with real spirits (K. Tan 1985:221; Liaw 1985:92 Chinese version;
Hung 1985:203)

Therefore, my proposal is that Christians should

not hold joss-sticks while participating in the funeral.
The second criterion is that some forms which are adiaphora
should not be absolutized.

Some customs and rituals belong to

the realm of adiaphora, "neither right nor wrong in themselves"
(Ewert 1986:106)

Thus, when the theological understanding of

afterlife and the world-to-come is ambiguous, then Christian
outsiders should not blame or criticize those who are directly
involved.

Let us take Paul as example.

In Acts 16:1-5, Luke

spoke of a disciple named Timothy who lived in Lystra.

Since

Timothy had an excellent reputation with Christians in both
Iconium and Lystra, Paul wanted to recruit him into his mission
team as a co-worker.

His Jewish mother and Greek father had

given him a good cultural grounding in both communities.

But,

although he had been brought up by his mother in the Jewish
faith, he had never been circumcised.

So Paul circumcised him

because Jews lived in that area, and this made Timothy's ministry
acceptable to them, since they knew about his Greek father (v
and would have known that he was uncircmcised.

It is really

marvelous that, so soon after Paul's sharp dispute and debate

3)
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with Judaizers in Antioch (15:1), and his vehement statements
against circumcision in his letter to the Galatians (Gal

1:6-9;

3:1-5; 5:2-6), he should now be prepared to circumcise Timothy Did he have an inconsistent position regarding the doctrine he
defended--salvation by grace alone--and circumcision was not
required after all.

He did not.

Boice says,

Paul's concern was for the defense and propagation of the
gospel. When the essence of the gospel was at stake, Paul
refused any compromise whatever
However, when the gospel
was not at stake, as was the case here, Paul was willing to
compromise many things in order to win others to Jesus
Christ.
(1997:273)
Obviously, in Paul's mind, once the theological principle
was firmly established, that circumcision was not necessary for
salvation, he was prepared to adjust his practical policies.
are astonished by this apparent discrepancy -

We

On the one hand,

Paul was so inflexible in opposing circumcision; but on the other
hand, he was so flexible in being willing to circumcise TimothyThese two actions seem irreconcilable to theologians and
scholars.
Is this exegesis meaningful to Chinese and can it be applied
to the ritual forms in question?

Should we not learn from Paul

to stand firm on the theological issue, that salvation is in
Christ alone by grace alone through faith alone, and to make
concessions in policy?

To those not having the law (Chinese,

like Gentiles) Paul was prepared to become like one not having
the law (Chinese, like Gentiles), in order to win those not
having the law (Chinese, like Gentiles)?
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This leads to a third criterion, that is, the principle of
love.

What was the purpose of Paul's making such notable

concessions?

It was for a conciliatory reason.

First, he

accepted the four cultural abstentions proposed by Jewish leaders
to Gentile converts, 2 because Moses' law was widely read and
preached, and restraint on the Gentiles would ease Jewish
consciences and precipitate Jewish and Gentile social interaction
(Acts 15)

Secondly, he circumcised Timothy out of consideration

for the Jews who would be offended if he remained uncircumcised
(Acts 16).

Further, Paul's concessions in Acts 15 and 16 are

entirely in harmony with the conciliatory teachings in his
letters, Romans 14 and 1 Corinthians 8

He urged Christians with

a strong or educated conscience not to violate the consciences of
the weak or the over-scrupulous.

A strong conscience gives us

freedom of behavior, but we should limit our freedom out of love
for the weak.
The key concept is love.

On the one hand, if we regard the

weak Christian as important, then why should we not seek to pay
more consideration to our parents?

If Paul, though free, was

willing to make himself a slave to others in order to win others,
then why should we not do everything to preserve the relationship
by sensitive concessions to parents' "weaknesses"?
they are our subjects to win to Jesus.

After all,

On the other hand, let us

stop passing judgment on one another, especially on those who are
participating in traditional ancestor practices.
that there may be some extenuating circumstances.

We must realize
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In summary, Chinese Christians in each situation should
wisely decide and profess their decision concerning proper action
under the leading of the Holy Spirit, according to biblical
teaching, and in line with their own conscience while they
participate in various funerals.

Christian outsiders should be

careful not to fall into the trap of criticism.

Summary
In this chapter we have used a model adapted from Paul
Hiebert to construct a Chinese theology of ancestors.

The

examination of the Chinese cultural context is related to
rereading and reflecting upon the biblical teaching.

The new

theology of specific issues such as filial piety, soul, and
funeral for Chinese then have emerged.

And an even deeper

theology on specific detailed matters related to ancestor
practices can arise by employing further this contextualization
model.
In each issue, Jesus Christ is the center of the Chinese
theology of ancestors.

He meets all the common requirements for

being regarded as an ancestor.

He lived and died, he is

remembered, he lived a good life, he was buried properly, and he
has descendants.

Jesus is both a great filial Son of his

heavenly Father and a great filial son of his earthly parents.
He is greater than all the other ancestors.

He is stronger than

all the other spirits and higher than anyone else.

Although he

is so divine and high, he identifies with human beings because he
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lowered himself at the incarnation and is not ashamed to be
human.
With this theology of ancestor practices in mind, we are
ready to propose alternatives for churches in Taiwan.
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Notes
1. The meaning of cult of the ancestors in traditional Chinese
society cognizance is taken from the longstanding debate as to
whether ancestor cults are primarily expressions of the religious
system or whether they are extensions of the lineage system and
its patterns of authority. An ancestor cult may be thought of as
a system of religious thought and practice which finds its
starting point in beliefs about the nature of humans and souls
and life after death. At the opposite extreme, an ancestor cult
may be regarded as a projection of earthly patterns of authority
and relationships, particularly the relationships between father
and son upon the supernatural sphere. Consult James Thayer
Addison (1924:592-599)
2. The four cultural abstentions proposed by Jewish leaders to
Gentile converts were: to abstain from food polluted by idols,
from sexual immorality, from the meat of strangled animals and
from blood (Acts 15:20)
The purpose of the Jerusalem Council
was to write to the Gentile Christians to "urge them to observe
certain moral norms and diatary laws for good Christian living
and table fellowship with Jewish Christians" (Hilary 1995:197)
John Stott summarizes three different views for these
abstentions.
The first is to regard the abstentions as being all
moral.
Here, "food polluted by idols" is understood as idolatry;
"blood" is interpreted as blood-shedding, i.e., murder
But
Stott argues that the interpretation is weak and far-fetched.
Also, "things strangled" seems to be a moral exception. The
second is to regard the abstentions as being all ceremonial, all
matters of external purity
In this case, "food polluted by
idols" is not actual idolatry but the eating of idol-meats
"Blood" refers not to shedding it, but to eating it. But "sexual
immortality" seems to be the ceremorial exception.
Stott
explains that "sexual immortality" as porneia, i.e., irregular
marriage listed in Leviticus 18, in particular to "marriage
within degrees of blood-relationship." Consult John Stott
(1994:249-250)
The writer prefers to reconstruct the four
abstentions into two categories: three of them concern dietary
matters (food, things strangled, and blood); the fourth concerns
a moral matter (sexual immortality)
These prescriptions are
minimal demands which the Gentile must observe in order to gain
fellowship with the Jewish community
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CHAPTER 8

A Contextual Model For Ancestor Practices

A practical and feasible model of contextualization for
ancestor practices will be based on the Chinese theology of
ancestors, supported by data of interview schedules and personal
interviews in a region.

While Chinese theological concerns are

about the general, broad view which is applicable to all Chinese
contexts, the interviews only were available from a local
situation.

Therefore, the present constructed model of

contextualization only should be applied initially to a specific
area of the Chinese context--Taiwan, at this point of its
history
Indigenization or contexualization of theology or so-called
"self-theologizing" is the foundational issue in introducing
Christianity into the Chinese context.

Unfortunately, the

Chinese church has nearly handed in a blank paper in this field.
The theology taught by the majority of Chinese theological
seminaries today is still Western systematic theology.
Apologetics still remain as historical records of how the Western
church was impacted and confronted by Plato, Aristotle, the
church fathers, the Renaissance, and rationalism.

But when will

we have Chinese apologetics which are impacted and confronted by
Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism?

In fact,

contextual theology

requires one to reread the cultural literature and to reexamine
the context, and then respond and reflect on the issues of
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concern from the biblical perspective rather than simply from
philosophy as most liberal theologians have done.

After that the

contextual theology then emerges solidly and soundly -

In this

study, in Chapters 2-7, I have tried to offer such an attempt.
This chapter is first a critique of the recent symposiums
and theological efforts at contextualizing ancestor practices.
The purpose is to show their limitations and failure to address
the central issues I have presented in this study

Second, it is

an attempt to create guidelines for developing contextualized
Christian practices for the churches in Taiwan, applying the
Chinese theology of ancestors.

Contextualization--Chinese Attempts
Three types of attempts have been made to do
contextualization since 1981

These include: international

symposiums, a consultation on alternatives to ancestor practices,
and the formulation of Christian sermons.

All of the efforts

have tried to disengage Christianity from the influence of
Western culture and then to present the integrity of the gospel
to the Chinese.
The ATA Symposium in Taipei (1983)
The first symposium was the ATA (Asian Theological
Association) Consultation on Ancestor Practices in Taipei (1983)
The consultation format was the first held since 1907 on this
topic.

Here participants presented papers and discussed the

problems their churches faced.
attended the symposium. l

Many Asian Christian leaders

The difference between the symposium
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and the prior three GMCs (general missionary conferences) lies in
the fact that contextualization done at this point was viewed
more acceptably by church leaders and scholars than in earlier
times.

This may be because of the spread of missiological

education, the mindset of postmodernity. and the pluralism of the
existing societies.

Moreoever, this time they dealt with one

specific problem, the need for Christian churches to deal with
East and Southeast Asia patterns of ancestor worship.
The consultation was co-sponsored by the ATA and the Church
Renewal Center in Taiwan.

Bong-Rin Ro, a Korean theologian based

in Taiwan and ATA Executive Director at that time, edited the
papers and published them in 1985 under the title Christian
Alternatives to Ancestor Practices.

According to editor Bong-Rin Ro, the consultation had a
three-fold objective:
of Scripture,

1) to examine ancestor practices in light

2) to study how Chinese, Japanese, and Korean

churches have dealt with ancestor practices so that Christians
can learn from each other, and 3) to formulate Christian
alternatives to ancestor practices to further the evangelization
of Asia (Ro 1985:i)

Obviously, the three-fold objective tried

to reconsider a contexual way so that the Asian churches could
face the issue of ancestor practices appropriately
The consultation dealt with the issue from biblical,
historical, and practical perspectives, evidently with the hope
of mending the fragmented Christian viewpoint.

But,

unfortunately, the consultation could not come to an agreement
owing to the diverse theological background of the attendees.

At
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best, the consultation publicized an issue which persists as "one
of the most urgent items on the agenda of the church in East Asia
in the '80s"

(Taylor 1984:6; Swyngedouw 1984:18) _2

Some Chinese scholars such as Dr. Chow Lien-Hwa, responds to
filial piety from Chinese classical literature.

He compares the

affects of both "filia1ity" and "infi1ia1ity" of the Chinese
people on their society and proposes that Christianity must find
ways to accommodate the age-old practice. (1984: 2-3)
Yuan-Kwei

Dr. Wei

(1985) makes a historical analysis of ancestor worship

in ancient China.

He helps us understand its origin and

development to gain clarity of the problem of ancestor practices.
Their studies are excellent because they are willing to
reflect contextually on theology

Yet some of them, like Wei,

ignore the fact that culture is not static but dynamic and
changing

We do not live in the ancient sacred society but in

modern secular society the changes.

We need an effective way to cope with

However, their researches do give us a solid

foundation on which to build the theology of filial piety
Overall, the symposium in 1983 provides the foundation for
contemporary study on contextualization of the issues

Yet, some

limitations of this symposium need to be mentioned against the
criteria I have developed in this study

First, the symposium

failed to discuss the notion of soul which constituted one of the
central issues of ancestor practices.

The reason may be that no

Chinese distinctives were known by the group.

Without the study

of this central issue, the lack of contextual theology of the
soul related to the Chinese context is inevitable.

The
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consequence was no clear and systematic answer offered to Chinese
on the state of the deceased soul: the place where the soul
remains, the way to salvation, and the victory over various
powers.
Second, the conference gave few answers to Christian
Chinese, particularly about contextualizing some practices, and
even these given were not so convincing

This was because a few

theologians rushed the solution, neither evaluating the issues of
Chinese concern from the biblical perspective nor constructing
Chinese theology related to the specific issues
without group process, it remained unfinished.
Rev

Similarly,
For instance,

Hung by himself attempted to contextualize the practice in

biblical ways and in Chinese ways.

He suggests that Christians

should not bow to the deceased's picture lest non-Christians
think that they agree that the deceased is divine, but that
offering flowers to the deceased is all right (1985:203)

The

answer does not convince Chinese Christians, for the innovation
is neither the biblical way nor the Chinese way

Moreover, we do

not know whether or not non-Christians really think that the
deceased is divine or if they think Christians who bow think so.
Third, because the symposium lacked the interview research,
the conference lost much authenticity and brightness.

For

instance, our interview data show us that 43-66 percent of people
in Taiwan have no prejudice against Christian faith that can be
attributed to the factor of ancestor practices, a conclusion
which is inconsistent with presumed Christian understanding.
This fact not only encourages Christians that the real barrier to

--.,
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conversion may not arise simply from ancestor practices, but also
that it actually is caused by Christians proposing a wrong
alternative to funeral practices!
The Singapore-Malaysia Symposium (1988)
The second symposium held was the Singapore-Malaysia Chinese
Conference.

In 1988, Trinity Theological College in Singapore

called a conference in commemoration of the fortieth anniversary
of the institution.

Leaders from Malaysia and Singapore came

together at the college to present papers and to discuss the
problems their churches faced.

Subsequently, the college

published a Chinese transcript under the title Symposium on
Gospel and Sing-Ma Chinese Culture.

Unfort~n~!~ly,

only one

paper by Bishop Ching-Fu Chen dealt with the issue of ancestor
worship.

In his article "Understanding of Ancestor Worship and

Filial Piety and Its Challenge," Bishop Chen asserts that
Singapore-Malaysia Christian Chinese should express their piety
and remembrance toward their deceased ancestors.

He presents

feasible and acceptable ways of remembering ancestors in
Christian homes.

He suggests that Chinese Christians hang up

ancestors' pictures, keep the family genealogy, sweep ancestors'
graves, hold memorial family meetings on ancestors' death
anniversaries, and set up a Christian memorial Sunday (Chen
1989:186-189)
Again, Bishop Chen neither addressed the central issues--the
notion of soul and filial piety from a cultural perspective--nor
evaluated such issues from a biblical perspective.

He rushed in,

offering answers to Malay Chinese without adequate explanation.
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Thus he concludes that several practices are idolatrous such as
both bowing and kneeling to the deceased photos.
deceased is also thought as idolatrous.

Kowtow to the

But my questionnaire

result suggests that such answers are neither acceptable by
Chinese society at large nor by scholars.
The Symposium of Indigenization of Christianity (1988)
The third international symposium entitled "Christianity and
Chinese Indigenization" was held in Taipei in December 1988
This conference was focused on discussion related to the twentyfive articles written on indigenization or contextualization from
the perspectives of theological meaning, the necessity and the
possibilities, and the indigenization of Christianity in China in
various periods.

Among these, the article of Professor Peter C.

Lin points out six problems of indigenization as follows: 1)
Bible translation; 2) missionary methods; 3) symbolic system and
religious rituals; 4) the problem of veneration of ancestor,
Confucius, and heaven; 5) the problem of theology; and 6) the
literal publications

He concludes:

If Christianity wants to have a wider and longer future in
China, one must consider "indigenization" through
symbolic system so that the content and characteristics of
Christianity may be rooted in the Chinese soil.
(Lin
1990:123)
This conference provided not merely a deeper understanding
of contextualization, but it also treated the practical problems
of contextualization the Chinese church faced as well as the
direction of contextualization in the near future.
successful symposium than the earlier two.

It was a more

However, the
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conference did not dig to discover the depths of Chinese theology
related to these three issues.

To construct a local theology,

especially a local contextual theology, Robert Schreiter suggests
beginning with an examination of the context itself.

Then a

theological response is needed in the community including
participation by theologians, pastors, and believers (1996:4)
Obviously, biblical and theological reflections were insufficient
at this conference.

The attempt at contextualization lacked the

interaction from the faith community; thus, the absence of active
theological reflection caused the conference to become a purely
academic symposium.
Recent Theological Efforts
In 1988, Jung Young Lee, a prolific writer on Korean
religion and theology, edited a collection of essays on ancestral
rites and Christian faith.

The title of the book is Ancestor

Worship and Christianity in Korea.

Although the book is not a

product of any conference, it attempts to find a solution to the
problem of how to deal with ancestor worship and its practice
(Lee 1989:1-2)

The book treats ancestor worship from the

perspectives of Korean tradition, Korean church history,
Confucianism and Catholicism, modernization, family life; and
from the theological perspective, some of the theological efforts
need to be understood when constructing a theology of Chinese
ancestor practices
The contributors suggest positive and creative adjustments
toward ancestor worship in Korea in order to revitalize the
traditional culture aspect of it, and at the same time to
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transform its character

As Lee points out, "What we need to do

with the practice of ancestor worship is to retain it as a
cultural and ethical heritage while at the same time nullifying
its idolatrous character" (1988:88)
"idolatrous character"?
the dead soul

But, what is the

Lee thinks it comes from the power of

That means by observing ancestor worship, the

living believe themselves to be protected from disasters and
showered with blessings

In this respect, fear of the dead soul

plays an important role in ancestor worship.

In Lee's thinking,

if we can nullify this character and retain the cultural and
ethical heritage, i.e., the part of filial piety, then we have no
problem in accepting the ancestor worship service.

In this

sense, he suggests that Christians should keep the form of the
traditional ancestor rites but put into it a Christian
perspective.

But how can we do that? __ The inevitable assertation

for Lee is to believe that Christian can have communion with
their dead ancestors (1988:89) as Catholics do.

Thus, for

Christians ancestor worship can be expressed as worship with
ancestors rather than worship of ancestors.
The assertion of believing in communion with one's dead
ancestors has no clear biblical evidence.

The appearance of

Moses and Elijah in glorious splendor talking with Jesus cannot
be used as a general rule to apply to the doctrine that the
living Christian can talk with his or her deceased parents.

So,

it is not allowable to build such an important theology related
to the notion of soul by the aid of this shaky theory
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Recent Efforts of the Churches in Taiwan-Practices and Messages
Like leaders of the Korean and Singapore-Malaysian church,
some pastors and Christian scholars in Taiwan either work out
feasible practices of remembering ancestors in Christian homes or
deliver contextual messages in church.

We may learn their

methods from their actual teachings.
Efforts of Christian Elites
The Grand Justice Ma Han-Baa asserts two principles; first,
"affirmation in the discernment of concept," by which he means
that Christians should keep the form of ancestor veneration, but
they should distinguish God from ancestors and stand firm with it
(Ma 1994:32-34)

The form for expressing filial love should be

represented by all Christian Chinese because it is the shape of
cultural norms (Luzbetak 1995:75)

Christian Chinese, however,

must also be aware of the meanings, usages, and presuppositions
[function] of the form in their culture (Luzbetak 1995:77)

Ma

Han-Bao·s second point is "flexibility in ancestor practices," by
which he means that the acceptance or rejection of the practices
depends on the context.

Ma even opens up a room as an ancestral

hall and hangs up ancestors' pictures in the hall.

He says that:

When I decided to believe in Jesus Christ, I discussed the
issue of ancestor worship with my father.
We then reached
the above two agreements these didn't prevent my father
from believing but rather paved the way to his conversion.
Finally, my three generations became Christians very soon.
(Ma 1994:34)
The result for him is beneficial and the envy of most
Chinese Christians

Indeed, Ma's finalization of ancestor
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practices in terms of two statements really hits the point of
contextual theology

Although he is not a theologian, yet his

strategy of contextualizing his faith won his father to the Lord.
Isn't this Paul's principle--once the theological principle was
firmly established, he was ready to make concession in policy?
A delicate problem for a Chinese in converting to Christ is
that he cannot steel his heart to abandon the ancestor tablet
which is closely connected with his blood relationship.
Therefore, Stephen Liaw, pastor of a Baptist church in Taichung,
Taiwan, in his article "Ancestor Worship in Contemporary
Taiwanese Society and Evangelism of the Chinese" suggests two
ways to deal with such a difficult situation: first, to build up
the Chinese contextualization of theology for the issue of
ancestor worship; second, to formulate a Christian Chinese
funeral process (1985:181-198)

To our disappointment, he does

not articulate how to develop a Chinese contextualization of
theology, that is, he fails to address the central issues of
ancestor practices: to study the scriptural teaching related to
the central issues, to evaluate such issues from the Bible, and
then construct a Chinese theology

Rather he rushes in

formulating a funeral alternative.

It is a bit like "treating

only where the pain is", rather than finding the source of
disease.

Yet in formulating the Christian Chinese funeral

process, he suggests some workable practices.

He suggests that

Christian Chinese should establish a similar tablet to show
respect for the deceased as well as love and concern for family
members.

In addition to this, he has devised a different plan
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for placing the body in the coffin and closing it. 3

He also

recommends that several memorial services be held after burial
(1985:192)
Zhi-Jen Lee, a pastor of the Taiwan Presbyterian Church, in
his book,

The Churches of Christ in Taiwan and Ancestor Worship

(Chinese version, 1995), mentions that the foods offered to the
deceased are differently prepared than those offered to the gods
(1995:107)

Foods presented to the ancestors are cooked and

seasoned, while that for the gods are not cooked or seasoned.
The difference between these offerings leads him to suggest that
the deceased ancestors are not supernatural beings

Therefore,

ancestor practices can be considered an act of ancestor
veneration.

He says that this "conceptual breakthrough" will be

conducive to the spread of the gospel (1995:107)
opinion the problem still remains.

However, in my

The problem is not in cooked

or uncooked foods, but in the food offering itself which still
carries a strong pagan belief (the dead will come to eat) which
is contrary to the biblical view Again, Lee's thesis, while good, does not present an
adequate theology by which to construct Christian ancestor
practices for Taiwanese.
The Efforts of the Churches in Taiwan
Pastor Wen Yong-Shen in his church, Respect Truth in Chungli
(non-denominational), proposes a table of passing on generation
by generation in which his ancestors of seven generations are

listed.

On the top of the table is inscribed "Worshipping of the

true God, remembrance of ancestors, and commemoration of your
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origin"

(Wen 1994:36)

This is a beautiful testimony to

neutralize the misunderstanding of non-Christians and clear their
barrier to acceptance of the gospel.
Besides individual efforts, the Department of Worship of the
Taiwan Episcopal Church also worked out a Ceremonial Form for
Ancestor Veneration in 1995 (C. Chien 1995)

When interviewing

Bishop Chien Chii-tsong, I was told that the occasions of using
the Ceremonial Form are the Ching Ming Festival, the Chinese
lunar new year, and the ·death anniversary of the deceased.

The

Ceremonial Form suggests that a table may be placed in a
Christian horne upon which a cross is stood in the middle, two
candlesticks stand beside the cross, and also flowers and fruit
are placed there.

The ancestors' pictures can be placed between

the cross and candlesticks

A Chinese couplet with biblical

Scriptures may also be hung on the wall.
The Ceremonial Form includes use of Scriptures and Classics
readings, prayer and meditation, the Nicean Creed, hymns,
responsive readings, communion, sermon, and benediction.

The

Scripture readings are taken from Deuternomy 5:16; Psalms 112:16; Exodus 3:14-15; Ephesians 6:1-3; Matthew 5:17-19; and John
5:25-29.

The Classics reading covers Chung Yung (or Centrality

and Commonality) Chapter 19;4

The Odes (Luh ngo 5 and Kew muh 6 );

The Christian hymns are "Ancient of Days, Who Sittest Enthroned
in Glory," "0 Worship the King All Glorious Above," "The Spacious
Firmament on High," "Fight the Good Fight with All Thy Might," "0
What Their Joy and Their Glory Must Be," and the indigenous hymn,
"In Memory of the Virtues of Our Ancestors."
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The contribution of ·the ceremonial form to the church in
Taiwan is significant.

It indicates an effort to contextualize

ancestor practice within a denomination.

To our chagrin, few

Christians know of this effort since participation and
cooperation of the laity and persons from other denominations are
lacking
All the preceding efforts have the idea that we cannot ask
people to give up ancestor worship without providing them with
proper substitutes.

Indeed, Chinese culture emphasizes that one

should not forget one's origin but should honor and remember it.
The alternative practices endeavour to allow one to remain a
Chinese Christian faithful to one's roots and to communicate the
faith to one's people.
In each case to date, except for Mr

Ma Han-Bao, none has

presented an adequate theology which we can use to construct
Christian ancestor practices for Taiwanese.
Koh's Model in Preaching the Message
In regard to contextualizing the gospel message among
Chinese, the effort of Rev

Koh is significant.

When he

preaches, he takes local and traditional culture seriously-

He

uses language which people understand and are familiar with, and
then adapts the message to their culture style.

He understands

how to exegete the context as well as the text so that his
message is culturally relevant and welcomed by his audience.
This principle calls the church to function in society as salt-preserving everything that is possible within God's will; and as
light--changing what is necessary-
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Koh's church, the Home of Christ, was begun with a vision
and established in January 1969.

The vision given to Koh was the

Scripture: "The household is the church of the living
pillar and foundation of the truth"
1973:7; Koh 1989:1)

(1 Timothy 3:15b)

God~

the

(G. Hwang

The worship service attendance on the first

Sunday, January 26, 1969, was sixty, but on January 21, 1973 the
number 960 was reached (Hwang 1973:12)

Membership in the end of

1979 was 1187

~as

(Koh 1989:55)

The growth

phenomenal,

especially among Taiwan churches that normally experience slow
growth.

The reasons are many, but one of them lies in the person

Koh Shi-yuan.

"The rise of the Home of Christ lies in the fact

that God utilizes a man, the man is Bishop Koh Shi-yuan"
1973:19)

(Hwang

Koh is a talented instrument in the hands of God, but

one of the most significant growth reasons for the church lies in
his message (1973:21), a contextual message. 7
For instance, the way Koh demonstrates the universality of
human sin is to cite the Chinese proverb: "Doing good is like
climbing a precipice; doing evil is like a collapsing mountain"
(1981:11)

Thus any kind of self-salvation program such as

cultivating oneself and disciplining one's temperament are all
foolish and inadequate.

This is coincident with Jeremiah: "The

heart is deceitful above all things and beyond cure.
understand it"

(17:9)?

Who can

What is needed is a way of salvation that

comes not from man, but from God!

Koh then cites the Scripture:

"1 will give you a new heart and put a new spirit in you; 1 will

remove from you your heart of stone and give you a heart of
flesh.

And 1 will put my Spirit in you and move you to follow my
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decrees and be careful to keep my laws"

(Ezekiel 36: 26-27)

So

then, the unrighteousness of some and the self-righteousness of
others are justified through faith in Jesus Christ.
we have in Christianity!

This is what

He says,

The greatest benefit of the gospel is to be able to change
both one's position and one's disposition.
Positional
change makes a sinner to become a rightous man;
dispositional change makes a mean person a superior person.
(1981:12)
"Mean person" and "superior person" are frequently spoken of by
Confucius in his Analects.

Every Chinese understands these terms

and does not want to become a mean person but is eager to become
a superior person.

Koh effectively points out the way of

sal v ation and fills up the desires of Chinese to be a respected,
superior person.
When speaking of "sin" and "righteousness", the two concepts
that Chinese are not familiar with, Koh says,
According to the original te x t, the word "sin" has two
typologies: one is parabasis, which means "out of track";
the other is hamartia, which means "miss the mark"
So then
"sin" is "too much" (guo) and "too little" (bu ji)
When
you know something is evil but you cannot refuse, that is
sin (guo); when you know something is good but you don't do
it, that is sin (bu ji), too.
Thus sin is the way of antimoderation. The Bible, however, demands us Christians to
live "in accordance with the Mean" (Romans 12:3, Chinese
version)
(1981:17)
Koh then defines righteousness as the "Mean"

(or "centrality

and commonality" according to the translation of Professor Tu
Wei-Ming)

Because righteousness is "neither too much nor too

littl e ," it is "appropriate" according to Chinese understand i ng
According to this definition, we can easily find that the word
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"sin" is exactly opposite to the word "righteousness."

This is

an excellent exposition to connect smoothly the marrow of Chinese
culture, "holding the Mean", with the marrow of the Bible,
"righteousness."
In summary, Koh sees that Chinese culture is by no means
contrary to the gospel, but rather that they are complementary to
each other and each gains in appearance from the presence of the
other (1981:25)

"If we would like to evangelize China, we need

first to Chinese-ize the gospel"

(1981:32)

How can we do that?

Koh's answer is to implement contextual theology and absorb
Chinese orthodoxy of teachings.
Contexual theology for him is an improved theological
thinking which is by no means a liberal theology.

It is a

strategy of spreading the gospel to the people through its
cultural background, living circumstance, the pattern of people's
thinking, specific expression, and lively linguistic form
(1981:32-33)

It is not to build a narrow "ethnocentric

theology", nor to surrender to local culture, but to remove the
superiority complex of missionaries and increase the
participation of the local believers so that the gospel might
have the feeling of indigeneity and friendliness rather the
feeling of aggression and foreignness.

Contextual theology thus

is not a theology of acting obsequious to foreigners, nor blind
opposition to everything foreign or acting chauvinistic
(1981:33)

It attempts to allow people to be culturally

authentic in their expression of their Christian faith.
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Koh has done a great job in his contextual message.
an expert on Chinese culture.

He is

He selects the positive legacy of

Chinese culture; he transmits it, and identifies it.

He

transforms Chinese culture with biblical teaching so that Chinese
elites can easily accept his message.

It is a pity, however,

that Koh's method of dealing with ancestor practices leaves us
empty.

His contextual message tends to communicate the gospel in

only the ideological domain; he ignores bringing the message to
effect the behavioral domain.

If contextual theology deals with

the ideological domain only, but neglects the behavioral domain,
it will leave the contextualizing only at the surface level.

It

is my contention that the proper performance of Christian
alternatives, in an accepted way, is of paramount importance in
dealing with the issue of ancestor practices.
The above study of Chinese attempts to do contextualization
helps us select the methods of Mr

Ma Han-Bao and Rev

Koh as

practical models which have been done successfully in Taiwan.
Again, the principle of Ma is "affirmation and flexibility"; the
method of Koh is "holding the Mean," i.e., "neither too much nor
too little."

Using these principles, we can easily deal with the

issues of filial piety and funeral.

In the following section we

are about to incorporate these practical models with Hiebert's
theoretical model of critical contextualization, to create a new
contextualization of Christian ancestor practice for churches in
Taiwan.
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•
A Contextual Model for Chinese Ancestor Practices
The prior attempts at contextualization are indications of
the efforts of Chinese Christians to spread the gospel in Taiwan.
Several achievements of contextualization have been attained
through personal efforts.

However, to reach the whole circle of

Christianity, the issue of ancestor practices still needs to be
pushed ahead and formulated in a multilateral and holistic way
rather than a unilateral and partial way
To formulate Christian practices for ancestor veneration, we
propose again the concise theological basis by which to construct
Christian ancestor practices.
centered.
Christ.

The theological basis is Christ-

In other words, the center of the three issues is
Christ is involved in the domains of present life, the

life after death, and at the moment of funeral.

When speaking of

filial piety, Christ sets an example toward his heavenly Father
and his earthly parents.

When speaking of the fear of the dead's

soul, bad luck, evil influences, etc. the answer is Christ's
victory over death, Satan, and various powers
the funeral, Christ identifies with _our griefs ,

When speaking of
The funeral Ls

both Christ-centered and ecclesia-oriented; it is both memorial
and hopeful.
Acceptable Practices
The Confucian concept that underlies the ancestor practices
is that of filial piety-

As the interview data reveals, these

provide the motive for the performance of the rites of ancestor
practices.

But filial piety in Confucianists' minds includes

serving one's parents in propriety when they are alive, and
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burying them and sacrificing to them in propriety when they are
dead.

Thus, the following items are recommended for Taiwanese

to do to serve one's parents in propriety when their parents are
alive:
1. Love parents.

2. Spend time with parents.
3

Feed and respect parents.

4

Obey parents in the Lord.

Sacrifice to the deceased parents is not allowed.

However,

we can transform these practices into more acceptable ones.
Table 13 summarizes the field research study in Taiwan, with a
rank ordering of practices by acceptability to Christians and
non-Christians, which can be used as a reference while
formulating or proposing specific ancestor practices.
Accepted Practices.

In Table 13, the acceptable practices--

"holding family memorial," "placing flowers on graves,"
"meditating before ancestor's picture," "wearing appropriate
mourning clothes," and "keeping family genealogy"--are encouraged
for every Christian.

Besides these, Rev

Liaw's proposal for the

ritual of placing the body in the coffin and closing the coffin
is also suggested as a new practice.
Accepted by Personal Choice.

The neutral practices, except

"praying for the deceased loved ones," are neither encouraged nor
discouraged, but depend on the context.

Christians who do not

want to do this should not blame others who do.

The neutral

practice, "praying for deceased loved ones," is not suggested
owing to the lack of biblical support.
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Table 13 Rank Ordering of Practices by Acceptability to Christians and Non-Christians*

Christian

Non-Christian (Popular and No Religions)

Acceptable

Acceptable

holding family memorial
placing flower on graves
meditating before ancestor's picture
wearing appropriate mourning cloth
keeping family genealogy

97.7%
96.9%
95.4%
94.6%
92.3%

Neutral
bowing before coffin at funeral
making family tree wall hanging
praying for deceased loved ones
wearing locket with parent's picture

81.7%
75.4%
73.3%
71.0%

Idolatrous
44.3%
placing fruit (food) on grave
38.9%
praying to deceased ancestors
19.1%
offering incense to the dead
8.4%
burning mock paper money/objects

placing flower on graves
wearing appropriate mourning cloth
offering incense to the dead
meditating before ancestor's picture
keeping family genealogy
bowing before coffin at funeral
placing fruit on grave
praying for deceased loved ones
praying to deceased ancestors

98.2%
97.8%
96.4%
94.7%
94.6%
94.6%
94.2%
93.6%
91.0%

Neutral
holding family memorial
burning mock paper money/objects
making family tree wall hanging
wearing locket with parent's picture

* Acceptable range: 90-100%; Neutral range: 70-89%; Idolatrous range: <69%.

81.1%
85.7%
83.2%
77.0%
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Practices Not Accepted.
"placing fruit

Unacceptable practices, such as

(food) on grave," "praying to deceased ancestors,"

"offering incense to the dead," and "burning mock paper
money/objects," should be avoided.

If Christian children are

forced to do any of these in a non-Christian funeral, they need
to communicate with their family with sincerety, wisdom, and
patience.
Funeral Service
Filial piety in Chinese minds also includes burying parents
in propriety

So, the funeral custom has become so important

that Chinese regard it as an indicator of filial piety.
Christian Chinese should take it seriously
Recently, several Christian funeral rituals have been
proposed.

One of the best was proposed by "the Editorial Group

of Global Hakkas Gospel Association"

(Editorial Group of Global

Hakkas Gospel Association, 1991), which is entitled The Manual
for Christian Funerals, and is published by Heavenly Grace (Tienen)

Reasons why we suggest this manual for Christians are that

it has been used for several years (since November 1991),
receiving good responses

Moreover, the manual satisfies the

emotions and feelings of both Christians and non-Christians
because it stresses funerals in a grand and solemn way often ignored by Christians at large.

Dr

This is

Chow Lien-hwa, the

pastor of the late president Chiang Kai-shiek, says in the
preface of the book:
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Unfortunately, the filialities and honors of Christians are
only performed in daily lives which are not known by the
people.
In funerals they are blamed by the unbelievers'
society owing to the lack of extravagant ostentation.
Compared to the traditional funeral and procession,
Christian's funeral is indeed inferior to non-Christian's
.We cannot deny that the funeral rite has been the first
biggest obstacle in Taiwan's mission today.According to
my personal observation, the funeral has been the stumbling
block to non-Christians' conversion just as circumcision
to Gentiles conversion in Paul's time.
(1994:2)
This observation goes right to the core of ancestor
practices.

Chinese

Chr~stians

live among a people who

particularly stress funerals, so how to propose a funeral
ceremony to profit both parties is very important.

For one side

it must not be contrary to biblical teachings, and for the other
side it needs to preserve cultural identity and to express
Chinese filiality and remembrance.
Funerals fills both these needs.

The Manual for Christian
The following sequences are

abstracted from the manual as reference and recommended for
Taiwanese consideration.

The reason for adopting such a sequence

is based on a Christian biblical assumptions and the Chinese
cultural background.
Chinese Christians only believe in the existence of a
personal Creator God who is in absolute control.

The dead cannot

earn merit from the works and provisions of the living.

The

living cannot earn merit from their works of filial piety either
They believe that the soul ,of the dead goes to paradise or the
underworld after death.

They do not believe the soul goes on a

journey and faces ten different obstacles, thus it needs the
living to help the deceased overcome them (by making every
provision for these needs).

As Christians, they believe that the
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souls of the dead are waiting for resurrection and the last
Judgment, so there is no possibility for the soul of the dead to
affect the living.

They also believe, however, that weeping and

mourning for the beloved deceased is both biblical and cultural.
The following items are modified according to the interview
data, showing permissible activities:
I.

Before Death.
1. During the serious illness, the acts of relative are:
Collecting photos
Sketching biography.
Making the last will, especially how to handle funeral
matters (in Christian rite or not)

This is important

for situations where not all family members are
Christian.
Giving exhortations to the living
2

When Dying, the acts of relative are:
Praying for the dying so that he or she may see the Lord
in a peaceful mind.
Transferring the dead to a special bed.
Washing and decorating the body.
Dressing the body with grave clothes.

II.

Before Funerals.
1. Setting up a funeral committee to deal with funeral
affairs.
2

Making arrangements on behalf of the bereaved family:
Pasting characters on the left top of the doorframe
such as "Father death" or "Mother death."
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Establishing a memorial hall with: picture, Bible,
couplet, flowers, candles, and book for visitors'
signatures
Hanging up the bereaved curtain (white or red,
depending on whether age is over seventy-eight) on
the doorframe.
3. Contacting funeral horne.
4

Renting funeral clothes.

III. The Encoffining
1. The relatives holding an encoffining service with hymns
and Scripture reading.
2. Each member of the family placing a flower around the
head of the deceased, the action being accompanied by
appropriate music.
3. Setting a table for meditation and lament which is
covered with a white cloth; and placing flowers,
candle, and Bible.
IV

Funeral Service.
1. Decorating the service place with picture, cross,
couplet, flowers, pulpit, and bier.
2. Preceding the service:
a. Making video recording of the whole process.
b. Conducting rites of pouring out water, presenting
flowers, and lighting candles

V

The Procession.
1. Moving the coffin to the hearse which will be followed by
the mourners.
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2. Singing of choir

Or, a music band sometimes is hired to

play hymns.
VI

The Burial.
1

For a ground burial, the service sequences is:
Placing the coffin into the grave.
Pastor holding a burial service with hymns,
scriptures reading, and prayer.
Covering the coffin with a handful of dust.

2. For a cremation burial, the service sequences is:
Hymn singing and praying.
Sending the coffin into the furnace.
Collecting the ash and bones.
Funeral Sequence
Among the funeral sequence, the rites of pouring out water,
presenting flowers, and lighting candles are worth noting.
Rituals are prominent features of family life in China.
give drama to transitions in people's lives.

They

For instance, to

kneel three times with the head touching the ground nine times
(Kow-tow) was an ancient ritual performed by a subject during an
audience with the emperor
expression of respect.

Bowing toward someone is an

Therefore, it does not seem good to cause

the bereaved family to be seated only in the funeral without any
participation.

Having discussed details several times in the

seminar on funeral rites (preface to the Manual, Chow 1994:72),
the attendees came to the agreement that the bereaved family is
encouraged to participate in the rites of pouring water,
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presenting flowers, and lighting candles in the church funeral
service or in the family memorial service.
Pouring Water.

The rite of pouring water comes from the

Chinese proverb: "When one drinks water, one thinks of its
source."

It means that God is the source of all things; and

ancestors are successors of the blood clan.

When descendants

remember their ancestors, they are to think of God, the source of
all things.

The salutor, the senior of the family, shows respect

by pouring water into the vase.

Before the ceremony, the emcee

recites aloud: "Drink water and think of its source."

After the

rite, he recites: "Heavenly Father, all things come from you,
belong to you, and for you we live.
for ever and ever!

To you be glory and power

Amen."

Presenting Flowers

The rite of presenting flowers

indicates the virtues of ancestors are like the fragrance and
beauty of flowers.

This rite can be performed by a

representative of the family or by all participants

Before the

ceremony, the emcee recites aloud: "Fine virtues are handed down
through generations."

After the rite, he recites: "Thank the

Lord for giving us such a beautiful relative.

May his virtue be

as everlasting as the fragrance of flowers."
Lighting Candles.

The rite of lighting candles indicates

that the living descendants are to be guided and filled by the
Holy Spirit so that they may have good testimonies to glorify the
Lord and to honor their ancestors.
younger generation.

The rite can be done by the

Before the ceremony, the emcee recites

aloud: "Glorify God and benefit men."

After the rite, he
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recites: "May the Holy Spirit constantly fill us, light us, so
that we may become blameless and pure in the crooked and depraved
generation, in which we shine like stars in the universe, and
glorify the Lord and honor our ancestors."
Congregational Memorial Services
The memorial service is characterized with "expression of
gratitude toward one's originators and recalling of the
beginnings"
one's root.

This strongly connects with one's attitude toward
Christians are recommend to conduct such a service.

In our study, both Christians (about 98 percent) and nonChristians

(77 percent) recognize and are willing to participate

in holding a family memorial, according to the result of Table 2
This is consistent with the observation by Feng Yu-lan, the great
Chinese philosopher of the 1930s.

He thinks that the most basic

reason for practicing the mortuary and memorial rites was to
"express gratitude toward the originators and recall the
beginnings"

Therefore, "let us be careful to do what

(1952:353)

is right in the eyes of everybody"

Ching Ming Festival.

(Romans 12:17b)

While I was interviewing a senior

pastor of the Presbysterian church in Taoyuan City, he told me:
"Christianity used to fail to grasp the opportunity of important
occasions such as Ching Ming Festival and death anniversary to
hold memorial service.

No wonder non-Christians deem that

Christians do not pay attention to their ancestors."

That

critique is worthy of Chinese Christians, self-examination and
reflection.

He suggested that churches need to hold a whole

congregational memorial service during the Ching Ming Festival.
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If we are careful to propose the memorial service on that
day, we can even turn it into an evangelistic meeting.
following procedure is suggested.

The

Before the day, the church

collects photos of the deceased from members and puts them on a
long table between the pupit and the audience.

Then church

members send invitation cards to their relatives and friends
(most of whom are non-Christian)

On that day, songs from the

choir and the message from the pastor play the important role.
The message can be about the Christian view of death, filial
piety, or other topics.

These are not only preached to remove

the misunderstanding of people at large regarding Christian
beliefs and practices, but also to remind them of Christian
filiality toward their ancestors.

Such a service turns the

passivity of being invited to attend secular practices (which
most Christians do not know how to avoid) into the positivity of
inviting their relatives to attend a Christian style of memorial
service which they should have no reason to resist.
The whole congregational memorial service is indeed an
excellent mission strategy for influencing those who participate
in ancestor practices.

After the service the family then goes to

the grave to present flowers, to sing, and pray
activity is to sweep the grave and cut the grass.
both Christians and non-Christians

The last
This is for

For Christians, it is an

expression of remembrance and love for their ancestors.

For non-

Christians it is good testimony because Christians still retain
their cultural identity -
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The second memorial service is the memorial

Before Burial

service before burial.

The most appropriate date for it is the

night before the funeral.

The bereaved family can invite the

church choir to have special music in order to add to the
posthumous honors.

At this moment nearly all the key relatives

will come to comfort the bereaved family

Some of the church

members, elders, deacons, and the pastor are invited to attend
and lead the service.

This service not only brings comfort to

the bereaved, but also offers a good testimony to non-Christian
relatives through Christian love and fellowship.
Death Anniversary

The third memorial service is the death

anniversary or memorials after the funeral

In folk funerals

people hire Daoist priests or Buddhist monks every seven days to
chant sutras and to raise the soul of the deceased from suffering
in the next world over a period of seven weeks.
"zuo gong de"

This is called

(doing merits and virtue for the deceased)

why every seven days?

This is because folks believe that each

man or woman has three hun and seven p'oh.
every seven days.

But

One p'oh disappears

Thus, within the seven weeks the bereaved

family must do merits and virtue for their deceased parent.
Christians are strongly urged not to imitate such practices; but
rather are strongly encouraged to hold memorial services on the
seventh day for seven weeks from an ethical perspective.

The

faith community can participate in the memorial services with
commemoration and consolation.
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Reflections and Applications Concerning the
Ancestors-Food in the Chinese Conte x t
Christians in Taiwanese society always are confronted with
the issue of ancestors-food, particularly in non-Christian
families on certain specific occasions such as Ching-Ming
Festival, parent's death anniversary, etc.
In Western society moral questions about eating meat are not
major issues in Christian ethics

Many biblical scholars find it

difficult to enter imaginatively into the problem the Apostle
Paul addressed, because food offered to ancestors or idols is not
a current religious or moral issue in the contexts from which
most scholars write.
Not so in the Chinese context.

Food is offered to ghosts or

gods on public occasions such as hungry ghost month (in the
seventh month of the Chinese lunar calendar), and processions and
festivals are held in honor of local deities.

Food is offered to

ancestors on private occasions at home such as weddings,
birthdays, and funerals

Regular ancestral offerings are

encountered frequently by Chinese Christians.

It might be

possible to avoid the former religious festivals, but not the
latter events where sacred food is served.

Eating of idol-food

or ancestor-food becomes an issue for the Chinese Christians lust
as it became a problem to the Corinthian Christians at the time
of Paul's writing of 1 Corinthians.

How does Paul answer the

Corinthians in responding to such a specific issue?
principle that Corinthians needed to follow?
Christians learn lessons from the principle?

What is the

Can Chinese
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Paul addresses the problems of food and eating in three
epistles: 1 Corinthians, Romans, and Galatians

The passages

found in 1 Corinthians 8:1-13 and 10:14-33 address the problem of
idol-food directly, and thus these passages are most relevant to
the issue.

But scholars think that 1 Corinthians 8:1-11:1 must

be read as Paul's integral response to the Corinthians' question
concerning idol-food (Meyer 1877:21; Weiss 1910:242-44; Hurd
1965:110-12, 127-28; Gooch 1993:50; Fee 1980:172-197)
At first reading, Paul's response is vacillating and
confused because in the passages 8:1-13 and 10:23-33 Paul seems
to think idol-food itself is harmless and the harm lies in the
attitudes of others toward it.
a problem for another"

"Eat," he says, "unless it makes

In contrast, 10:1-22 depicts the eating

of idol-food as participation in the worship of demons, and thus
an act that violates partnership with the Christians' Lord.

What

eating does Paul reject or allow on earth?
According to scholars (Fee 1980:172-197; Ehrhardt 1964:27679; Gooch 1993:75; Barrett 1964/65:142-43), Paul finds two kinds
of eating unacceptable: eating that breaks partnership with the
true God and one true Lord, and eating that harms a brother.

In

this sense, eating in an idol's temple is unacceptable if it
causes a brother to fall from his weak conscience, as is eating
at the invitation of a non-Christian if it has a similar effect.
Other eating is permissible.

If the food served at a non-

Christian's home is not pointed out as being served to idols, it
is permissible to eat.

All food at the market may be bought and

eaten and no questions of conscience are to be raised over it

. -..........
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(Gooch 1993:76)

According to this view, the problem of eating

idol-food lies not merely in the right/wrong ethical issue, but
in the issue of occasion; and the occasion has to do with its
social context.
Gordon Fee demonstrates that eating the sacrificed food in
the temple before the presence of a deity constitutes communing
or participating with demons

(1980:181)

According to the

results of the excavation of the ancient road to Acrocorinth (the
fortified acropolis above Corinth), many small dining rooms lay
within and near the precinct of the sanctuary of Demeter and Kore
(Stroud 1965:1-24; 1968:299-330; Bookidis 1969:297-310; Bookidis
and Fisher 1972:283-331, and 1974:267-307)

This is the clear

implication that eating was connected to the cultic activities of
the sanctuary-

The food sacred to the goddesses was from

sacramental acts of thanksgiving and obedience to and in
commemoration of the two goddesses

(Gooch 1993:12)

Such

scruples could have stemmed from the Jewish abhorrence of
idolatry-

No wonder that the apostlic decree in Acts 15:29 also

forbid idol-food, along with blood, things strangled, and
fornications.

Since these prohibitions were written to gentile

converts, some minimum "Jewish" requirements are placed on
gentile believers so that they may continue to have social
intercourse with Jewish Christians
Gordon Fee also demonstrates that worship in both Jewish and
pagan antiquity often involved eating a meal in the presence of
the deity (1980:183)

Particularly in pagan antiquity such

feasting usually meant drunkenness and sexual play -
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Supportive texts of such sacrificial meals before Yahweh are
in Exodus 24:11; Deuteronomy 14:22-26; 1 Samuel 9:13; 1 Kings
1:25; Hosea 8:13; Jeremiah 35:2; and Ezekiel 42:13.

Such sacred

feasting among the nations that surrounded Israel also is noted
such as Babylon (Daniel 5:1-4), Egypt (Exodus 32:6), and Moab
(Numbers 25: 1-2)

Fee says about gentile feasting:

"Indeed it

was the combination of feasting and sexual intercourse that
apparently was one of the great attractions on the part of Israel
to the idolatry that surrounded them"

(1980:184)

The phenomenon of eating before Yahweh had disappeared from
Judaism by the first century A.D. because of its close ties to
fornication among the gentiles.

Instead, God was worshipped by

sacrifices and prayer in the temple, but more commonly by prayer,
singing, and Scripture reading in the synagogue.

However, the

meal in the presence of the deity continued to be commonplace in
the hellenistic world (Fee 1980:184)

Thus, sacred meals and

sexual immorality were still a part of the temple cults of the
first century -

So the sins Paul warns against "are probably not

the eating of sacrificial food sold in the marketplace and sexual
promiscuity in general, but sacred meals and sexual immorality at
the temples

(Fee 1980:186)

Thus evidence from excavation concerning the contemporary
hellenistic context and from Paul's specific statements in
1 Corinthians 8 and 10 combine to make up the real problem Paul
is addressing in the texts.
Indeed, the commonness of such meals in a city like Corinth
would have been encountered frequently by Corinthian Christians.
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Arnold Ehrhardt even points out that almost all foods sold in the
market were idol-food.

He says:

Even today we are surprised to read.
"but if somebody seeth
thee, who hast gnosis, lying at table in the temple of an
idol", as if that were the most obvious thing in the world.
Let us state plainly that such was indeed the case: For it
has to be realized that it was the temples of the ancient
world which had to supply the need for restaurants,
particularly in the Greek cities
(1964:279)
In such situations, idol-food is associated with occasions
of major social significance and shared meals were the major
means of the maintenance of social relationships in that culture
(Gooch 1993:46).

Corinthian Christians might have been able to

avoid religious festivals, but not the many other social events.
It would have been difficult for Corinthian Christians to refuse
the food presented at a meal when they received invitations to
social events.

To refuse food commonly eaten by virtually all

other persons in that society would mark Christians as odd and
repugnant.

Moreover, isolation from society would make it

impossible for Christians to spread the gospel.

Then the gospel

of Christ would be hindered by the issue of food.
mindset of Paul?

Is this the

How does Paul solve the problem?

Before solving it, one needs to clarify the problem.

Gordon

Fee says:
The problem in Corinth is not first of all that they have so
misunderstood idolatry as to allow participation in the
temple meals. This is indeed a problem, as 8:4 and 10:19
make clear
But their greater problem is that they have
misunderstood the basis of Christian ethical behavior
It
is not predicated on gnosis, but on love.
(1980:188)
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In other words, the larger problem in Corinth is their abuse of
knowledge.
freedom.

For the gnostics, knowledge means the right to act in
For Paul, however, love is the giving up freely of

one's right for the sake of the other just like the redemptive
work of Christ.

Therefore, love is a willed relationship which

demands that one be considerate for another's benefit.
sake of love Paul foregoes his right.

For the

He says: "Nevertheless we

have not used this right, but endure all things lest we hinder
the gospel of Christ"

(1 Corinthians 9:12)

he foregoes his liberty.

For the sake of love

He says:

To the Jews I became as a Jew, that I might win Jews; to
those who are under the law, as under the law, that I might
win those who are under the law.
To the weak I became as
weak, that I might win the weak.
I have become all things
to all men, that I might by all means save some. Now this I
do for the gospel's sake, that I may be partaker of it with
you.
(1 Corinthians 9:20-23)
So the text of 9:19-23 is the principle of love.
principle of love connects chapters 8 and 10.

That

Because of love we

are considerate of another person's conscience (8:7-13 and 10:2333)

Love solves the conflict between those who believe that it

is permissible for all Christians to eat idol meat and others who
do not.

For Paul, exousia (right or liberty) without agape

(love) equals proskomma (a stumbling block)
13)

(1 Corinthians 8:9-

(Yeo 1994:298)
According to this principle, if eating idol-food endangers a

brother's life, then do not do it; if not, then eat it.
Therefore, it is the second person's conscience that determines
the permissibility of the act (Fee 1980:178).
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From the above exegesis, we summarize several principles for
application.

First, eating in an idol's temple is unacceptable

because that breaks partnership with the true God and harms a
brother, too.

Second, eating at a non-Christian's home is

accepted by personal choice.
judge him on this matter.

Other persons are not allowed to

Third, love along with freedom solves

the conflict between the two extreme parties.
In the cases of Taiwan and Southeastern Asia, the issue is
the same but the problem is different.

As we have mentioned,

Christians may avoid religious festivals on public occasions, but
not the ancestor-food in homes.

The problem is: "Can Christians

eat ancestor-food in homes?"
Many pastors and church leaders teach that Christians should
not eat ancestor-food in homes because that is "to commune with
the devils."

Some of them teach: "You may suffer persecution

from your family if you resist eating ancestor-food, but that is
suffering for the sake of Christ."

Under this teaching many

Christians felt guilty when they ate ancestor-food.

I am not

attempting to judge whether that teaching is wrong or right, but
one question raised is very natural: "If eating of ancestor-food
is to commune with devils, then wouldn't the believer who lives
in the house of unbeliever's parents be living with devils?
he or she need to move out from his or her parents' home?"

Does
The

answer could not satisfy people unless we re-evaluate the
teaching against eating ancestor-food in homes, because to eat i t
is to commune with devils.
The answer, therefore, must be a bit different from
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1 Corinthians 8 and 10.

In the case of Taiwan, it is not the

second person's conscience that requires our attention, but
rather the first person's conscience.

If the eating of ancestor-

food at home does not offend his conscience, then he is free to
eat without raising questions to his or her mother on the history
of the meal.

But if the issue offends his conscience then he has

two options.

The first option is that if he has open-minded

parents who allow him freedom not to eat, then he is free not to
eat.

If the situation, "however, is different, then he is free to

eat it with thanksgivlng.

The latter case indeed rarely happens

in most instances.

In that case, Christians are always forced to

eat ancestor-food.

Nevertheless other persons are not allowed to

judge him on this matter for he said "the grace" and eats with
thanksgiving.

This is Paul's attitude toward such a case

(1 Corinthians 10:23-11:1)
The reasons I suggest the latter option, eating ancestorfood with thanksgiving, are two.

First, the unbeliever's parents

are weaker than the Christian child.

If we consider the

Christian weaker, then have we not forgotten to pay more
consideration to our parents?
to be won to the Lord.

After all, they are our subjects

If we do not care to discern the cultural

part from the religious part and jump to the conclusion that
everything about ancestor-food is related to idol worship, then
the relationship between parents and children will be destroyed.
This broken relationship is not a Christian "suffering for
Christ" but suffering for himself

The problem of rejecting

ancestor-food will cause parents to experience feelings of
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disapproval.

The weak parents will express moral indignation to

their children.

The harm done to the weak is not trivial.

If we

know to seek good for the weak Christian then why should we not
seek good for our own parents?

According to Paul, it is not the

weak who have the power to restrain the free; it is the free who,
like it or not, have the power either to destroy the weak or to
seek their greater good.

A broken relationship makes it

impossible to seek their good.
Second, sometimes the weak Christian ought to be educated.
Paul W Gooch says: "Sometimes the strong ought not to take on
the burden of restricted rights but ought instead to educate the
weak.

The burden should be shared"

(1987:121)

This is the

principle of sharing the burden found in the letter to the
Galatians where Paul balances the teaching: "Carry each other's
burdens, and in this way you will fulfill the law of Christ"
(Galatians 6:2) with "each one should carry his own load"
(Galatians 6:5)

The weak ought to be educated to make advances

in Christian understanding and learn to share the burden.
Of course, carefully observing 1 Corinthians 8, we find that
Paul does not advise how the weak conscience is to be
strengthened as in Conzelmann's comments (Conzelmann 1975:147)
But the humanity and love that accepted the Corinthian brother
need not reject the possibility of educating his weak conscience.
That Paul does not discuss education may mean only that he thinks
it more important to save the weak from wounding than to instruct
them in Christian truths.

Once protected from attack, they can

be nursed along in the faith, and indeed must be.

How could Paul
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be content to let stand, as they were, those who lacked the
knowledge of 1 Corinthians 8:4-6?

In the same way. how could

church leaders today be content to let stand, as they are, those
who lack balanced knowledge?
This is probably the best way to understand the above text
in the Chinese context.

To eat or not to eat, according to the

context (9:20-23) and the first person's conscience.

What rules

Christian conduct is not law, but neither is it exousia
(liberty)

What rules is eleutheria (freedom) set in a context

of "benefit" and "edification" on the one hand (10:23-24, 32-33),
and the glory of God on the other (10:31)

(Fee 1980:194-5)

Theological Reflections from Chinese Christians
The Chinese attempt at contextualization is, as Darrell
Whiteman, professor of E. Stanley Jones School of World Mission
and Evangelism at Asbury Theological Seminary, says,
to develop contextualized expressions of the Gospel so that
itself will be understood in ways the universal church has
neither experienced nor understood before, thus expanding
our understanding of the kingdom of God.
(1997:4)
The function of it is "to communicate the gospel in word and deed
and to establish the church in ways that make sense to people
within their local cultural context"

(Whiteman 1997:2)

That is,

the gospel can be communicated to Chinese through message, like
preaching, and through contextualized expressions, like ancestor
practices so that it can make sense to Chinese.
have done thus far in this chapter.

This is what we
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Contextualization should always be connected with
evangelization.

However, not all the church leaders in Taiwan

accept this concept.

Part of them reject the concept altogether;

part of them do not know how to start it; part of them neglect
the other aspect of missiological strategy--personal evangelism.
All of these positions and the outcomes still exist as a big
challenge to the Taiwanese church.

In this sense, I would like

to suggest some theological reflections from a Chinese Christian
perspective.

The purpose of this reflection is to provide

insights for church leaders so that they can release the tension
and reduce the distance between gospel and culture without losing
the integrity of the gospel or dismissing the importance of the
gospel.
Reflections on the Intermediate State of the Dead
The new biblical understanding of the intermediate state of
the dead may upset some Christians because they are disappointed
in the soul not going directly up to heaven.

The new

understanding, however, does not need to frustrate us at all.
Rather, it gives us more joy and hope for the second coming of
the Lord than ever before.

According to this new understanding

of the intermediate state, the state of the soul after death is
more exalted than its condition while in the flesh.
Paul distinctly asserts (Phil. 1:23)

This is what

Further, this change for

the better takes place immediately after death, for we note he
was confident that as soon as he departed he would be with
Christ.

And it still remains, moreover, that the state of the

soul will be still more exalted and blessed after the Second
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Advent.

Because at that time the soul will be clothed in the

glorified body.
According to the account of the rich man and Lazarus, the
destiny of humankind ends at death.

There is no passing from one

state to another after death; there is a great gulf between the
righteous and the wicked from that time for evermore.

It is

appointed to all human beings once to die, and after that the
final judgment.

The destiny of the soul is decided at death.

This is very distinct from the Taiwanese folk religion.
In Taiwan, when a person dies, the deceased family will call
Daoist priests and/or Buddhist monks to perform various rituals
for the dead.

The major purpose for doing this is that people

believe these actions necessary to provide salvation after death.
They believe that merits will transfer to the departed through
all kinds of ritual.
deceased parents.

Therefore, people do everything for their

The rituals are conducted by the monks and

priests who pray for the smooth transition of the dead over the
"Bridge of Resignation" over which the dead is believed to pass
into Sheol.

People believe that the merits go to the dead in

Sheol which will reduce their suffering time and will sustain
their life in that place.

That is why the core concept of the

soul after death persistently dominates ancestor practices
But the Bible gives an altogether different view.

It speaks

of Christian death as the entrance into rest; at the moment of
death, the transition is immediate from earth to paradise; and
there is nothing the living can do to affect the fate of the
dead, nor the dead affect the living

This seemingly passive
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view seems too cruel and inconsiderate to be accepted by the
Chinese.

The point here is: How can we bridge the great gap

between the two distinct beliefs?

This is both a tremendous

difficulty and crucial task for a Chinese Christian when he or
she tries to communicate the gospel with his people.
Dr. A. H. Mathias Zahniser, professor of Christian Mission
at Asbury Theological Seminary, suggests an elenctic approach for
dealing with such difficulties.

8

For him, elenctic witness

"seeks to occasion conviction in the minds and hearts of others"
The important concept for e1enctic witness lies in

(1996:1)

"creating opportunities for the convincing activity of the Spirit
of God, it opens its own truth to the scrutiny of the other and
subjects itself to the heat of controversy" (1996:1)

Then how

do we apply elenctic witness to the specific Taiwanese context?
First, respect the worldview and belief of the other partner
in dialogue in order to build personal relationship.

Second, try

to build the communal relationship through all kinds of bonding
such as small groups, etc.

Third, introduce the testimony and

the life-change of new converts.

Fourth, bring forth the

biblical view as good news for the person.

This may put the

other partner in dialogue in a position of challenge and
discomfort.

But, this is the heart of elenctic witness

"Dialogue that is not elenctic can satisfy itself with
understanding and being understood and circumvent the
vulnerability that goes with close-up grappling with each others'
truths.

Any approach that seeks to be convincing is elenctic"

(Zahniser 1996:1)

Fifth, narration of the life of Jesus--how he
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reveals the truth of the intermediate state (Luke 16:19-31); and
how his teaching is absolutely credible (Matt. 24:35; 5:18)
This is the pivotal point by which to convince the folk
Taiwanese.

Because very often they ask the same question, "How

do we know that his teaching is credible since we also claim that
Buddha provides the truth?!"

The convincing argument lies in

Christ's death and resurrection, but finally, relies upon the
work of the Holy Spirit.

Only the Holy Spirit can convince the

world of sin, righteousness and judgment.
Reflections on the Missiological Implications of the Cultural
Mandate
When I interviewed several brothers and sisters of a church
in Taoyuan, the majority of them showed disdain toward ancestor
practices.

For them ancestor practices are absolute idolatry .

In the memorial service of one's deceased parent, flowers, cross,
photo of the deceased, funeral scrolls, and elegy were prohibited
in the mourning hall.

One of the church's elders told me:

"Ancestor worship is not worship of the deceased ancestors but of
Satan.

It is Satan who worked through human culture.

does this point of view corne from?

Where

"

It carne primarily from

Watchman Nee's tripartite description of a human being.

Nee was

one of the most influential Christian leaders in Chinese church
history in the twentieth century.

The Assembly Hall or "Little

Flock" that he founded is recognized as an indigenous church by
M. A. Rubinstein (1991:155)
In fact, the origin of the tripartite was not Watchman Nee
but the Platonic and the Stoic schools before the rise of
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Christianity (Laidlaw 1983:98-106)

They divided a human being

into three parts: the spirit (mind), the soul, and the body.
They said: "to thy body belong senses; to thy soul, affections;
to thy mind, assertion (decreta)"

(Laidlaw 1983:103)

Nee

explained further the relationship of spirit, the soul, and the
body in this way:
What is the spirit? That which makes us conscious of God
and relates us to God is the spirit. What is the soul? It
is that which relates us to ourselves and gives us selfconsciousness. What is body? It causes us to be related to
the world.
the spirit gives God-consciousness, the soul
self-consciousness, the body world-consciousness.
(1972:13)
Regarding the various functions of spirit, soul, and body,
Nee thought the intuition of the existence of God and the
functions of conscience and communion (which is worshiping God)
are in the spirit (Vol. I, 1968:31-34); the mind, emotion, and
volition are in the soul (Vol. I, 1968:36-38); and body is the
organ of contact with the material world (Vol. I, 1968:26)
Many Christians are deeply influenced by this theology They believe it is sound teaching of the Bible.
Bible has never taught this.

In fact, the

None of the Scripture verses

supports the idea that "the mind, emotion, and volition are in
the soul."

We may question this idea by asking: "Do you really

mean to say that there is no mind, emotion, and volition in
spirit?"

Indeed, those who put the idea of God-consciousness in

the spirit neglect the fact that God is spirit and in his spirit
the functions of reason (or mind), affection (or emotion), and
will (or volition) exist.
and let us reason together

Scripture supports this.

"Come now

Though they are red as crimson,
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they shall be as white as snow" (Isaiah 1:18)
Spirit, reasoned with his people.
Spirit of God.

" (Ephesians 4:30)

expressions of emotion.

God, who is

"And do not grieve the Holy
Grief is one of the

"It seemed good to the Holy Spirit and

to us not to burden you with.

" (Acts 15:28); "Paul

been kept by the Holy Spirit from preaching the word
Spirit of Jesus would not allow them to.

.having
.but the

" (Acts 16:6-7)

Here,

"it seemed good to the Holy Spirit", "the Holy Spirit forbid
them", and "would not allow them" are all the expressions of
volition.

God has reason, emotion, and volition, but does God

belong to the soul?

No!

God is spirit.

So, how can we say that

"reason, emotion, and volition are in the soul"?
A danger inevitably arises for those who put the idea of
reason, logic, emotion, volition, and inference in the realm of
soul; that is, they would fall into the domains of anti-culture
and anti-intellect.

This observation came from Nee's writing,

The Latent Power of the Soul.

He said:

This power [the latent power of the soul] had fallen with
man, so that according to God's will it should not be used
any further
But it is Satan's desire to develop this
latent ability so as to make man feel he is as rich as God
in accordance with what Satan had promised. Thus will man
worship himself, though indirectly it is a worship of Satan.
(Nee 1972:29)

The latent power of the soul in Nee's writing refers to
Adam's brain power and memory, managerial power, and psychic
power such as the varieties of meditations and contemplations
which God gave to Adam (1972:15-30)

Since these powers,

especially the psychic power, had fallen with man, so that
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according to "God's will" they should not be used any further
The question is that if only the psychic power should not be
used, how about brain power and memory as well as managerial
power?

Had they not also fallen with man?

Should they not be

used by human beings any further?
No wonder the Little Flock tends to encourage people not to
use their brain power and managerial power but simply to follow
the guidance of the Holy Spirit.

They call this type of man "the

spiritual man" as Nee's book, The Spiritual Man, is entitled.

So

to be a spiritual man, he or she is unwilling to use reason,
emotion, and volition, but is willing to follow the leading of
the Holy Spirit.

The danger here is, like Dr

Stephen Tong, the

well-known Chinese evangelist and thinker, states in a critique
of Nee in his book, Dynamic Life in the Guidance of the Holy
Spirit

(Chinese)

He writes:

This type of man will establish a spiritual view of
isolation from the world to which no responsibility for
society and culture will be assumed.
In this spiritual
ivory tower they indulge in daydreaming and watering down
the relationship with the world and then turn Chrisitianity
into a religion of leaving the mundane world rather than
showing a positive faith and entering the world.
.Why do so
many Christians speak spiritual language while they are in
the pulpit and in church, but they put off the spiritual
cloth while they leave that place? Because they divide
themseves into three parts: the part of spirit, the part of
soul, and the part of body - So when they go back to spirit,
they remember what is worship, praise, and witness; when
they go back to soul, they then study hard. In this way the y
live a tripartite life.
.Is this the original meaning of
the Bible? No!
What the Bible means "the spiritual man" i s
that the whole person is led by the Holy Spirit.
(199 6 :5859)
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Tong rightly points out how the aftereffects of Christian life
are deeply influenced by the theology of tripartite life.
When talking about the life of a spiritual man, Nee deemed
that a spiritual man must be one whose spirit the Holy Spirit
governs; through the Spirit he governs his soul, and then his
soul governs his body-

Nee says:

God desires that the spirit, being the noblest part of man,
should control the whole being.
.Before the fall of man,
however, the soul, in spite of its many activities, was
governed by the spirit. And this is the order that God
still wants: first the spirit, then the soul, and lastly the
body(1968, 1:28,30)
However, Tong does not agree with that viewpoint.

He critiques:

The Holy Spirit leads us by leading our "whole person." He
does not lead your spirit first, then through your spirit as
mediator to govern your soul, and again through your soul as
mediator to govern your body
The Holy Spirit wants us to
surrender our whole person by submitting our thought
(reason) in the truth, by placing our emotion in the holy
love of God, by surrendering our volition under the will of
God, by submitting our actions to the direction of the
Spirit's guidance.
In this way the whole person will lead a
spiritual life under the government of God and the guidance
of the Holy Spirit.
(1996:63)
J

Gresham Machen, professor of New Testament at Westminster

Theological Seminary, has the similar point of view.

He says:

"The 'spiritual' man is the man who has been transformed by the
Holy Spirit . . and the

'soul-~an'

human soul not so transformed"

is the man who has merely his

(1937:165)

Indeed, Nee overdeveloped the tripartite concept to the
extent that it causes a unified person to lead a completely
disintegrated life.

Not only so, this theology inevitably will

bring forth ignorance of cultural mandates.

Today many so-called
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"spiritual churches" in Taiwan make almost no contribution to
society -

They have no idea about a cultural mandate.

they do is done from a spiritual ivory tower.
culture is the instrument of Satan.

Whatever

In their eyes,

Thus, it is totally evil.

So there is no need to ameliorate or reform society-

This type

of Christian is willing to give up the cultural mandate which can
be used as a tool to influence society as Matteo Ricci did in
Ming China in the late 16th century.
Miroslav Volf, in his article "When Gospel and Culture
Intersect," depicts this type of Christian community as
separatist.

He says:

If Christian communities only wander on earth, but live in
heaven, if they are like islands surrounded by a sea of
worldliness, then they will have their own truth and their
own values that are determined alone by the "story" of Jesus
Christ and that have nothing to do with truth and value
outside of their boundaries. Christian difference would
then be in a given social world, but would remain completely
external to it.
.It presupposes that the social environment
in which churches live is a foreign country pure and simple.
Yet this certainly is not the case. The God who gave
Christians the new birth is not only the "Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ" (1 Pet. 1:3) but also the creator and
sustainer of the universe.
From that perspective, the
environment in which Christians live is not a foreign
country, but rather their own proper homeland, property of
their God.
If they are alien in it, it is because and
insofar as their own land has been occupied by a foreign
power.
(1997:230)
Indeed, every social world is God's territory-

Christians

should not seek to live in ivory towers and establish a
settlement

outsid~.

Rather they should break the theology which

confined them in the ivory tower and change it into a wholistic
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theology, entering the space in which they live so that churches
can shine like stars in the universe.
Comparison of Christianity with Buddhism
As we come to the final portion of this dissertation, I
cannot help wondering how Buddhism could sprout, take root, and
grow in China, but not Christianity?

Buddhism was a foreign

religion; and challenges facing its entry were no less than those
facing Christianity.9

Buddhism originated from the land of India

which had a rich culture, a sophisticated philosophical heritage;
and China also had a rich literature and sophisticated culture
based on very different patterns

These two cultures held

radically different cosmological views, conceptions of time and
space, and attitudes toward the oral and written word.

How could

Buddhism have started with experiences of persecution and
opposition but finally have been was accepted by Chinese?
The reason might lie in the apologetics, accommodation, and
assimilation of Buddhism.
In the aspect of apologetics, despite its radical difference
from Chinese values, particularly family values, Buddhist
missionaries gave apology and asserted that "it is possible to be
a good Chinese and a good Buddhist at the same time, that there
is no fundamental conflict between the two ways of life, and that
the great truths preached by Buddhism are preached, if in
somewhat different language, by Confucianism and Taoism as
well."lO

But in fact, the initial doctrine of Buddhism was in

conflict with Chinese familial duties.

The problems were 1) the

highest path of Buddhism was leaving one's family to join a
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religious community, a practice which the Chinese initially saw
as in conflict with their strong obligation to continue the
family line; and 2) the core teaching of Buddhism is that there
is no soul, no eternal substratum of the True Self, which seemed
to argue against the veneration of ancestors (Berling 1997:5152)

How did they respond to this pressure?

Kenneth Ch'en

pointed out the Buddhists then translated several Indian Buddhist
scriptures related to filial piety, attempting to show the
Chinese people that Buddhism also valued this virtue.

However,

these texts failed to impress the critics and the Buddhists had
to find other ways to counter their criticism.

As a result,

certain "counterfeit scriptures" on filial piety were
"translated" (1973:18-19)
In regard to the accommodation, early Chinese Buddhist texts
made lavish use of Daoist vocabulary and profited from Daoism and
the two finally melded into each other.

Berling says:

The Buddhists profited from this translation strategy,
because Buddhist deities, ideas, and practices gained
currency in Chinese terms, thus finding their way onto the
local religious fields; . they began to blend with local
customs and local cults. The Taoist benefited by having
their pantheons, myths, rituals, and practices enriched by
the store of Buddist teachings and practices; they adapted
these Buddhist enrichments to strengthen their own positions
and moves on the Chinese religious field.
Over centuries,
Buddhists and Taoists borrowed liberally from each other's
ritual and meditation techniques, adapting them to their own
distincti ve terms and practices.
(1997: 51)
Religious borrowing helped Buddhists establish footholds in the
local religious fields throughout China.
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But how did they compromise the doctrine of no soul, no
eternal substratum of the True Self?

According to Berling,

Buddhist monks found a way to cultivate the support and faith of
the Chinese through their commitment to Chinese family values.
They participated in memorial and funeral services and acted as
specialists

This succeeded in allaying the fear that Buddhism

was un-Chinese (1997:52)

This is why Buddhism and Daoism are so

similar to each other, and sometimes they are hard to
distinguish, particularly at the folk religious level.

In

Taiwan, Daoist priests and Buddhist monks can even work together
in funeral and memorial services.
Through apologetics and accommodation, Buddhists certainly
worked to assimilate local deities and practices, to emulate
native genres of writing, and to cast Buddhist teachings in the
practical this-worldly vein to make Buddhism genuinely accessible
to the Chinese people (Berling 1997:55)
From the brief review of Chinese Buddhism, one may get the
impression that Buddhism underwent many changes and modifications
to accommodate itself to the new cultural setting.

In order to

counter the pressures posed by traditional values, Chinese
Buddhism translated relevant "counterfeit scriptures" on the
subject of filial piety, thus hoping to make their views more
palatable to Chinese tradition.

In this sense, Buddhist leaders

fully grasped the cultural pulse of the Chinese and provided a
new foundation of prosperity.
Looking back to Christianity, it too was a foreign religion.
But compared to Buddhism, the ethics of Christianity should have
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fit quite well into the Chinese culture, particularly ethics
regarding family values (Lu 1966:6)

It seems to me that

although filial piety was a minor virtue in the Christian ethics
of the West, it could become a supreme ethical virtue in the
Chinese context.

As we have seen in Chapters 3 and 7, filial

piety indeed plays a much more significant role in Chinese
Christianity than it does in the West, due to both external and
internal conditions.
Regarding the external conditions, Jan writes:
The relevant external conditions include the strong emphasis
placed on filial piety by Confucius' ethics, which
constitutes the mainstream of Chinese civilization.
Imperial patronage, official promotion, legal enforcement,
clan support, and education all worked to make filial piety
the supreme virtue in China.
(1991:35)
These emphases and supports were lacking in the West.

This fact

asks the foreign religion to take them seriously if it wants to
enter the distinguished socio-cultural situations smoothly.
Internal conditions include many supports from the Scripture
itself.

For instance, texts about filial piety in the Old

Testament (Exodus 20:12, Leviticus 19:3), and in the New
Testament (Matthew 15:4, Mark 7:20, Luke 18:20, Ephesians 6:2)
directly speak of honoring parents, where the Chinese version
translates this idea into filial respect of one's parents.

With

so many powerful evidences directly related to filial piety, we
do not need to make any "counterfeit scriptures," as the
Buddhists did.

All we need to do is continue to pay attention to

the virtue of filial piety, to connect Christianity with Chinese
culture, and to defend against unfavorable arguments.
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As to accommodation policy, the Buddhist adaptation to
Chinese family values required some fancy theological footwork-the Buddhists had to justify commemorating the souls of ancestors
who, according to Buddhist theology, had no souls.

This type of

accommodation is better called syncretism, which is not accepted
in Christianity-

I agree with Volf's view that under such

accommodation "this important gain [the message appears plausible
in a given culture] does not come without a significant loss"
(1997:227)

This does not mean, however, that we cannot adapt

the Christian message and form to a new cultural setting.
Indeed, it is necessary and feasible to reduce that distance from
one's social environment by contextualizing the Christian faith
without losing the integrity of the gospel.
Occasional Papers

(~980)

In the Lausanne

on "Christian Witness to the Chinese

People", it is suggested that "the Christian may also remember
his ancestors in a meaningful way without doing an act of
worship"

(p. 23)

The detailed practices of how to remember

one's ancestors have been suggested in Chapters 6 and the first
part of this chapter.

I understand that it will be a long, slow

process of identifying the enduring forms of Chinese Christianity
to be fully accepted, but it is worth a try.
Reflections on Mission Strategy
In order to allow the work of evangelism to take root in
Chinese culture we have made some efforts to construct Chinese
theologies of ancestors

At the same time we have formulated

some creative alternatives to traditional ancestor practices
which are acceptable to Chinese Christians and ordinary people at

--~---- ---~~==-----==---------------------------
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large in the light of the interview data.

But these activities

still lack the driving force to make a church grow.

Historical

study of the Roman Catholics' spread of the faith in Taiwan, has
demonstrated that removing the major barrier to conversion-ancestor practices--in the path of church growth is like removing
a big stone from across a road.

However, the other major factor

for a car running in the road is to have driving force--fuel.
The removal of the barrier factor can never replace the factor of
a driving force.
In the same way, contextualization can never replace the
work of personal evangelism.

They are complementary in the

sprouting, rooting, and spreading the gospel in Chinese soil.

In

other words, in order to reach people, the gospel must be shared
with them on their own +evel of thinking and related to their
context.

But all the understanding of contextualization can

never prevail if Christians do not take action to do personal
evangelism.

This is the major reason why the mission work of the

Roman Catholic Church in Taiwan has stagnated.

This is

consistent with our research results reported in Chapter 2.
It is my contention that the single most important factor in
the astounding outreach and expansion of the early Christian
Church is that every believer accepted the task of evangelism.
It was not simply that Paul and other leaders carried the gospel
to the farthest corners of the Roman world.

It was rather that

all Christians--small and great, rich and poor, slaves and
freedmen--made it their consuming passion to tell others about
the Lord.

If the gospel would spread, all believers must take

.. -
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evangelism seriously and diffuse the inestimable blessing which
they had received among friends and relations.
Harnack, the church historian, declared in his Expansion of
Christianity in the First Three Centuries:

"We cannot hesitate to

believe that the great mission of Christianity was in reality
accomplished by means of informal missionaries"
Informal missionaries!

(1961:368)

That is what the early Christians were;

it is what all Christians should be.

Summary
In this chapter, we have formulated a model of
contextualized ancestor practices for Chinese Christians in
Taiwan from biblical and Chinese cultural assumptions developed
from Chinese contextual theology Symposiums and recent theological efforts at contextualizing
have been held, and their attempts must be lauded.

However, most

of their efforts failed to address the central issues I presented
in the dissertation, namely. filial piety, soul, and death (or
funeral)

Thus, no adequate theology has been presented by them

which can provide a basis by which to construct Christian
ancestor practices for Taiwanese.
Our contextual model of ancestor practices is based on
contextual theology which is constructed under cultural
reflections through study of the Bible.

It follows the synthetic

model, having five components: selection, transmission,
transformation, adaptation, and cooperation (see Figure 2, page
16)
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The contextual model is not based on a unilateral and
partial way, but on a multilateral and holistic way

From the

multilateral and holistic way. acceptable practices such as
filial piety to the living parents, the Christian funerals and
memorial

service~

to the deceased parents should be encouraged.

The issue of ancestor-food in our day is clearly ambivalent;
it lies in a gray area.
context.

To eat or not to eat depends on the

But the principle of love is followed; that is, love

I
!,

always remains responsible for the well-being of others and
consideration of another person's conscience.

In the case of

Taiwan, to eat or not to eat depends on the first person's
conscience and should not be criticized by others.

If the eating

of ancestor-food at home does not offend his conscience, then he
is free to eat.

If it does, then the proposed way is suggested.

Some theological reflections are made from a Chinese
Christian perspective to show the inappropriate abandonment of
one's cultural mandate and the necessity for the other aspect of
missiological strategy--evangelism.
In the next chapter we will summarize the efforts of
constructing Chinese theology of ancestors, some missiological
implications on this issue, and recommendations

i '
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Notes
1 For the ATA conference, leaders from South Korea, Japan,
Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, and America all came
together in Taipei in December 1983. This gathered Taiwan
Chinese, Malay Chinese, Hong Kong Chinese, Singapore Chinese,
American Chinese, American, Japanese, Koreans, Korean Americans,
and Norwegians. The denominations represented were Lutheran,
Southern Baptist, Free Methodist, Presbyterian, TEAM, Methodist,
and Reformed Presbyterian Church, and others. Positions included
presidents, deans, professors in seminaries; university
professors; pastors; and missionaries.
2 Swyngedouw also echoes,"
.is not the very fact that the
issue of ancestor veneration is being taken up allover the
Christian world in Eastern Asia, together with the debates it
engenders, the strongest proof that here we are facing a really
urgent problem that requires guidance?"
(1984:18)
3. Placing the body in the coffin and closing the coffin are very
important rituals of the Chinese funeral.
Liaw says, "Since this
is the last time the family members will see their loved one,
they often become very emotional at this time." This is
absolutely true for Chinese. The different plan for this ritual
is: "I ask the funeral workers to cover the body with a white
sheet adorned with a red cross and then ask each member of the
family to place a flower around the head of the deceased. This
action, accompanied by appropriate music, helps the family
members relieve their emotional burden as they say good-bye to
their loved one." Consult Stephen Liaw (1985:192)
4 Chung Yung James Legge translates into The Doctrine of the
Mean.
Du Wei-ming translates it into Centrality and Commonality The part of Chapter 19 used by the Episcopal church is as
follows: "They occupied the places of their forefathers,
practised their ceremonies, and performed their music. They
reverenced those whom they honoured, and loved those whom they
regarded with affection. Thus they served the dead as they would
have served them alive; they served the departed as they would
have served them had they been continued among them."
5. The title of Chapter 8, Book 4, Part II of The Odes is "Luh
ngo" (~~), which describes a son deploring his hard fate in
being ~revented from rendering the last services to his parents,
and enlarging on the parental claim. The part of the text used
by the church is as follows:

o
o

my father, who begat me!
my mother, who nourished me!
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Ye indulged me, ye fed me,
Ye helped me up, ye supported me,
Ye looked after me, ye never left me,
Out and in ye bore me in your arms.
If I would return your kindness,
It is like great Heaven, illimitable.
6. The title of Chapter 4, Book 1, Part I of The Odes is "Kew
muh" (;fJ}.
which describes the celebration of some lady's
freedom/from jealousy, and offers fervent wishes for her
happiness. The whole text is as follows:

*-),

(1)

In the south are the trees with curved drooping branches,
With the dolichos creepers clinging to them.
To be rejoiced in is our princely lady:-May she repose in her happiness and dignity!

(2)

In the south are the trees with curved drooping branches,
Covered by the dolichos creepers.
To be rejoiced in is our princely lady:-May she be great in her happiness and dignity!

(3)

In the south are the trees with curved drooping branches,
Round which the dolichos creepers twine.
To be rejoiced in is our princely lady:-May she be complete in her happiness and dignity!

7 Three features appear in his messages.
First, he lifts up the
authority of the Bible in each of his sermons. Every time he
preaches the Scriptures
The Bible is the word of God.
Its
value lies in drawing people close to God and changing the life
and character of a person. The powerful secret of Koh's messages
lies in his use of the Bible. The words the Lord has spoken to
us are spirit and they are life which supply human needs and
satiate human hunger.
Since the congregation gets spiritual
supply, they are glad to observe the teachings so the quality of
the church is lifted up.
Secondly, his messages are contextualized. Koh utilizes the
orthodox principle of Chinese culture to preach the "way of
Heaven and humankind becoming one (Tien Jen Ho Yi) "
It is
neither the "way of Confucius and Mencius"--ethics, nor the "way
of Lao-Tze and Chuang-Tze"--mystics, nor the "way of Buddhism"-zen or philosophy, but the "Way (Word) of life of Christ"--the
gospel.
His auditors are apt to receive his message owing to
their aspiration for the ideal of "Heaven and humankind becoming
one" (unity of heaven and human)
He devotes himself to changing
the wrong conception of Christianity as being a "foreign
religion." He wants his auditors to realize the fact that the
gospel is applicable everywhere. He says: "The gospel can
satisfy all human needs.
It is not only owned by a specific
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nation or a specific people. When Christianity spread to China,
it needs to be adapted to Chinese way, that is, Christianity with
Chinese characteristics" (Koh 1972:2; Hwang 1973:25)
Thirdly, his message aims directly at intellectuals. The
congregation of the Home of Christ primarily consists of
intellectuals.
"Heaven and humankind becoming one" (Tien Jen Ho
Yi) is the ideal symbol of Confucianism, which normally has been
understood by intellectuals at large as a "pie in the sky bye and
bye." But Koh expounds the word, "Immanuel", God with us
(humankind), as "Tien Jen Ho Yi" which then makes the ideal
symbol of Confucianism that can not merely be gazed but can also
be approached.
He deems that Christianity talks both about God's
Word and man's words (human relationship)
The messages of the
Bible are by no means lopsided.
For him, the Word of God (or Way
of Heaven) speaks of life; man's words speak of living.
Life
dominates living, and the Word of God influences human
relationships
"Such messages", Hwang explains, "are just fitted
to the heart of the congregation. That's why his church is
growing very naturally" (1973:25)
8. An elenctic approach to evangelism, according to Zahniser, "is
one that purposes faithfulness to the promise of Jesus to send
another comforter who will convince the world of sin,
righteousness and judgment (John 16:8)
That is, it accepts the
responsibility for mediating conviction to others and the
concomitant task of allowing, encouraging and acknowledging
conviction in the self and in the community of faith." See A. H.
M. Zahniser, MW 705 class notes, "Between Proclamation and
Dialogue: An Elenctic Approach to Cross-cultural Witness"
(1996:1)
9. Buddhism experienced severe persecution in the ninth century
A. D.
The persecution came from the doctrine or ideology of Han
Yu (786-824), an uncompromising public official, who delivered
the most scathing attack on Buddhism in a famous memorial
criticizing the emperor's decision to permit a procession of a
famous Buddhist relic (the finger bone of the Buddha) in the
Chinese capital. The polemic essay cited from Judith A.
Berling's book, A Pilgrim in Chinese Culture, as follows:
Now Buddha was a man of the barbarians who did not speak the
language of China and wore clothes of a different fashion .
. If he were still alive today and came to our court by
order of his ruler, Your Majesty might condescend to receive
him, but it would amount to no more than one audience . . and
he would then be escorted to the borders of the nation,
dismissed, and not allowed to delude the masses.
How then,
when he has long been dead, could his rotten bones, the foul
and unlucky remains of his body, be rightly admitted to the
palace? Confucius said: "Respect ghosts and spirits, but
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keep them at a distance!" So when the princes of ancient
times went to pay their condolences at a funeral within the
state, they sent exorcists in advance with peach wands to
drive out evil, and only then would they advance.
Now
without reason Your Majesty has caused this loathsome thing
to be brought in and would personally go to view it. No
e x orcists have been sent ahead, no peach wands employed.
(1997:53)
Han Yu's essay demonstrates that Buddhism had its ideological
enemies, but the persecution of Buddhism was motivated primarily
by politics, not by ideology According to Judith Berling, Yun-hua Jan, and Kenneth K.
Ch'en, the government acted because Buddhism had become too
economically powerful, threatening the revenue base of the
imperial state. Wealthy families had built lavish temples and
donated their lands for the support of temples as a form of tax
exemption with accompanying religious merit.
Furthermore, since
monks and nuns were exempt from the tax registers, each son or
daughter sent into a monastery or convent was removed from the
tax rolls as well as from the labor pool. Thus, the vast
Buddhist temples threatened the power of the state to control
them.
The measure that the government took was to destroy temples,
defrock monks and nuns, and melt images.
However, the
persecution was not designed to wipe out Buddhism as a religion;
rather it curbed the economic power of certain schools of
Buddhism which had not been fully successful at accommodating to
the Chinese religious field.
See Kenneth K. S. Ch'en (1973:125178); Yun-hua Jan (1991:27-39); Judith A. Berling (1997:53-55)
10. Introduction to Mou Tzu, Li-huo lun "The Disposition of
Error" See Judith A. Berling (1997:51)
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CHAPTER 9

Summary of Conclusions, Missiological Implications, and
Recommendations

Christianity came into China in 635 (Nestorians)

From that

time on the issue of ancestor worship has been the major point of
conflict between Christianity. whether Catholic or Protestant,
and the Chinese social order

In fact, the conflict is not only

an issue for culture but also for theology and mission.

In this

chapter we will summarize the findings and applications of this
dissertation, state the missiological implications on this issue,
and address recommendations for the church in Taiwan and make
generalizations appropriate to other Chinese contexts
Hopefully, these insights can help strengthen the witness of
Chinese churches.

Summary of Conclusions
In the first chapter we raised the statement of the problem
--how ancestor practices affect the spread of the gospel; we
proposed a methodology to solve the problem.

The purpose of the

research was to remove ancestor practices from being an
insurmountable problem for Christian witness to Chinese.

This

study demonstrated that the data collected and analyzed have
worked to solve the problem in the Taiwanese context.

Further,

the study can also be generalized to other Chinese contexts
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Since the topic is so immense it needs some way in which to
recall and compare more easily-

Table 14 (next page) summarizes

these significant findings that contribute to answering the
research problem.

It is created in order to enumerate ancestor

practices needing to be dealt with; how these are viewed by the
Chinese in past and present; how these are viewed by the church
and the Bible; and finally how proposed contextual views also
might be enumerated.

The following conclusions are numbered

consecutively, although headings of topics interrupt these.
Issue of Filial Piety
1. Traditional Chinese regard parents as gods which are to

be revered.

Current Chinese, including both Christians and non-

Christians, view parents as human.

The Bible regards parents as

sinful humans in need of redemption and yet to be respected.

The

traditional and modern Chinese views of parents imply that
ancestor practices done in this regard have more ethical than
religious meaning

Our interview data reveal that 80 percent of

popular religious devotees perform ancestor practices out of a
cultural motive rather than primarily out of a religious motive.
This finding asks Christian leaders not to overlook the ethical
and cultural motives in ancestor practices.
2

The literature and interview findings concerning filial

duty (such as feeding, respecting, and honoring one's parents)
are very consistent with a biblical view.

This finding may

surprise Christians when they learn they can fully retain the
good part of tradition and assume such responsibility with all
their hearts.
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Table 14 Comparison of Various Views of Ancestor Practices (Traditional, Current, Ecclesial,.and Contextual)
Biblical Exegesis

Contextual View

Ancestor
practices

View from Chinese
Tradition

Yiew of Chin~~!i:
Literature Findings Interview Findings

Current View of Church
Interview Findings
Teachings of churches

Filial Piety

regard parents as deities

parents as human

parents as human

parents as human

ethical and religious
feed/respect parents
keep body intact
continue one's lineage
commemorate the dead

ethical>religious
same view
main ideas retained
main ideas retained
same view

ethical>religious
same view
main ideads retained
main ideas retained
same view

ethical
feed/respect
main ideas retained
unclear
no participate the cult
of ancestors

parents as humans
parents as sinful
but to be highly
humans in need of
respected
redempt'n/respect
ethical
ethical
ethical
fu\\y retain
clear and definite
feed/respect
conditionally retain
main ideas retained keep body intact
continue one's lineage conditionally retain
main ideas retained
propose Ctuistian
forbid the cult of
no participate but
alternatives
ancestors
need commemorate

the dead need necessities
the dead do affect the living
ancestors could be in
various places
the soul received reward
and punishment
transmigration/extinction
ancestor tablet: the resting
place of the soul
Feng-shui affect the living

mixed view
major view
Western heaven
or hell
unclear

mixed view
minor view
unclear

reject such view
no power at all
in heaven or hell

reject such view
majority rejected
in heaven or hell

reward/punishment

reward/punishment

reward/punishment

reject such view
reject such view
intermediate state:
paradiseJHades
rest, blessed/agony

both views exist
the image of soul

unclear
recall the origin

reject both views
image of idol worship

reject both views
major view

await final destination body resurrection
both view
remembrance

major view

major view

no power at all

major view

reject such idea

the way to salvation
no hope of resurrection

as salvation/ethics
no such idea either

as salvation/ethics
no such idea either

reject such idea
hope of resurrection

lavish burial
officiated by monk/priest
bitter and long mourning
food, incense offering

lavish burial
same view
bitter mourning
same ritual

lavish burial
same view
bitter mourning
same ritual

proper burial
pastor/clergy
suppressed mourning
reject such view

reject such view
remembrance and
hope of resurrection
proper burial
pastor/clergy
proper mourning
in puzzle

refute such view
way of remembrance
hope of resurrection remembrance and
hope of resurrection
proper burial
proper burial
family community
faith community
proper mourning
proper mourning
no such ritual
alternatives

Soul

Funeral

Curr~nt

parents as human

reject such view
no power
heavenlhell for eternal
blessed/agony

good scenery needed
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3

Both traditional and current views of filial piety

include commemoration of the dead with offerings.

But this view

is rejected by the teaching of the church in Taiwan according to
current interpretations of the Bible.

Interviews with current

Christians reveal that Christians ask to be able to commemorate
their ancestors without the participation in the cult of
ancestors

This finding requires us to propose a Christian

alternative to fill the cultural void.
4

Both the traditional and current view of hsiao (filial

piety) has become the highest and most fundamental virtue in the
Chinese value system.

The Bible also gives hsiao a high place.

Thus Chinese theology of hsiao is constructed to defend against
the accusation of abandoning their roots, rebelling against
authorities, and threatening social solidarity Issue of Soul
5. Interview data reveal that 43 to 66 percent of nonChristians in Taiwan seem to have no prejudice against Christian
faith attributed to the fact of ancestor practices, which is
inconsistent with traditional Christian presumptions.

The data

reveal that the real barrier to conversion is not ancestor
worship itself but lies rather in Chinese Christian leaders'
failure to adjust themselves to the cultural significance of
ancestor practices, especially family bonding

Moreover, they

overemphasize the religious concept of the future life to the
neglect of present Christian relations with fellow human beings
or mankind, society, nation, world, and civilization.

This
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finding well illustrates our statement of the problem and points
in the direction of contextualization.
6. Interview data reveal that 63 percent of current Taiwan
Chinese, especially those of the younger generation, are highly
autonomous.
no one.

They claim their conversion would be objected to by

This result encourages us to devote our energy to

communicating the gospel to this receptive group.

The rest of

the respondents claim that parents are still the force of
resistance to conversion, and the reason lies in their parents'
thought that they would discontinue ancestor practices.

This

finding demonstrates the importance of having Christian
alternatives to ancestor practices.
7

Traditional Chinese (after later Han, 23 B.C.-220 A.D.)

believe the soul will go to hell or the underworld awaiting
transmigration.

Biblical exegesis reveals that the soul of the

dead goes to one of two temporary abodes: paradise, the happy
state of the righteous dead, for the redeemed; and Hades for the
damned.

Besides this, a great gulf was fixed between the two

realms so that no one can cross over from here to there.

This

expression precludes all ideas that the souls of the dead would
undergo transmigration; that they would affect the living by
being supplied the necessities; and that they would wander from
the underworld to the present world.

The bridge for the great

gap between the two distinct beliefs is to use the "elenctic
approach" to Christian witness

(Zahniser 1996:1)

8. To the traditional and modern Chinese, heaven is so
attractive and happy not because of the dazzling streets and the
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beautiful music of the angels, but because of the recognition of
their friends and family-

In other words, the primary

characteristic of the Chinese traditional worldview,
relationalism, perpetuates into eternity-

This awareness needs

to be strengthened for the cause of evangelism.
9. The folk concept of ling-hun (soul) in Taiwan heavily
influences society and social behavior

People believe that the

dead need necessities

Without supplying necessities, the dead

would harm the living

The Chinese theology of soul is thus

constructed to guide the people into freedom from fear,
uncertainty, and hopelessness.
protected by him.

Those who die in Christ are

Christ's victory over powers, including death,

is a unique and powerful message for Chinese (1 Cor. 15:54-57)
Issue of Funeral (Death Rituals)
10. The study reveals that both the traditional and current
Taiwan Chinese, focus on ancestor veneration is primarily on
rituals of death (and after death)
burials are often performed.

Thus, lavish funerals and

The folk Taiwanese believe that

funeral rituals are the way to salvation.

In this situation, the

monk and/or priest are called to perform services to help the
dead pass through series of courts of hell before their
reincarnation.

This offers stark contrast to the Christian whose

attention focuses predominantly on the living parents before
death.

The Christian funeral, however, provides a context for

remembrance.

Not just pastor or clergy but the faith community

are involved in the funeral.

The Christian funeral is

characterized by being christological, ecclesial, edificational,
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and hopeful.

The bereaved family is served by the whole faith

community before and after the funeral at the time of greatest
crisis, death.

Proper burial and mourning is needed to show

their respect for the dead.
11. Since the funeral ceremony is the most significant rite

for Chinese, the Chinese theology of funeral is constructed to
defend against the accusation of not paying careful attention to
the dead and not weeping for the deceased parents.

It is also

constructed to guide the Christian to behave properly at the
funeral.

Missiological Implications
When preaching or sharing the gospel among Taiwanese folk,
one needs to remember that the concept of soul is deeply rooted
in people's hearts, no matter whether it is the belief in one
soul or multiple souls.

People feel that these souls of the dead

are more powerful than the living.
them.

They either help or damage

Therefore, for the Christian minister, ignoring or denying

the existence of the powers of souls is not helpful.

In our

sharing the gospel we must keep this awareness in mind.
The biblical perspective makes the origin of other spiritual
powers clear (Colossians 1:16) and their antagonism towards human
beings, especially toward those who have believed in Christ
(Ephesians 6:12; Matthew 8:28)

This emphasis on the spiritual

power of souls evokes a deeply felt response among Taiwanese
people.

Regardless of the nature of spiritual power believed

present, we observe three psychological factors which make people
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give their time and effort to the religious rituals:
to control the spirit powers,

(1) desire

(2) fear of the souls of the dead,

and (3) need for a sense of security and protection from these
powers.
Taiwanese folk welcome the possibility that there is someone
who is greater than all the malevolent spirits.

They stand

before the Christ who expelled demons from the possessed and
rebuked Satan to his face

(Luke 4:33-36)

All authority in

heaven and on earth has been given to Christ (Matthew 28:18;
Colosians 1:16)

And as a result, all who are indwelt by the

Spirit of the almighty Christ are under the protection of God.
The concept of soul also brings forth a new pragmatic
orientation.

From time to time, in instances of child

frightenings, shamanistic soul-travel and spirit possession,
clientele bring their problems to Daoist priests.
remarks in his book,

Justus Freytag

The Church in Villages of Taiwan:

The activity of the religious expert in folk-religion is
problem-orientated. Believers consult him when they are
confronted with difficulties or feel uncertain about
decisions to be made. To this extent the religious experts
of folk-religion thus live in constant contact with the
needs of the people.
In contrast, the minister is tempted,
as a teacher, to approach the villagers from a posit~on
above them.
In his concern to teach the faith he can
easily lose the rapport with the villagers.
He wants to
bring them a teaching, but he is not motivated to work with
them.
(1969:91)
This observation is exactly to the point.

To reach out to

the Taiwanese folk one cannot preach and teach the word of God by
mouth alone.

In some cases he or she must confirm the word

preached by signs

If one claims that God is sovereign over the
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whole universe and people hear in the sermons about an amazing
miracle, then they corne to the pastor or local Christians when
they need healing (often after they have tried medicine and found
little or no relief from it)

What if they are disappointed?

Though the love of Christians is impressive, the primary interest
of a folk believer is in spiritual power

And if there is no

greater power among the Christians than what he or she already
possesses, then why join them?
If a Taiwanese folk person becomes a Christian, the idea of
one soul fits best with Chinese folk belief.

It gives one many

of the same conceptual positions from which to share the gospel.
In Christian doctrine, the body returns to earth as dust after
one dies

This is the same with folk belief.

The Chinese

proverb, "The hun returns to heaven; the body and the p'oh return
to the earth"

(De Groot 1976, IV:6), is still deeply rooted in

people's mind.

To the destiny of body and p'oh, the biblical

view and Chinese view are consistent.

But to the destiny of hun

or soul, the two views are very different.

The difference in

Christianity is that there are only two destinies for a soul.
But in Chinese folk belief there are various options for a soul's
destiny after a person dies.
In the Bible, if one receives Christ as Savior, then he or
she will go to Paradise to be with Christ (Luke 23:43;
Philippians 1:23) and to wait upon the bodily resurrection.
Paradise from the Bible is an intermediate state for the
redeemed.

It is the place where the redeemed are comforted;

where they rest from their labor on earth; where they have food
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provision; where they are no longer hungry and thirsty; where
they no longer need to depend on the regular supply of offerings
from their descendants; where they are awaiting with expectation
dwelling in a glorious heavenly place.

Yet, if one does not

receive Christ then he or she goes to Hades to wait upon the
judgment.

There is no other place a soul can go to dwell--not

the grave nor the ancestral tablet.

To evangelize Taiwanese,

paradise or heaven is the important point of contact.

To them

the concepts of paradise and heaven are given but ambiguous.

The

introduction of the biblical concept of heaven and paradise will
bring them a fresh aspiration toward salvation in Christ.
Recommendations and their Generalizability to
Chinese Beyond Taiwan
Recommendations and their generalizability are presented
according to the order of the three issues.

Again, these are

listed in a consecutive manner, although topic headings appear
Filial Piety
1

Modern Taiwan Chinese regard ancestor practices as more

ethical than religious in meaning.

This fact asks Christian

leaders to take seriously the ethical and cultural motives behind
ancestor practices.

Thus, the first recommendation is to

formulate a Chinese Christian alternative for ancestor practices.
That means the Christian alternative is not formulated in an
arbitary or Western way-

It must be socially rooted.

The closer

we stay to the origins and reasons behind the traditional
rituals, the more we get social support for the

alternatives
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that we formulate.

The contextual theology and resulting

alternative practices we formulated in Chapter 8 is thus
recommended for the church in Taiwan since it is culturally
rooted and can be generalized to other Chinese contexts.
2. The rites controversy, happening around 300 years ago,
would not happen again today so publicly or seriously .

Yet, this

does not mean that the issue of the rites controversy has
disappeared.

It has only transferred the conflict into the

context of the family that has Christian children.
Culturally, Christian children in a non-Christian family do
not have much right to speak.

Their influence is so limited that

they can only follow their parents' instruction.

To expect their

reformation of family rituals is almost impossible.
With regard to these Christians in an unChristian family,
indeed a great amount in number, we recommend the following:
a. To the church leaders, we recommend holding an openminded attitude toward their situation.
them as idolatrous.

Do not rush to judge

To blame them in that way can only destroy

their faith and put them in a dilemma without providing any
workable solution.
b. To the young Chinese Christians, we recommend that they
should love, respect, and obey their parents with more
zealousness than non-Christian youths.

If they are working, they

should feed their parents or regularly give them a certain amount
of money.

This is important both for their Christian witness and

to reduce parents' antagonism due to their not performing the
ancestor practices.
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Soul
3. Interview data show that the minority of Christian
respondents (14.4 percent, and more than half of non-Christian
respondents) believe that the feng-shui of ancestor's grave do
influences the fortunes of the living
idea.

The Bible rejects such an

However, for contextual reasons, we suggest that

Christians look for a nice placement of the grave, by themselves,
from a purely aesthetic point of view, and with appreciation for
God's good creation, instead of making a geomancer do the work.
The geomancer's work, after all, penetrates a system of
divination for determining the auspicious situation for the dead.
It may deal with names, astrology, numbers, and a concept called
the five elements.
4. The ancestral tablet is at the core of ancestor
practices

To a new convert who is an elder adult, church

leaders usually asks the person to remove the ancestral tablets
from their family central hall.
at this time.

The struggle and conflict occur

Many Chinese are willing to give up the pagan

belief, but they are disturbed by giving up the ancestral
tablets

It is painful to see the sight of the ancestral tablets

being destroyed before them.
I recommend church leaders deal with such a thing very
carefully.

A first principle in this case, then, is not to

destroy the tablet in their sight.

It

would be better to take

it away and find some place to burn or destroy it if this is
done.

A second principle is to find some functional substitutes

to fill the emotional vacuum.

Parents' pictures, a scriptural
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text such as the Ten Commandments, the cross, etc., are
suggested.
Principles such as these can also be generalized to other
Chinese contexts.
all Chinese.

This is because family system is stressed by

Thus, to destroy ancestral tablet in their sight

would meant to hurt their heart.

Besides this, functional

substitutes must be spread by church leaders and missiologists on
special occasions such as on funerals, Ching Ming Festival, or
the occasion to remove the ancestral tablet, etc.
Funeral
5. The funeral ceremony is one of the most delicate
ceremonies conducted by Taiwan Chinese.

It is the most

significant event in human life among Chinese.
Christians should not overlook this ceremony.

Thus, Chinese
They should do it

as well and as appropriately as they can.
The funeral sequence discussed in Chapter 8 is recommended
for the church in Taiwan.

Several other things concerning

funeral beyond that listing are suggested: Making an arrangement
of one's family genealogy, and the more detailed the better.
This is one of the important symbols and behaviors to "express
gratitude toward the originators and recall the beginnings."

So

also is holding a memorial services on special occasions such as
death anniversary, the Grave Sweeping Festival (Ching Ming
Festival), etc.

Another alternative might be instituting a

memorial scholarship in honor of the deceased, a creative but
uncommon commemoration in the Chinese context.
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Finally, after looking back to Chapter 1, we note that each
issue that was raised in ancestor practices in this study has
been addressed, and the comprehensive result has produced a
conte x tual theological method which can be transferred to other
locales of Chinese people.

Contextualization, however, still has

a critical dimension beyond understanding.

Faith and its

cultural expression need to lodge together
separate these two.

It is impossible to

Yet they are never completely coterminous

The gap, whether great or small, inevitably exists between every
culture and the gospel.

To be an effective witness in such a

context, an elenctic approach is recommended for every Chinese.

Suggestions for Further Study
This study has identified and solved the problem in relating
to ancestor practices whereby a Chinese Christian can keep his
cultural identity and preserve the integrity of the faith.

Parts

of this study concerning issues related to ancestor practices,
however, has not gone into significant depth, and so this opens
up areas for further research.

Suggestions for further study

include:
1. The ancestral tablet is at the core of ancestor
practices.

It is impossible for a new convert to escape the

issue of "pai kon man (worshiping of ancestral tablet)
Therefore, it is important to study further the origin of
ancestral tablet and its social significance.

It is also

necessary to study further how to remove ancestral tablets
without breaking down the convert's emotions, and how to avoid
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the antagonistic sentiment of the convert's relatives and
neighbors that may result in alienation and isolation.
2

This study has utilized a Chinese Christian community for

reflection and action on the matter of ancestor practices.

The

created environment was safe, open, and was away from the
interference of denominations and theologies so that the initial
phase of discussion was made possible.

Now, I suggest that there

be the creation of an ongoing group of Christian theologians who
will meet to continue this work, again without the prejudices of
their traditions or personal viewpoint.

This would allow for

broader participation of believers.
3

It is worth noting that formulation of Christian

alternatives is distinct from enforcement of the alternatives
In fact,

government officials and scholars understand the

importance of formulating a norm, but they frequently confront
the bottleneck of implementation.

The reason is simple:

Formulation of an alternative done in a conference will not
necessarily be accepted by the society at large.

My process of

proposing Christian alternatives to ancestor practices integrates
documentary research with field research in different parts of
Taiwan.

Yet these multilateral and holistic results do not mean

that we will have no problem in implementing the Christian
aternatives.

Indeed, the challenge will confront us in a manner

no less than that experienced by the officials

How to effec-

tively implement the Christian alternatives at church and home
context becomes an extremely important concern after this study .
How can Christians be motivated in their desire to implement the
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alternatives?

How can the conceptual inertia of momentum be

shifted into an active movement?

Is it pssible to reduce the

distance of "Little Flock" from expelling the alternatives?
These problems are the real needs worthy of contextualizing the
theology of ancestor practices.

Thus I suggest work on the

alternatives for further study
4

As we noted earlier, the Chinese church has nearly handed

in a blank paper in self-theologizing

The key problem is that

theology taught by the majority of Chinese theological seminaries
today is still traditional Western-oriented patterns.

It was

formulated under the context altogether different from Chinese
context.

But few, if any, Chinese Christian thelogies have been

formulated under the impact and confrontation of Confucianism,
Daoism, and Buddhism.

In this study, I offer such an attempt.

It is my intention to provide theological education in a manner
that is more flexible and creative in responding to our living
situation in the Chinese context.

Our example of this is the

curriculum reconstruction of the Holy Light Theological Seminary
(HLTS), making the initial step of the theological education.
The second step is devoted to doing this through theological
education by extension (TEE)

Since HLTS is the number one

school doing TEE in Taiwan, we can take advantage of this to
stimulate a greater urgency for more authentically contextual
forms of theological education.

Furthermore, we can institute an

advanced study center focusing on areas of Taiwanese folk
religion in response to various emerging attempts and reflections
since the need in the local region is desperate.

More detailed
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study of these subject areas is necessary

My intention is to

create an environment where contextualization becomes a chief
characteristic of authentic theological reflection.

An Imagined Dialogue
This study will close with an imagined dialogue between my
father and grandfather to demonstrate in practical terms what the
work of contextualization of ancestor practices has produced.
"King, if you make up your mind to become a Christian I
would then cut off our father-son relationship and you cannot
inherit any property from me.

Think about it!

It is not

worthwhile for you to lose your status in our family."
Rather than responding immediately, my father looked for a
long time at the table.

When he finally spoke, it was slowly and

with deep emotion: "Six months ago, my son, Daniel, was sick and
defecated with lots of blood.
for two months.

You know, this situation lasted

My wife and I were very scared.

We took him to

see the doctor, it didn't work; we took him to the temple to see
the shaman and monk, it didn't work either!
could.

We did everything we

We even sent Daniel to Guan-Yin Buddha (the Goddess of

Mercy) as an adopted son so that Guan-Yin might rescue him from
dying.

But, it was futile.

What could I do for my son without

Jesus' healing?"
This sensational answer did not move my grandfather
replied,

He

"Don't you know that none of our kin is Christian?

Don't you understand that Christians are known to not cry after
their parents die?

They don't venerate their ancestors

They
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are so unfilial to their deceased parents."
always obedient and filial to you."

"I know.

"You know, Dad, I'm
But you forget

what Confucius says about a really filial son: when parents are
alive, serve them according to the rules of propriety -

When they

die, bury them according to the rules of propriety, and then
sacrifice to them according to the rules of propriety"
"Dad, I do not want to offend you by talking about the
funeral matters before you die.

But I

f~lly

understand the

importance of classical teaching yang-seng sung su (supporting
the living and bidding farewell to the dead), so I guarantee you
I will hold a grand and solemn funeral for you after you die.

I

will ask my pastor and whole congregation to attend your funeral
ceremony-

In the ceremony the choir will sing beautiful hymns

for you; I will present flowers for you; I will hold a "pouring
water ceremony" to express my gratitude toward you and recall our
beginnings; I will light candles for you to show that your
journey to the otherworld is bright.

Indeed, if you believe on

Jesus Christ the Savior, he would be with you all the time and
would guide you by his angels safely to paradise, a blissful
place, and you need not to be afraid that evil ghosts will
intervene and disturb your journey"
"But in the funeral and after the funeral, people are always
offering food, and fruits, etc., to their deceased parents.

What

are you going to do?"
"Dad, I dare not to deceive you that I would offer food to
you.

But one thing I guarantee you, that if you believe on

Jesus, he would provide you on behalf of me with a bountiful
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feast in heaven every daythirsty -

You would never get hungry and

Moreoever, Jesus would prepare a glorious dwelling

place for you.

You would never wander like a wandering spirit."

"How do I know these are true?"
a bit of interest about such talking.
was going to die six months ago.

Grandfather seemed to have
"Dad, you know that Daniel

I tried everything I could; but

none of the doctors and gods could heal him.

When we were driven

to despair, the church pastor came by one day and told us that
Jesus is the greatest physician in the world and the most
powerful God among gods and spirits.
to do something for my son.
to pray for Daniel.

So my wife and I determined

We then sincerely asked the pastor

It is so exciting to tell you that Jesus is

really the one true God as the Bible says.
and healed him from that day on.

He heard our prayer

Through the critical experience

and my later experience of his real presence in my life each day,
I am sure that he is Lord of lords and King of kings.
what he says must be fulfilled.
of power

I believe

He is victorious over all kinds

If we trust in him, he will protect us, and we need

not to be afraid of any other evil spirits to harm us or send us
disaster without his permission."
"Hmm,

"Grandfather seemed to be touched and satisfied

with these contextual answers

He was trying to postpone the

response to such good news owing to his cultural dignity -

This

conversation and communication, however, seemed not only to clear
the hindrance of my parent's becoming Christians, but also
prepare a way to his conversion.
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APPENDIX A

Interview Schedule on Christian Responses to Ancestor Practices
and Beliefs among Taiwan Chinese

General information
Sex:

M

Age:

12-18

F
19-22

23-32

33-45

46-60

60+

Education: __ Elementary __ Secondary/High __ College __ Graduate
Marital status:

Married

Single

Occupation:

Divorced

Separated

Position:

Attend church meetings:

4+/M

3/M

2/M

l-/M

Served position in church:

Pastor

school teacher

Small group leader __ Lay person

Counselor

Elder

l/M

Deacon

Sunday

Beliefs (#1-5)
1.

(1) Which of the following do you think is the most
prominent motive to worship ancestors?
a.

Fear of being punished

b. Hope of receiving blessings

c. Love and respect for deceased ancestor
family expectation
f
(2)

2.

d. Conformity to

e. Adherence to Chinese traditions

Other
Please indicate the order of priority of these items.

) Ancestor worship sacrifices are actually made to evil
spirits rather than to deceased ancestors.
a. Strongly disagree
nor disagree

b. Somewhat disagree

d. Somewhat agree

c. Neither agree

e. Strongly agree

398

3.

Ancestor practices strengthen interpersonal relationships between family members.
a. Strongly disagree
nor disagree

4.

b. Somewhat disagree

d. Somewhat agree

c. Neither. agree

e. Strongly agree

) Can the feng-shui of an ancestor's grave influence the
fortunes of the living?
a. Yes, it has definite influence
influence

c. Yes, but it has very little influence

cannot influence
5.

b. Yes, it has some
d. No, it

e. I do not believe in feng-shui

) How much power do the deceased have to affect the
earthly lives of the living?
a. Great power

b. Some power

c. Little power

although deceased do survive death

d. No power,

e. No power, deceased do

not survive death
Attitudes (#6-14)

6.

) Christians should preserve and honor anything in
traditional Chinese culture so long as it does not contradict
biblical principles.
a. Strongly disagree
nor disagree

7

b. Somewhat disagree

d. Somewhat agree

c. Neither agree

e. Strongly agree

) Before you became a Christian, how frequently did you
yourself participate in ancestor practices?
a. Twice a week

b. Monthly

c. Special feasts

d. Annually

e. Never
8

) Did any of your relatives object to your conersion
because they thought you would discontinue ancestor worship?
(Select all that apply-)
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a. Grandparents

b. Parents

c. Spouse

d. Brothers/Sisters

e. No one
9.

When you became a Christian, did you burn or discard
your household's ancestral shrine?
a. No, there was no shrine in my household at that time
b. No, because it did not depend on my decision
c. Yes, even though family members disapproved
d. Yes, shrine was burned or discarded later, after other
family members also had become Christians
e. Other

10.

) Do you know of any relatives or friends who refuse to
become Christians because of Christianity's position on
ancestor worship?
a. Yes

11

b. No

c. I don't know

e. Other

How often have you received instructions in your church
about the Christian's response to ancestor practices through
sermons, Sunday school lessons, small groups or Bible study
classes?
a. Regularly

12

13.

b. Often

c. Sometimes

d. Seldom

e. Never

What are the instructions given by pastor/clergy?

) Would you like your pastor and church to give more
instructions on the Christian's practical response to
ancestor practices?
a. Strongly disagree
nor disagree

b. Somewhat disagree

d. Somewhat agree

c. Neither agree

e. Strongly agree
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14

In what special areas do you think need instructions from our
pastor?

Practices (#15-28)

Please evaluate the following practices by indicating how
you personally feel about each one. "-" means Christians
should avoid the practice under any circumstance. "0" means
Christians may participate according to special
consideration. "+" means Christians may participate in
any case.
15.

Offering incense to the dead

16.

Burning paper money/objects

17

Wearing appropriate mourning cloth at funerals

18.

Meditating before ancestor's picture

19.

Bowing before coffin at funeral

20.

Placing fruit on grave

2l.

Placing flower on graves

22

Praying for spiritual comfort of deceased loved ones

23.

Praying to deceased ancestors

24

Holding family memorial on deathday anniversary

25.

Keeping family genealogy with names/deeds of ancestors

26.

Making family tree wall hanging to perpetuate memory

27

Wearing locket with parent's picture in it

28

Erecting family altar with Bible, verses, etc.
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APPENDIX B

Interview Schedule on Ancestor Practices and Beliefs among
Non-Christian Taiwan Chinese

General information

Sex:

M

F

Age:

12-18

19-22

23-32

33-45

46-60

60+

Education: __ Elementary __ Secondary/High __ College __ Graduate
Marital status:

Married

Single

Occupation:
Religion:

Divorced

Separated

Position:
Buddhist

Daoist

I-Kuan-Dao

None

Other

Beliefs (#1-8)

1

(j@)

(1) Which of the following do you think is the most

prominent motive to worship ancestors?
a. Fear of being punished and hope of receiving blessings
b. Express gratitude toward the originators and recall the
beginnings

c. Conformity to family expectation

Adherence to Chinese traditions

(2)

2.

d.

e. Other

Please indicate the order of priority of these items.

) Ancestor worship sacrifices are actually made to evil
spirits rather than to deceased ancestors.
a. Strongly disagree
nor disagree

b. Somewhat disagree

d. Somewhat agree

c. Neither agree

e. Strongly agree
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3.

) Ancestor practices strengthen interpersonal relationships between family members.
a. Strongly disagree
nor disagree

4

b. Somewhat disagree

d. Somewhat agree

c. Neither agree

e. Strongly agree

) Can the feng-shui of an ancestor's grave influence the
fortunes of the living?
a. Yes, it has definite influence
influence

b. Yes, it has some

c. Yes, but it has very little influence

it cannot influence

d. No,

e. I do not believe in feng-shui

) How much power do the deceased have to affect the

5.

earthly lives of the living?
a. Great power

b. Some power

c. Little power

although deceased do survive death

d. No power,

e. No power, deceased do

not survive death
) If living descendants make regular sacrifices to their

6.

ancestors, are the ancestors obligated to assist the living
in their earthly endeavors?
a. Ancestors never help the living in any way
would help the living if they had the power
should help the living whenever they can

b. Ancestors
c. Ancestors

d. Ancestors must

help the living whenever called on
) Where do you think your ancestor resides after a

7

person die?
a

Heaven

b. Western Paradise

d. Grave e. Hell

f

Unclear

c. Ancestral tablet
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8.

) What do you think the soul becomes when a person died?
a. Becomes ghost

b. Becomes god

c. Remains a soul

d. Unclear
Attitudes (#9-13)

9.

All Chinese should preserve and honor traditional
culture.
a. Strongly disagree
nor disagree

10.

b. Somewhat disagree

d. Somewhat agree

c. Neither agree

e. Strongly agree

) Ancestor practices are a part of good traditional
culture.
a. Strongly disagree
nor disagree

11

b. Somewhat disagree

d. Somewhat agree

c. Neither agree

e. Strongly agree

) Why do you think ancestor practices are good
traditional culture?

Answer this question if the answer of

#10 is either (d) or (e)

12.

) From your knowledge of Christians, you observe that
Christian fail to pay their ancestors proper respect
a. Strongly disagree
nor disagree

13.

b. Somewhat disagree

d. Somewhat agree

c. Neither agree

e. Strongly agree

) Do you think your ancestors would object if you became
a Christian?
a. Strongly disagree
nor disagree

b. Somewhat disagree

d. Somewhat agree

c. Neither agree

e. Strongly agree

Practices (#14-27)

Please evaluate the following practices by indicating how
you personally feel about each one. "-" means you avoid
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participating the practice under any circumstance. "0"
means you may participate according to special
consideration. "+" means you may participate in any case.
14.

Offering incense to the dead

15.

Burning paper money/objects

16.

Wearing appropriate mourning cloth at funerals

17

Meditating before ancestor's picture

18

Bowing before coffin at funeral

19.

Placing fruit on grave

20.

Placing flower on graves

21

Praying for spiritual comfort of deceased loved ones

22

Praying to deceased ancestors

23.

Holding family memorial on deathday anniversary

24.

Keeping family genealogy with names/deeds of ancestors

25.

Making family tree wall hanging to perpetuate memory

26.

Wearing locket with parent's picture in it

27

Other
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